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lloBmiA MIVDO-ACACIA. 72. stipuiis spinodlt^tMis impaii

pinnatiti raeemiu^ cemut's seu pendulis; calicis dentibus

rmUicit.
Ou. Ftortt athi.

Omk of the fint trees%troduced into Europe from

the foreftti of I^orth America east of the Mississippi

;

iivas the Locuit. For the acquisition of this tree , still

more intereiting for the excellent properties of its urood

than for the beauty of its foliage and of its flonvers , yve

are indebted io 3, Robin , a French botanist , vrho re-

ceived it from Canada , and cultivated it on a large scale

,

hfi the reign of Henr^SMiV, about the year 1601. Since

that period it ha« been so extensively propagatj^ that

it has become universally knoivn in France, Enf^nd and

Germany. To commemorate the introduction of so val-

uable a tree , and to express the acknowledgments due

to the person who had conferred this benefit upon the

Old Continent , Linnieus gave the genus to which it be-

longa the nante oi AoAi'ma. . - -

.•*
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a LOCUfT.

In the Atlantic States, the Locust begins to grow na-

turally in Pennsylvania , between Lancaster and Harris-

burgh , in the latitude of 4o* ao'. West of the mountains,

it is found a or 3 degrees farther north; which is ex-

plained by an obsenration already repeated, that, in pro-

ceeding towards the West , the climate becomes milder

and the soil more fertile. But the Locust is most multi-

plied in the South-West , and abounds in all the vallies

between the chains of the Alleghany Mountains, particu-

larly in Lamuone yalley. It is also common in all the

Western States, and in the territory comprised between

the Ohio, the Illinois, the Lakes, and the Mississippi.

It is not found in the States east of the river Delaware

,

nor does it grow spontaneo^NJl in the maritime parts of

the Middle and Southern States , to the distance of from

5o to 100 miles from the sea , all the stocks that are seen

in these parts having been planted at different periods.

The dimensions of the Locust vary with the soil and

climate : thus in Pennsylvania , between Harrisburg and

Carlisle, where it begins to appear, it is much smaller

than in Virginia, and particularlji^n Kentucky and West

Tenniyaee , which are situated 3 or 4 degrees farther

soutfaqRnd where the soil is more fertile. In these States

it sometimes exceeds 4 feet in diameter, and 70 or 80

feet in height ; which is twice the size it attains east of

the mountains.
^^

The foliage of the Locust is light and agreeable to

the eye. Each leaf is composed of opposite leaflets, 8,

V«4;

•• ».



tOCVST. 9

to, la, and sometimes more, in number, surmonnted

by an udd one. The leaflets are nearly sessile, oval, thin,

of a fine texture, and of so smooth a surface that the

dust is blown off from them as it alights. These iMvat

are rarely injured by insects.

The flowers are disposed in numerous pendulous

bunches : they are perfectly white, and diffuse the most

delicious odour. Their fine effect, heightened by th#

fresh tint of the light green foliage, renders the Locust

one of the most admired, in Europe , aniidlllg ornamen-

tal trees. In pas4lig through Harrisburgh on the 4*b

of June, 1808 , I saw the Locust in fiill bloom : it was

in flower at the same season of the year 181 2 , at Paris,

in the latitude of 48* 5o'.^ the flower succeeds a nar-

row, flat pod, about 3 inches long, containing 5 or 6

small seeds , which are commonly brown , and some-

times black.

On the trunk and large limbs of the old Locust, the

bark is very thick and deeply furrowed. The young tree,

tril it attains> the diameter of a or 5 inches, is armed

with fomiidhfah* thorns , which disappear in its maturer

age. The wood , which is commonly of a greeo^ish yel-

low colour, marked with brown veins , is haroH com-

pact, and susceptible of a bright polish ; it has a good

deal of strength with but little elasticity. Its principal

value in the United States, where the greater part of

the houses and of the fences of cultivated grounds are

of wood , is its power of resisting decay longer than

almost any other species of wood.

* #
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Thougb the Locust is multiplied east of the moiHi^

tains , in the upper part of Virginia and of the two Ca-

rolinas, it forms a murh smaller proportion of th«

for^ts than the Oaks and Walnuts, and it is nowhere

ioimd occupying exclusively tracts even of a few acres.

For this reason it is the only tree , besides the Black

Walnut, that is left standing in the clearing of new

flfands : hence these two species, which are not sufti-

cicntly multiplied to supply the demand for their.wood,

are frequedfl||^een growing in the midst of cultivated

fields. #
. The greatest consumption of Locust wood is for

posts, which are employed ofpreference for the enclos-

ing of court-yards, garden^^d farms, in. the districts

where the tree abounds, and in the circumjacent coun^*

9.:^ ^ry. They are transported for the same use to Lancaster,

Baltimore, Washington, Alexandria and the vicinity.

When the trees are felled in the winter, while the cir-

culatioii of the sap is suspended, and the posts are al-

lowed to become perfectly dry before they are set, they

are estimated to last 4o years. Experience has shown

that their duration varies according to certain differences

in th<ilrees from which they are formed : thus about

Lancaster and at Harrisburgh, a small town on the

Susquehannah , where a considerable trade is carried

on in wood that is brought down the river, those

trees are reputed the best whose heart is red ; the next

in ftsteem are those with a greenish yellow heart ; and

the least valuable are those with st white heart. From

«.
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ihii varietur in the colour of the wood , which probably

arisef from a dtffetence of toil, are derived the names

of R«d , Grten , and White Locust. In the Western

States there ii a variety which is sometimes called^pack

Locust*

Great quantUii'a of Locust posts are sold at Harris-

burgh ; they are 7 or 8 feet long , and the ^ce is i3

cents each in the rough state, or a5 cents when hewn

and mortiied. They are made from stocks less than a

foot in diameter, iplit into two pieces. IWffte remarked

that when the trunk of the Locust exceeds i5 inches

in diameter it ii frequently decayed at the heart;

but I presume thii defect is not found in trees that

grow ^rthi^r Kouth. Poilf of Locust and of Red Cedar

of the same dimensions are sold in the lumber-yards of

Baltimore ; those of Locust at 40 cents , and those of

Red Cedar at So. 'fhis difference is probably attributable

to the great strength of the Locust. In the Western

States also » where this tree is larger and more abundant

than in the i'ountl y east of the mountains , it is the

most esteemed and the most generally employed for

posts. «
.

In naval arehitectore the ship-wrights use as much
Locust wood as they can procure. It is as durable as the

Live Oak<lnd the Med Cedar « with the advantage of

being stronger than the one , and lighter than the other.

It enters, with the Live Oak, the White Oak, and the

Red Cedar, into the upper and lower parts ofthe frame,

though in a very imall proportion ; for in the interior

4

;&•-
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oi Pennsylvania , Maryland and Virginia , where , as I

have observed , it grows naturally and whence it is pro-

cured, nine tenths of the Locusts do not exceed a foot

in dfimeter, and from 36 to 40 feet in height : it thus

becomes difficult to procure timber of the requisite size.

Another very important use oi the Locust in ship-build-

ing is f^ the trurmels or the pins destined to attach the

side-pIanAs to the frame. Instead of decaying , they ac-

quire with time an extreme hardness, and they are used,

to the exclu^on of all others , in the ports of the Middle

States. The mean price at Philadelphia, whither they

are brought from the river Susquehannah , is 10 dollars

a thousand. From fifty to a hundred thousand of these

pins are annually exported tdlSngland.

^ In the construction of houses , even of such as are

wholly ofwood, the Locust is not extensively employed

in the countries where it is most multiplied : the use to

which it is more particularly applied is to support the

sills or the beams on which the frame reposes. These

sills are of Oak, and if they were placed imme-

diately on the ground , they would decay more rapidly

than the Locust. This invaluable property of durability

,

which is possessed by the Locust in a degree far supe-

rior to that of any other tree except the Red Mulberry,

sufliciently indicates the purposes to whicre it may be

advantageously applied : but in the United States its use

is limited to the objects which I have enumerated , and

it is through mistake that it has been said to be employed

^ for staves and hoops, and for composing hedges.

,<
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From the hardness oi the Locast wood when season-

ed f from the fineness of its grain and its lustre when

polished , it has been , for tea years, extensively substi-

tuted by turners for the Box in many specie» of light

work, such as salt-cellars, sugar-bowls, candlesticks,

spoon* and forks for sallad , boxes , and many other

trifling objects which are carefully wrought inW pleas-

ing shapes, and sold at low prices. , * ; i ^ ; ,,
.,

The rapid growth of the Locust was early remarked

by the inhabitants of the United States ; for this is an

inestimable quality in a tree whose wood unites so many

excellencies. This consideration has induced many per-

sons to plant it in those parts of the country where it

does not naturally grow ,
particularly in the lower part

of the States lying east of the river Delaware. Thus be-

tween New York and Boston , a distance of nearly 3oo

miles , it is seen at intervals growing before the farm-

houses, and sometimes by the side of the fences:

but perhaps not one proprietor in a hundred has

adopted this useful measure. On Long Island , near the

west end of which lies the city of New York, the

forests were in a great measure destroyed in the war

of Independance , ait^ many persons have successfully

adopted the cultivation of the Locust on an extensive

scale : but thtse plantations are still very much circum-

scribed, and, except the larger trees which are cut into

tnmnelst and which serve to supply in part the demand

oi the ship-wrights of New York , the whole growth is
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consumed by the cultivators. Kegular plantations of

Locust of ao or 3o acres have not been formed in any

part ofthe United States, though several agricultural so-

cietlis have offered premiums for their encouragement.

Within 18 or ao years an obstacle has unhappily ap-

peared , which will contribute greatly to prevent the

multipniation of the Locust in all the anciently settled

parts of the United States : this is a winged insect which

attacks the toee while standing, penetrates through the

bark into th6 centre of the trunk , and , for the space

of a ioot , mines it in every direction , so that it is

easily broken by the wind. This inconvenience is already

so serious is to induce many people to forego all at-

tempts to form plantations of Locust. In Virginia , I

have not learned that trees of the natural growth have

been visited by this destroyer, but those that have

been reared about the plantations have already felt its

ravages. This evil , which it appears difficult to remedy

,

will be more sensibly felt when the destruction of

the forests now on foot, an inevitable consequence

of the increase of population and of the neglect of all

tneasures of preservation , shall force the inhabitants

to have recourse to plantations ,^lirhich they will wish

to form in a certain proportion of the Locust. Hence

it may result that , disappeai^g succ^ively from

the American forests by constant consumption, and

not being reproduced on account of this insect , the

Locusts will become extremely rare in their native

1
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country, and abundant in Europe, where no similar

catastrophy forbids their propagation. ^

-i Though I have asserted that I Hjjtve seen Locusts in

America 70 or 80 feet high , it must be observed that

this luxuriant growth is confined to the most fertile

districts of Kentucky and West Tennessee, where the.

newly cleared lands yield for several years in succession,

without manure, from 3o to 60 bushels of maize or

Indian corn an acre. In general, this tree does not

exceed 4o or ij^ feet in height on lands of a middling

quality, that produce the Oaks and the Hickories , com-

pared with which the Locust is a tree only of secondary

size , affording timber of inconsiderable dimensions.

For this reason it should not be substituted for the

Oak , the Beech , the Ghesnut and the Elm , in soils

where these species already flourish. ''^'^ '
" - • 'f^ « hi

In Europe , the greatest share of attention has been

bestowed upon the Locust , and the most extended ob-

servations on its culture have been published in iroun-

tries lying north of the 48° of latitude : but notwith-

standing the success which is said to have been obtained

in cultivating it, I cannot think that this is its proper cli-

mate. I have obseifllld , as well as many other persons ,

that its vegetation is accelerated by the warmth of a

more southern sun : the effect is visible even at Or-

leans , where , though the difference of latitude is only

one degree , the Locusts are larger than in the vicinity

of Paris. Italy and the southern departments of France

II. a
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are the countries of Europe where the greatest advan-

tages may be expected from the rapid growth of the

Locust. Individualil who are more in haste than govern-

ments to realise their gains, may obtain from it, at the

end of ao or a5 years , a mass of wood twice as great as

from any other species of tree ; and it might be formed

in thisxounlry , as in America, into irunneb for the pur-

poses of ship-building, and sold at a high price in the

sea-ports. Raised upon uncultivated and open grounds

,

the quality of the wood would be superior to that oftrees

growing in the primitive forests of the New World

,

where it is injured by the humidity of the atmosphere.

It appears from the authors who at different periods

have written on the Locust, that about loo years since

it was in great request in Europe on account of the

beauty of its foliage and of its fragrant flowers. It was

*' afterwards found to have defects , and declined so far

in public favour, that during half a century it fell into

entile neglect. Within lo or i5 years, several agricul-

turists have given it fresh celebrity , by representing it

•I '^ as an useful rather than an ornamental tree ; though its

'
"- -merit in this last respect is undeniable.

' In France, and still more in flipnany, much has

been published in favour of the Locust , and very little

has been written against it; but the greater part of

those who are engaged in forming plantations oppose

its propagation. It appears to have been too much

vaunted on the one hand , and too much decried on

.*.'
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the other, and not to have been justly appreciated in

those respects in which it has an incontestable superior-

ity over most other trees of the tem^^rate zones.

If I may be allowed to give my opinion , I should say

that its principal advantages consist in the rapidity of its

growth, and in the excellent qualities by which its wood

is fitted for the most important uses. To these must

be added another property by which it is distinguished

from other trees of a rapid growth , andt, which has

not been placed in a sufHciently striking light by the

authors who have treated of the Locust : it is that of

beginning from the third year to convert its sap into

perfect wood ; which is not done by the Oak, the Ghes-

nut , the Beech and the Elm , till after the tenth or

the fifteenth year. Hence , if all these species were

planted at the same time upon good land , in a5 or 3o

years the Locusts , already one third lai^er in general

than the others , and often t-wice as large , would be

found almost wholly composed of heart , and would be

of sufHcient dimensions for the various uses to which

their wood is adapted ; while the others , besides being

too stnall at this age to be employed with advantage,

would have only Ipf the diameter of the trunk con-

verted into perfect wood. This is a most important

consideration , for it is well known that every species

of wood must be deprived of the sap before it is used

,

as this part is subject to become worm-eaten if it isi

sheltered , and to tlecay if it is exposed to the air.
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But these prominent excellencies are balanced by

defects ^hich seem diflicult to remedy. When standing

alone « the branch#of the Locust are easily broken by

the wind : if left to itself, its trunk , after attaining a

certain height, rarely preserves its shape ; and the limbs,

ill arranged, of unequal size and veiy divergent, give to

its summit an uncouth and disagreeable form. Its thin

and restless foliage yield also a scanty shade : hence this

tree is not pioper for the avenues and allies of extensive

gardens , nor for bordering public roads : for these pur-

poses the Elm is infinitely superior; for, besides the

facility with which it is fashioned by the pruning-hook

,

its tufted foliage casts a denser shade , and its wood is of

great value to the wheel-wright.

It is observed also that in plantations of Locusts whose

verdure announces the most vigorous vegetation , there

are some trees which languish and turn yellow : the

cause of this malady it is difticult to assign. '

For several years past the proprietors of the depart-

ment of the Gironde and of the neighbouring country

have taken advantage of the rapid growth of the Locust

by cultivating it in copses, which are cut at the age of

four years. The young stocks are lj|pn large enough to

be split into props for vines , which are found to last

more than twenty years. Old trees are also lopped,

and the suckers cut every third year for the same pur-

pose. This vigorous vegetation is doubtless attributable

to the warmth of the climate.
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The grsalfSt inconvenience attending these copses is

the thorns with which the young plants are armed , and

by which the preparing of them fcr use is rendered

more difiicult and expensive than that of any other

species. This disadvantage, however, is compensated

by a double product obtained in half the time.

I must not omit to mention a new variety of Locust ;

called Robima pseudo - acacia spectabiiis , which in its

early age is entirely destitute of thorns. This valuable

variety is distinguished by the superior size of its leaves

and by the greater rapidity of its growth. Though its

seeds produce stocks with thorns , it is still probable that

they will disappear from the future generations of the

tree : in the meanwhile this variety may be multiplied by

layers , or by forming small trenches in which the roots

will send up shoots that may be afterwards separated

from the parent tree.

I need not say how much this variety is preferable for

copses ; the twigs , with their leaves , may also be safely

given to cattle, who eat them with avidity. For the pro-

duction of this variety, which gives a new value to the

Locust
,
particularly in the south of France , we are in-

debted to Mr. Desofemet, a gentleman distinguished by

his theoretical and practical knowledge of agriculture.

It has been asserted that the most profitable manner

of disposing of poor lands , too much exhausted to pro-

duce the Oak and other species of hard wood , is to

cover them with copses of Locust : but about Paris , and

^>,
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fiurther north , the experiment has not uniformlj sac-

oeeded. Dnriog three or four years , the Locusts surpass

the Birches planted at the same time , and give the

most flittering promise; but by the seventh or eighth

year their voracious roots appear to exhaust the soil, the

branches about the middle of the young tree perish

,

and its short and languishing shoots announce its decay

;

while, on the other hand, the young Birches continue

healthful and vigorous, and some of them already

equal the Locusts in height. Perhaps the Locusts require

lopping the third or fourth year.

Such is the fruit ofmy enquiries concerning this tree

in America, and my observations on its culture in

Europe. Its propagation is attended with advantages

and disadvantages : on weighing them together, I am
ofopinion that , as an ornamental and as a useful tree

,

it merits a place
, particularly the variety without thorns,

both in gardens and plantations. ' v <• v

[^.:,-'^iy%

PLATE LXXVL

A branch mth a hunch offlowers, Ftg. i , Apod, Fig. a,

A seed.
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' ROSE-FLOWERING LOCUST. ;

RoBiMiA VISC08A. A /o/iV!f imparlptntuitls ', rumis vUcoso

glanduiosis.

Om. FlentnM9-Mi.

Tbis species of Locust is found only on that part ol

the AUeghanies which traverses Georgia and the GMtH

linas, and in the territory of the Cherokee Indiana , si*

tuated west of the mountains. My father discovered it

in the summer of 1790, and his subsequent researches,

as «vell as my own , confirm the opinion that it does not

exist north ofthe 35th degree of latitude , nor in all the

lower part of the Southern States : hence it appears to

be confined to a very small tract.

The Rose-flowering Locust is not as large as the pre-

ceding species : its ordinary stature does not exceed 40

feet, with a diameter of 10 or la inches. Its branches,

like those of the Locust , are garnished with thorns

,

which , however , are smaller and less numerous. The

annual shoots are of a dull red colour , and are covered

with a viscid , adhesive humour : Mr. Vauquelin , of the

French Institute, has analysed this substance, and found

it to be a new vegetable matter. ,
• / • .

•' The foliage of the Rose-flowering Locust is thick and

of a dusky green. The leaves are 5 or 6 inches long , and

are composed of opposite leaflets, 10, la, or i4 in

't

m
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number, with a terminal odd one. The leaflets are about

an inch in length, oval, nearly sessile , smooth, and of

a fine texture.

The flowers are in oval bunches 4 or 5 inches long.

They are numerous and of a beautiful rose coldur , but

destitute offragrance. This tree not unfrequently blooms

twice in the year , and it forms one of the most bril-

liant ornaments of the park and the garden. The seeds

are small and contained in hairy pods a or 3 inches long,

and 3 or 4 lines broad.

Well-informed and unprejudiced cultivators, em-

ployed in the raising of exotic trees and plants , assure

us that seeds of the Rose-flowering Locust , which they

have themselves collected and sown , have produced the

Locust. The difference between the two species is how-

ever so distinctly characterized, that this metamorphosis

is hardly credible.

The wood of the Rose-flowering Locust is of a green-^

ish colour, like that of the common species, v^'hich it

resembles also in its other properties : but the inferior

size of the tree , notwithstanding its surprisingly rapid

growth, renders it less interesting to the arts.

This species easily supports the rigorous winters of

New York and Pennsylvania , where it succeeds per-

fectly well ; several stocks sent by my father to his

friends residing in these Capitals, bloom luxuriantly

every year : but it is liable to the ravages of the same

insect which destroys the Locust

j

>. •
; .

^
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This beautiful tree wm introduced into Europe in

1791 : my &tber, who had transported it from the

mountains to hi# garden near Charleston, S. C, sent

me a stock, wbieb arrited in July of that year. I pre-

sented it to Mr, Lemonnier , first physician of Levns

XYI , who planted it in his garden at Petit MontreuU^

nearVersaiUei, where it is still standing. From this stock

are derived, by iprouti or by grafting, all the trees of

the species which at present adorn the pleasure grounds

throughout Europe.

PLATE LXXVII, . fc,•^ * : f^rt i . 4 * »

A branch wlthjlomrs 0/ the natural size. Fig. 1, Apod,

Fig. a, A teed.
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YELLOW WOOD,

VlBGILiA LVTKA. /^. yb/r« impan-pinncUis , foUoUs ovaio^

acuminatisi racenus pendulis ; gemmis inclusis.

, .

.

Oh. Fton» albi.

The Yellow Wood is confined to that part of West

Tennessee which lies between the 35th and the 37th de-

grees of Latitude , where it is commonly designated by

the name which I have adopted.

This tree grows of preference on gentle declivities, in

a loose , deep and fertile soil , and is usually accom-

panied by the Red Mulberry, Coffee Tree, Sweet Locust,

Black Walnut, and other species whose presence

evinces the richness of the land. It rarely exceeds 40 feet •

in height and one foot in diameter , and in general it

does not attain even these dimensions. Its trunk is co-

vered with a greenish bark , which is smooth instead of

being furrowed like that of most other trees.

The leaves of the YellowWood are 6 or 8 inches long

on old trees , and of twice this size on young and thrifty

stocks. They are composed of two rows of leaflets,

smooth, entire, nearly round and about an inch and a

half in diameter. The leaflets are 3 , 4 or 5 on each side,

borne by short petioles, and surmounted by an odd one

which is supported by the common footstalk. As in the

;^'
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Buttonwoodf the loiyer part of the footstalk contains

the bud , which becomes visible in plucking the leaf.

The flowers form elegant, white, pendulous bunches^

a little larger than those of the Locust, but less odorif-

<"rous. :

- ^ V /-^,, :n-'.,! -,.. .;.

The seeds of the YellowWood also nearly resemble

those of the Locust, and are contained in pods that

differ only in being a little narrower. The seed^ are ripe

in the vicinity of ISashville about the i5th ofAugust , at

which season, in the year 1813, I collected a quantity

and afterwards distributed them in France to nursery-

men and amateurs of foreign plants. From these seeds

have sprung the trees which we see growing with so

much vigour in Europe, and mocking the rigour of our

winters : several of them bloomed in the year i8i3.

From the form and foliage of this tree, my father was

of opinion that it belonged to the genus Sophora : the

aflinity is proved by the fact that it is grafted with suc-

cess into that genus only. It was hastily ranged as a new

genus, by the name of f^irgilia, before its flowers had

been examined ; though without the inspection of this

part of a vegetable no certain opinion can be formed

of its aftinities.

To procure the seeds from which have sprung the

beautiful trees that are seen in the gardens of Paris,

I felled several stocks, and thus had an opportunity

of examining the quality of the wood. Its grain is tine

and soft; it is principally remarkable for the yellow

#
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colour of the heart, which speedily imparts this hue to

cold water; but the colour isfugitire even where the

wood is boiled with alum. The inhabitants of the coun-

try were very desirous of finding some method of ren*

dering it permanent.

Aside from the fine vegetation of the Yellow Wood

,

the brilliant colour of its heart appears to me to be a

sufficient motive for multiplying it till we become able

to appreciate its importance in dying. ' ":''

, „, PLATE LXXVIIL

udf leaf of half the natural size. A hunch offiowers of

the natural sue. Fig. i , A pod. Itg. 2 ,A seed. \
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^ SWEET LOCUST.

Folygaoiit dioecia. Liair.

.1

LeguminoMC. Ittt.

fl

Gleditsia triacanthos. G. ramis spinosis; spirds crassis}

foliis Uneari-oblongisi legundmbus longist compressis,

polyspermis.

The Sweet Locust belongs peculiarly to the country

west of the Alleghany Mountains, and it is scarcely

found in any part of the Atlantic States , except in Lime-

stone Valley and its branches, which lie between the

first and second ranges of the Alleghanies , beginning

near Harrisburgh in Pennsylvania, in the latitude of

4o' 43'» and extending from north-east to south-west

into the Slate of Virginia. The soil in this valley is gene-

rally very substantial. In the fertile bottoms which are

watered by the rivers emptying into the Mississippi , in

the Illinois country, and, still mo^re, in the southern

part of Kentucky and Tennessee , the Sweet Locust is

abundant. It commonly grows with the Black Waluut,

Shell-bark Hickory, Red Elm, Blue Ash, Locust, Box

Elder and Coffee Tree, and forms a part of the forests

that cover the most fertile soils. In different parts of the

United States, this species is called indifferently Sweet

Locust and Honey Locust ; the French of Illinois call it

Fdvier.

*
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In situations the most favourable to its growth , such

as I have observed on the banks of the Ohio , between

Gallipolis and Ijmestone, the Sweet Locust attains a

very ample size. I have measured several stocks which

were 5 or 4 feet in diameter , and which appeared to

equal in height the loftiest trees of these immemorial

forests. Some of them had the trunk undivided for 4o

feet.

The Sweet Locust is easily known by its bark , which

,

at intervals [of a few inches, detaches itself laterally

in plates 3 or 4 inches wide and a or 3 lines thick

,

and by the form of its trunk, which appears to be

twisted, and which presents three or four crevices of

inconsiderable depth , opening irregularly from the

bottom towards the top. The large thorns which cover

the branches , and frequently the trunk of young trees

,

afford another very distinct character. These thorns

are sometimes several inches long, 'igneous , of a red-

dish colour, and armed, at some distance from the

base, with two secondary thorns about half the size

of the first.

. The leaves of the Sweet Locust are pinnated and com-

posed of small, oval, serrate, sessile leaflets. This fo-

Kage is elegant and of an agreeable tint ; but it is thin

,

and scarcely obstructs the passage of the sun-beams. It

is shed annually at the approach of winter.

The flowers are small, not very conspicuous , and dis-

posed in bunches. The fruit is in the form of flat

»
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crookftd ,
pcnduloui pods, from la to i8 inches long

,

and of a reddish brown colour. The pods contain brown

smooth, hard seeds, enveloped in a pulpy substance,

which , for a month afler their maturity , is very

sweet , and which then becomes extremely sour. Beer

is sometimes made by fermenting this pulp while fresh

;

but the practise is not general, as the Apple Tree and

Peach Tree ,
particularly the last, have become common

in the Western Country, and afford a much superior

beverage.

The perfect wood or heart of the Sweet Locust nearly

resembles that of the Locust, but its grain is coarser

and its pores more open : in these respects it is more

strikingly characterised even than the wood of the Red

Oak. When perfectly seasoned it is extremely hard. It is

little esteemed in Kentucky, where it is more employed;

and consequently can be better appreciated , than else-

where. It is used neither by the carpenter nor the wheel-

wright : it is sometimes taken by the farmers for rails

to fence their fields, but only when they are unable

to procure better wood. It is found by experience to

be far inferior to the Wild Cherry and Black Walnut

for cabinet-making. The only destination for which it

appears to be peculiarly adapted is the forming of

hedges , which would be rendered impenetrable by its

long thorns.

The Sweet Locust has been cultivated for many years

in Europe, It flourishes, blooms, and yields seed in the
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climates of London and Paris ; but its vegetation is lest

active than in the south of France.

PLATE LXXIX;

A hranch mth leofes and a thorn of the tuUuml size.

Fig, I, Apod ofthe natural site. Fig. 2, A seed.
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WATER LOCUST.

jtol •»[d<itr

rjr»rt_f jS r '• > J
*/' ^ fj

<"

GLEI)|!rsi4 NOMOfrailMA. G. ramu subspinosis) foUelis

ovato-obhngiii Ugumitdbiu ovaltbuSf mucroruUis^ m<hi

nowemiit.

T«M Ifei'ktf {• pUifily dutinct from the precedkig^

es^CMilly in the Ibrtii of its fruit, tnd beloogis tQ«

more »ai»tb«ra diintit«; in the Atlantic Stages it is first

seen in the lower part ai South Carolina. Tbe poiBlitj

wbkb it i» fowid nearest to Clharlestcm is i^ut tWo

miles beyond SUmbridget at the distaffioe of 33 milesb'

In South Carolina , as well as in Geor^^a and East Fld^

rida , where 1 ha^e myself observed H, this tree, thowgh

not very raret ii not common, and the traveU^ seme**

times lu#ei sifht of H ibr vrfaole days, in tracts that

seem peeoliarly lavourable to its growth. In the West-

ern Country it is found 3 or 4 degrees farther norths

near Kaskaikias in the Illinois Country.

In the iottthem and maritime part of the United

States IhiMiree it designated by no other name than

that of VNHitt Locust , and grows only in the large

swampi that border the rivers , where the soil iti con* '^

stanlly wet and, often, inundated at the season o£ the

rising of the wateri< It is commonly associated with the

Cypress , Large Tnpelo , Bied-flowering Maple ; Qteffvup

II* L
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Oak, Planer Tree, and Nutmeg Hickory. It is probably

found, also, united with the same trees, in the impene*

trable forests which cover the swamps on the banks of

the Mississippi*

The Water Locust is 5o or 60 feet high , and from

I to a feet in diameter. The bark upon the trunk of

young trees is smooth ; on old stocks it is cracked , but

less deeply than that of the Oaks and the Walnuts. The

branches, like those of the Sweet Locust, are armed

Urith thorns, which are less numerous, smaller and

more pointed ; they are often simple , or accompanied

mllr the base with a single secondary thorn.

1 The leaves nearly resps^ble those of the Sweet Locust,

from which they differ in being a little smaller in all

their proportions.

The flowers, which are not conspicuous, are of a

«greenish colour and dest|itute of odour. The pods are

iripe at the beginning of November. They are reddish ,

about an inch in diameter, and united in bunches of

three or four pods, each of which contains a single

naked seed.

The wood of the Water Locust resembles that of the

Sweet Locust in its loose texture and ywlw colour;

YaA as it grows in wet grounds, it Is consiji|iiently infe-

rior in quality. In Carolina and Georgia it is wholly net

^cted in use. ititjuu' •; ,.. . i-rw v

I believe there eiists in Western Stat€s another

fpedes of jPrickly Locust , whose pods are narrow and

r^
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only 4 inches in length ; but my information is not sof-

fidently accorate to aUojw me to describe it.

PLATE LXXX;

A branch trith leases and a thorn of the ruOural site,

Sig, I, Apodofiht natural size. Fig, a, A seed^
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•»^ SASSAFRAS. 'i'lfiy.ti. 4Mi:ii.>i.t

Eneandria numogyaia. Dkr. Laurina. Jom.

\.

Laubus SASSAIRAS. X. j^)/u« decidmSf integris irUobisque;

.
.- - . •- '

J[ofil)us tUoicis.

The Sassafras , on account of its medicinal viriues

,

was among the first trees of America which became

known to the Europeans.

Monardes in i549t and after him Glusius , who have

written on the foreign vegetables employed in medicine,

treat at length of the uses of its wood in certain diseases.

Hernandes, in his history of the plants of New Mexico,

published in i638, mentions the Sassafras among the

trees of the province of Mechoacan ; but I doubt whe-

ther it is as common in that part of North America as

in the regions which lie east of the Mississippi.

In the United States, the neighbourhood of Ports-

mouth in New Hampshire , in the latitude of 43", may

be assumed as one of the extreme points at which it is

found towards the north-east : in the Western Country

it is met with one degree farther north. Bat in these la-

titudes the Sassafras is only a tall shrub , rarely exceed-

ing i5 or 20 feet in height. A few degrees farther south

,

in the neighbourhood ofNew York and Philadelphia , it

grows to the height of 4o or 5o feet, and attains a still
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loftier stature in some parts of Virginia , the Carolinas

,

and the Floridas, as well as in the Western States and

in Upper and Lower Louisiana. It is aJsondani through-

out these countries , iexcepi in the mountainous districts

of the Alleghanies, by which they are divided » where it

appear^ to be comparatively rare. Inline, from Boston

to the banks ol" the Mississippi, and from' the shares oi

the Ocean in Virg^a tO' the remotest wiUfo of Upper

Louisiana, beyond the Missouri ,, comprising aof extent

in each directioni of more than 1800 miles y. the Sassa^raa

is suflicien% multiplied to be ranked^mong the most

ccunmon trees. It is seen> growing on bnds. ofi every

description , from the dry and gravelly to the moist

and fertile,, vAXh the exception of web as are arid and

sand]( to excess, like the jdm-baitem of the Sootbem

States : neither is it found in the swamps that border

the rivers by which these States are watered. *

In the low , maritarae parts of Yirgima ^ of the two

Carolinas and of Georgia, the Sassafictas is observed

to grow of preference; about planlatioaB and in soili»

which have been exhausted by cnltivalnm and aban^

doned. The old trees give birth to haodreds of shoiotsV

which spring from the earttt at little distances , but

which rarely rise' hig|iei^than6or 8 feet. Though this

tree is common on poor lands, and blooms an^^d maf-

tmreji its seedat the height of i5 or 20 feet , yet it is never

of very ample dimensions ,. except in fertile soils, such

as fonoa the d)ectivitie& which dcirt the swamps, and
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such as sustain the luxuriant forests of Kentucky and

West Tennessee.

The leaves are 4 or 5 inches in length, alternate, and

petiolated. At their unfolding in the spring they are

downy and of a tender texture. They are of different

shapes upon the same tree , being sometimes oval and

entire, and sometimes divided into lobes, which are

generally^ three in number, and which are rounded at

the summit The lobed leaves are the most numerous

and are situated on the upper part of the tree. '
'^ ""^ =''

About Mew York and Philadelphia the Sassafras is in

full bloom in the beginning of May, and six weeks

earlier in South Carolina. The flowers unfold before

the leaves, and appear in small clusters at the end of

the last year's shoots. They are ofa greenish yellow hue,

and are but slightly odoriferous. In this species of Laurel

the sexes arc confined to different stocks. 7he fruit or

seed is of an oval form and of a deep blue colour, and

is contained in small bright red cups, supported by

peduncles from i to a inches in length. These feeds

,

when ripe , are eagerly devoured by the birds , and soon

disappear from the tree.

The bark which covers the trunk of an old Sassafras,

is of a greyish colour and is chapped into deep cracks.

On cutting into it , it exhibits a dark dull red , a good

deal resembling the colour of the Peruvian bark. The

bark of the young branches and suckers is smooth and

of a beautiful green colour. The wood of this tree is not
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strong, and branches ofconsiderable size maybe broken

^th a slight effort. In the young tree the wood is white

;

in those which exceed i5 or 18 inches in diameter it is

reddish and of a closer grain. It is not, however, in

these respects to be compared with the Oak and the

Hickory. Experience shews that this wood, stripped of

its bark, resists for a considerable period the progress

of decay ; and it is on this account employed for the

posts and rails of rural fence. It is also sometimes used

in the country for joists and rafters in houses built of

wood. I have been informed that it is secure from the

attacks of worms : this advantage is attributed to its

odour which it preserves as long as it is sheltered from

the sun and the rain. Bedsteads made oi it are never

infested by insects. But for these purposes the Sassa-

fras wood is not in habitual use, and is only occasion-

ally employed in the country : it is never seen exposed

to sale in the lumber-'yards of the large towns , and it

appears incapable of ever becoming an article of great

interest in the mechanical arts. For fuel, also, it is

held in little esteem, and it is only in the cities of the

Southern States, which are not , like those of the north

,

abundantly furnished with fuel , that it is brought into

the market as wood of the third quality. Its bark con-

tains a great deal of air, and snaps while burning like

that of the Ghesnut. •

,
^

The medicinal virtues of the Sassafras are so well

proved, that during more than aoo years, since its first
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introduction into materia medioa^ it has maintained

the reputaftion of an excellent sudorific, which may he

tdyantageously employed in cutaneous affections , in

chronic rheumatisms , and in siphilitic diseases of long

standing. In the last case it is always joined with fignam

Tita and salsaparella. The wood is slightly aromatic , but

the smell and taste which are peculiar to the vegetable

are more sensible in the young branches; and incom-

parably more so in the bark of the roots ; this part of

the tree therefore should always be preferred , for the

wood appears to me to contain but a small degree t>f

the qualities assigned to it, and even this it loses aAer

being long kept. From the bark of the roots, which is

thick and sanguineous, the greatest quantity of essential

oil is extracted : this oil, after long exposure to the

cold , is said to deposit very beautiful crystals.

' The flowers of the Sassafras when fresh have likewise

a Weak aromatic odour. A great number of people in

the United States , in the country and even in the cities,

consider them as stomachic and efHcacious in purifying

the blood ; and, for this purpose , during a fortnight in

the spring, they drink an infusion ofthem with a little

sugar , in the manner of tea. They are carried to market

in the cities, and sold at 7 or 8 cents a pint. To gather

the flowers , the branches are lopped and often the

whole tree is cut down : great havock is in this way

made of the species. - - • " -

' The dried leaves and the young branches of the Sas«
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SASSAFEAS. SS

safras contain a mucilaginous principle nearly resem-

bling that of the Ochro. In Louisiana the leaves are used

by the inhabitants to thicken their pottage.

In Virginia, and in the more Southern Stales, the

country people make a beer by boiling the young shoots

of the Saisafraf in water, to which a certain quantity of

melasset is added, and the whole is left to ferment:

this beer if considered as a very salutary drink during

the summer.

Such it the result ofmy observations on the Sassafras,

a tree highly Uilercsting from its uses in medecine. It is,

in my opinion , sufficiently valuable in this reject to

merit propagation in Europe : in the South of France

and in Italy it would undoubtedly thrive, since it sue-

ceedi' in the climate of Paris and London.

PLiTE LXXXL ^ < V

A branch with leaves and fruit of their natural size,

tig. I ; Maleflowers. Fig. a , Femaleflowers.

>f the Sas-
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i., RED BAY.
*>.

Laurus CAROLlMiBifSis. L, folUs perennontibus , ovatd'

acuminatis, subtits subglaucisy baccis ccemieis.

J.

«

Tnis species of Laurel is first observed in the lower

part of Virginia , and it continues to be seen uninter-

ruptedly throughout the maritime districts of the Garu-

linas and of Georgia , in the two Floridas , and in Lower

Jx)uisiana. It is confmed, as well as several other trees

which I have described , precisely within the limits

which I have assigned to the pine-barrens. i

This tree is known only by the name of Red Bay. It is

profusely multiplied , and vrith the Sweet Bay, Tupelo

,

Red -flowering Maple, Water Oak, etc., it tills the

branch-swamps which intersect the pine- barrens. It is

seen on the skirts of the great swamps which border

the rivers and around the ponds covered with the

Laurus asstivalisy Pond-bush, that are met with in the

barrens. A cool and humid soil appears to be essential

to its growth , for it is never found in dry and sandy

lands. It is also remarked that the farther south it

grows, the more vigorous and beautiful is its vegeta-

tion : thus in the southern part of Georgia and in the

Floridas it is often 60 or 70 feet high, and from i5

to ao inches in diameter : dimensions which it more

rarely attains in the Carolinas. Perhaps, also , as the Ga-

>*'

:|
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HID BAT. 3S

rolinat h«vt biin longei' inhabited and are more fully

peopled , the larggit §ioe1u have been felled for certain

uses to wbifb thejr ari f<Mind perfectly adapted.

When tbe Rid Bay arlives at a lofty stature , it rarely

ei^hibiti A regular iorm t its trunk is generally crooked

and divided into leveral thick limbs at 8, lo or la feet

from tbe gronnd. It differs in this respect from the Lob-

lolly Bay, tbe iwtet Ouin, the Tupelo, and the Oaks

,

whose trunk ia itralgbt and of nearly an uniform size

for 9(9 or 36 leet. li «i yi|fl^J&'n»i»

Upon old truflki the bark ifr thick and deeply fur-

rowed; that iff the young branches, on the contrary,,

is smooth and of a^ beautiful green colour. The leaves

are about 6 inehei long, alternate, oval-acuminate,

whitish or glaueoui on the lower surface> and ever-

green. When bruiied , they diffuse a strong odour re-

sembling tbat of tbe Sweet Bny, Laums. nobilis, and

may be employed in. cookery. The flowers are disposed

in small , .axillary bunches , springing belween the leaf

and tbe twig t and are supported by slightly downy pe-

duncles, Tbe fruit or feed is oval and very similar to that

of tbe Saisafrai, Tbe seeds germinate with ease , and

the old treti are iurrounded by hundreds of young

plants.

The wood of the Bed Bay is of a beautiful rose

colour; it if itrong, has a fine, compact grain, and

is susceptible of a brilliant polish. Before Mahogany
became tbe reigning fashion in cabinet-making, this
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wood was commonly employed in the Southern States;

and afforded artides of famiture of the highest beauty.

That it is no longer used is attributaUe to the difficulty

of finding trees of sufficient d^bieter t and to the faci-

lity of obtaining Mahogany, which is imported in large

blocks from St. Domingo, at a moderate price.

It has lately been discerned that the Red Bay, like

the Red Cedar, may be usefully employed in ship-

building , as it unites the properties of strength and

durability. In the southern part of Georgia and in East

Florida , when stocks are met with of considerable di-

mensions, they are sent, in the form of square timber,

to ISew York and Philadelphia wiUi the Live Oak and

the Red Cedar.

In fine, the Red Bay is a handsome tree, whose wood

is elegant and of a superior quality , but which rarely

attains such dimensions as to liTord important resources

to the arts : such at least appears to be the result,of ex-

perience as lar as it has gone;

J, PLATE LXXXZI:

j4 branch with leaves and seeds ofthe natural site.

\- iS,
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CAMPHOil TREE. .'
1.

I:i^j

/^. Laurus CAMphoba. L. foliis ovatis , utrinque acuminatis

,

?|' irine-vus, nitidis ; petiolis laads ; fructibus airopurpureis.

Among the vegetables of the Old Continent which

possess a high degree of interest for the United States
,

the Camphor Tree holds an eminent place. It especially

deserves attention from the inhabitants of the Floridas ,'

of the lower part of the Carolinas, and of Lower Loui-

siana. Its multiplication in these climates would be so

easy, that after a few years it might be abandoned to

nature.

1 The Camphor Tree in its general character is nearly

related to the Red Bay, so common throughout the

regions which I have just mentioned : they are of the

same height , are both ever-green , and are so similar in

appearance that at a little distance they are easily con-

founded. >• i ^ ^- r' ;;v,,= ..
,

.

The Camphor Tree grows in China, Japan and some

other parts of the East Indies. It ollen exceeds 40 or 5o

feet in height , with a proportional diameter. The leaves

are supported by long petioles , and are alternate, shin-

ing on both sides , a or 5 inches long , an inch broad
,

And acuminate at both extremities , with distinct longi-

tudinal ribs. The young branches are green.

The flowers, like those of the Red Bay, are diminua

5*

thtArtt'/ yt^-ulf
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live, whitish, and united in small axillary bunches. The

seeds resemble those of the Red Bay in size and form

,

but are of a dark purple colour. The leaves , the bark

,

the wood and the roots are strongly impregnated with

the odour of Camphor : from the roots especially, this

substance , so useful in medicine , is extracted.

In China and Japan the unrefined Camphor is ob-

tained in the following manner : the roots are cut into

small pieces and boiled with water in large iron retorts

,

of which the cover is made of earth and garnished vnth

cords of rice -straw. When the ebullition commences,

the Camphor rises with the vapour and attaches itself to

these cords in the form of greyish dust , in which state

it is brought to Europe. The greater part ofthe Camphor

of commerce comes from the province of Sotsoanna

and from the Isles of Gotha.

Till within a few years the Dutch have exclusively pos-

sessed the secret of refining the Camphor, and of bring-

ing it into a state proper for medical use. But chemistry

has made such rapid progress in France since the revo-

lution , that this art among others has become known

,

and it is now extensively practised in the laboratories of

Paris.We are informed , in general , that the distillation

is effected without water, in glass retorts , with the ad-

dition of one sixteenth part of quick lime. ^ .'

The Camphor thus refined is a whitish , transparent

resin , highly volatile and inflammable, and of a very

penetrating odour. It is so light that it floats upon water,
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and so inflammable that it may be entirely consumed

upon the surface of the fluid. .

Camphor is regarded as one of the most powerful

remedies in the art of medicine : it is sedative , anti-

septic, and diaphoretic ; but it is considered as injurious

in inflammatory complaints : the ablest physicians unite

suiphat of potash or nitre 'mth it as a corrective.

From its powerful antiseptic properties it is frequently

employed in the preservation of animal substances, and

always forms a part of the composition destined to se-

cure the skins of birds and quadrupeds from decay» in

collections of natural History, s
r. >\\ - ./'.i ij-

' Another tree which is also natural to the East Indies ;

and which, according to M. Corea de Serra, has a

great affinity to the Shorea robusta of Dr. Roxburg , fur-

nishes Camphor of an excellent quality. This substance

is obtained likewise from certain plants of the class of

LabUe, such as Lavander atlM},Mint, but not in sufficient

quantities to form an article of commerce.

PLATE LXXXIII.

A branch with leaves andfruit of the natural size* Fig, i

,

Flowers.
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AMERICAN HOLLY.

DicMla tetrandrU. Liii*. Rhanmoida. J«m.

Ilix OPACA. /. foJiis ovalibust rigidk patuUque dentato*

spinosis ; fruciibus omdeis, rubris.
'.''"

i'*.'.

'< ' ,1 ni.i ; i'

Among the Hollies of North America, I shall confine

myself to the description of a single species , which

sometimes grows to a great height , and whose wood is

employed in the arts. It is designated in all parts of the

United States where it grows by the name of American

HoUy.

I am unable to mark the northern limit of this tree

with as much precision as that of many others ; but I be-

lieve it does not extend far beyond Long Island , though

it is already common in Lower Jersey. It is found in all

the more southern States, in the Floridas, in Lower

Louisiana and in West Tennessee , but it is observed to

become more rare in approaching the mountains. On
the eastern shore oi Maryland, and in certain parts of

Virginia , for instance near Richmond , where it parti-

cularly abounds , it grows almost exclusively on open

grounds and in dry and gravelly soils ; while in South

Carolina, Georgia and Lower Louisiana it is seen only

in shady places , on the edges of swamps , where the

//'/Wfw* ,/,/'
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•oil U cool and fertile. Hi vegetation in these situations

It to vigorous that it equals 40 feet in height and la or

i( inches in diameter. *
'*'•*

The American HoUf, in its pyramidieal shape and in its

brilliant ever-green foliage, bears a striking resemblance

to the European species, liexaqm/olium. Its leaves present

a slight diflVrence, being less twisted, less acuminate,

and of a lighter green. Its flo>«rers are white and not

conspicuous. They are succeeded by numerous redber^

ries which remain long attached to the branches. Upon

the trunk of old trees the bark is smooth and oi a whit-

ish grey colour; on the young branches it is green and

shining, mi tU m ns . r\m'i»y>^i m h y^-JH'^ /.iiim.jr:',

The wood of the American Holly is very similar to

that of the European species ; they are both heavy and

compact , with a white alburnum and brown heart. Its

grain is tine and compMl; hence it is very brilliant

when polished. Its prin^JMil use is for inlaying maho-

gany furniture : the black lines >vith which cabinct-

makert sometimes adorn their work are of Holly died

in the coppers of the hatter. As it turns well, it is chosen

for light screws and for the small boxes in which apo-

thecariei put their opiates. When perfec% dry, this

wood is very hard and unyielding, hence it is excellently

adapted for the puUies which are used in ships ; but the

Lignum Vita , which is easily and cheaply procured

irom the West Indies , is preferred. •

^

The best hlrd-hme employed in Europe is made of

Iff 6
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the Holly. The inner bark is pounded into a paste which

is put into pots and left to ferment in the cellar. When
the process has proceeded far enough, the paste is

vi^ashed, to separate the ligneous fibres, and preserred

in close vases with the addition of a little oil. This sub-

stance is green , soft , and very viscid. It is condensed by

cold and softened by heat. -rtJ 'i.r r
,
h 7

The attempt has been successfully made of employ-

ing the Holly for hedges, which are very dense and

which have the recommendation of preserving their

foliage through the year : but it is found in Europe that

the Thorn and the Locust possess superior advantages

;

especially where it is necessary, as in the United States,

to enclose large tracts of arable land. The seeds of the

Holly, of the Thorn and of the Dogwood do not spring

before the second or third year ; but I have been told

that they may be caused to ihtoot the first year by the

following very simple method: After gathering the seeds,

which are ripe towards the close of autumn, they must

be cleared of the pulpy envelope by rubbing them in

water ; they are afterwards slightly covered with earth

in a box, and deposited during the winter in the

cellar. Carefmust be taken to keep the earth moist by

watering it from time to time , for the purpose of swel-

ling the seeds. When the warm season commences

,

they are committed to the earth , in the spot where

they are to remain. The berries of the Holly are pur-

gative, and, taken to the number of i5 or ao, they

<

,
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excite vomiting ; but there are so many remedies whose

operation is better understood and more certain , that

the best treatises on mcUeria medica attach little impor-

tance to this vegetable.

My enquiries concerning the American Holly havt ^

not led me to an acquaintance with any property which

should entitle it to a preference in Europe over our

native species , Ilex aqw/olium,

PLATE LXXXIV.

A branch mth leaves artdfruU oj the natural sixe.
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Ops. Arbor allitudioem 5o-6o pedum asseqoens.

This is the only species oiAndromeda -which rises to

a sufHcient height to be ranked am6ng fbi*fest tt^ees. It

begins to appear on the AUeghanies in Virginia , and is

found to their termination in Georgia. It grows also in

the Southern States on the steep banks of the rivers

that flow from the mountains ; but it becomes more

rare in following them fron|,tbeir source, whether east-

ward or westward , and ceaM entirely in the maritime

parts of the Carolinas and of Georgia.

I have nowhere seen the Sorel Tree of ampler dimen-

sions than in the fertile vallies at the foot of the lofly

mountains of North Carolina, particularly in those

whose waters unite in the northern branch of the river

Catawbaw, about 3o miles from Morgantown and 3oo

miles from Charleston. In these vallies I have measured

Sorel Trees which were 5o feet high and 12 or 1 5 inches

in diameter. This is an extraordinary size for a tree of

this genus, which is very numerous in the Atlantic
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Stitett and three fourMi& v'f whose bpedea, to iht

number of eight or ten^ rtrely ekcecd 6 feet in height

and an inch in diameter. The growth of the Sotei Trm

b observed to be stinted in dry and gravelly lands , so

that it preients itsdf in the forfti of a bush : as I have

particularly remarked about Knoxviile , where it is most

abundant.

The leaves of the Sorel Tree are downy in the spring,

but they become smooth and glabrous in acquiring their

growth. They are alternate , oval-acuminate , finely den-

ticulated , and from 4 to 5 inches long.

The flowers are small , white , and formed into spikes

5 or 6 inches long. United in groups they have a fine

effect , and render this tree veiy proper for the embel-

Hsbment of gardens. The seeds are exceedingly minute,

and are contained in small capsules.

On the trunk of the SoreF^ree the bark is thick and

deeply furrowed.The wood is of a pale rose colour and

very soft. It burns with difficulty, and is wholly rejected

in the arts.

The acidity of its leaves has procured this tree the

appropriate name of Sorel Tree. In drying they become

black, and, when sumac is not to be obtained, they are

used to impart this colour to wool.

The Sorel Tree endures an intenser degree of cold

than that of its native climate. I have seen a stock i8

feet high flourishing at New York , where the winter

u more severe than in any part of France or Aogland'• if --^rri^
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fThis fact should induce amateurs to multiply it on a&i

{count of its beautiful flowers, which it begins to display

ai the height of5 or 6 feet.

» ;;.'•! PLATE LXXXV. :^r'" : i

ji bra-\ch with leaves and flowers of the natural siui

Fig., I .., Capsules which contain the seed, Hg. a, Seeds,
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Y'-iJ DEVIL WOOD.
Diatoia diindria. Limi. JatminB. Iv»

Olea AMERICANA. O. folus latk oblmiceolatis, coriacds^

lucidis, integerrimis } drupa globosd.
\ -;•.)

This tree belongs exclusively to the Southern States

,

the Floridas and Lower Louisiana ; towards the North it

is not found beyond Norfolk in Virginia , and , like the

Live Oak and the Cabbage Tree , it is confined to the

sea-shore, being rarely found even at a small distance

within the country. It is so little multiplied, that it has

hitherto received no name from the inhabitants of the

country, except on the banks of the river Savannah
,;

where it is called Devil "Wood. „ ', ^.^

This tree grows in soils and exposures extremely dif-i

ferent : on the sea-shore it springs with the Live Oak in

the most barren and sultry spots , and iii other places it

is seen with the Big Laurel, the Umbrella Tree, the

Sweet Leaves, etc., in cool, fertile and shaded situa-

tions.

This tree, or, to speak ipore accurately, this large

shrub, is sometimes 3o or 31 feet high, and lo or la

inches in diameter : but this size is extraordinary ; it

commonly fructifies at the height of 8, lo, or 12 feet.

The leaves are 4 or 5 inches long, opposite and lanceo-

late, entire at the edge, smooth and brilliant on the
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upper surface, and of an agreeable light green. They

are ever-green, ^'rl^ ^^"^^ ^^'^ partially renewed only

once in 4 or 5 years. The fertile and barren floweri

are on separate trees : they are very small, strongly

Scented , of a pale yellow, and axillary, or situated be-

tween the petiole of the leaves and the branches. The

season of flowering, in the neighbourhood of Charles-

ton , is about the end of April. The fruit is round , and

about twice as large as a conutiop pea. When ripe , it is

of a purple colour , approachii% to blue , and consists

of a hard stone thinly coated with pulp. As it remains

attached to the branches during i part of the winter,

its colour iorms , at this season , an agreeable contrast

with the foliage.

' The bark which covers the trunk oi the Devil Wood
is smooth and greyish. The wood has a fine and com-

pact grain , and when pei^ctly dry it is excessively hard

and very difi(iQ|^t to cut or split : hence is derived the

name of Devil Wood. It is, notwithstanding, neglected

in use. On laying bare the cellular integument of the

bark, its natural yellow hue changes instantaneously

to a deep red, and the wood, by contact with the

air, assumes a rosy comj^exion. Ecxperiments should

be made to detect the narare nf this active principle in

the bark , which causes it to change colour so suddenly

by exposure to the air.

From the temperature of the native skies of this tree

we may conclude that it is capable of resisting a greater
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degree of cold than the Common Olile : it becomes

then, on account of its beautU'ul frUage, its odoriferous

flowers and its showy fruit, a l^kluaBfe acquisition to Italjr

and the South of France

PLATE LXXXVI.

A branch with leaves andfruit ofthe natural size. Fig. i.
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Olea EtJBOPiCA. O. foUis lanceohtu, integerrinusi

racemis paniatiaiis, «i^

Since the introduction of the vine , the Olive seems

principally wanting to complete the vegetable riches of

the United States ; and ,
probably, it might be cultivated

with success on some portion of their soil.

The genus of the Olives, ofwhich one species only is

found in North America, is more diversified in the

eastern hemisphere : nine species are mentioned by bo-

tanical writers , which are natives of remote extremities

of the Old World. The Olea frugrans grows in China

and Japan : its flowers are impregnated with the sweet-

est odour, and are employed by the Chinese to perfume

their tea. •#

But none of these species forms an object of great

importance in the rural economy of the regions to

which they are indigenous, nor does their introduction

promise very beneficial fruits to the agriculture of other

countries. It is far otherwise with the European Olive.

This ornament ofthe veg^able kingdom, which is called

by Columella the first among trees, has constituted, from

the remotest antiquity, the pride of some of the most

celebrated regions of the globe; and, aside from the

commercial value of its products , it is invested, both by
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^ OLIVS TRIE. 5l

sacred and profane history, with a thousand interesting

associations.

It is diflicult, or rather impossible, to assign with

precision the native climate of the Olive : the most pro-

bable opinion is that it came originally from Asia Minor,

and that it was also indigenous to Egypt , or introduced

into that country at an early period of its settlement. It

was transplanted to Greece by the Egyptian colonies.

The Phenicians probably carried it to Carthage , and the

Carthaginians to Spain. Before its introduction into

Spain , the Phenicians carried on a lucrative trade with

the Spaniards in oil , which they exchanged for bars of

gold. Pliny informs us that this^ulture was unknown in

Spain and Italy in the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, but

that when once introduced it was rapidly diffused. The

Olive was planted in France by the Phocean colony

which founded Marseilles , 600 years before Christ.

The Athenians held the Olive in such esteem, that

they ascribed its production to their tutelary deity. This

beneficent miracle, which is retraced in the monuments

of Athens , is differently represented by ancient au-

thors ; it is thus agreeably related by ApoUodorus Athe-

niensis : In the reign of Cecrops leave was first given

to the Gods to assume the patronage of cities , in which

they might appropriate to themselves peculiar honours.

Upon which Neptune came into Attica , and , standing

in the middle of the citadel , smote the earth with his

trident and caused the sea to flow at his feet. Aflcr bini

•
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appeared Minerva » who , calling Gecrops to be a witness

of what she was about to perform , caused an Olive

Tree to spring from the ground. A contention hence

arose between these divinities , to appease which Jupiter

appointed the twelve Gods to be judges of the dispute

,

by whom , on the testimony of Cecrops , it was decided

in favour of Minerva. The goddess, thus become tutelar

divinity of the city, called it after her own name ; and

' Neptune , irritated by his defeat , inundated all Attica

to revenge the affront.

The Olive has flourislied chiefly on the shores of the

'^ Mediterranean Sea , between the 36th and the 44*^ de-

grees of latitude. It still abounds in Greece : in the north-

ern provinces it requires to be placed on hill-sides ex-

posed to the south , that it may be warmed by the re-

i fleeted heat ; but in Attica the climate, as well as the soil

and face of the country , is peculiarly favourable to its

growth. * Near the foot of the mountains the Olives form

vast curtains of a pale green, which is agreeably con-

trasted with the deeper verdure of the meadows be-

neath, and with the dusky grey of the rocks above. ^The

beautiful plain of Athens , as seen towards the north->

west from Mount Hymettus, appears entirely covered

with them. ^The Wild Olive grows upon the mountains

with the Pine and the Oak, and the cultivated varieties

1 Sec Beaujour's Commenx of Greece.

' See Olhter's Travels.

^ See Beaujour's Commerce of Greece,

:#
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are reared abont the filla^s with the Fig Tree and the

Pomegranate Tffi, .. ?ii :
• .nir,:iA

The prodoef of' iht ioil Is said to be one third greater

when planted «^h Olif««« than under any othl^ species

of cuUore ; anooil \s the principal article of commerce

which ajfordi the Athenians the enjoyments of life and

the mei^i of paying their taxes.

But the induitry oi the Greeks languishes beneath a

despotism reitrided to no forms and tempered,by no

public opinion , whoie extemporaneous oppression it is

impossible by the moit ingenious calculations to elude.

In ancient Atheiti a premium W|8 giyen for the multi-
^

plication of the Olive, and severe penalties were in-

flicted upon proorietors who destroyed it ev^ on their

own estate*. The Turks, on the contrary, subject it to

a return of one tenth , to which is added a tax ofa para I

for ^h tree , imposed by Sultan Selim III. To avoid

the exictioni to which he is a prey, the unhappy Athe-

nian peasant Ireqfuently prefers cutting down his Olives,

or selling them at a price unequal to the value of their

annual produee.

The Wild OJive is common on the islands of the

Propontis, and npon the declivities sloping to the 8»
upon the Asiatic iide of the Hellespont. •

v
^

Perhaps one of the finest countries of the world are

the Persian provint'ei of Ghilan and Mazenderan, which

lie north of the CflDpian Mountains, between the 37th

and the 38lb degrees of latitude. The soil is fertile and

#
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watereoby innumerable stl^anis that gush from the

. bosom of these mountains ; the surface is even , and

,

from the depression of the leVel and from the proximity

of the Giiqpian Sea, the climate is mild and equable. The

Olive is found here with the Mulberry, the Orange

Tree , and other productions .ofwarm climates^ which

do not flourish in the more southern parts ofihis dry

and sterile kingdom.

.),In Syria the Olive grows sponta'?<^ously ; but it is rare,

and its cultivation is jieglected. The natural advantages

of a country formed to be the seat of the richest and

^ most powerful empire of Asia, are lost in the absence

of an industrious and enlightened population. The sloth-

ful and ipnprovident habits of the T^ks themselves

,

and the paralysing influence of their government , are

^ particularly unfavourable to a culture whose fruits are

tardy , and which , therefore, requires to be encoiiraged

* by the security of property. The Island of Gandia pro-

m- duces great quantities of oil, and Mitylene or Lesbos ex-

ports pickled olives. Several other Islands of the Archi-

pelago share in this commerce. . ,.

In Egypt a few slocks of the Olive are seen in almost

?i tpery village ; but it is not extensively multiplied, nor

^ regarded as one of the resources of agriculture. Oil is

made in several of the Barbary States , and Desibntaines

found the Wild Olive abundant on Mount Atlas.

f

But the greatest variety of Olives , the most judicious

culture, and the most perfect method of extracting the

i
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oil and of preserving the fruit, are found in Italy, France

and Spain. Boctica, or that part of Spain which lies be-

tween the Guadalquiver and the sea, is mentioned by

Columella as a country v^minently adapted to the Olive

;

and with a more intelligent husbandry it might again

become, as it was in the age of Cicero, the admiration

of Europe.

France is divided by agricultural writers into zones

,

each of which is named after one of its important vege-

table productions , and bounded towards the north by

the line at which this production ceases to flourish. The

j4bM Rozier makes four of these zones succeeding each

other from south to north in the following order : that

of the Orange Tree , which ceases at OulioUes , near

Toulon; that of the Olive, which extends to Carcas-

sonne , and of which Nismes may be taken as the ex-

treme boundary ; that of the Vine , and that of the

Apple Tree. In travelling from Toulouse to the shore of

the Mediterranean, along the canal of Languedoc, I

first observed the Olive at a little distance from Carcas'-

Sonne : but it appeared to have ventured hither only

upon trial , and from the size of the trees I judged them

to be a recent settlement. About Beziers, Montpellier,

Aix , etc. , the hills in every direction are covered with

Olivei.

Thus we see that this inestimable production has been

widely diflused by the bountiful hand of nature.

The beauty of he Olive is far from corresponding

0.
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to its intrinsic value. It varies) ..se according to the

f,^ soil and climate in which it grows ; and in France the

temperature is not warm enough for its perfect de-

velopement. Pliny says that in Spain it was one of the

largest trees : iVon alia major in Boetka arbor. On Mount

Atlas, Desfontaines saw Wild Olives from 4^ to 60 ieet

in height ; and Beaujour compares the Olives of the

plains of Marathon to the finest Walnuts for stature

^ and expansion. Lofty Olives are still seen in the Island

^ of Corfu, shading the spot where they once enriched

^ % the gardens of Alcinous. .

i In the Olive-yards of France these trees are generally

from 18 to ao ieet in height , and from 6 inches to a feet

in diameter. About Aix , Montpellier , etc. , they are kept

low partly by the disasters to which they are exposed

^ 4 from the cold , and partly by the care of the cultivator

,

to facilitate the gathering of the fruit. They ramify at a

small height , and form a compact and rounded summit.

. , The open , coriaceous foliage is of a pale , impoverished

'
, verdure, and the general appearance of the tree is not

A ,
unlike that of a common Willow which has been lop-

ped „ and which has acquired a new summit of three or

g four years' growth. Ji,i,

^ Indeed the Olive possesses neither the majesty of

forest-trees, nor the gracefulness of shrubbery. It clothes

the hills without adorning them, and, considered as an

accident of the landscape , it does not charge the pic-

* ture sufficiently to contribute greatly to its beauty. The

'*
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rich culture for which the southern provinces of France

are celebrated is less conducive to rural beauty than

some of the humbler species of husbandry. The richest

country is not always the most lovely; a country oi

mines, for example, is usually ungracious to the eye,

and the Olive is called by an Italian writer, a mine upon

the surface of the earth. ^ -

This tree is remarkable for its longevity : the ancients

limited its existence to two hundred years , but modem

authors assert thrt, in climates suited to its constitution,

it survives its fiflh century. Relations are made of the

bulk pf some of these patriarchal trees , too surprising

to be repeated unless they were perfectly authenticated

;

but in France there are Olives which two men can

liardly compass in their arms.

The mail! !ymbs of the Olive are numerously divided :

the branches are opposite, and the pairs are alternately

placed upon conjugate axes of the limb. The foliage is

ever-green , but a part of it turns yellow and falls in the

summer , and in three years it is completely renewed.

In the spring or early autumn , the seasons when vege-

tation is in its greatest activity , the young leaves come

out immediately above the cicatrice of the former pe-

tioles , and are distinguished by their suppleness and by

the freshness of their tint.

The colour of the leaves varies in the different varie-

ties of the Olive, but they are generally smooth and of

a light green above, whitish and somewhat downy with
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a prominent rib beneath. On most of the cultivated va-

rieties they are from i5 lines to a inches long, and from

6 to la lines broad, lanceolate, entire, nearly sessile

,

opposite and alternate in the manner of the branches.

The Olive is slow in blooming as well as in every func-

tion of vegetable life. The buds begin to appear about

the middle of April, and the bloom is not full before

the end of May or the beginning of June. The flowers

are small , white , slightly odoriferous , and disposed in

axillary racemes or clusters, A peduncle about as long as

the leaf issues from its base , upon which the flowers

are supported by secondary pedicles like those of the

Common Currant. Sometimes the clusters are almost as

numerous as the leaves, and garnish the tree with wan-

ton luxuriance ; at others , they are thinly scattered ovef

the branches , or seen only at their extremity. It is es-

sential to remark that they are borne by the shoots of

th'' preceding year. Each flower is complete in itself,

consisting of a calyx, a monopetalous corolla divided

into four lobes, and of the or{5ans of reproduction

,

namely, two stamina and one pistil.

A week after the expanding of the flower the co-

rolla fades and falls. If the calyx remains behind , a fa-

vourable pre. age la formed of the fruilfulness of the

season : but the hopes of the husbandman are liable to

be blasted at this period by the slightest intemperale-

ness of the elements, which causes the germ to fall

wilh the Power. Warm weather, accompanied by gentle

,*
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breezes that agitate the tree and facilitate the fecunda-

tion , is the most propitious to his vows.

The fruit of the Olive is called by botanists a drupe

:

it is composed of pulpy matter enTelo||ing a stone , or

ligneous shell containing a kernel. The olive is ovate,

pointed at the extremity , from 6 to 10 Kn€S in diameter

in one direction ^md from 10 to i5 lines in the other :

on the wild free it hardly exceeds the size of the red

currant. The skin is smooth, and, when ripe , of a vio-

let colour ; but in certain varieties it is yellowish or red.

The pulp is greenish, and the stone is oblong, pointed

and divided into two cells , one of which is usually

void. The oil ot the olive is furnished by the pulp, which

is a characteristic almost peculiar to this fruit ; in other

oleaginous vegetables it is extracted from the seed.

The young olive sets in June, increases in size and re-

mains green through the summer, begins to change

colour early in October, and is ripe at the end of

November or in the beginning of December. On the

Wild Olive five or six drupes are ripened upon each pe-

duncle ; but on the cultivated tree a great part of the

flowers are abortive , and the green fruit is cast at every

stage of its growth , so that rarely more than one or two

germs upon a cluster arrive at maturity.

It has been observed from early antiquity that the

produce of the Olive is alternate ; and in France it is

proverbially said to labour one year for itself and one

year for its owner. The cause of this phenomenon will

*
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be mentioned hereafter. It is asserted that the Wild

Olives are sometimes barren ; but these must be trees

that have sprung from stones dropped upon arid rocks,

in whose crevi^s the roots barely find nourishment

enough to sustain the abject existence of the plant.

On the branches of the Olive , and on the trunk of

the young tree , the bark it smooth aQftd of an ashy hue.

When the epidermis is removed, the cellular integument

appears of a light green. On old trees the bark upon the

trunk and upon the base of the principal limbs is brown,

rough and deeply furrowed. In the spring and autumn
,

when the sap is in motion , the bark is easily detached

from the body of the tree.

The wood is heavy, compact , fine-grained and bril-

liant. The alburnum is white and soft , and the perfect

wood is bard, brittle and of a reddish tinct , with fhe

pith nearly effaced as in the Box. It is employed by

cabinet-makers to inlay the finer species of wood which

are contrasted with it in colour, and to form light, orna-

mental articles, such as dressing-cases, tobacco-boxes, etc;

The wood ofthe roots, which ismore agreeably marbled,

is preferred. The Olive was classed by the ancienla

among the hard and durable species of wood, such as the

£bony, the Cedar, the Box and the Lotus. On account

of its hardness its was used for the hinges of doors, and

before metal became common in statuary, it was selected

by the Greeks for the images of their Gods. 'Three sta-

) See Barthclemy. ^
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tues of Min'!rva were preserved in the citadel of Athens

which exempliiLd the progress of this admirable art

:

the first , made of Olive wood and of rude workman-

ship , was said to have fallen from heaifen ; the second

,

oi bronze, was consecrated alter the victory ofMarathon

;

the third, oi gold and ivory, was one of the miracles of

the age of Pericles. -^^ » " ^ ?t *% .,, . ./^i'JP.u

From its resinous and oleagenous nature, the olive

wood is eminently combustible , and burns as well be-

fore as after it is dried. The value of its fruit renders

this properly unimportant ; but after the severe winter

of 1709, which proved fatal to the Olives throughout

Languedoc and Provence , the country was warmed for

a considerable time with this precious wood.

The Olive accommodates itselfto almost every variety

of soil; but it shuns a redundancy of moisture, and

prefers loose, calcarious, fertile lands mingled with

stones, such as the territory of Attica and of the South

of France. The quality of its Iruit is essentially affected

by that of the soil : it succeeds in good loams which

are capable of bearing corn ^ but on fat lands it yields

oil of an inferior flavour, and becomes laden with a

barren exuberance of leaves and branches. The temper-

ature oi the climate is a consideration of more impor-

tance than the nature of the soil , as all the varieties of

the Olive dread the extremes both of heat and cold.

Neither do they delight in .very Ic v or in very ele-

vated situations , but rather in gentle declivites with

1*
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an exposure adapted lo the climate, where the fresh

breezes, playing among the branches , may contribute

to the health of the tree and to the fineness of the

Notwithstanding the delicacy of its complexion, the

Olive is extremely tenacious of life. When the trunk has

pevished by Irost or by fire, it sprouts anew, and we are

assured that if a bit of the bark, with a thin layer of

wood, is buried in the earth , it becomes a perfect plant.

In this resipect the Olive is the polypus of vegetables.

It is multiplied by all the modes that are in use for the

propagation of trees : by sowing the seed, by layers,

by slips, by cuttings of the root, and by. sprouts sepa-

rated from the trunk or from the roots of the parent

stock. The most obvious method , that of forming nur-

series from the seed, is generally censured in books,

and rejected in practice : the difficulty of obtaining the

young plants , and the length of time which must elapse

before they begin to reward the labour of the husband-

man, have discouraged its adoption. But, if these ob-

jections could be obviated , this is doubtless the most

eligible practice. As the plants thus reared begin a new

life , they are more vigorous and of longer duration

than off- setts from an old tree; they form also a per-

pendicular root , which penetrates deeply and secures

them from the danger of suffering by drought.

In most of the experini^nts that have been made of

this method , the fruit his been sown entire ; and this

**>
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ii even enioined , as a necessary precaution. But , how-

ever it may leem to be indicated by nature , such is not

her own proceM. The stones which produce the Wild.

Olives are deposited by animals that digest the pulp , or

by birds that carry away the fruit in their beaks, devour

the pulp and leave the stones to take their chance with

the elements. The principles of vegetable physiology,

also , support the conclusions derived from these obser-

vations. The pulp not only invites the depredations of

animals such as field-mice
, pies , etc. ; but this oily en-

velope , by preserving the shell from moisture
,
prevents

its decaying in season for the germination of the kernel,

which , ill the meantime , becomes rancid and loses its

fecundity.

Ripe fruit of the fmest varieties is selected ; that of

the Gro$ Rif/'t^s is the best ; and the stones , afler being

separated from the pulp , are cleansed in an alkaline so-

lution. A sheltered situation is chosen , where the earth

is thoroughly loosened to the depth of three feet , and

enriched with the warmest manures. In the month of

March the stones are sown , at a small distance apart

,

in trenches a or 3 inches deep , and covered with earth.

The soil should be kept free from herbage , and occa-

sionally watered during the summer. The young plants

appear in October and continue to vegetate through

the winter; by the following spring, the most thriving

among them will have attained the height of 3o inches.

The feebler stocks should now be eradicated. With

8*
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proper attention, and in a lavourable soil, the remain-

der will be 4 or 5 feetiiigh and 6 or 7 lines in diameter

,

in the course of the third spring, with a perpendicular

root of 3o inches. This is the season for transplanting

them. Great care should be bestowed upon the prepa-

ration of the ground , and the young plants should be

placed 3 feet apart. After two years they will be suffi«

dently advanced to be grafted , and at the end of five

years they may be transplanted to the olive-yard.

To accelerate the germination , the stones may be

kept in fine mould during the summer and autumn

,

and sown in the beginning of January. They soon begin

to vegetate, and before the following winter the young

stocks acquire strength enough to support its rigours,

while the tender plant that comes up in October is in

danger of suffering by the lightest hoar-frost. Perhaps

some advantage would be found in reducing the thick-

ness of the shell before it is committed to the ground,

in order to expose the germ more speedily to the in-

fluence of those agents which are necessary to its ex.**

pansion.

£very mode of grafting is successfully practised on

the Olive : the most common and the most proper for

young stocks is that ofinoculation. The operation should

be performed in May, while the juices are in active cir*

Gulation. Different opinions prevail respecting the in-

sertion of the graft ab6ve or below the surface of the

ground : grafting below the surface b attended with this

m
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advantage^ tbat, when the trunk is destroyed, a generous

progeny springs from its base.

A few stocks should be left to form new varieties.

Fruit trees and flowers lose , in reproduction , the pro-

perties which they had acquired by culture, and tend

anew to the state of natufe. But iif^a great number of

plants reared from the seed , a few are found that equal

or excel the parent : florists consider themselves as for-

tunate, if, among a thousand Hyacinths or Tulips, they

obtain three or four deserving of notice.

Tttt| young Olives begin to yield fruit the tenth or

twelfth year, and are fully productive about the twenty-

fifth 4^ thirtieth : thus Hesiod's observation, that no

man gathers fruit from an Olive of his own planting,

must be admitted with the abatements of poetry.

A 'second method of forming a nursery , which has

been successfully adopted nearToulon , is by transplant-

ing fhe young Wild Olives. rtotiwH'

The ancients relied principally upon propagation by

slips, and this easy and expeditious mode is still gene-

rally followed in Spain. A smooth , thriving sprout or

branch, one or two inches %a diameter,, .is cut into

pieces twelve or fifteen inches. long, which are care-

fully set, without woun^gthe bark, in gi|M|nd pre-

pared as for the seed. They are placed at the distance

of three feiet , and at such a depth that three inches

only appear above the surface. -To encourage the forma-

tion of itets, the larger end ^ which is committed to

II. w . 9
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the earth , should be smeared with a composition oi

mould and animal manure, and the end which is ex-

posed to the air should be protected by a covering of

clay. Cuttings of the roots , also , buried in an inclined

position in trenches four inches deep , will sprout .in

the course of the ^ar. A ie# months later the feebler

8tocks avf plucked up , and the more vigorous ones are

led at the distance of thre^ feet. Another easy resource

is (bund in the shoots that spring up round the base of

an old Olive , or frotKi roots laid bare and wounded for

this purpose. i ^ij^^^v ^C
^^ilt is necessary, in every rase, to ascertain the point

at which the original stock was grafted^ The offspring is

invariably identical in its nature with that part of the pa-

rent tree from which it was separated ; it requires graft-

ing, therefore, if it was detached from a point below the

insertion of the graft , or from a tree which had not

submitted to this process.

All these operations are performed at the close of

winter or the opening of spring. The length of time

which the young plants should remain iathe nursery

varies withtheirnzeanif strength , but it rarely exceeds

four or five years. During this period the ground should

be kept icnellow and clean , afnd occasionally watered in

the Summer, if the season is dry. But thiis indulgence

shonid not be prodigally bestowed. Vegetable as well as

animal and moral life is: susceptible ofhabitude. For this

reason it is-, also, 'aniffipbftant^Fecept in thg|ormation

-V .11
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of nurseries , to select a soil analogous to that in which

the trees are to reside. If the young plant is lavishly

supplied ivith nutritious juicea, its pores hecome dis-

tended , its fibre gross, and its vegetation luxuriant. Su«

perfluotts enjoyments easily becsome necessaries of life

}

hence, when it is reinoveiAtb a differentscene, and con-*

demned to struggle for eiistence in an ungrateful soil

,

it loses heart and perishes where it might have been

long*lived and fruitful, if its temperament had been

hardened by early privation.o^Thus it fares, if I may be

pardoned the reflection, with the mind of$n ingenuous '

youth, which, under better influences, might have

been formed to virtue. If the lesson of disinterestedness

had been early inculcated , it might have been indelibly

learned ; he might have been lead to sacrifice fame to

humanity, as unhesitatingly as he sacrifices pleasure to

fame. But, instead oi being taught to consult only the

unchanging principles of rectitude « and to be satisfied

with the pleasures of benevolence , he is sedulously in->

spired with the love of glory : his ambition is iomented

till this ungenerous passion assumes the ascendant in

his breast , and becomes the arbiter of its existence.

When the nurselings have arrived at a proper age,

the next step is to transplant them to the olive-^yard.

The task of preparing the ground for their reception

should be begun immediately after the harvest. Holes or

trenches, at least three feet in width, are dug and left

mouldering till the close of winter, which is the season

#
*

m
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for transplanting the Olive. The stock and principal

branches are k>pped and the wounds are covered with

clay. As mucii of the roots as possible should be pre-

served, with th^ earth adhering to them« When the

tre^s are carried to a distance, which may be done with

the precaution* that are iflftl for other fruit trees,

they should be set during several hours in water before

they are replaced in the ground. Mellow, fertile mould

should be spread upon the bottom of the holes and

thrown first upon the roots ; among which the earth

should be lightly forced , though it is not useful to ren-

der it compact nor to heap it about the trunk.A copious

watering follows , which is repeated in the coi^rse of

the season , as the weather and the health of the plant

may require.

The Olive arrived at an advanced age may be trans-

planted in the same manner as the young tree. In

general , whatever vegetable is to support this trial, the

most important precept is that the earth be widely

broken up and minutely subdivided, so that the roots

may be placed in their natural position, and that their

first efforts to extend themselves may not be embarras-

sed by compact masses, which they penetrate with difli-

culty, and from which they derive a scanty subsistence.

The Olives shpuld be planted at such a distance that

they may not interfere with #^ach other , and that every

portion ofthe soilmay contribute to their nourishment.

In meager lands from which no other produce is exact-

m^
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ed, eighteen or twenty^ feet are enough; but in vine^

yards or com lands they may be thirty-five or forty feet

apart. Gato assigns twenty-five or thirty ieet , which , as

mean term, is sulficiently exact. In warmer climates cer-

tain varieties attain ,sach dimensions as to require a

a space of. sixty or 8even% feet. i
. "

<;i
-

^ Our olive -yard being thus formed, our next enqiiii^

is concerning the culture necessary to obtain the most

certain and the most abundant produce. Yirgil , after

describing the assiduous attention exacted by the Vine,

leaves the Olive almost to nature. !^

Contra , uon vtta est Olds eultura : neque Uia

^ Procurvam expectantfalcem , rastrosgue tenaces t

Cum semel hctserunt ams, aurasque tuleruni.'

Ipsa satis teilus, eum dealt redutUtur uncot

Sufjuitthumortm '^'

• •{fiifc'ftimi i^iiA - VuuGeor.n. ft.:', f'.i

t

N9t so the Olives ; \vhen their roots have found

A commerce open with the friendly ^oiind.

And , firmly seated , can secarely bear

"the suinmit tempted by the sportive air , ^— <, -^f": ||k

No more the harrow nor th« knife they ask— p^ yk^^'^ ^
iM'jx. Xhe plough completes, alone, the easytask. ffe J>i j4!^?Jv«^»:> i*

,iyiHy!l^^in'> «'

Columella , on the contrary , advises the husbandman

to bear in mind a judicious proverb : Eum, qui aret oK-

petum , rogarefructum ; qui siercoret , exorare y qui ccedat ,

cogens. It is true that the Olive does not become barren

#
H
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when totally abandoned ; but, like other vegetables, it

repays the neglect of the husbandman with a diminish-

ed produce t and his care ¥^th larger and more abun-

dant fruit.

In Provence it is customary to turn the soil in the

spring and in the fall. Besides #ie tillage ofthe plough ,

the ground should be careiuUy dressed wish the spade

about the foot of each tree. More labour is required by

some soib than by others : a compact; argillacious loam

must be mpre friequently turned than a light , calcarious

mould.

The olive -yard should be manured at least once in

three or four years ; but it would be more beneficial to

sustain its strength by moderate, annual supplies. Most

species of manure , while they increase the produce of

the'Olive , impair the quality of its fruit : the finest oil

is niade from wild trees growing in calcarious lauds of

moderate fertility. Vegetable substances are preferable

to animal manures for fruit trees in general , and espe-

cially for the Olive and the Vine. When anims^l matter

is employed, it should l^e tempered with marl, sea-

weed , leaves , etc. , and applied only when the whole is

reduced to mould. To soils deficient in this ingredient,

calcarious matter is of the utmost utility. Great benefit

h said to be found in Spain from sea^water poured upon

the roots of the Olive. But the finest manure is the

offals of the fruil that has been pressed , and the wash-

ings of the utensils and of the oil-vessels. ii^mrwf^-

;*>•
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The manarc i» spread in the fall, in the winter, or

before the tillage in the spring. Its effects are most sen-

sible when it is applied at the begin'iiiiing of winter, as

,

during this season , its virtues are imbibed by the soil

and communicated to every fibre of the roots ; through

the spring and summer , on the contrary, it sometimes

remains nearly inert beneath the surface. But in climates

where tb€ Olive is liable to injury from cold , the most

serious accidents are to be feared from keeping its roots

too warm in the winter. Its vegetation being in this

manner quickened , so that the sap is set in motion by

every genial sun that softens the bosom of nature, it

is exposed to the most imminent danger from the re«

turning frost. The fatal effects ot cold are frequently

less attributable to its intensity than to its suddenness :

a plant which ha^ become relaxed by the tepid breath

of a deceitAil sephyr is surprised and killed by the
It

frozen blast of the north wind. To maintain an even

temperature sft the roots during the winter, %rth

shoilld be heaped aboutthe base of the trees , and the

manure should be spread early enough in the fall to as- ^
sist them in ripening their fruit and preparing^the bloom

of the succeeding year, or late enough in the spring to

atoid the accidents of frost. The Greeks do not make

use of manure, except when chance conducts a flock of

sheep to the foot of an Olive , which immediately be-

comes conspicuous by a richer vegetation. " '
;?
"

When substances proper for manure cannot be ob-
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Uined In the requisite abundance , the deficiency may

be fuppHed by sowing grasses or tereal plants, and

ploughing in the green herb. The intelligent cultivator

li aware that he thus not only renders back what was

eitracted from the earth , but , as vegetables imbibe

Doarishment from the atmosphere , and as their roots

trtrest nutritious particles which would have escaped by

filtration or evaporation , that he enriches the soil by

an aiccession of new matter.

'Vegetable chemistry has probably important secrets

to reveal in this part of practical agriculture. As a soil

may be eihausted by the continued growth of the

same plants while it is still capable of bearing those of

another genus , we should examine the nature of the

paHiclea consumed by different vegetables , in order to

repair the waste by analogous supplies. ,

The most gUring imperfection in the agricuhure of

those parts of France which I have visited, is the defi-

citmy of manure. The number of cattle on the soil of

the kingdom is unequal to its Want« ; and the modes of

inpplying the deficiency of animal manure are not g^
nerally understood. Where the species of husbandry

admits of rotation, a field is sometimes exhausted by

the repetition of the same crop , and lefl to recruit

itself by a period of absolute repose ; and in Lauguedoc

the vineyards are oflen prematurely destroyed, that the

ilw

' Sie Elements of Agricultural Chemistiy.
ffej'<lne iVitVi,/

pensm

dants

II.

w
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soil may recover heart by lying iallow» or by the subiti*

tution ofsome other culture.

In some parts of France agriculture has made ap-

proaches to perfection ; but the zeal of improvement is

not widely diffused. Agricultural societies exist in almost

every department , whose labours are seconded by the

ardour of enlightened individuals ; but great meliora-

tions must spring from a general spirit of emulation

,

which it is not easy to awaken. The French , notwith-

standing the rapidity of their conceptions, are a passive

people, tenacious of routine. The number of liberally

educated men who unite a taste for rural life with a

fortune sufiicient for experimental farming is compara-

tively small, « The foot of the owner is the best manure

for his land ; » but the gentry of France rush into the

capital to escape from ennuis as, in the noble days of

chivalry, the defenceless inhabitants of the champaign

fled into the castles, at the approach of some plundering

Knight or lawless Baron. The inspired twilight of iKir

native groves is forsaken for the luxurious shades of the

royal gardens , and the simple independance of rural

life, for the gilded servitude of the court. Existence has

a charm only in Paris : those who cannot reside in the

metropolis hurry into the provincial capitals to attend

the levee of the prefect , and prefer bending in the

saloon of this humble representative of royalty to dis-

pensing instruction and happiness among their depen-

dants at home. What place should a man solicit , before

#

11. 10
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hU country invites his servicf• * who can breathe an un-

tainted air upon his own estate?—Nor have the French,

in appreciating the dignity of agriculture , modelled

their taste upon that of the ancients as scrupulously as

in their literature : under the former monarchy rural

employments were considered degrading to a gentle-

man.

Though these reflections were doubtless more appli-

cable before the revolution , and even before the res-

toration rf the throne, they are still, to a certain de-

gree, just.— But let me not lightly reproach an august

nation with faults to which a corrective has been applied,

radical in its effects, though necessarily slow in its ope-

ration. They will disappear as its institutions become

more popular , so that public consideration shall be ob-

tained by public services , and not by the favour of the

great. Experience has not been thrown away upon the

French people ; they are forming a national character

,

in^iibose splendour the glory by which theyand Europe

have been dazzled will be swallowed up and lost. Their

liberty was planted amid storms that threatened the so-

cial world with dissolution ; it has resisted the hostile

influence of every element , and it will rise and spread

itself , ample and strong , till it overshadows this happy

country, and till its roots pierce the soil of distant lands.

England herself, if she does not rise up betimes and

assert the reforms that have become vitally necessary

to her constitution, may take lessons from her rival
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widely different from the contrasts with which she has

been wont to feed her pride.

The remaining part of the cultivation of the Olive is

pruning. Bernard informs us that this practice was but

lately introduced into Provence , and that it is not uni-

versally adopted, nor reduced to correct principles and

uniform rules. In some places a limb is lopped away

every year to renew the wood : but this is an injudicious

mode, as the suckers to which it gives birth engross the

sap to the prejudice of the productive branches. Prun-

''ng consists in cleansing a tree from dead wood and

other impurities, which may be done at all seasons and

by the simplest hand ; and in retrenching its superfluous

growth, which is a delicate operation and requires judg-

ment and experience. Its object is to determine the

form of the tree, to open it to the light and air, jfi^d

to regulate its produce. This is done by diminishing the

number of brunches; and by extirpating such as are too

feeble or too luxuriant. The pruning of the Oliig^is

subject to the general principles of the art, modified

by the peculiar nature of the tree. A part of its branches

should be curtailed every year, and the number of bear>

ing shoots determined so that it may not be exhausted

by its fruit After twelve or fifteen years , one or two of

the principal limbs may be lopped , and at intervals ^

which must depend upon the condition of each tree,

the whole summit may be retrenched. The most favour-

able season for pruning the Olive is in March^
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Such is , summarily , the husbandry of Provence

,

M^hich, though susceptible , perhaps, of improvement

,

is the most perfect in Europe.

' More than thirty varieties of the Olive are known in

France , which are distinguished by their size, by their

* The most exact and extensive catalogue of the Olives is found

in the "New Duhamel. The following are some of the most esteemed

varieties

:

I. The OltoitrpleunurfOleacraniomoifthat 14th variety in the New

Duhamel, is one cf the largest and finest trees. Its branches are redun-

dantly numerous, and pendent like those of the Weeping Willow.

Its fruit is good for the table , and yields a pure and abundant oil. it

should be placed in vallies rather than on elevated grounds, as it has

more to apprehend from drought than from cold : there are indivi-

duals of this variety in Languedoc that have three times survived the

gei^ral destruction of the Olives by frost.

a. The Oliifierh fruit arrondiy Olea sphatrica^ a6lh variety, N. D., is

also among the least sensible to cold. It requires moisture, a good soil,

and abundant manure. Its oil is of a soperior quality.

S^^The Olivier de Lucque , Olea minor Lucensist 9th variety, N. D. , is

hardy and yields a fruit proper for preserving.

^and 5. The Aglandaou^ Olivier h petitfiruitrond^ Oleafmctu nunore

tt rotundiore^ 3rd variety, N. D., and the Olivier de Salon t Olea media

fruciu subrotundof iqth variety, N. D. , are good for oil , and prefer dry

and elevated grounds.

6. The Olivier amygdalin , Olea amygdalina , aSth variety, N. D. , is

much esteemed about Montpellier for its fine and abundant oil.

7. The Piiliolinef Olea oblonga^ nth variety, N. D., yields the most

celebrated pickled olives. This variety is not delicate in the choice of

soil and climate.
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temperament as to soil and climate , and by the qua-

lities of their fmit. Some of these varieties, like those

of the Vine , owe their characteristic properties to the

scene in which they-are reared.

The principal product of the Olive is oil, but the

pickled fruit is also a valuable article of commerce. The

simplest manner of preserving the green olives is by

covering them with a solution of common salt impreg-

nated with fennel, cumin, coriander -seed and rose>

wood : the most perfect method is that employed for the

picholines of Provence, which are so called from Piccio-

Um, by whom the processwas invented. They are gather-

ed in the beginning of October, and the finest of them

are selected and thrown into a weak solution of soda or

potash rendered caustic with lime. In this solution they

remain eight or ten hours till the pulp ceases to adhere

to the stone : they are then steeped , during a week , in

pure, cold water, daily renewed , and are afterwards

transferred to an aromatic brine. Such of thikn as

are destined for the tables of the luxurious are taken

out alter a certain time, deprived of the stone, in

place ofwhich is substituted a caper or a bit of truffle ,

and closed up in bottles of the finest oil. In this manner

they jare kept palatable for two or three years. The

sweet olive of the ancients , which was. eaten without

preparation , is said to exist in the kingdom of Naples.

The proper season for gathering the olives for the

press is the eve of their maturity, which varies in difTer-

:%

.'I I
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ent climates and in different varieties of the Olive, but

which is easily distinguished by the colour of the iruit.

Two powerful considerations should engage the culti-

vator not to delay the olive -harvest. We have already

observed that the produce of this tree is alternate. The

phenomenon, it is true, is more unilormly witnessed

in some varieties than in others ; but it might be as-

sumed as a constant character, if it was not proved

by experience to depend upon accidental causes. It has

been attributed to the injury sustained by the trees iiil

beating off their iruit ; but it is not observed in some

places where this practice prevails , and is constant in

others where it is discarded. It has also been ascribed

to injudicious pruning -, but it is witnessed alike in olive-

yards pruned in the most opposite modes, and in those

that are unconscious of the knife. The little fruit that is

borne in the year of repose is , also , of an inferior qual-

ity. Some other explanation must therefore be sought

for, and a satisfactory one is indicated by Pliny in the

continuance of the fniit upon the branches after its

maturity : Hcerendo, enim, ultra suum tempus , absumunt

vew'eniibus alimentum. This cause, whi||i is generally

admitted by vegetable physiologists in France, has been

developed by Olivier in a memoir presented to the

Economical Society of Paris. Evergreen trees, and

among them the Olive
, put forth the young shoots

that are to bloom the succeeding year, not in the

fpring, like trees with deciduous leaves, but at the
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clo^se of summer ; and the buds are prepared during

the autumn and the beginning of winter. If, then , the

tree is overladen with fruit, this second growth is

prevented , and the hopes of the following season aire

precluded ; or, if the fruit is left too long upon the

branches, it diverts the juices which should be employed

in the preparation of the flower-buds. At Aix, where

the olive -harvest takes place early in November, it is

annual and uniform ; in Languedoc, Spain, Italy, etc.,

where it is delayed till December oir January, it is alter-

nate. The quality of the oil, also, depends upon gather-

ing the fruit in the first stage of its maturity. It should

be carefully plucked by hand, and the whole harvest

completed , ifpossible, in a single day. To concoct the

mucilage and to allow a part of the water to evaporate

,

it is spread out , during two or three days , in beds three

inches deep.

The oil-mill retains nearly its primitive form : it con-

sists of ik basin raised two feet from the ground , with

an upright beam in the middle, around which a massive

mill-stone is turned by water or by a beast of burthen.

The press is soliiily constructed of wood or of cast iron,

and is moved by a compound lever. The fruit, after

being crushed to a paste, is put into sacks of coarse linen

or of feather-grass, and submitted to the press. The vir-

gin oil , which is first discharged , is the purest , and re-

tains most sensibly the taste of the fruit. It is received in

vessels half filled with water, from which it is taken off

^i V
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and set apart in earthen jars : to separate the vegetable

fibres and other impurities , it is repeatedly decanted.

When the oil ceases to flow , the paste is taken out and

brpken up. As the sacks are returned to the press , boil-

ing water isshed over them, and the pressure is renewed

with redoubled force , till every particle of the oil and

water is extracted. The mixture is leit in a vat from

which the oil is taken off as it rises to the surface. This,

oil , though less highly perfumed than the first, is nearly

as fine and is usually mingled with it. The offals of the

fruit are sometimes submitted to a third process : in a

basin into which a rill of pure water is admitted , they

are ground anew, the skins and mucilaginous particles

floating on the surface are drawn off into reservoirs

,

and the shells are preserved tor fuel. The utmost clean-

liness is necessary in making the oil , which is finished

in a day : with the nicest economy in the process, it

amounts in weight to nearly one third of the fruit.

The mean produce of a tree may be assumed , in France

at ten pounds , and in Italy at fifleen : but single trees

have been known in the productive season to yield three

hundred pounds.

The kernel of the olive affords an oil the mixture of

which with that of the pulp is said to injure its flavour

and to hasten its rancidity. A machine has , in conse-

quence, been invented for bruising the pulp without

crushing the stone : that the arguments for its adoption

have not prevailed over the established usage is no proof
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of their unsoundness; more convincing es.dence is

found in the exquisite quality of the oil of Aix.

But there are abuses which experience has demon-

strated nvithout being able to correct them : the fruit,

after hanging too Idng upon the trees , is kept ferment-

ing in heaps, to increase the quantity of oil, while the

only eflecl is to Titiate its quality.
''^^' niviinu? u. -,

*
>ria>

Before the revolution , an apology was found tor

the^e abuses, in France/ in the embarrassments to

which industry was subject from the oppressive exact-

ions of the feudal lords , and l^om the absurd interfer-

ence of the government. The tenants were compelled

to use the mills of the lord, which were neVer suffi-

ciently numerous; and in Languedoc the period of

opening- them was fixed by the police , as the time of

collecting the gall-nuts is appointed by the Turkish Agas

in Asia. The ancient practice is now gradually yielding

to a more perfect method ; yet how slowly is prejudice

subverted, even by interest !
'''"!••'

Besides the finest oil which is used upon^the table,

immense quantites are employed in the making of soap

and for other inechanical purposes. A part of what is

consumed in this way at Marseilles is imported from

Greece and the Mediterranean Isles.

//

Ut

iiit

s.-itti

. 4 » I " * .
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*^ iilif* a

I have thus rapidly sketched an outline of the history

and cultivation of the far-famed Olive.-^Among the gifts

. * 3
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Qf Minerva which adorn our rising empire ,
policy and

arts and arms, may we hope to see her favourite tree

enrich #ir soil ? Some light may be thrown upon this

eqauiry by an eiamination of our climate, but it can be

resolved only by experience.,,.,.,, J|^f ,^(,| .,,ti ui. ,f !f*j^.

' The eastern and western shores ofthe Atlantic.Oceih

differ essentially in the phenoi^ena of climate. In Ei^rope

the distribution of heat through the seasons is more

uniform, and the medium of the year more elevat^L

This equability is highly favourable to the perfectioiPHF

organized bodies ; hence the vegetables of America are

meliora^i in the corresponding latitude in Europe ,

while ipaiiy productions of Europe cannot exist under

the same parallel in America. We are obliged , also , to

migrate in the train of the seasons in quest of an agree-

able temperature , which the more favoured Europeans

enjoy without changing their native signs : we expe-

rience, in the same latitude, the summer ofRome , the

winter of Copenhagen, and the mean temperature oi

the coast of Britany. f^or is this difference attributable

to the state oi cultivation , nor to any accidental cause

with which we are acquainted : jfi tlffii eternal forests

that shroud our north - western . coast . we find agsun

the delicious climate of Europe , while Tartary and

China repeat the phenomena of our own. For the en-

joyment of life and for the richness of agriculture , we

m

r f.i r .iJ.,:,,,.„ ...Tf ......
.j f.

See De Humlboldi's Memoir on the Distribution of Heat. i-

'See

PlanU.
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should have heen more advantageously situated on the

opposite side oi th» Continent. '
^

' The Olive requires a climate whose mean Wempei^

ature is equal to 57*, 17', and that of the coldest month

to 41°* ^'- In the United States , where the mean tem-

perature of the year is 57*, 17^ that ofthe coldest month

is only o", 5\ with some days far more intense.The capri-

ciousness ofour climate is stillmore dangerous to delicate

vegetables than its inclemency ; the difference of temper-

ature in a single day is sometimes almost equal to that

of the whole year in the south of Ita!y. The Olives near

Charleston were rendered barren by the vefig|| frosts

which congealed the young shoots. In a more southern

latitude they would b'e secure in the winter , but they

would languish through a sultry summer , unrefreshed

by the healthful breezes which they respire on the

shores of the Mediterranean Sea ; they would , besides

;

find a silicions instead of a calcarious soil.

But with all these disadvantages, tracts uniting the

conditions necessary for the growth of th^Olive may

probably be iound sufficiently extensive for our wants.

The possibility *of its flourishing on our shores has

been demonstrated by at least one experiment. While

the Floridas were held by the English , an adventurer

of that nation led a colony of Greeks into the eastera,

province , and founded the settlement ofNew Smyrna

:

' See Dc Humboldt's Essay on the Geograplucal Distribution of

PlanU.

i|.
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•I|ie principal treasure which they brought from their

native dime was the Olive. Bartrap , yfho visited this

;^ttleii[||nt in 1775, describes it a^ a flourishing town.

Its prosperity, however, was of momentary duration :

driven to despair by hardship aiKd oppression, and

precluded from escape by land , where they were

intercepted by the wandering savages, apart of these

unhappy exiles conceived the hardy enterprise of flying

to the Havanna in an open boat ; the rest removed 40

St. Augustine when the Spaniards resumed possessioti

of the country. In 1783 a few decaying huts and several

large Olives were the only remaining traces of their

industtjf^-

Louisiana , the Floridas , the islands of Georgia and

chosen exposures in the interior of the State , will be

the scene of this culture. Perhaps it will be extended to

some parts of the Western States ; it has been hastily

concluded that the Olive can exist only in the vicinity

of the sea ; it is found in the centre of Spain , and in

Mesopotaq^a at the distance of a hundred leagues from

the shore. The trial should be made in every place

where its failure is not certain , and for this purpose

young grafled trees should be obtained from Europe
,

and the formation of nurseries from the seed imme-

diately begun. .,.-;. .,•>;' ,

, The Olive is perhaps the most valuable , but it is not

the only accession that might be made to our vegetable

reign, ifa more enterprising spirit prevailed in our hus-
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bandry, and if establishments were formed for the re- >

ception of eiotic plants. Tins important subject elairm

the*attention of government : amidIts labou|» for Uttt^

promotion of commerce an|l manufactures, why should

not itsfostering^are be extended to agriculture? ^

The people of the United States, instructed by expe-

rience , ha\e consecrated an altar of oblivion to the

Genius- of the waves and to the Genius of the soil. They

will not allow one system of industry to be promoted at

the expence of another. We have solved the transcend-

ent problem of reconciling the interest of the individual

with that of the public, by throwing.down thilifarriers

to every species of industry, and by leaving «»«fy man
to enjoy the fruits of his labour undiminished by the

exactions of a ri^cious government. Let these prin-

ciples be the immovable basis of our political economy.

The height of prosperity at which we have arrived is

doubtless attributable to the successful enterprises of our

merchants, and our commerce should still be cherished

and defended like the sacred soil of the Republic, ^ut is

not the moment arrived when we may begin to measure

the greatness of our country by some other standard

than simply that of commercial prosperity? With means

so ample and unembarrassed , might we not give more

activity and extension to works of domestic improve-

ment? Education remains to be perfected— a national

character to be formed—our strength to be established

on durable foundations by the developement of our

9
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internal resources. Institutions should be devised

,

which f bjr assimilating the^feelings of our citizens, may

Cffroborate that^vnion whidi is the bulwark oC«our

national independance , without intrenching on those

•ttbordinat^ sovereignties which are the guarantees of

our political liberty. A taste for pacific glory should be

inspired , and an impube given to public spirit , in har-

mony with that magnanimous moderation which be-

comes the future arbiter of nations. ^
From these great objects no schemes of vulgar am-

bition should for a moment divert our ardour. Already,

the inf|ai^ce of our character far exceeds that of

our itlNi|^« ^^^ ^^^ claims to the rank of a primary

power are admitted by anticipation. The attention of

the world is daily becoming more intently fixed upon

our actions. Old Europe contemplates us with reverent

aflticiion , as the hoary-headed warrior gazes on the

blooming hero whose youthful achievements eclipse

the glory of his sire. A great example is wanted by man-

kind ; from us they demand it ; and the cause of uni-

versal liberty is interested in our conduct.

I do not utter these sentiments in the language of

reproach. Much has already been done by my country,

which is admired by cotemporary sages, and which

will go down with honour to a more enlightened

and philosophical posterity ; all that is great and good

may be hoped from her maturer wisdom : but I feel

interested in her glory; she has risen upon my af-

6 ;i
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fections by absence , and upon my esteem by compari-

son; ber progress, bowever rapid, baits behind the

impatience ofmy wishes. ,.m^ ;^^^»»'-} (^4^ . 'ufr.-i-tfir^lffi§

Our fathers have left us a noble inheritance , and

it is our duty to improve it. What surer basis can*^

we choose for national wealth, than a learned and ,

enterprising agriculture? How can we more effectually

strengthen the ties of interest that bind the extremities

oioitt country in indissoluble union, than by augment-

ing the number and- the value of their useful prod<i|>

tions ? How can the intelligence of a people be more &-

vourably developed, than by an art which givipfi: wide

a scope to comparative sagacity , and whichlmigs its

conclusions to the test of immediate experience? "Who

are more likely t(^e devoted to their country, than

those who have attached the hopes of their children to

its soil?—There is, besides, in the profession of agri-

culture , something so congenial to republican man-

ners , that we should naturally expect to see the freest

country the best cultivated. Remote from the contest of

sordid passions, and surrounded by all that is necessary

to his happiness, the husbandman has no inducement

to calculate the interest upon political corruption. A'

laborious life , spent in the open air , in the majestic

presence of Nature , lends a corresponding simplicity

and elevation to his character. In public stations a pa-

triot is often driven from his purpose by the jealous op-

positon of his rivals , or by the invincible prejudices of

V*
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y»age; he must, at least, saorifice his freedom to the

lies of his offic| ; hut in a life devoted to agricultural

provement, file purest sources of rational enjoyment

are united : the first want of a generous spirit is that of

keing useful to mankind, the second, is that of liberty,

PLATE LXXXVII. rf'^

. A branch tnih leaves Oftd fruii ofihe natural siu. Wl^. i,

jnpwrr of the natural siu. Fig, a, A Roofer magnified,

Mif. 3y A drupe with the stone exposed^ .

;/• ^''^^'K\ '^"^'«^" {*<• fit
c

i HCfU ,l'uv^-rr>Ujii)i,-it-^'.r

« :i *t; . !
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••' ,' .l^^ !-'Pi;.t Jo
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• Huj 7t')K{ '.V -

". l':.*K ii

;

-^ 1;,^ )n .•-.); "-i'Virrj-TtJ
"ii-•-"tin:' ,:i:

,
r^ .. Jf .l^H^'f. 'Ijj

-in'.fi

' Note. Hie preceding article wis written at the request of

Mr. Michaux, jor whom Iseiie with pleasure an opportu-

nity ofexpressing my esteem;justice obliges me to avow thai

it has not had the benefit of his revision.
, > , •

/ have consulted the most Judicious ancient and modem
works , Columella, Pliny^ the New Duhamel^ the Memoirs

of the Academy of Marseilles , etc.y and have myself ob-

^tffped the Olwe in Provence, .. ,^. ;.

AUGUSTUS L. HILLHOUSE,

Citixtn of thtUnittd Statu.

m
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WlfeD CHERRY TREE.

iBonogyiu«< Lmir. Rosadi. Jirss.

Gebasus yirgxniana. C. folUs deciduis, ovaii-oblongis

,

acuminatl^ serrati^ nitidis; racemis temdnaUbus, elonr

gaiis; fracftbus globom, rugiis.

THIS Waii Cherry Tree is one of the largest produc-.

tions of the American forests. Its wood is of an excellent

quality and elegant appearance, and is usefully employed

in the arts. In the Atlantic as well as in the Western

States, this tree is known only by the name which I

^have adopted. It is more or less abundant as the soil and

climate ane more ^or less favourable to its growth , to

whicli||he'<filtremes of heat and cold in the seasons, and

of dryness and humidity in the soil, are alike unpropi-

tioos. Thus in the district of Maine, where ihe vtdnter

is long and intense , it hardly €;jtceeds So or 4o feet in

height, and from 8 to 12 inches in diameter; in the

southern and maritime parts of the Carolinas and of

Georgia, where the summer is intemperately hot and

where the soil is generally arid and sandy, it is rarely

seen , and on the banks of rivers where the ground is

too wet , its dimensions are stinted ; but in the upper

part of these States , where the climate is milder and the

soil more fertile , it is sufficiently common , though less

multiplied than in Virginia and Pennsylvania. It abounds,

I

II. la
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libof in the Illinois Country, in Gennessee actf in Upper

Canada, and unites with the Overcup l/l^ite Oak, the

Black Walnut, 4fte Honey Locust, theJMEfan and the

Coffee Tree in the forests which covelnliese fertile re-

gions. But it is no where more profiisely muiltiplied nor

more folly dereloped than beyodH the amntains in

the States of Ohio , Kentucky and TenneMee. O^ the

banks of the Ohio I haye meaiared stocks which were

from 12 to i6 feet in circumference, and finopSo t§ loo

feet in stature, with the tnmk of an tmifdrBa stoe and

undivided to the height of »^ or 3o feet

The leaves of the Wild Cherry Tree we 5 or 6 inches

long, oval-acuminate, denticulated, of a beautiful bril-

liant green , and furnished at the base with two reddish

glands. It is remaiked in the nei^ibonrfaeod of inha-

bited places that they are peculiarly liable ittjteiJHil^^^

by caterpillars. '^^PP

The flowws are white and collected in spikes wbidi

have a beautiful effeiMi* The fruit is about the size of «

pea, disposed in tips 'Mine manner as the flowers, wA
nearly black at its maturity ; soon after whicfat^^otwith-

standing its bitterness , it is devoured by the bli'ds. It is

sold in the markets of New York and Philadelphia, tnd

is employed to make a cordial, by infusion in raan0r

brandy, with the addition of a certain quantity of sugar.

The bark of this tree is so peculiar as to render it dis-

tinguishable at first sight, when from its height the

form of its leaves cannot be discerned. The trunk is re-
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pihrlf ahAj^d
,^ ^f'f^l^

^^'^ '* blackich and rough , and

detadnMli^df stemi^drcalBrly in thick, narrow plates

,

^bicb a^^ rf.HM|i!ril after a conaiderdbli lapse oftime.

IFbe perfecflrDod is of a dull, light red tint, which

deepens ivith age. It is compact, fine-grained and bril-

liant, and^fiot iiabli to warp when perfectly seasoned^

It is extensively einployed in the small towns of the

Middle and Western fliites for every species of furni-

ture ; and when chosen near the ramification of the

trunk it rivals Mahogany in beauty. The Wild Cherry

Tree is generally preferred to the Black Walnut, whose

dun complexion withtime becomes nearly black. Among

the trees that grow east of the Mississippi, it is the most

eligible substitute for Mahogany. On the banks of the

Ohio, at Pittsburgh, Marietta and LouisviUe , it is em-

ployeil ill ahap-building , and the French of Illinois are

said to use it for the felloes of wheels. e

In the lumber-yards of New York and Philadelphia

,

Wild Cherry wood b sold in pranks of difierent thick-

nesses, which are employed for bed-steads and other

articles of furniture. These planks , 3 inches thick , are

sold at 4 cents a foot at Philadelphia , and at less than

half this price at Pittsburgh and in Tennessee. They are

sent from Kentucky to New Orleans , where they arc

also employed in cabinet-making.

* The Wild Cherry Tree deserves a place in the forests

of Europe , and it is especially adapted to the northern

departments of France and to the country along the

#
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Rhine; which bear the greatest^j|i|pgj id its native

regions. To recommend its propagation to tMtgtbresters

ofEurope is at thte same time to invite thpse of America

to preserve it with care , and to favour its^teprodiiction

;

they should leave on foot the old stocks of the natural

growth for the purpose of furnishlag seed, and favour

the increase of the young trees by destroying those of

other species by which it might be impeded.

#

k* '

PLATE LXXXYIIL

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural site*
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' WILD ORANGE TREE. '

Cerasvs carolikiava. C. folUs perennanHbus , breciter,

petiolatlsy ianceolato^oblongis , mucronaiis, hsvigatis ,

subcoriaceis, integris; racemis cucUlaribuSf brevibus; fructu

subghboso f
acuta , sub^exsuco. u '.usKiit tii.'v/ . 4

Obs. Arbor formosa, fa&tigiata; ramis sUictu} firactibus

:'W/i;
hieme persistentibus.

:•-, in :^"i '. r ",t

This beautiful species of Cherry Tree was observed

in the Bahama Isles by Gatesby, and subsequently by

my father. On the Continent of North America it ap-

pears to be nearly confined to the islands on the coast of

the Carolinas, of Georgia and of the Floridas. Except the

margin of the sea , it is rarely found on the mainland

,

even at the distance of 8 or 10 miles from the shore,

ivhere the temperature is 5 or 6 degrees colder in the

winter , an^ proportionally milder in the summer.

This trieeis known only by the name ofWild Orange

Tree. Its leaves are oval-acuminate , evergreen , smooth

and shining on the upper surface, and about 3 inches in

length. The flowers are numerous , white , and arrJinged

in little bunches an inch or an inch and a half lo^g,

which spring at the base of the leaf. The fruit is small

,

oval , and nearly black : it consists of a soft stone sur-

rounded with a small quantity of green pulpy substance,

which is not eatable. This fruit persists through a great

#
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part of the follqwing year, so that in the spring the

tree is laden at pnce with iruit and with flowers. The

Wild Orange Tree may be considered as one oi the

most beautifal vegetable productiona of this part of the

W United States , and it is 8elect^|i||ivith the more reason

by the inhabitants to plant about their houses, as it

grows with rapidity and aifords^ an impenetrable shade.

I have remarked that of all the trees which grow na-

turallym the Carolinas and in Georgia , the flowers of

the Wild Orange are preferred by bees.

It ramifies at a small height , and forms a spacious

and tufled summit , which is owing ,
perhaps , to its

growing upon open ground instead ol being compressed

in the forest, and forced to shoot upwards in order to

enjoy the light. The bark of the trunk is of dun com-

plexion , and is commonly without cracks.

The perfect wood is rose-coloured and very fine-

grained; but, as this species is not extensively multi-

plied , I do not know that it is appropriated to any use :

there is the less octasion for it , as othenHlod, in no

respect inferior, is procured with facility.

I have remarked in the bark of the roots a strong

odour resembling that of the Wild Cherry stone : hence

I presume that it woiU^ afford a fragrant , 8p,irituQus

liquor.

The only merit of this tree is its brilliant vegetation

;

which renders it . when in bloom , one of the most

beautiful productions of the southern part of the United
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States. Too delicate to support the winter of Paris , it

would flourish in the open field only in the southern

departments of France and in Italy.

PL LXXXIX.

A branch mth leases andfiofifen ofthe na^t4nU size , and
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RED CHERRY TREE. ;

CkbASVS borealis. C. folUs ovali-oblongis ^ aeumlnatiSf

^ glahria ; Jloribus subcorymbom ; fructibus rubris.

Thi Red Cherry is common only in the Northern

Statci and in Canada , New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

It \t rardy met with in New Jersey and Pennsylvania

,

and is wholly unknown in the Southern States. In the

District of Maine and in Vermont it is called Small

Cherry and Red Cherry; the last of which denomina-*

tions I have preferred.

The size of the Red Cherry places it among trees of

the third order : it rarely exceeds , and often does not

equal , a5 or 3o feet in height and 6 or 8 inches in dia-

meter. Its leaves are 5 or 6 inches long, o";:^, denticul-

ated and very acuminate. The flowers are collected in

•mall, white bunches, and give birth to a red fruit of

, inconsiderable size , which is ripe in the month of July,

This fruit is intensely acid, and is not abundant even on

the largest trees.

.

The trunk is covered with a smooth , brown bark

,

tvhich detaches itself laterally. The wood is fme-grained

"nd of a reddish hue; but the inferior size of the tree

forbids its use in the mechanical arts.

This species of Cherry Tree offers the same remark-

able peculiarity with the Canoe Birch of reproducing

\B J. Rfj4>utr ^f/.
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itself spontaneously in cleared grounds, and in such

parts of the forests as have heen burnt, which is observ-

able in spots where fire has been kindled by travellers.

Of all the native spf cies of North America the Red

Cherry Tree bears the greatest analogy to the cultivated

Cherry Tree of Europe , hence it is the most proper

for receiving grafts : it has been found diflicult to grail

the European Cherry Tree upon the Wild Cherry Tree.
• I •-If. . ,
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A branch with fruit of the natural site* Fig. 1, A bunch

ofpowers.
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tr. ( .1 LARGE BUCKEYE.

'> «/I

.; !,(

Hcptandrianionogynia.Liiii(. Acerv. Joss.

Pavia lutea. P.'/olusquinatls, aquaUler serratis;

:" coroUii'luieis, tetrapetaUs,viscosis, chums. .,.

The YellowPflwo , or Large Buckeye, is first observed

on the Alleghany Mountains in Virginia , near the Sgth

degree of latitude; it becomes more frequent in follow-

ing the chain towards the south-west , and is most pro-

fusely multiplied in the mountainous districts of the

Carolinas and of Georgia. It abounds, also, upon the

rivers that rise beyond the mountains and flow through

the western part of Virginia and the States of Kentucky

and Tennessee to meet the Ohio. It is much less com-

mon along the streams which have their source east of

the Allcghanies , and which , after watering the Caro-

linas and Georgia , discharge themselves into the Ocean.

This species may be considered then as a stranger to the

Atlantic States , with the exception of a tract 3c or 4o

miles wide in the Southern States , as it were beneath

the shadow of the mountains. It is here called Big Buck-

eye , to distinguish it from XhePavia rubra, which does

not exceed 8 or lo feet in height , and which is called

Small Buckeye.

I h?»ve seen no situation that appeared more favour-

able to the Big Buckeye than the declivities of the lofty

,.,^*.«aAr««4-'
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mountains of North Carolina,; and particularly of the

Greatfather Mountain, the.Iron Mountain and the Black

Mountain, where,the soil.is generally loose , deep and

fertile. The coolness and humidity which reiga in these

elevated regions, appear likewise/to be necessary to its

utmost expansion ; it here towers to the. height of 60 or

70 feet , with a diameter of 3 or 4 feet , and is consi-

dered as a certain proof of Ihe richness of the land. >

The leaves,of this tree njce united to .the number of

five at the end of a common petiole of considerable

length. They are lanceolate, pointed at the summit,

serrate and slightly furrowed. The flowers, of a light,

agreeable yellow , are upright and disposed in bunches

at the end of the shoots of the same season. The nu-

merous bunches of flowers, contrasted with the fine fo-

liage , lend a highly ornamental appearance to the tree.

The fruit is contained in a flesby, oval capsule , which

is oflen gibbous , and whose surface , unlike that of the

Horse Ghesnut of Asia and of the American Horse

Chesnut , is smooth. Each capsule contains two seeds ,

or chesnuts , of unequal size , flat upon one side and

convex on the other. They are larger and lighter-co-

loured than those of the common Horse Ghesnut, and,

like them , are not eatable.

In 1808 I passed a great part of the summer with

Messrs. John and William Bartram , at their charming

residence at Kingsess on the banks of the Schuylkill

,

five miles from Philadelphia , where they have collected
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a great variety of trees from different parts of the United

States and of Europe ; I remarked that the Large Buck-

eye was one of the earliest among them to cast its

leaves ; they begin to fall about the i5th of August,

while the other Horse Chesnuts are still clothed with

their finest verdure. Its foliation and flowering are also

tardy, which is an essential defect in a tree whose only

merit is its beauty. The wood, from its softness and

want of durability, can subserve no useful purpose. Even

in beauty, this species is inferior to the common Horse

Chesnut, and can never supplant that magnificent tree.

uhay^^l n[ ;. .,o:-,l
PIRATE XCI.

. /,..!.

ji branch cnth leaves and floi»ers of the natural size.

Fig. I, Fruit beginning to open. Fig. a, A chesnut of the

natural size*
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OHIO BUCKEYE, M. !

OE

AMERICAI^ HORSE CHESNUT.
l^f i

PayiA OBioemsis. p. foUis qmnatis, incequaliterdmtatis;

' i fioribus sub'favis ; fructibus nwnceUis.

This species of Horse Chesnut , which is mentioned

by no author that has hitherto treated of the trees and

plants of North America , is unknown in the atlantic

parts of the United States. I have found it only beyond

the mountains , and particularly on the banks of the

Ohio for an interval of about loo miles , between Pitts*

burgh and Marietta , where it is extremely common. It

is called Buckeye by the inhabitants , but as this name

has been gpven to the Pavia lutea, I have denominated

it Ohio Buckeye, because it is most abundant on the

banks of this river, and have prefixed the synonyme of

American Horse Chesnut, because it is proved to be a

proper Horse Chesnut by its fruit, which is prickly like

that of the Asiatic species , instead of being smooth like

that of the Pmiee.

The ordinary stature of the American Horse Chesnut

is 10 or 1 a feet , but it sometimes equals So or 35 feet in

height, and la or i5 inches in diameter. The leaves are

palmated, and consist of five leaflets parting from a

common centre, unequal in size, oval-acuminate , and m\
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irregularly toothed. The entire length of the leaf is g or

ID inches, and its breadth 6 or 8 inches.

The bloom of this tree is brilliant : its flowers appear

early in the spring, and are collected in numerous white

bunches. The fruit is of the same colour with that oi

the Common Horse Ghesnut and of the Large Buckeye,

and of about half the size : it is contained in fleshy,

prickly capsules, and is ripe in the beginning of autumn.

On the trunk of the largest trees th^ bark is blackish,

and the cellular integument is impregnated with a veno-

mous and disagreeable odour. The wood is white , soil

,

and wholly useless.

The value of the Ohio Buckeye or American Horse

Ghesnut consists chiefly in the beauty of its flowers

,

which , with its rapid vegetation and hardy endurance

of cold , will bring it into request both in Europe a^d

America as an ornamental tree.

PLATE XCIL

' Ahranch with leaves andJlocQers. Fig. I, Fruit '"'-
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PERSIMON.
Polyguua dioBcia* Liip. Guaitoaoa. Jdm,

Diosprnos viroiniama. D.foUislonghpetiolaiis, oblongo-

'! ovalibus, acummatis, subtits pubescentibus.

.,M'i:

Tbe banks oi the river Connecticut , below the 4and

degree oi latitude, may be considered as the northern

limit of this tree ; but it is rendered rare in these parts

by the severity of the winter, while in the State of New

Jersey, near the city of New York, it is common , and

still more so in Pennsylvania , Maryland and the South-

ern States : it abounds, also , in the western forests. It is

every where knovn to the Americans by the name of

Persimon ; the French call it Plaqueminier, and its fruit

plaquemines. -''^'^
. .; ,; '._,.,

The Persimon varies surprisingly in size in different

soils and climates. In the vicinity oi New York it is not

more than half as large as in the more southern States,

where, in favourable situations, it is sometimes 60 feet

in height aiid 18 or ao inches in diameter.

The leaves are from 4 to 6 inches in length, oblong,

entire, of a fine green above and glaucous beneath : in

the fall they are oiten variegated with black spots. The

terminal shoots are observed to be usually accompa-

nied , at the base , by small , rounded leaves.

This tree belongs to the class of vegetables whose sfxt&

*
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are confined to difierent stocks. Both the barren and fer*

tile flowers are greenish and not strikingly apparent. Th?

ripe fruit is about as large as the thumb , of a reddish

complexion, round, fleshy, and furnished with six or

eight semi-oval stones , slightly swollen at the sides , and

of a dark purple colour. It is not eatable till it has felt

the first irost, by which the skin is shrivelled, and the

pulp , which before was hard and extremely harsh to

the taste , is softened and rendered palatable. The fruit

is so abundant that in the Southern States a tree often

yields several bushels , and even in New Jersey I have

seen the branches of stocks not more than 7 or 8 feet

in height bent to the ground by their burthen. In th^

South it adheres to the branches long after the shedding

of the leaf, and when it falls it is eagerly devoured by

wild and domestic animals. In Virginia, the Carolinas

and the Western States, it is sometimes gathered up ,

pounded with bran, and formed into cakes which are

dried in the oven, and kept to make beer, for which pur-

pose they are dissolved in warm water, with the addition

of hops and leven. It was long since found that brandy

might be made from this fruit, by distilling the water,

previously fermented , in which they had been bruised.

This liquor is said to become good as it acquires age :

but it will be impossible to derive profit from the Per-

simon in these modes, and in the country where it

is most abundant a few farmers only employ its fruit

occasionally for their households. The Apple Tree and
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the Peach Tree are far more advantageous , as their

growth is more rapid and their produce more consi-

derable.

The trunk of the lull -grown Persimon is covered

with a deeply furrowed , blackish bark. The fresh sap is

of a greenish colour , which it preserves after it is sea<

soned , and the heart is brown , bard , compact , strong

and elastic ; I have been told , however , that it is liable

to split. At Baltimore it is used by turners for large

screws, and by tinmen for mallets. At Philadelphia shoe-

lasts are made of it equal to those of Beech , which ar«

usually preferred. In Carolina the negroes employ it for

the large wedges with which , aided by those of iron

.

they split the trunks of trees. I have been assured by

coach-makers in Charleston that they had employed it

for the shafts of chaises , and found it preferable to the

Ash and to every other species of wood except the Lance

Wpod of the West Indies, and that the difficulty of pro-

curing stocks of the proper size alone prevented it being

more frequently applied to this use : in truth , though it

is common in the woods , it is usually of inconsiderable

dimensions. >•'' .^ ^'. •
.

-
.
•* 'sri. !. -^vv',- ? .Tr,-

Such are the particulars with which I have become ac-

quainted concerning the wood of the Persimon. Its pro-

perties appear not to be distinctly ascertained nor gene-

rally recognized ; they are such , however , as to deserve

the attention of persons whose object is a practical

knowledge of the trees of the United Stales.

II. i4
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I have heard it asserted by farmers in Virginia, that the

grass is more vigorous beneath the Persimonthan under

any other tree, and this fact is attributed to the speedy

decay of its leaves , which form an excellent manure.

In an ancient periodical work printed at Philadelphia , I

find that the English government , in the years 176a and

1763, offered a premium oi 20 pounds sterling for every

fiity pounds of gum collected from the Persimon in

their American Colonies. They were doubtless misin-

formed on this subject : a greenish gum , without taste

or smell, exudes from the tree, but, in several hundred

experiments, I have not been able, by wounding the

bark , to collect more than two scruples from a single

stock.

Breckel , in his history of North Carolina , says that

the inner bark has been used with success in intermitting

levers. The fact remains to be verified ; I have not had

an opportunity of proving it by my own observations

nor by authentic report , but it is rendered in some

degree probable by the extreme bitterness of the bark.

The inhabitants of the .Southern States have very pro-

perly preserved the Persimon in clearing the forests. Its

truit might, without doubt, be doubled in size by atten-

tive cultivation. As the tree is dioecious, care must be

taken to procure stocks of both sexes. The roots run to

a great distance, and produce a numerous family of

sprouts. ..

The Persimon grows perfectly well and even yields
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iruit in the climale of Paris ; but farther south it would

succeed still better. Its propagation may be recom-

mended for the sake both of its fruit and oi its wood.

Observation.— Dr. B. S. Barton ,
professor of Botany

and Materia Medica in the ITniverlty of Pennsylvania ,

believes the Persimon of the Southern States to be a

distinct species from that of New Jersey. He grounds

this opinion upon the fact that the leaves of the Virgi-

nian Persimon are one half larger and slightly downy

beneath , and the fruit one half smaller , with flat in-

stead of convex stones. I am disposed to admit the dis-

tinction , but am not prepared to adopt it with confi-

dence. I have always ascribed the difference to climate,

which, as we have had occasion to remark, has so extra-

ordinary an influence on the developement of other

trees, that are common to different parts of the United

States. I leave the difficulty, however, to be resolved by

more accomplished botanists, simply observing that the

two varieties are similar in their general appearance and

in the properties of their wood and of their fruit,

...',-
,

-"''
•i-- -.•

• ^
'

-
.

, PLATE XCIIL

A branch with leaves of the natural size. Ftg. i , Fnut of

the natural size. Fig. 3 , A seed.
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* CAROLINIAN POPLAR.
itf^-Jf; '.'••^f

AmenUcK. Jvafc
'

Dioecia polyandria. Lian.

PopuLUs ANGtJLATA. P. arbor maxima; ramis aeutangulis;

foliis ddtdideis , serratis ;jumoribus amplissimis , cordatis

;

gemmis vindibus , non resinosis. ..I

The lower part of Virginia is the most northern

point at which I have found this species of Poplar , and

here it is less common than in the two Garolinas , in

Georgia and in Lower Louisiana. It grows of preference

on the marshy banks of the great rivers which traverse

these States, and is peculiarly abundant on the Missis-

sippi , irom the ocean to the mouth of the Missouri

,

and along the Missouri for loo miles from the junction

of these streams , which , in following their windings

,

is a distance of i5oo miles. In the swamps the Caro-

linian Poplar is accompanied by the Cypress, Large

Tupelo, Red-flowering Maple, Water Hickory, Over-

cup Oak , Cotton Wood and Cotton Tree. Among the

numerous species of Poplar found in the United States

this is one of the most remarkable for its size , being

sometimes 80 feet high with a proportional diameter

and an expansive summit garnished with beautiful fo-

liage. .

The leaves , from *he moment of their unfolding

,

are smooth and brilliant, but they differ widely in con-
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fotmatien » at difierent ages of the plant ; on sprouts

and young $tocks they are 7 or 8 inches long , as much

in breadth in the widest part, heart-shaped and rounded

at the base , with the principal ribs df a reddish colour;

on tr^es exceeding 5 or 6 ihches in diameter and 3o or

40 feet in height, they are oiily one fourtli as lai^e,

particularly on the highiei* branches , end their base

is nearly straight , and at tight angles with the petiole.

These leaves are thin , smooth, of a fihe greien tintj

marked with yellowish nerves and edged with obtuse

teeth , which are finer towards the summit and coarser

near the base. The long petiole compressed in the upper

part renders them easy to be agitated by the wind.

On sprouts and young stocks the annual shoots are

very thick, distinctly striated and of a green complexion

spotted with white; on branches of the second, third,

and even of the seventh or eighth year, the traces

of the furrows are still observable : they are indicated

by prominent red lines in the bark terminating at the

insertion uf the young shoots, which ultimately disap-

pear with the growth of the branches. This character

belongs also to the Cotton Tree ; but, besides the dif-

ference of their general appearance , the two species are

distinguished by their buds; those of the Carolinian

Poplar are short , of a deep green , and destitute of the

resinous , aromatic substance which covers those of the

Cotton Wood, and of which the vestiges remain till

late in the season.
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The wood of the Carolinian Poplar is white ; soft

;

and considered unfit for use in its native country.

This stately tree was introduced many years ago into

Europe , where it is justly esteemed as an ornamental

vegetable by the amateurs of foreign plants. In the cli-

mate oi Paris its terminal branches are liable , in r^or*

ous seasons, to be destroyed by the frost.

In the North American Flora , my father has con-

founded the Carolinian Poplar and the Cotton "Wbod.

The two species agree in the angular form oi their

trunk, but they differ in other respects, which I have

particularly mentioned. ^ ,.

il'

.CiUV. PLATE XCIV. .i> mi
\

A leaf ofthe natural sizjefrom the middle of a large tree.

Fig. I, A portion of em annucU shoot, fig. a, A pi^e of

the bark from a branch of the third year.
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COTTON WOOD.

PoPULUS CANADENSIS. P. foUis magnis latb-cordatls, crena-

tis, glabris; basi glandidosis ; ramis angulatis in adidtis.

This species, like the Virginian Poplar, has long been

known in Europe. It was probably introduced into

France from Canada; such at least is the origin indicated

by the name Canadian Poplar, I have found this tree

in the upper part of the State of New York on the

banks of the river Gennessee which empties int-j Lake

Ontario in the latitude of 43 degrees, in some partb of

Virginia , and on several islands of the Ohio. I have

every where seen it on the margin of rivers in a fal

,

unctuous soil, exposed to inundation at their overflow

ing in the spring. It is never met with on the skirts of

swampsand in other wet grounds in the forests. On the

banks of the Gennessee , where the winter is as rigor-

ous as in the north of Germany, the Cotton Wood is 70

pr 80 feet high and 3 or 4 feet in diameter. ,

The remarks communicated to me by Mr. De Fou-

cault, who has long cultivated this tree and studied

it with more minute attention than myself, agree pcr-

jEectly with the result of my own observations in the

country of its natural growth. *' The leaves," says Mr.

De Foucault, *' are deltoid, or trowel -shaped, ap-

proaching to cordlform, always longer than they are

*%5v,-

"^Sr .
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broad* glabrous and unequally toothed : tbe petioles

are compressed and of a yellowish green, with two

glands of the same colour as the base : the branches

are angular , and the angles form whitish lines , which

persist even in the adult age of the tree. Every soil does

not suit the Cotton Wood; in compact, argilacious

lands it grows less kindly than the Virginian Poplar.

** The Virginian Poplar is justly preferred as a useful

tree, not only because it is less difticult in the choice of

•oil , but because it is superior in height : the eleva-

tion of the Cotton Wood is repressed by the frequent

ramification of its limbs near the trunk , and if the lower

limbs are lopped away the same form is assumed by

those above.

** The Cotton Wood is a more picturesque tree than

the Virginian Poplar , particularly when growing on the

tides of rivers. Its trunk is very plainly sulcated even in

its old age. It is less so indeed than the Carolinian Pop-

lar, but far more so than the Virginian Poplar , whose

trunk is rounder and its summit more spherical ; hence

the two species are easily distinguished. The Cotton

Wood , also , acquires a superior bulk.**

The female aments are 6 or 8 inches long , flexible and

pendulous. The seeds are surrounded with a beautiful

plume which has the whiteness of cotton , and the

young buds are coated with a resinous , aromatic sub-

stance of an agreeable odour.

In the Atlantic States this Poplar is rare and has re-
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ceived no speciiic name. It appears , on the contrary

,

to be common on the banks of the Mississippi above

the river of the Arkansas, and on the Missouri and

its tributary streams. It is doubtless the Poplar desig-

nated by the name of Cotton Wood , and mentioned

so frequently by Gass, who accompanied Lewis and

Clark to the Western Ocean , and by Pike in his in-

teresting account of the northern part of New Spain.

Often , say these travellers, it is the only tree seen grow-

ing on the sides of the rivers. The Mandanas , who live

i,5oo miles from the mouth of the Missouri , feed their

horses during the winter with its young shoots. The ex-

cessive cold experienced in these regions sufficiently

proves that the Cotton Wood is not the same tree with

the Carolinian Poplar, whose annual shoots frt<eze every

year with a degree of cold much less intense. The Ame-

ricans of ITpper Louisiana , it is true , confound the two

species because they are found growing in company on

the banks of the Mississippi ; but the Carolinian Poplar,

which is more abundant than the other in Lower Loui-

siana, where the temperature of the winter is too mild

for snow , disappears on the Missouri at the distance of

100 miles from its junction with the Mississippi.

I.

h0

•*

«,''• Jii
PLATE XCV,

Leaves ofthe natural size taJcenfrom a large tree. Fig. i
,

Part ofa branch oftwo years' growth.

II.
»5
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AMERICAN BLACK POPLAR.

POPULUS HUDSONICA. P. ramults junioribus pilosis; foliis

jF > 1 1 .' . : ; ) t dentatis , conspicuk acuminatis.

- I have found the American Black Poplar only on the

banks of the river Hudson , above Albany, but I pre-

sume that it grows also in the provinces of Canada

,

which I have never visited. The stocks which I have

observed were insulated , and consequently, spread into

a diffuse summit, hence I was unable to determine the

«tature of this tree when confined in the forest , but

their size , which was 3o or ^o feet in height and 1 2 or

1 5 inches in diameter , sufliciently proves that it surpas-

ses the Anverican Aspen and the Large Aspen.

( Tlie bark of the young branches is of a greyish white,

and the buds, which spring from the bosom of the leaves,

are of a dark brown. One of the distinctive characters

of this species is the hairiness of the young shoots and

of the petioles in the spring, which is perceptible,

also, on the back of the young leaves. The leaves are

smooth , of a beautiful green colour , denticulated

,

rounded in the middle , and acutely tapering towards

the summit. When fully developedIhey are a little more

than 3 inches long, about 2 inches broad, and^ unlike

the leaves of trees in general , they exhibit nearly the

same shape from the moment of their unfolding. The
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aments of this Poplar are 4 or 5 inches long and desti-

tute of the hairs which surround those of several other

species.

As this tree is rare in the United States, and as I have

observed it only on the banks of the Hudson , where it

is never used , I can afford no information concerning

the quality of its wood ; but , if we may judge from its

appearance , it is inferior to the Virginian and Lom*

bardy Poplars; '
'' •' v , :. <: ^f.-i>\> vdcui-A-i

Several large trees ol this species are seen growing in

New York, near the park, which are called American

Black Poplars. V« ^ ^
'^ .r

>

: PLATE XCVI.

fig. I, Leaves of the American Black Poplar. ? >

j-i:^*'-'*'
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1 VIRGINIAN POPLAR.

PopuLUS MONiUFERA. P. folUs deltoidds ,
glabris, crena-

tis, petioUs etspice compressis, in adultis ramis teretibus.

Though this tree has heen found neither bymy father

and myself, nor byseveral learned English Botanists, who

like us have traversed the Atlantic and a great part of the

"Western States in every direction , I have thought pro-

per to describe it because it may possibly be indigenous

to some part of the United States which we have not

visited , and because , on account of its rapid growth , it

deserves the attention of the Americans. It has been

cultivated in Europe for many years , and is universally

considered as a native of North America. It is called

Virginian Poplar and Swiss Poplar ; the last of which

denominations is owing only to its being abundantly

multiplied in Switzerland.

The Virginian or Swiss Poplar is 60 or 70 feet high

with a proportional diameter. Its trunk is cylindrical

,

and not sulcated like that of the aged Lombardy Poplar,

and the bark upon old stocks is blackish. The leaves

are nearly as long as they arc broad, slightly heart

>

shaped, compressed towards the summit, obtusely

denticulated and borne by long petioles. On large trees

their mean length is from 2 inches and a half to 3

inches , but they vary in size , being twice as large on the
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lower limbs , and on young storka growing in moist

places. On trees equally -vigorous aiid nourished by the

same soil , the leaves of this species are observed to be

only half as large as tliose of the Cotton Wood and

Carolinian Poplar.

In France we have only the male of this Poplar which

is propagated by slips. On the young Virginian Poplar,

as on the Cotton Wood and Carolinian Poplars , the an-

nual shoots are angular , and this form subsists during

the second and third years on vigorous stocks in a

humid soil : on trees which are already ao or So feet

high and which grow on dry and elevated lands , the

young branches are perfectly round , but in the other

species they always retain the angular shape during

several years.

As the Swiss Poplar has been and is still confounded

with the Cotton Wood , I shall succinctly state the cha-

racters which distinguish them , according to the obser-

vations of Mr. De Foucault , a Director of the Imperial

Administration of the Waters and Forests eminently

distinguished by his knowledge of botany applied to this

branch of economy. He remarks that the l«'aves ofthe Vir-

ginian Poplar are much smaller and less distinctly heart-

shaped ; the young shoots are smaller and less angular

,

and on high grounds those of the third year are even

cylindrical : the limbs also diverge less widely from the

trunk. M. De Foucault adds that the wood of the Swiss

Poplar is softer than that of the Cotton Wood , but that
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its growth is more rapid and that it prospers in a less

humid soil. This last consideration explains the profu-

sion with which it is multiplied throughout France,

where it is found to yield a more speedy and more

abundant product than the Lombardy Poplar, i
: hr:;v

;

tf .:.!.;

PLATE XCVI.
.. ;; ./ .Ui.l'i- i<i

Fig. 2 , Virginian or Swiss Poplar.
; . . '.id
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COTTON TREE.

PoPULUS ARGENT!A. P. mmulis teretibits ; foliis amplis,

sinu parvo cordatis, obtusts, leviter dentatis, junioribus

tomentosis.

This species is scattered over a great extent of coun-

try , comprising the Middle , Western , and Southern

States. But it is so rare as to escape the notice of the

greater part of their inhabitants, and it has received a

specific name only on the banks of the river Savannah

in Georgia, where it is called Cotton Wood. The same

denomination is applied also to the Carolinian Poplar

which grows in the same place.
i .,. i

,• ..

A swamp in New Jersey near the North river, about

two miles above Weehock-ferry, and not far from the

city of New York, is the most northern point at which

I have observed this tree. I have met with it, too, in

yirginia, but less commonly than on the banks of

some of the rivers which traverse the maritime parts of

the more southern States. My father appears to have

found it still more abundant in the Western Country.

Among other places , he particularly mentions the en-

virons of Fort Massac, situated on the Ohio near its

junction with the Mississippi , and a s>vamp of more

than six miles in diameter, which are entirely covered

with it : this swamp is about thirty miles from the river

Wabash , on the road from Kaskasias to the Illinois.

i\
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This is a towering tree which sometimes equals 70 or

80 feet in height and a or 3 feet in diameter. On trunks

of these dimensions the bark is very thick and deeply

furrowed. The young branches and the annual shoots

are round , instead of being angular like those of the

Carolinian Poplar and of the Cotton Wood. The leaves

,

while very young, are covered with a thick, white down,

which gradually disappears , leaving them perfectly

smooth above and slightly downy beneath. They are

borne by long petioles, are often 6 inches in length and

as much in breadth, of a thick texture , denticulated and

heart-shaped , with the. lobes of the base lapped so as

to conceal the junction of the petiole. The aments are

drooping and about 3 inches long, or only half as long

as those of the Carolinian Poplar.

The wood of the Cotton Tree is soft , light , unfit for

use , and inferior , in my opinion , to that of the White

Poplar and of the Virginian and Lombardy Poplars. The

heart is yellowish inclining to red , and the young

branches are filled with a pith of the same colour.

This tree flourishes in France , but it is to be regretted

that the quality of its wood does not correspond to the

interest inspired by its elevated stature and beautiful

loliage.
' ^^--'.-- ^ !i

•• ']'• u

'
' PLATE XCVII.

'

. A leaf of half the natural size. Fig. i , A small branch

with leaves a few days after their unJoUUng.
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TACAMAHACA, or BALSAM POPLAR.
T ! ?

PoPULiTS BALSAMIFEBA. P. folits ovato-lanceolatis serratis,

subtus albidis , siipulis resinosis.t :• »•

This species of Poplar belongs to the northern re-

gions of America to which I have not extended my
researches. My father, who traversed Lower Canada and

particularly the country lying between Quebec and Hud-

son's Bay, found the Balsam Poplar very abundant on

the shores of Lake St. John , and in all the districts wa-

tered by the river Sagney, between the 47th and 49th

degrees of latitude. Notwithstanding the severity of the

winter, it rises to the height of 80 feet with a diameter

of 3 feet. It is multiplied at Taddousack and Male-

bay near the river St. Lawrence , but , in approaching

Montreal , it becomes less common , and is rare on the

shores of Lake Champlain. Such are nearly its northern

and southern limits.

In the spring, when the buds begin to be developed,

they are abundantly coated with a yellowish, glutinous

substance , of a very agreeable smell , and , though this

exsudation diminishes at the approach of summer, the

buds retain a strong balsamic odour. The leaves are

borne on long , round petioles , and are of a lanceolate

oval form , of a deep green colour above, and of a rusty

silvery white beneath*

IX. f6

.n



I as TACAMARACA, Oil BALSAM POPLAB.

The wood of this tree is white and soft, and is not

used by the Canadians. /

PLATE XCVIII.

Ftg. I , A branch of the natural size from a large tree.
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HEART-LEAVED BALSAM POPLAR.

PoPUXiUS CAMOlCAifs. P. foUis cordatis; petiolis hirsutisi

#' ftipulis resinosis ; rarms teretibus.
111,.

I In the States of Rhode Island, Massachasclts and

New Hampshire , this tree , "which is a genuine Balsam

Poplar , is commonly seen growing before the houses

,

both in the towns and in the country , less as an or-

nament than as a shelter from the sun. I have never

found it in the forests of these States, where , if it ex-

ists , it must be ^extremely rare ; nor have I discovered

whence it was first introduced. This species differs very

evidently from the preceding ; its leaves are three times

as large
, perfectly heart-shaped , and , often , they have

hairy petioles : but in both species the leaves are of the

same colour, and preserve, at all stages of their growth,

the same shape, which is invariable upon young sprouts

and upon old trees.

The buds of this species, like those of the Balsam

Poplar, are covered, in the spring, with a resinous bal-

samic substance of an agreeable odour.

The Heart-leaved Balsam Poplar attains the height of

4o or 5o feet, with a diameter of 1 8 or ao inches. The

trunk is clad in a smooth , g^reenish bark , and the wood

is soft and unfit for use. The foliage is tufted and ot

a dark green tint , but the irregular disposition of the
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ia4 BEART-LEATED BALSAM POPLAR/

branches gives an inelegant appearance to the tree. In

tbe spring the ripe seeds, garnished with down, are

borne by the wind into the houses , and alight upon

the furniture and upon the food ; for this reason some

persons have substituted for this species the Lombardy

Poplar , a picturesque tree in every respect superior to

it, whose limbs are compressed about the trunk so as not

to interfere with the walls nor to obstruct the windows.

• y$ mf *--^r

iiJ {.U-. PLATE XCVIII.

F^. 9 , A brunch of the natural size from a large tree,
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AMERICAN ASPEN.
.'i

POPULUS TREMULOiOES. P. foliii: suhcordatis , abntpli

acuminatis, serrulcUis;margitiepubescentibus.

This species of Poplar is common in the Northern

and Middle Sections of the United States, and, from

my father's manuscript notes , it appears to be still more

abundant in Lower Canada. In the vicinity of New York

and Philadelphia , where I have particularly observed it,

I have remarked that it prefers open lands of a middling

quality. Its ordinary height is about 3o feet , and its dia-

meter 5 or 6 inches. The bark of the trunk is greenish

and smooth, except on the base of the oldest trees,

where it becomes furrowed.

The American Aspen blooms about the 20th of April,

ten days or a fortnight before the birlh of the leaves.

The aments , which spring from the extremity of the

branches, are composed of silky plumes , and are of an

oval form and about an inch in length. The leaves are

about 2 inches broad, narrowed at the summit, and

supported by long petioles ; they are of a dark green

colour, and, in the spring, their nerves are reddish

:

on stocks of 7 or 8 feet in height , they are nearly round,

and are bordered with obtuse, irregular teeth; on

young shoots, they are of twice this size, heart-shaped,

and acuminate at the summit. Of all the American Pop-

i



Ja6 "- - AMERIGAM ASPEM. " '

lars , this species has the most tremulc leaves , the

gentlest air suffices to throw them into agitation.

The wood of the American Aspen is light , soft , des-

titute of strength and of no utility. These defects are

not even compensated by an ample size and rapid

growth , and the tree is so much neglected that it is

lelled only to disencumber lands that are clearing for

cultivation. It is greatly inferior to several species of

the same genus , such , for example , as the Virginian

Poplar , which ii> three times as large , more rapid in its

growth ) and of a more pleasing appearance.

Observation.—Since the publication of the french edi-

tion of this work, I have been informed that the wood

of the American Aspen has been successfully divided

into very thin laminas , for the fabrication of women\s

hats. These hats were for a moment fashionable in se«

veral towns of the United States.

»W»MMMrW»»»»W

PLATE XCIX.

Fig. I. \^ A leaf of the natural size. 2 , An ament.
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AMERICAN LARGE ASPEN.

PoPULUS GRANDIDENTATA. P. petioUs suptmh compressis',

foliis subtotundth-ovalibus, acuminatis; utrinquk glabris

,

incequaliter sinuaib-granditentatis ; junioribus villosis.

The AmericaD Large Aspen belongs rather to the

Northern and Middle., than to the Southern States , in

the upper parts only of which it is found. In the North

of the United States , t! 's Poplar , though nqt one ot

the most rare , is not one of the most common trees

,

and it is so thinly scattered over the face of the country,

that sometimes not a single stock is met with by the

traveller for several days. For this reason, probably,

it has hitherto been confounded by the inhabitants with

the preceding species , which is more multiplied : as it

surpasses the Aspen in height , I have given it the name

of Large Aspen.

It grows as favourably on uplands as on the border of

swamps. It is about 4o feet high, lo or la inches in

diameter, and its straight trunk is covered with a smooth,

greenish bark which is rarely cracked. Its branches are

lew and scattered ; they ramify and become charged

with leaves only near the extremity, so that the interior

of the summit is void and of an ungraceful appearance.

At their unfolding in the spring , the leaves are cov-

ered with a thick, white down, which disappears
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128 *? LARGE AMERICAN ASPEN.

with their growth » so that at the beginning of summer

they are perfectly smooth. The full-formed leaf is nearly

round, 2 or 3 inches in widths smooth on both sides,

and bordered with large teeth , from which is derived

the latin specific name of grandidentata, given to tbis

species by my father in his Flora BoreaU-Americana,

The flowers compose aments about 3 inches long, which

appear in the infancy of the leaves, and which, at this

period , are thickly coated with down. ' ' " '

The wood is light , soft , and unequal to that of the

Virginian and Lombardy Poplars; the tree, also , is in-

ferior to these species in size and in the rapidity of its

growth. It thus appears to promise no advantage to the

arts , and to be valuable only for its agreeable foliage.

While it is less than i5 feet in height , it has a pleasing

appearance, and is entitled to a place in ornamental

gardens.

PLATE XCIX.

Hg. IT. t , A leafof the natural size. 2 , A fertile ament

with young leaves.
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COMMON WHITE oh GREY POPLAR.

PoPULUS CANESCENS. P. folUs subrotundis , angulato-den-

tatis , subtomentoso-cinerescentibus ; amentis cylindraceis,

htxis, -'i< .
./.,...,''-.•

The Poplars oi the Old Continent are less numerous

than those of America. The largest among them are the

Great White Poplar and the Common White Poplar,

which were for a long time coniounded, and which

have been distinguished only within forty years by the

characters of their leaves.

In the Species Plantamm , Wildenow thus designates

the first oi these trees : Populus alba; foUis cordato-sub'

rotundis, lobatis, dentatis, subius iomentoso-ruveis ; amentis

ocatis. In this description , a shorter and more oval

ament forms the peculiar character of the fructification

;

but the principal difference is in the leaves ; those of the

Great White Poplar are larger, and have the lower sur-

face constantly whitened with thick down.

To this tree must be referred the allusions of the

poets to the Poplar of Hercules : Populus Alcidae gra-

tissima. It is less common in France and in England

than the White or Grey Poplar , and is inferior in size

and in the quality of its wood.

The Grey Poplar , Peuplier grisaille , is on • of the

largest trees of the Old World : it rises to the height of

II. 17
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l3u COMMON WHITE OR GRET POPLAR.

90 or 100 feet, with a diameter of 5 or 6 feet. On aged

trees the bark is thick and deeply furrowed , and on

younger stocks it is smooth and greenish. The leaves

vary in size, shape and colour, according to the age of

the tree and the nature of the soil : in moist grounds

they are larger and more downy, and on the summit of

old trees they are smooth , round and toothed.

Like other Poplars , this species grows more rapidly

in moist grounds , but it is proved to accommodate it-

itclf the most easily to a variety of soils. I remember near

the house in which I was born , in the vicinity of Ver-

ftnillcs, an avenue of these trees which were planted in

the reign of Louis XIV, and which, in 179a, when they

were felled, were from 90 to 100 feet in height , and

from 4 to 6 feel in diameter.

The wood is .superior to that of the other species in

whiteness , in fineness and in strength ; it gives a firmer

hold to nails, and is not liable to warp and split. In

England and Belgium it is commonly used by turners

for bowls , trays , etc. In the south of France it is em-

ployed for the floors and wainscots of houses , and in

Paris lor the cases in which goods are packed for expor-

tation.

The Grey Poplar , therefoi e , should be preferred in

our forests, though its grov\'th is not the most rapid. It

may be multiplied by slips or by suckers, which are

transplanted the fourth or fifth year, or by branches

6 or 7 feet long and 3 inches in diameter , which do



COMMON WIIITK OR f.RET POPLAR. l3l

nolrequirt' to be removed. The larger end of the branch

shoiilil be cut obliquely, so as to expose the bark for

the len^jth of 5 or 6 inches , and set in a moist , cool soil

,

in a hole 18 inches deep. When the branch is severed

from the tree it should be placed in water till it is set

in the ground. The most favourable season for forming

the plantation is the autumn or the beginning of spring.

When slips are sent to distance they should be envelo-

ped in wet moss.

The superior size and maiestic form of the Common

White Poplar, its rapid growth, and the varied and

useful applications of its wood, cause it to be highly

esteemed in Europe , and enable me to recommend it

with confidence to the inhabitante of North America.

East of the river Connecticut there is no tree with light

and tender wood that unites these advantages. Among

the Poplars of Europe and America, this species is the

best substitute for the Tulip Tree, which is rare in the

noilhern part of the United States, and whose repro-

duction will probably be attended with difficulties that

do not accompany the propagation of the Common
White Poplar.

PLATE C.

A branch with leaves of the natural size. Fig. i , A leaf

from a sprout at thefoot ofan old tree.
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CABBAGE TREE.

Hexandria trigjmia. LiRir. Palme. Jnss.

Cham.crops PALMETo. C. coule ofhoreo ; frondlbus paU

math, pUcatis, sttpitibus non aculeatis.

//

From its lofly height , this vegetable is considered in

the United States as a tree ; and upon the shores of the

Ocean, where it grows, it is called Cabbage Tree. It

belongs to the genus of the Palms , and is found farther

north than any other species in America, being first seen

about Gape Hatteras , in the 34th degree of latitude

,

which, in the temperature of the winter, corresponds

with the 44th in Europe. From Gape Hatteras it spreads

to the extremity of East Florida, and probably encircles

the Gulf of Mexico : I have no doubt that it exists also

in Guba and the Bahama Isles ; I have seen it in Ber-

muda, which is more than 600 miles from the coast of

North America.

Farther south the Gabbage Tree is not confined , as in

the United States , to the immediate vicinity of the sea;

on the river St. John , in Florida , a few miles above

Lake George , I caused two stocks to be felled at the dis-

tance of40 or 5o miles from the shore.

A trunk from 40 to 5o feet in height , of an uniform

diameter, and crowned with a regular and tufted sum-

mit
,
gives the Gabbage Tree a beautiful and majestic ap-

II. 18
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l34 CABDAGE TREE.

pearance. Its leaves are of a brilliant green
,
palmated

,

and borne by petioles from i8 to a4 inches long, nearly

triangular and united at the edges ; they vary in length

and breadth from i foot to 5 feet, and are so arranged

that the smallest occupy the centre of the summit, and

the largest the circumference. Before their develope-

ment they are folded like a fan , and as they open , the

outside sticks break off and fall , leaving the base sur-

rounded with filaments woven into a coarse and flimsy

russet web.

The base of the undisclosed bundle of leaves is white,

compact and tender; it is eaten with oil and vinegar,

and resembles the artichoke and the cabbage in taste,

whence is derived the name of Cabbage Tree. But to

destroy a vegetable which has been a century in grow-

ing, to obtain three or four ounces oi a substance

neither richly nutritious nor peculiarly agreeable to the

palate , would be pardonable only in a desert which was

destined to remain uninhabited for ages. With similar

prodigality of the works of Nature, the first settlers of

Kentucky killed the Buffalo , an animal weighing i a or

i5 hundred pounds , for the pleasure of eating its

tongue , and abandoned the crease to the beasts of the

wilderness.
''^^

The Cabbage Tree bears long clusters of small green-

ish flowers , which are succeeded by a black , inesculent

fruit , about the size of a pea.

In the Southern States the wood of this tree, though



CABBAGE TREE. l55

extremely porous , is preferred to every other for

wharves : its superiority consists in being secure from

injury by sea-worms, which, during the summer , com-

mit such ravages in structures accessible to their attacks

;

but when exposed to be alternately wet and dry in the

flowing and ebbing of the tide , it decays as speedily as

other wood. This use of the Cabbage Tree is rapidly di-

minishing its numbers , and probably the period is not

distant when it will cease to eiust within the boundaries

of the United States.
^

In the war of Independance the Cabbage Tree was

ioun^ eminently proper for constructing forts , as it

closes without splitting on tlie passage of the ball.

The growth and developement of the Palms have oc-

cupied the attention of distinguished botanists, to whose

memoirs the reader is referred for more accurate infor-

mation. The tardy growth of this species will always dis-

courage its propagation.

PLATE CI.

A Cabbage Tree with its fruit*
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PRIDE OF mDlA.

Decandria monogynia. Lmir. HeliK. Ivu. r.

Melia azedaragh. M. folUs bifnnnatis.

This tree is a native of Persia. For the beauty of its

flowers and the elegance of its foliage, it has long been

in request in southern climates for embellishing towns

and adorning the environs of dwellings. It is propagated

for this purpose in India , in the Isles jpf France and

Bourbon, in Syria, Spain , Portugal, Italy and the south-

ern departments of France. In the New World it is

found in several towns of the West Indies and of South

America; and on the Northern Continent it is so abun-

dant and so easily multiplied in the maritime parts of

the Southern States, as to be ranked among their natu-

ral productions. This claim upon our attention is en-

forced by the valuable properties of its bark and of its

wood.

The Pride of India rises to the height of 3o or 4o feet,

with a diameter of 1 5 or ao inches ; but, when standing

alone, it usually rests at a smaller elevation , and diffuses

itself into a spacious summit. Its leaves are of a dark

green colour , large , doubly pinnate , and composed of

smooth , acuminate , denticulated leaflets. The lilac

flowers , which form axillary clusters at the extremity

of the branches
,
produce a fine effect , and exhale a de-

y An I
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PAIDI or INDIA. l57

liciouf odour. The ripe icedf arc large, round and yel-

lowiih ; they are lought with avidity by certain birds

,

particularly by the red-brcasti , in their annual migra-

tion to the South , which , after gorging themselves im-

moderately, are lometimea found stupiiied by its nar-

cotic power. The venomous principle which resides in

thii tree is taken notice of by Avicenna , an Arabian

Physician , who flourished about the year 980. In Persia

the itch it cured with an ointment made by pounding

its leaves with lardi

The Pride of India prospers in a dry and sandy soil

,

and magniflcent stocks are seen in the streets of Charles-

ton and Savannah. Its foliage , which , as well as the

flowers, ia developed early in the spring , affords a de-

lightful refreshment to the eye, and yields a shelter

from the fervour of the sun during the intemperate sea-

son. It grows with such rapidity, that from the seed it

attains the height of la or, i5 feet in four years. This

surprising vegetation is chiefly remarked in stocks less

than ten years of age, in which the concentrical circles

are more distant than in any other tree, tike the Locust,

it possesses the valuable property of converting its sap

into perfect wood in the earliest stages of its growth ; a

stock 6,inches in diameter has only an inch of sap, and

consequently may be employed almost entire. The wood

is of a reddish colour, and is similarly organized with

that of the Ash : it receives a less brilliant polish than

the Red Day, the Wild Cherry, the Maple and the Sweet

V*.:
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|38 PRIDB OP INDIA.

Gum ; but this deiect is unimportant in a country iwhich

possesses the species just mentioned and can easily pro-

cure Mahogany. The Pride of India is sufficiently dur-

able and strong to be useful in building , and it will pro-

bably be found adapted to various mechanical uses ; it

has already been employed for puUies , which in Europe

are made of Elm , and in America of Ash. I have been

assured that it is excellent fuel.

This succinct description deserves attention in the

southern parts of North America, and in those countries

of Europe where the pride of India is considered as an

ornamental rather than as an useful tree. Fields exhaust-

ed by cultivation and abandoned might be profitably

covered with it.

PLATE CII.

A leafof a third part ofthe natural size. Fig. i , Ftoofen

ofthe natural size. Ilg. a , Seeds of the natural size.
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PISTACIA TREE.
'

Dioecia pentendria. Lih. TherebenthacK. Jqis.
'

PiSTACiA YEBA. P. foJus impari-pirinatis ;foUolis subovaUs,

recurvis, coruceis. ^ «

TnE Pistacia Tree is indigenous to Asia Minor and

is particularly abundant in Syria. It equals , and some-

times exceeds, a5 or 3o feet in height, and has heavy,

crooked limbs clad in a thick
,
greyish bark , and large

leaves composed of one or two pair of coriaceous leaf-

lets , with a terminal odd one. This vegetable belongs to

the class of dioecious plants whose sexes are borne by

different stocks. The barren flowers are minute and

hardly apparent , and the fertile ones are likewise small

and of a greenish colour. Its fruit consists of thin-

shelled oval-acuminate nuts , about the size of an olive ,

which are collected in bunches, and are commonly

yielded in profusion. They are of a more agreeable fla-

vour than the hazel-nut or almond , and are annually

exported to those parts of Europe and Asia where the

tree does not flourish.

The Pistacia Tree succeeds in dry, calcarious , stony

grounds , but shuns a sandy and a humid soil. In form-

ing plantations care must be taken to possess trees of

different sexes , without which the fructification is im-

possible ; one male should be allotted to five or six fe-

'¥•
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males, and to avoid mistake, young grafted itoektf «hoold

be procured , or suckers from the foet ef an old tree<

The wood is hard, resinous, excellent for fuel, and

proper for economical purposes.

According to Pliny, pistich^nuti were ilrit Inroughtfo

Rome about the reign of Tiberiun , by Vitellia«t Gover-

nor of Syria , and probably the tree wfti introdoced into

Italy at the same period. It has long been oillWated in

Spain, Portugal and the South of franee « and, when

protected by a wall and favoured with a fouthim expo-

sure , it yields fruit even at Paris, It fi leii delicate than

the Orange Tree , and prospers in (he same ioil and cli-

mate with the Olive. Though it ofleri lesi powerful in-

ducements than the Olive to attempt iti introduction

in West Tennessee and in the Southern Statei, it would

afford an agreeable addition to the Ittiiuriei of the table.

PLATE CIIL

A branch withfruit ofthe natural slti. Fig, f « A barren

flower. Fig. 2, A feHileflower. Fig. 3 , Fruit (vith the nut ex-

posed. Fig. 4, A nut with the kernelmpomi, Fig. 5, A ker-

nel without the pellicle.
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AMERICAN CHESNUT.
Uonacia polyandria. LiRir. Amontaca. Jou.

Castanea YESCA. C, folUs lanceolatis , acuminatb-serratis

^

, utrinquk glabris; nucibus dimidio superiore inllosis.

The Chesnut does not venture beyond the 44lh de-

gree of latitude. It is found in New Hampshire between

the 43d and the 44*^ degrees , but such is the severity of

the winter that it is less common than in Connecticut

,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. It is most multiplied in

the mountainous districts of the Garolinas and of Geor-

gia, and abounds on the Cumberland Mountains and in

East Tennessee.

The coolness of the summer and the mildness of the

ivinter in these regions are favourable to the Chesnut

;

the. face of the country, also, is perfectly adapted to a

tree which prefers the sides of mountains or their im-

mediate vicinity , where the soil in general is gravelly

,

though deep enough to sustain its perfect developement.

The Chesnut of the Old World attains its greatest ex-

pansion in similar situations : an example is said to exist

on Mount £tna of a Chesnut 160 feet in circumference

,

or about 53 feet in diameter, and large enough to shelter

100men on horseback beneath itsbranches ; but its trunk

is hollowed by time almost to the bark : near it stand

several others more than 75 feet in circumference. At

11. »9
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Sancerre in the Department of the Cher, 120 miles from

Paris , there is a Chesnut yvhkh , at 6 feet from the

ground, is 3o feet in circumference ; 600 years ago it was

called the Great Chesnut , and though it is supposed to be

more than 1000 years old, its trunk is still perfectly sound,

and its branches are annually laden ^th fruit. I have

never met with distances of such extraordinary growth

in the United States, but the American species is prob-

ably susceptible of an equal developement , since , in the

forests of North Carolina , it is commonly as tall and as

large as the corresponding species in those of Europe

;

I have measured several stocks which , at 6 feet from

the ground, were 15 or 16 feet in circumference, and

which equalled the loftiest trees in stature.
'

The Chesnut is a stranger to the Province of Maine

,

the State of Vermont and a great part of Gennessee , to

the maritime parts of Virginia , to the Carolinas , Geor-

gia , the Floridas and Louisiana as far as the mouth oi

the Ohio;

Though the American Chesnut nearly resembles that

of Europe in its general appearance , its foliage , its fruit,

and the properties of its wood , it is treated by botanists

as a distinct species. Its leaves are 6 or 7 inches long, an

inch and a halfbroad , coarsely toothed , of an elongated

oval form , of a fine brilliant colour and of a firm tex-

ture , with prominent parallel nerves beneath. The bar-

ren flowers are whitish , unpleasant to the smell, and

grouped on axillary peduncles 4 or 5 inches long. The

#
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fertile aments are similarly disposed , but less conspi-

cuous. The fruit is spherical , covered with fine prickles,

and stored with two dark brown seeds or nuts, about

as large as the end of the finger, convex on one side,

flattened on the other, and coated round the extremity

with whitish down. They are smaller and sweeter than

the wild chesnnts of Europe , and are sold at 3 dollars a

bushel in the markets of New York, Philadelphia and

Baltimore.

The wood is strong, elastic , and capable of enduring

the succession of dryness and moisture. Its durability

renders it especially valuable for posts , which should

be made of trees less than lo inches in diameter and

charred before they are planted in the earth. In Connec-

ticut , Pennsylvania and a part of Virginia , it is also pre-

ferred for rails , and is said to last more than fifty years.

For shingles this wood is superior to any species of Oak,

though it has the same defect of warping. It is not ex-

tensively used for staves , and its pores , like those of

the Red Oak , are so open that it is proper only for dry

wares ; the European species , which is more compact

,

is employed in Italy to contain wines and brandy.

Throughout France and the South of Europe, young

Chesnuts are almost exclusively chosen for hoops , and

they are proved to be better adapted to this important

use than any other species , as they last longer in the

humidity of the cellar. I have been informed by coopers

at New York and Philadelphia thai the American Ches-
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nut is too brittle for hopps : ifsuch is the fact , the Euro-

pean species has the advantage of superior flexibility. A
more probable reason is that it is not strong enough to

remain firmly attached , like the Hickory , by crossing

the ends , but requires to be bound with osier , which is

an additionallabour and expense. (

The Ghesnut is little esteemed for fildt and is not

used in the cities of the United States : Kke the kindred

species in Europe it is tilled with air and snaps as it

burns. The coal is excellent , and on some of the moun-

tains of Pennsylvania where the Ghesnut abounds, the

woods in the neighbourhood of the forges have been

transformed into copses , which are cut every sixteen

years for the furnaces. This period is sufficient to renew

* them , as the summer is warmer in America than in

Europe , the atmosphere more moist , and consequently

vegetation more rapid. The proprietors of forges in Vir-

ginia , in the upper part of the Garolinas and ,on the

Holston, should imitate the example by establishing

copses of Ghesnut and Oak. Besides the inducement oi

private gain, this measure would be attended with public

benefit , by the economy of fuel , which is daily becom-

ing scarcer and more costly. Among the Oaks, the Rock

Ghesnut Oak should be selected ior this object , for rea-

sons indicated in describing it.

Ghesnut copses are considered in France as the most

valuable species of properly : every seven years they are

cut for hoops , and the largest branches serve for vine-

^fs
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props ; at the end of fourteen years they furnish hoops

for large tubs « and at the age of twenty-five years they

are proper for posts and for light timber. Lands of a

middling quality, which would not have produced a rent

of more than 4 dollars an acre , in this way yield a mean

annual revenue of from 16 to 214 dollars.

Different methods are pursued in forming the copses

;

in the New Dictionary of Natural History the following

is preferred : Alter the ground has been carefully loos-

ened with the plough and the harrow , lines are drawn

six feet apart , in which holes about a foot in depth and

in diameter are formed at the distance of five feet. A
chesnut is placed in each corner of the holes , and co-

vered with three inches of earth. As the soil has been

thoroughly subdued , the nuts will spring and strike root

with facility. Early in the second year three of the young

plants are removed from each hole , and only the most

thriving is left. The third or fourth year, when the

branches begin to interlere with each other, everysecond

tree is suppressed. To insure its success, the plantation

should be begun in March or April, with nuts that have

been kept in the cellar during the winter in sand or

vegetable mould , and that have already begun to ger-

minate.

The European Chesnut wouldbe a valuable acquisition

to many parts of the United States. This tree produces

the nuts called Marrons de Lyon, which are four times

as large as the wild chesnuts of America , and which are

!
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sent from the vicinity of Lyons to every part of France

and to the north of Europe ; they were formerly ex-

ported also to the West Indies. Kentucky, West Ten-

nessee , and the upper part of Virginia and the Garoli-

nas are particularly interested in the introduction of

this species. It already exists in the nurseries of Phila-

delphia and New York , and it is only necessary to pro-

cure a few stocks to furnish grafls for young Wild

Chesnuts transplanted from the woods or reared in the

nursery.

The Chesnuts may be grafted by inoculation or the

insertion of a shoot. The common method is by lop-

ping a branch of the wild tree , removing a girdle of the

bark near the end , from an inch to three inches wide,

and replacing it by another from a limb of the cultivated

stock of corresponding diameter. The lower edge of the

new covering is exactly adjusted to the natural bark,

but a portion of the limb is lefl exposed above , which

is scraped down so as to form a species of tent or dres-

sing , and the whole is protected from the weather by a

coating of clay.
|

PLATE CIV.

Leases and aments of the natural size. Fig. i , Full-grown

fruit. Fig. a , A chesnut.
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CHINCAPIN.

Castamea pumila. C. foiiis ovaltbus serraiU, ntbtus incatto-

tomentosis; fructu parvo, in singulis ca/rsulis echinatis

unico.

TBI Ghincapin is bounded northward by the eastern

shore of the river Delaware , on which it is found to the

distance of a hundred miles from Cape May. It is more

common in Maryland , and still more so in the lower

part of Virginia , of the Carolinas , Georgia , the Floridas

and Louisiana , as far as the river ol the Arkansas. In

West Tennessee it is multiplied around the prairies en-

closed in the forests , and it abounds throughout the

Southern States wherever the Ghesnut is wanting.

In New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland , the Ghinca-

pin is a large shrub rarely exceeding the height of 7 or 8

feet ; but , in South Carolina , Georgia and Lower Loui-

siana, it is sometimes 3o or 40 feet high and la or i5

inches in diameter.

The leaves are 3 or 4 inches long , sharply toothed

,

and similar in form to those of the American Ghesnut

,

from which they are distinguished by their inferior size,

and by the whitish complexion of their lower surface.

The fructification, also, resembles that of the Ghesnut in

form and arrangement, but the flowers and fruit are

*v
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only half as large , and the nut is convex on both sides

and about the size of the wild hazel-nut. The nuts of

the Chincapin are brought into the markets , and are

eaten raw by children. The improvement of the Ghcsnut

or of the Chincapin seems hardly to deserve attention,

since the cultivated variety of Europe can easily be pro-

cured.

In the South of the United States the Chincapin fi-uc-

tifies on the most arid lands , but it is stinted to 6 or
7

feet in height : its perfect developement requires a cool

and fertile soil. As it springs everywhere with facility,

except in places liable to be covered with water, it is

among the most common shrubs.

The wood of this species is finer-grained , more com-

pact , heavier , and perhaps more durable than that of

the Chesnut. It is perfectly fitted for posts, and lasts in

the earth more than forty years. Stocks of sufficient size

are so rarely found , that it is only accidentally employed

fur this purpose, and if the method of forming enclos-

ures practised in the centre of the United States should

prevail in the South , the Pride of India would merit a

decided preference over the Chincapin. The saplings of

this species are laden with branches while they are no

thicker than the finger and are thus rendered too knotty

for hoops. In the Southern States , where the White Oak

and the Hickories are comparatively rare
, perhaps the

Chincapin might be advantageously reared for this pur-

pose in copses. But it is a tree of secondary importance
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which can be recommended only to amateurs desiirous

oi enriching their collections with a species of Chesnut

interesting for the beauty of its foliaj^e and the diminu-

tive size of its fruit.
'^^^

PLATE CV.

A branch with leaves anda barren ament of the natural

size. Tig. i , Full-grownfruit, tig. a, A nut.

<' '
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WHITE BEECH.

Fagus sylyestbis. F. folits acumi/miig, obsoleie dentatis,

margine cUiaiu,

A- -

i^

In North America and in Europe the Beech \i one of

the tallest and most majestic tree» di' the forest. Two

species are found in Canada and in the United States,

ivhich have hitherto heen treated by botaniiti as varie-

ties ; but my own observations confirm the opinion of

the inhabitants of the Northern gtatei, who have long

since considered them as distinct spede« and given them

the names of White Beech and Aid Beech « from the

colour of their wood. In the Middle ^ Western and

Southern States, the Red Beech doei not exist or is

very rare , and the other species ii known only by the

generic name of Beech. I have retained for the White

Beech the latin specific name of Fagns syUeslm which

corresponds with the short description in the Flora

Boreali-Americana, and have given lo the Hed Beech

that of Fagus /erruginea, which BCt'Ord* wilh the de-

scriptive phrase in the edition of j8y5 of Willdenow's

Species Plantarum.

A deep, moist soil and a cool atrnoi^phere are neces-

sary to the utmost expansion of tbe Wliile Beech, and

it is accordingly most multiplied itt (he Middle and

Western States. Though it is mmimm in ?tcw Jersey,
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Pennsylvania , Maryland , and throughout the country,

east of the mountains , it is insulated in the forests

,

instead of composing large masses , as in Gennessee
,

Kentucky and Tennessee. I have found the finest Beeches

on the hanks of the Ohio between Gallipolis and Mari-

etta, and have measured several stocks growing near

each other, which were 8, 9 and 11 feet in circumfe-

rence, and more than 100 feet high. In these forests,

where the Beeches vegetate in a deep and fertile soil,

their roots sometimes extend to a great distance even

with the surface, and being entangled so as to cover

the ground , they embarrass the steps of the traveller

and render the land peculiarly difficult to clear.

The White Beech is more slender and less branchy

than the Red Beech ; but its foliage is superb , and its

general appearance magnificent. The leaves are oval-

acuminate , smooth , shining , and bordered in the

spring with a soft hairy down. The sexes are borne by

different branches of the same tree. The barren flowers

are collected in pendulous, globular heads and the

others are small and of a greenish hue. The fruit is an

erect capsule covered with loose, flexible spines, which

divides itself at maturity into four parts, and gives liberty

to two triangular seeds. The bark upon the trunk of the

Beeches is thick, grey, and, on the oldest stocks,

smooth and entire. The perfect wood of this species

bears a small proportion to the sap , and frequently oc-

cupies only 3 inches in a trunk 18 inches in diameter.

#
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The specific name of White Beech is derived from the

colour ot its albumum ; and it should be observed that

trees of the same genus are more frequently distinguish-

ed in the United States by the complexion of their wood

than by the differences of their ioliage and of their

flowers. The properties of this wood will be more parti*

cularly mentioned in the description of the Red Beech.

On the banks of the Ohio and in some parts of Ken-

tucky, where the Oak is too rare to afford bark enough

for tanning « the deficiency is supplied by that of the

White Beech ; the leather made with it is white and ser-

viceable , though avowedly inferior to what is prepared

with the bark of the Oak.

The Beech wood brought for fuel to the market of

Philadelphia bears a small proportion to the Oak and

the Hickory ; hence we presume that it is comparatively

little esteemed.

Notwithstanding the beauty of this tree , the proper-

ties of its wood are not such as to entitle it to attention

in Europe.

PLATE CVI.

A branch with leaves andfruit of the natural size. Fig. i

,

A beech-nut.
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RED BEECH.

Fagus ferruginea. F. foUis ovatb-acumtnatis
y

grossk

dentatis; nucibus duabus trufuetris ; calyce echinatOy co-

riaeeo, quadrifido , inclusce.

This species ol Beech is almost exclusively confined

to the north-eastern parts of the United States , and to

the provinces of Canada, New Brunswick and Nova

Scotia. In the District of Maine and in the States ofNew
Hampshire and Vermont it is so abundant as often to

constitute extensive forests , the finest of which grow on

fertile , level or gently sloping lands , which are proper

for the culture of corn. Its name is derived from the

colour of its wood and not of its leaves , as might be

supposed in Europe , where a species of unknown ori-

gin , with dull red and sometimes with purple foliage

,

is cultivated in the gardens.

The Red Beech bears a greater resemblance to that of

Europe than to the kindred American species : it equals

the White Beech in diameter , but not in height ; and as

it ramifies nearer the earth , and is more numerously

divided , it has a more massive summit and the appear-

ance of more tufted foliage. Its leaves are equally bril-

liant , a little larger and thicker , and have longer teeth.

• Its fruit is of the same form , but is only half as large

,

and is garnished with firmer and less numerous points.

To these differences must be added a more important
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one in the wood : a Red Beech i5 or 18 inches in dia-

meter consists of 3 or 4 inches of sap and i3 or 14

inches of heart , the inverse of which proportion is

found in the White Beech.

The wood of the Red Beech is stronger , tougher and

more compact. In the District of Maine and in Britibh

America f where the Oaks are rare , it is employed with

the Sugar Maple and Yellow Birch for the lower part of

the irame of vessels. As it is extremely liable to injury

from worms , and speedily decays when exposed to al-

ternate dryness and moisture , it is rarely used in the

construction of houses. In the District of Maine th(>

Hickories are rare and the White Oak does not exist

,

and when the Yellow Birch and Black Ash cannot be

procured in suflicient abundance , the Red Beech is se-

lected for hoops.

This wood is brought to Boston for fuel , but it is less

esteemed and is sold at a lower price than the Sugar

Maple. It serves for shoe-lasts , the handles of tools

,

and is especially proper for the tops of cards , because

,

when perfectly seasoned, it is not liable to warp. It is

brought from the river Hudson to Philadelphia for the

same uses : I have been informed by mechanics in that

city, employed in making plane-handles of the Red

Beech , that it is sometimes equal , though usually infe-

rior, in compactness and solidity to the European Beech.

Red Beech planks about three inches thick are ex-

ported to Great Britain , for purposes which I am un-

^^.ftl':'
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able to particulnrize : but whatever may be the consump-

tion , tlie American foreitlB are extensive enough to sup-

ply tor a long time the demands of commerce.

The European Beech bears so strict an analogy to the

Red Beech , that it may be useful to take notice of its

properties, its uses, and the means by which its dura-

tion is insured in important structures.

Experience has demonstrated the advantage of felling

the Beech in the summer, while the sap is in full circu-

lation : cut at this season , it is very durable , but felled

in the winter , it decays in a few years. The logs are left

several months in the shade before they are hewn , care

being taken that they do not repose immediately upon

the ground ; after which they are fashioned according

to the use to which they arc destined , and laid in water

for three or four months. They are said to be rendered

in this way inaccessible to worms. .m

The Beech is very durable when preserved from hu-

midity and incorruptible when constantly in the water

;

but it rapidly decays when exposed to alternations of

dryness and moisture.

In Europe, where there are not as many trees as in

North America with durable and elegant wood, such as

the Birches and the Maples, we are dependant upon the

Beech for u greater variety of uses. It is employed for

tables and bedsteads , for screws , rollers
,

pestles

,

di»hes , wooden shoes , corn-shovels , etc. ; in the north

ol France it is token for the felloes oi wheels , and it
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was lormcrly used, instead of pasteboard, in book*

binding. In the valley of Saini-Jean-pied-de'port in the

Pyrenees , oars are made of it to supply the neighbour-

ing ports of the ocean. While the wood retains a portion

of its sap, they arc pliant and elastic ; but for this use no

tree can stand in competition with the Black Ash oi the

United States. Though the Beech is rapidly consumed,

it is highly esteemed as a combustible , and its ashes are

rich in alkali.

In certain cantons of Belgium
, particularly near the

village of St. Nicholas , between Ghent and Antwerp,

very solid and elegant hedges are made with young

Beeches placed 7 or 8 inches apart and bent in opposite

directions so as to cross each other and form a trellis,

with apertures 5 or 6 inches in diameter. During the first

year they should be bound with osier at the points of

intersection, where they finally become grafted and

grow together. As the Beech does not suffer in pruning,

and sprouts less luxuriantly than most other trees , it is

perfectly adapted to this object. In the compendium at

the close of my work will be found a more particular

description of these hedges , which are highly interest-

ing to the farmers of the Northern and Middle States.

In the country ofGntx and in other parts of Normandy,

the farms and noblemen's seats are surrounded with

Beeches , and curtains of foliage are here and there

seen diversifying the landscape which always enclose a

human habitation. Planted in a straight line , and breath<

-0
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ing an unconfined air , they grow with greater rapidity,

and form a Icily and superb trunk.

This tree is reared wilhont difliculty from the seed.

The nuts may be sown at any time between October

and February, but Ihtt most eligible season is within a

iortnight afler they fall from the tree. The only neces-

sary precaution is to subdue the ground with the plough

and the harrow. As the young plants are liable to sufler

by removal , they may be reared on the spot where they

are to abide. To obtain straight and well-shaped trees,

the nuts should be thickly sown , a part of the young

plants plucked up, and the remainder fashioned with

the pruning knife.

A very small space suflices to form a nursery for trans-

plantation; as the young stocks increase and require

room , the most vigorous of them arc removed. In three

years they are proper for hedges. The young Beech de-

lights in shady situations and requires a soil unincum-

bered with herbage.

In France and Germany an oil is extracted from the

beech-nut which is next in fmeness to that of the olive.

The forests of Eu and of Crecy in the Department of the

Oise have yielded in a single season more than a million

sacks* of this fruit, and in 1779 the forest of Compicgne

near Verberie , Department of the Somme , afforded oil

enough to supply the wants of the district jTor more

than half a century.

1 A sack contains about two bushels.

n. 21
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The beech -nuts are of a triangular form, with a

smooth , tough skin , and a fine interior pellicle adher-

ing to the kernel. They are united in pairs in capsules

garnished with soft points , from which they escape

about the ist of October , the season of their maturity.

The fruit should be gathered as soon as it is ripe , as

it is liable to be injured by the rain. It is swept together

upon the ground ,, and is afterwards cleansed with fans

or in mills ; but the harvest is increased by shaking the

trees and receiving the nuts upon sheets extended be-

neath.

Being thus collected in dry weather and thoroughly

cleansed , they are spread , like corn , in a garret or other

place secure from humidity , and are frequently turned.

They are found to be better and more productive when

dried insensibly in this manner than when exposed to

the sun.

The oil is abundant only when the fruit is perfectly

ripe. The season for extracting it is from the beginning

of December to the end of March ; if the operation is

longer delayed, the nuts are liable to be injured by the

warmth of the season.

The skin is commonly ground with the kernel , but

as the product in this way diminishes a seventh , it would

be more advantageous to separate them , which might

be done in a flower-mill properly adjusted. The kernel

should be immediately reduced to a paste by a vertical

stone or by a pestlc-mill. As the paste becomes dry in
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the process , water is added in the proportion of one

pound to fifteen pounds of fruit , to prevent its being

impaired by the heat.

Tlie paste is sufiiciently reduced when the oil is dis-

charged by the pressure of the hand. It is submitted to

the press in sacks of coarse Hnen , of wool or of hair

,

and the force is gradually applied and long continued

,

so that the oil may be completely distilled : three hours

at least are required in an ordinary press. To prepare

the paste for a second pressure , it is pulverized, a pro-

portion of water being added smaller than at first, and

the whole is warmed by the careful application of a mo-

derate heat. A wedge-press is commonly employed in the

second operation.

With skill in the process the oil is equal to one sixth

of the fruit. Its quality depends upon the care with

which it is made , and upon the purity of the vessels

in which it is preserved. It should be twice drawn off

during the first three months without disturbing the

dregs , and a third time at the end of six months : it

arrives at perfection only when it becomes limpid ,

several months after its extraction. It improves by age

,

lasts unimpaired for ten years , and may be preserved

longer than any other oil.

PLATE CVII.

A branch with leaves andfruit ofthe natural size. Fig. i

,

A nut.
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AMERICAN HORNBEAM.

Carpinus AMERICANA. C. folUs oUongO'O^nUbuSt senatis,

involncrum lacimis wute dmtttiisi

The American Hornbeam U fourul m far north as the

provinces of Nova Scotia , New Bi'Uiiiwk'k and Lower

Canada ; but it is repressed by tbfi st?¥CrUy of the cli-

mate and is less multiplied than in Mt*w Jersey , Penn-

sylvania and the Southern Stated/ By the Attiericans it is

called Hornbeam , and by the French ef tipper Loui-

siana Charme.

The Hornbeam prospers in almost every soil and ex-

posure, except in places that are too K)tlg inundated,

or that are absolutely sterile like the pinf^harrens of the

Southern States and of the Floridsi, lt$ ordinary stature

is from la to i5 feet , and it '# fiOflietifflei 25 or 3o feet

high and 6 inches in diameter ; hut m not more than

one stock in a hundred attains these dimensions it must

be considered rather as a large shrub than as a tree ; I

have admitted it among the trees beeauie it is met with

at every step in the forests.

The leaves of the Hornbeam are oval-attiminate and

fmely denticulated. The seKcti are united on the same

stock, and the fertile flowers are eoJletlcd in long,

loose, pendulous, leafy aments r Me extremity of the

branches. The scales or leaves yA%,. a surround them are

furnished at the base with a hard , oval ^eed. The Iruc-
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AMERICAN HORNBEAM. l6l

tification is always abundant , and the aments remain at-

tached to the tree long after the foliage is shed.

The trunk of the American Hornbeam , like that of

the analagous species in Europe , is obliquely and irre-

gularly fluted, frequently through all its length. By

its form and the appearance of the bark, which is

smooth and spotted with white , it is easily distinguished

when the leaves are fallen.

The wood , like that of the European Hornbeam , is

>vhite and exceedingly compact and fine-grained. The di-

mensions of the tree are so small as to render it useless

even for fuel , but it is employed for hoops in the Dis-

trict of Maine when better species cannot be procured.

From these particulars it will readily be concluded

that we have no interest in propagating the American

Hornbeam in Europe, as our own species possesses

equal strength and solidity, attains the height of 35 or

40 feet, with a diameter of 1 5 or 18 inches, and is con-

sequently applicable in the mechanical arts and useful

for fuel. The only superiority of the American species

is for trellises ; as it is naturally dwarfish its growth is

more easily repressed, and as its branches are numerous

it has a closer and more tufted foliage. The Hornbeam

of Europe , on the other hand , would be a valuable ac-

quisition to the forests of America.

PLATE CVIII.

A branch with leoics and fruit ofthe natural size. Fig. i,

A seed.
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IRON WOOD.

Garpimus ostryA. C. folits cordato - ovalibus ; amentis

fcemineis oblongioribus } imolucris fructiferis , compresso'

vcsicariii.

^.,

East of the Mississippi the Iron Wood is diffused

throughout the United States and the provinces of New

Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Lower Canada. In New

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the Southern

States , where it is most abundant , it bears the name

which I have adopted ; in Vermoi . , New Hampshire

and the District oi Maine, it is called Lever Wood, and

by the French of Illinois, Bois dur, hard wood.

Though the Iron Wood is multiplied in the forests , it

nowhere constitutes masses even of inconsiderable ex-

tent, but is loosely disseminated, and found only in

cool , fertile , shaded situations. I have nowhere seen it

more common nor more vigorous than inGennessee,

near lake Erie and lake Ontario ; but it is always a tree

of the second or even oi the third order, rarely equal-

ing 35 or 40 feel in height and la or i5 inches in dia-

meter , and commonly not exceeding half these dimen-

sions.

The leaves are alternate , oval-acuminate , and finely

and unequally denticulated. The fertile and barren

flowers arc borne at the cxUemily of different branches

II ' RJ,„lr.M.
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IBON WOOD. iG5

oi the same tree, and the fruit is in clusters like hops.

The small, hard, triangular seed is contained in a spe-

cies of reddish , oval, inflated bladder, covered at the

age of maturity with a line down, which causes a vio-

lent irritation of the skin if carelessly handled.

In the winter this tree is recognized by a smooth

,

greyish bark, finely divided , and detached in strips not

more than a line in breadth.

The wood is perfectly white , compact , line-grained

and heavy. The concentrical circles are closely compres-

sed , and their number in a trunk of only 4 or 5 inches

in diameter evinces the length of time necessary to ac-

quire this inconsiderable size. To its inferior dimensions

must be ascribed the limited use of a tree , the superior

properties of whose wood are attested by its name.

In the Northern States, and particularly in the Dis-

trict of Maine , the Iron Wood is used for the levers

with which the trees felled in clearing the ground are

transported to the piles on which they are consumed.

Near New York, brooms and scrubbing-brushes are

made oi it , by shredding the end of a stick of suitable

dimensions. Though its uses are unimportant, they

might probably be more diversified ; it seems well-

adapted for mill-cogs , mallets, etc.

The Iron Wood flourishes in France : several stocks

,

i5 or ao feet in height fructify annually on the ancient

estate oi Duhamel du Monceau, and young plants, the

produce oi self-sown seeds, are found in the vicinity.
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This species is among the exotic trees which might be

propagated with advantage in Europe.

PLATE CIX.

A hramh with leaves andJnUt of the natural size. Fig. 1

,

ji seed.
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BLACK GUM.

FolygmU dlttcia. Liii«t ElaagnoidM. Joik

KtssA stlyatica. iV. /b/<i!s ovalibus, integerrimis , petiolo

,

nervo medio, margineqtte villosta ; pedunculis /emineis

longis plerumque 2-Jloris, nuce brevi, obovatd , obtusi

stnaid.

In the park of Mr. "W. Hamilton , at the Woodlands

,

near Philadelphia, I first observed the Black Gum. The

river Schuylkill in this vicinity may be assumed as its

northern boundary, though it is common in the woods

on the road from Philadelphia to Baltimore. In all the

more Southern States , both east and west of the Alle-

ghany Mountains , it is more or less multiplied as the

soil is more or less favourable to its growth. It is desig-

nated by the names of Black Gum , Yellow Gum and

Sour Gum , neither of which is founded upon any of its

characteristic properties ; but as they have become sanc-

tioned by use, however ill-chosen , I have adopted the

first, which is the most common.

The vegetation of this tree exhibits a remarkable sin-

gularity : in Maryland, Virginia and the Western States,

where it grows on high and level grounds with the Oaks

and the Walnuts , it is distinguished by no peculiarity of

form ; in the lower part of the Garolinas and of Georgia,

where it is found only in wet places with the Small Mag-

II. aa
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nolia or White Bay, the Red Bay, the Loblolly Bay and

the Water Oak . it has a pyramidical base resembling a

sugar-loaf. A trunk 18 or ao feet high and 7 or 8 inches

in diameter at the surface , is only a or 3 inches thick

a foot from the ground ; these proportions , however,

vary in different individuals.

The Black Gum is much superior in size to the Tupelo,

being frequently 60 or 70 feet high and 18 or ao inches

in diameter. I have observed that on elevated and fertile

lands in the upper part of Virginia, in Kentucky and

Tennessee it is larger than in marshy grounds in the

maritime parts of the Southern States.

The leaves of this species are 5 or 6 inches long, al-

ternate , entire , of an elongated oval form , and borne

by short and downy petioles. The flowers are small, not

conspicuous, and collected in bunches. The fruit is of a

deep blue colour and of a lengthened oval shape, and

contains a slightly convex stone , longitudinally striated

on both sides.

The bark of the trunk is whitish and similar to that of

the young White Oak. The wood is fine-grained but

tender, and its fibres are interwoven and collected in

bundles; an arrangement characteristic of the genus.

The alburnum of stocks growing upon dry and ele-

vated lands is yellow : this complexion is considered

by wheel-wrights as a proof of the superior quality of

the wood , and has
, probably, given rise to the name of

Yellow Gum , which is sometimes given to this species.
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Throughout the greater part of Virginia the Black Gum
is employed for the naves oi coach and waggon wheels

;

at Richmond, Baltimore, Philadelphia, etc., it is pre-

ferred for hatters* blocks , as being less liable to split

;

and in the Southern States it is used in the rice-mills for

the cylinder which receives the cogs , by whose circula-

tion the pestles are lifted and let fall upon the rice to se-

parate it from the husk. "Hiese teeth are driven into

mortices formed in the wood , and are strongly com-

pressed by the reaction of its interwoven fibres. For its

dtfticulty in splitting the Black Gum is chosen by ship-

wrights for the cap, or the piece which receives the top-

mast.

Such are the most important uses of this wood

,

which are equally well subserved by that of the Tupelo.

Both species support the temperature of Paris , but they

succeed better a few degrees farther south.

I>LATE ex.

A branch with leaves andfnut ofthe natural site. Fig. i

,

J stone separated from the pulp.
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TUPELO.

Ntssa AQUATicA. N. foUts ovolibut, {rUigenimht pedunm-

Us femineis bifloris; drupd brevi, obovatdf nuceaUiatd.

The Tupelo begins to appear in th« lower part of New

Hampshire, where the climate ii teinpered by the vici-

nity of the sea , bttt il is mo»t akaodflflt iti the »outhern

parts of New York , New Jemey and Penntyltania. It is

called indiscriminately Tupelo, GamTr«€f Sour Gum

and Peperidge ; names of wboie origin flfld meaning I

am ignorant. The first of theie d^ndminntions is the

most common , the second i» wholly ffli«flpplied , as no

self-condensing fluid distils from the tre^f and the third

is used only by the descendants of the Dutch settlers in

the neighbourhood of New York«

The Tupelo grows only in wet grounds ; in New Jersey

it is constantly seen on the borders of the swamps with

the Sweet Gum , the Swamp White Oak , the Ghesnut

White Oak and the While Elm* It rarely eiceeds 40 or

45 feet in height, and its limbs, wbi^h spring at 5 or 6

feet from the ground , affect a horizontal direction. I

have remarked that the shoots of the two preceding

years are commonSy simple , and widely divergent from

the branches. The trunk is of an uniform size from its

base : while it is less than 10 ini^hes in diameter the bark

is not remarkable , but on full '^grown and vigorous

stocks it is thick , deeply furrowed , and , unlike the
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bark oi any other tree , divided into hexagons , ivhich

are sometimes nearly regular.

The leaves are 3 inches long, oboval, smooth, slightly

glaucous beneath, alternate, and often united in bunches

at the extremity of the young lateral shoots. The flowers

are small , scarce^^ apparent , collected in bunches and

supported by petioles one or two inches in length. The

fruit, which is always abundant, is of a deep blue co-

lour , about the size of a pea , and attached in pairs. It is

ripe towards the beginning of November , and persisting

after the falling of the leaf it forms a part oi the nourish-

ment of the red-breasts in their autumnal migration to

the south. The stone is compressed on one side , a little

convex on the other, and longitudinally striated. Bruised

in water this fruit yields an unctuous
, greenish juice

,

of a slightly bitter taste , which is not easily mingled with

the fluid. I do not know that anyattempt has been made

to convert it to economical uses , and I believe it would

be diflicult to obtain from it a spirituous liquor, or even

to convert it into vinegar.

The Tupelo holds a middle place between trees with

soft and those with hard wood.When perfectly seasoned

the sap is of a light reddish tint, and the heart of a deep

brown. Of trees exceeding i5 or 18 inches in diameter

more than half the trunk is hollow ; a fact which I have

repeatedly witnessed. .: ,

The ligneous fibres which compose the body of trees

in general are closely united , and usually ascend in a
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pcrpendicubr direction. By a caprice of nature which it

is impossible to explain , they sometimes pursue an un-

dulating course , as in the Red and Sugar Maples, or,'

as in the last mentioned species , form ripplings so

fine that the curves are only i , 2 or 3 lines in diameter;

or, lastly, they ascend spirally, as in the Orme tortillard,

Twisted Elm , following the same bent for 4 or 5 feet.

In these species, however, the deviation is only acciden-

tal, and to be sure of obtaining this form it must be

perpetuated by grafting or by transplanting young stocks

from the shade of the parent tree. The genus which

we are considering exhibits, on the contrary, a constant

peculiarity of organization ; the fibres are united in

bundles , and are interwoven like a braided cord ; hence

the wood is extremely difficult to split , unless cut into

short billets. This property gives it a decided superiority

for certain uses: in New York, New Jersey, and particu-

larly at Philadelphia, it is exclusively employed for the

naves of wheels destined for heavy burthens. It must be

acknowledged that , in some parts of New Jersey and

Pennsylvania , the White Oak is preferred , which , as I

have already remarked , appears , from its liability to

spirt , to be little calculated for this object. From the

difference of opinion on this subject we may conclude

that the Tupelo is esteemed solely for its difficulty in

splitting, and not for its solidity and strength. The ab-

sence of these properties would be a still more essential

jlefecl in France , where the wheels of heavy vehicles
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have naves 20 inches in diameter at the insertion of the

spokes, with an axle-tree oi 35o pounds weight , and are

laden for distant transportation with gnoo pounds, which

is twice the burthen ever laid upon them in America. The

Tupelo, therefore, from its inferiority in size and strength,

can never be substituted for the Twisted Elm. But if to

its own organization it joined the solidity of the Elm , a

more rapid vegetation and the faculty of growing on dry

and elevated lands and of expanding to three or four

times its present dimensions, it would be the most pre-

cious to the mechanical arts of all the forest-trees of

Europe and North America. In New Jersey and Penn-

sylvania many farmers pref^^r the Tupelo for the side-

boards and bottom of carts , as experience has evinced

its durability. Wooden bowls are made of it which are

heavier than those of Poplar, but less liable to split. As

a combustible it is esteemed for consuming slowly and

difiusing a great heat : at Philadelphia many persons , in

making their provision of wood ior the winter, select a

certain proportion of the Tupelo , which is sold sepa-

rately for logs.

The preceding remarks will enable the Europeans to

appreciate the value ofthe Tupelo, while they suggest to

theAmericans the importance ofintroducing theTwisted

Elm.

PLATE CXI.

A branch with leaves andfmit of the natural size. Fi^. i,

A stone separated from the pulp.
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LARGE TUPELO.

Ntssa GRANDIDEMTATA. iV. foliis longh petlolatis, opalibus,

acuminatis; pe^ncuUs femineis i-jloris; fructUius cos-

ruleis.

This is the most remarkable species of its genus for

height and diameter. According to my own observations

it is unknown to the Northern and Middle States , and

is found only in the lower part of the Garolinas , of

Georgia and of East Florida , where it is designated by

the name of Large Tupelo. I have been assured that it

abounds, also, in Lower Louisiana on the banks of the

Mississippi, where it is called Wild Olive. In fine, it

exists in all parts of the United States which produce the

Long-leaved Pine. I am induced also to believe, though

with less conclusive evidence of the fact, that it grows

wherever we find the Cypress , and consequently that it

extends northward beyond the limits of Virginia, as the

Cypress abounds in the swamps of Maryland , at a little

distance from the sea. In South Carolina and Georgia I

have seen them constantly united, and, with the Over-

cup Oak, Water Locust, Cotton Wood, Carolinian

Poplar and Water Bitternut Hickory, they compose the

dark and impenetrable forests which cover the miry

swamps on the border of the rivers , to the distance of

one or two hundred miles from the ocean. The exten-
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sive iwamps slill encloM^d in the forests produce the

same trees, whose presence is an ini'ullible proof of the

depth and fertility of the tioil , and, consequently, of its

fitness for the culture of rice.

The rivers, at their annual overflowing , sometimes

cover these marshes to the height of 5 or 6 feet , as is

shown by the marks led upon the trees by the retiring

waters. Vegetation seems only to acqu're new energy

from these inundations , and the Large Tupelo some-

times attains the lieight of 70 or 80 feet with a diameter

of 1 5 or 30 inches immediately above its conical base

and 6 or 7 feet from the ground. This size continues uni-

form to the height of 25 or 3o feet : at the surface the

trunk is 8 or 9 feet thick, which is a greater dispropor-

tion thon we observed in the preceding species.

I cannot attribute this extraordinary swelling of the

trunk entirely to the humidity of the soil; if such was

the cause we should probably witness the phenomenon

ill other trees which accompany the Tupelos.

The leaves of the Large Tupelo are commonly 5 or 6

inches long and a or 3 inches broad; on young and

thriving stocks they are of twi(:e these dimensions. They

are of un oval shape , and are garnished with two or

three large teeth irregularly placed , and not opposite
,

like those of other leaves. At their unfolding in the

S|>ring they are downy, but they become smooth on

both sides us they expand. The flowers are disposed in

bunches, and are Kuccccded by a fruit of considerable

.11. 23
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size and of a deep blue complexion, of \vhich the stone

is depressed and very distinctly striated. Bruised in water

this fruit yields a fine purple juice whose colour is tena-

cious ; but the quantity is too minute to aflbrd resources

in dying.

The wood of the Large Tupelo is extremely light and

softer than that of any tree of the United States with

which I am acquainted. In the arrangement of its fibres

it resembles the other species of the genus. Its only use

is for bowls and trays, for which it is well adapted as

it is wrought with facility. Its roots , also , are tender and

light, and are sometimes employed by fishermen to buoy

up their nets : but no part of the tree affords a substi-

tute for cork.

The only merit of this species resides in its agreeable

form and beautiful foliage. It endures the temperature

of Paris , and does not exact , in Europe , as moist a soil

as it constantly requires in the United States;

PLATE CXIL

A branch wth leaves andfruit of the natural size. Fig. i

,

A stone separated Jrorn the pulp.
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SOUR TUPELO.

Nyssa capitate. N.foUis brevissimk petiolatis , subcuneato-

oblongis, subtiis subcandicantibus ; peduncuUs fcemineis

i-floris'f fructibus ruhris.

The Sour Tupelo first makes its appearance on the

fiver Ogechee, near the road from Savannah to Sunhury,

and in going southward it is seen in every favourable

situation. I have been told that it exists in Lower Loui-

siana , which is probable from the analogy in soil and

climate between the ancient Southern States and the

country watered by the lower part of the Mississippi.

In Georgia this tree is known by the name of Sour

Tupelo and Wild Lime, the first of which I have pre-

ferred , though the last is more common , because this

vegetable bears no resemblance to the Lime Tree in the

form of its leaves or of its flowers.

The leaves are 5 or 6 inches long , oval , rarely denti-

culated, of a light green above and glaucous beneath.

The flowers are similar to those of the Large Tupelo

,

but the sexes are borne by separate stocks , and I have

remarked , as a peculiarity witnessed in no other tree

oi North America , that the male and female trees are

easily distinguished by their general appearance when

the leaves are fallen. The branches of the male are more

compressed about the trunk, and rise in a direction

\.
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more nearly perpendicular ; thoie 0t the lemale diffuse

themselves horizontally and form a largtir and rounder

summit.

The fruit is supported by long p<Hidki , and Is from

i5 to 18 lines in length , oft light red (folour and of an

oval shape. It is thick-skinned^ iflteniely acid , and con-

tains, like that of the I^rge Tupelo , a large oblong stone

deeply channelled on botb Mei, An agreeable acidulous

beverage might be made of it ; but the ymeTree , which

is found in the same country, ii ittperior in the size and

abundance of its fruit, and ba^, beiide«, the advantage

of flourishing on barren , sun'beateti lafida.

This species is the smalleit of the Tilpelos, being

rarely more than 3o feet high and 7 or 8 inches in dia-

meter. It accompanies the l^rge Tupelo in the swamps

which are found upon the bordefi of the livers or in

the midst of the forests. A» itn wood ii «o(t and its di-

mensions too small to be appHftable itt the arts, it falls

exclusively within the provlnee of the aniateurs of ex-

otic plants. »

PLATE CXIII.

A branch mth lemes andjndl of the natufoi size. Fig. i,

A stone separated from the pulp,

ii.
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AMERICAN NETTLE TREE.

Polygamm dioecla. Lmir. Amontaca. Jvss.

Celtis OCCIDENTALis. C. folus ovaiis, acuminatis, serratis,

basi incequalibus , supra scabris, subtus hirtis; fructibus

rubris.

The American Nettle Tree, if not rare, is little mul-

tiplied in comparison with the Oaks, the Walnuts

and the Maples. As it is scattered singly through the

forest , it is difficult to fix the point at whici. it ceases

towards the North , but I believe it is not found beyond

the river Connecticut. In the Middle, Western and

Sonthcrn States it bears the name which I have adopted,

and among the French of Illinois, that of Bois inconnu

^

Unknown wood.

The Nettle Tree prefers a cool and shady situation ,

with a deep and fertile soil : I have observed the largest

stocks on the banks of the Savannah , some of which

were 60 or 70 feet high and 18 or ao inches in diameter.

This species is similar in its foliage and general appear-

ance to the European Nettle Tree ; the branches of both

are numerous and slender, and the limbs take their rise

at a small distance from the ground and seek a horizon-

tal or an inclined direction. The leaves are alternate

,

about 3 inches long , of a dark green colour , oval-ob-

lique at the base , very acuminate at the summit , denti-
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culated, and somewhat rough. The flowers open early

in the spring, and are small, white, single and axillary

:

the fruit, also, is small and single, of a round form,

and of a dull red colour.

The bark is rough and entire upon the trunk, and

smooth and even on the secondary branches. I have

never seen the wood employed in any part ofthe United

States and cannot speak of its uses ; as the American

and European species are analogous in other respects

,

they are probably alike in the properties of their wood.

The European Nettle Tree is a robust vegetable which

endures the most inclement weather, bears transplant-

ing without injury, and grows with rapidity in almost

every soil. When perfectly seasoned the wood is of a

dark brown colour, hard, compact, supple and tena-

cious : it makes excellent hoops , whip-stocks and ram-

rods , is used by wheel-wrights for shafts and for other

purposes, and is proper for sculpture. The Ancients as-

sert that it is dnrable and secure from worms.

PLATE CXIV.

A branch with lewes and fruit ofthe ruUural size. Fig. i

.

A sprig with flowers^
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HACK BERRY.

Celtis cbassifolia. C. foUis subcordatts, serratis, acumi"

natis ; fructibus nigris.

The banks of the Delaware above Philadelphia may

be considered as the north-eastern limit of the Hack

Berry. East of the mountains it is restricted within nar-

row boundaries , and is a stranger to the lower part of

Virginia and to the more Southern States : I have found

it abundant only on the banks of the Susquehannah and

of the Potowmack, particularly on the Susquehannah

near Columbia and Harrisburgh. It is profusely multi-

plied, on the contrary, in the Western Country in all

the vallies that strelidi along the rivers, and wherever

the soil is fertile throughout Kentucky and Tennessee.

On the Ohio , from Pittsburgh to Marietta, it is called

Hoop Ash , and in Kentucky, Hack Berry ; a name whose

origiti I am unable to trace.

This is one of the finest trees that compose the dusky

forests on this part of the Ohio. It associates with the

Button Wood , Black Walnut , Butternut , Bass Wood

,

Black Sugar Maple , Elm and Sweet Locust , which it

equals in stature but not in bulk , being sometimes more

than 80 feet high with a disproportionate diameter of

18 or ao inches.

The Hack Berry is easily distinguished by the form of

Oahyl •''
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l8o HACK BSRBY.

its trunk, which is straight and undivided to a great

height, and by its bark, which is greyish , unbroken and

covered with asperities unequally distributed over its

surface. Its leaves are larger than those of any other

f>pecies of Nettle Tree, being 6 inches long and 3 or 4

inches broad. They are oval-acuminate, denticulated,

cordiform at the base, of a thick, substantial texture,

and of a rude surface. The flowers are small, white,

and often united in pairs on a common peduncle. The

fruit is round , about as large as a pea , and black at ils

maturity. The wood is fine-grained and compact, but

not heavy, and when freshly exposed it is perfectly

white : sawn in a direction parallel or oblique to ils con-

centrical circles it exhibits the fine undulations that are

observed in the Elm and the Locust. On laying open the

sap of this tree in the spring, I have remarked, with-

out being able to account for the phenomenon , that it

changes in a few minutes from pure white to green.

On the Ohio and in Kentucky, where the best opportu-

nity is afforded of appreciating this wood, it is little es-

teemed on account of its weakness and its speedy deci^

when exposed to the weather. It is rejected by wheel-

wrights , but is sometimes employed in building for the

covering which supports the shingles. As it is elastic and

easily divided it is used for the bottom of common

chairs, and by the Indians for baskets. On the banks uf

the Ohio it is frequently taken for the rails of rural

fence, and is wrought with the greatest ease, as it is

m



HACK BERRY. l8l

itraight-grtined and free from knots : it is said also to

aflbrd eicellent charcoal.

The Hack Berry is certainly one of the most beautiful

trees of its genus , and one of the most remarkable for

height and for majesty of form. In rich soils the luxu-

riance of its vegetation is shoum by sprouts 6, 8 and

10 feet in length , garnished on each side with large

,

substantial leaves. In France it is principally esteemed

for the rapidity oi its growth , and it is to be wished that

its wood may be found valuable enough to entitle it to

a place in our iorests;

W^
PLATE CXV.!

A branch with leaves and/ruit of the natural sixe.
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RED MULBERRY.
Monotoit ttUindrii. Lmvt Urtica> Jvn.

MoniTS RUBRA. M. foUis cordntis, orhiculatis tn'iobisve,

anfualiter serralis , scabris; spicis fenUneis cylindricis.

Tbb northern extremity of lake Champlain and the

banks of the river Connecticut , >vhich I have assigned

as the limits of the Tulip Tree , may also be assumed as

those of the Red Mulberry. As a temperate climate is

favourable to its increase , it is more multiplied farther

south ; but in the Atlantic States it is proportionally less

common than many other trees which still do not con-

stitute the mass of the forests : the Sweet Gum, the Tulip

Tree , the Sassafras , the Red Beech and the Maples are

far more abundant.

In the lower part of the Southern States this tree is

much less frequently seen than at a distance from the

sea, where the soil and vegetable productions wear a

different character. I have found it most abundant in the

States of Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee, and on the

banks of the Wabash, the Illinois and the Missouri;

which is attributable to the superior fertility of the soil.

In these regions, and in the upper parts of Pennsyl-

vania and Virginia , the Red Mulberry often exceeds 60

or 70 feet in height and a feet in diameter. Its leaves are

large , sometimes entire , and sometimes divided into
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aSD MULBERRY. l83

3 or 3 lobes, rounded, cordiform and denticulated , oi

a dark green colour, a thick texture and a rough, uneven

surface. '
"^

•
;

- —-- -

The sexes are usually separate, though sometimes they

are found upon the same tree. The male flowers form

pendulous , cylindrical aments , about an inch in length;

the female blossoms are small and scarcely apparent

;

the fruit is of a deep red colour , an oblong form and an

agreeable , acidulous , sugary taste : it is composed by the

union of a great number of small berries, each of which

contains a minute seed. O^' '-j v^flM h i*» '-''rTi -^Msmii

The trunk of the Red Mulberry is covered with a

greyish bark more furrowed than that of the Oaks and

the Hickories. The perfect wood is of a yellowish hue

,

approaching to lemon colour. The concentrical circles

are distant and distinct ; the wood is, nevertheless, fine-

grained and compact , though lighter than that of the

White Oak. It possesses strength and solidity, and, when

perfectly seasoned , it is almost as durable as the Locust,

to which , by many persons , it is esteemed perfectly

equal. At Philadelphia , Baltimore , and in the more

southern ports , as much of it as can be procured is em-

ployed for the upper and lower parts of the frame of

vessels , for the knees , the floor - timbers , and , in

preference to every other wood except t'le Locust , for

trunnels. But it grows more slowly, requires a richer

soil, and is less multiplied than the Locust, and it is

found in the ship-yards in a smaller proportion than any

^c^lOi; :,;^^'
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Other timber. In South CaroUna it \§ idected for the

nbs of the large boats in which the productions oi the

upper districts of both GaroUnaj) «re hrmtght down the

€atawbaw. For posts it is almoit »» daribl« and as much

esteemed as the Locust. Such are iti most important

uses , which should engage the hmerkan proprietors to

preserve with care the stocks growing tiattirally on their

eStateSi i ^;tM;>iii, r^
.

.

', ^ > I'-r. - '/ :•.*.- !

It is a common opinion among ihip-Wl^ghts and car-

penters that the wood of the male Mulberry is more

durable and of a better quaUty than that of the female

:

I must be pardoned for considering thi« opinion as a

prejudice till experiments have 4efflon«trated its truth.

In America, as well as in Europe t unlearned people fall

into the same error concerning the Mulberry Tree as

concerning Hemp , of giving the name of male to the

productive and of female to the barren plant, so that if

a difference is shown to exist , it if the female tree which

affords the best timber.

The Black Mulberry of Europe « which bears a great

resemblance to the Red Mulberry^ and whose fruit is

three or four times as large , would be a valuable acqui-

sition to the Middle and still more to theWestern States,

where it would flourish in perfeetion, The fruit of the

American species, too, might eaiity be augmented in size

and quantity by careful cultivation { a very sensible im-

provement is witnessed in treei left ftauding in culti-

vated fields. J ' WA^^ " '
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As the leaves of both these species are thick , rough

and hairy while young , they are improper for the nou-

rishment of silk-worms, which feed only on the smooth,

thin and tender foliage of the White Mulberry. On sev-

eral deserted plantations 1 5 or ao miles from Savannah

are seen large White Mulberries , which were set out a

century ago, when attempts were made to introduce the

raising of silk-worms. Experience quickly detected the

error ofthe calculation : thisbranch ofindustry is adapted

only to a populous country , where there are hands not

required for the cultivation of the earth that may be em-

ployed in manufactures so as to afford their products at

moderate prices. In the United States this period is still

remote ; the extensive and scarcely inhabited regions of

Upper Louisiana, favoured with a fertile soil and a genial

climate, will offer resources to the redundantpopulation

of the Atlantic and Western States. These regions will

probably produce the finest silk , as their soil and cli-

mate are peculiarly adapted to the White Mulberry.

The Red Mulberry has been cultivated for many years

in France and England, where it succeeds perfectly and

is esteemed for its thick and shady foliage. The excellent

properties of its wood should induce the Europeans to

propagate it in their forests.

PLATE CXVL
A branch with leaves andfruit ofthe natural size. Fig. i

,

Ayoung shoot cpith a barren ament. Fig. 2, A barren fiower

detached from the ament.

I!
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SWEET LEAi;;
. ,

• • '„»..

FolyadelpWa polyandria. Drv. Goaiacans. 7om> I

HoPEA TiNCTORiA. H./oluslanceoloto-watiSfSubserratis,

nitidis ; Jlonbus luteis ; fnictibus coBruleis.

I first observed the Sweet Leaf near Petersburgh in

Virginia. It is common in West Tennessee and in the

upper part of the Carolinas and of Georgia ; but it is

still more abundant within the limits which I have as-

signed to the pine^barrenSf where the soil is light and

the winter less rigorous than at a greater distance from

the sea.

This tree is known only by the name of Sweet Leaf. It

varies iu size according to the situation in which it grows:

on the banks of the Savannah and on the borders of.

the large swamps, where the soil is deep , loose and fer-

tile , I have seen it s5 or So feet high and 7 or 8 inches

in diameter at the height of 5 feet. Commonly it does

not exceed half these dimensions , and in the pine-bar'

rens, where it is profusely multiplied , it is sometimes

only 3 or 4 feet in height. The sprouts from the trunks

consumed in the annual conflagration of the forests

never surpass this height, and, as they do not fructify,

the tree is multiplied by its running roots , which shoot

at the distance of a few feet. tf
'^
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•f* SWEET LEAF. 187

The trunk of the Sweet Leaf is clad in a smooth bark,

and, if wounded in the spring, it distils a milky fluid

of an unpleasant odour. The wood is not hard and is

totally useless. The leaves are 3 or 4 inches long, smooth

thick, alternate, of an elongated oval shape, slightly

denticulated, and of a sugary taste. In sheltered situa-

tions they persist during two or three years, but in

the pine-barrens they turn yellow with the first frost

and fall towards the beginning of February. In the

meantime they are eagerly devoured by horses and

cows turned loose into the forests after the herbage has

perished.

The flowers spring from the base of the leaves , and

appear early in the season : they are yellowish , sweet-

scented, and composed of a great number of stamina

shorter than the petals and united in separate groups at

the base. The fruit is cylindrical , minute , and of a deep

blue colour at its maturity.

The foliage is the only part of this tree which pro-

mises to be of any utility ; when dry it afibrds, by de-

coction , a beautiful yellow colour , which is rendered

permanent by the addition of a little alum and is used to

dye wool and cotton. But if these leaves had possessed

any considerable value they would doubtless have found

their way into commerce. The first obstacle to their

use is the expense , in a country where labour is dear

,

of collecting them in sufficient quantities. Of this I can
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judge from the difficully I experienced in collecting a

few pounds.
. !

PLATE CXVII. .

A branch with leaves and flowers of the natural siu.

Fig. I, A young shoot with Jruit of the natural size.

'£%
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ASHES.

Except the Oak, no tree of Europe or of North

America is so generally useful as the Ash. The distin-

guishing properties of its wood are strength and elas-

ticity; and it unites them in so high a degree , that , for

many valuable purposes, it could be but imperfectly

replaced by any other tree. This remark is particularly

applicable to the Common Ash of Europe and to the

White Ash of the United States , which are the largest

species , the most multiplied , and the most useful in

the arts. '^''^r

Eight species of Ash are mentioned by botanists as

indigenous to Europe, and a much greater number

exist in America , as I am convinced by my own ob-

servations , and by examples , contained in my father's

herbarium or cuhivated in our gardens and nurseries,

of species which have escaped my researches in America.

Probably more than thirty species will be found cast of

the Mississippi.

As a close analogy reigns throughout this genus, each

species should be raised from the seed, in order to

study the developement of its vegetation as well as the

characters of its flowers and its fruit. By observing them

while young , we shall be able to ascertain the compara-

II. 2>
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igO ASHES.

live rapidity of their growth. My residence in the United

States was not long enough for the execution of this in-

teresting task; I have confined myself, therefore, to

the description of those species which are the most re-

markable for their utility or for the form of their seeds.

?ih&'&
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WHITE ASH.

Polygunia dioBda. Lih. 7«iiiilnr, Tvm.

Fbazimus amebicana. F.folus integemmis , longh acund^

minatis, petiolatis, subtits glaucts.

The White Asbis one of the most interesting among

the American species for the qualities of its wood , and

the most remarkable for the rapidity of its growth and

for the beauty of its foliage. It abounds in New Bruns-

wick and Canada; in the United States it isTmost multi-

pUed north of the river Hudson , and is more common

in Gennessee than in the southern parts of New York

,

in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. A cold climate seems

most congenial to its nature. It is everywhere called

White Ash, probably from the colour of the bark, by

which it is easily distinguished. I faa^e observed , too

,

that on large stocks the bark is deeply furrowed, and

divided into small squares fronir i to 3 inches in dia-

meter.

The situations most favourable tathe White Ash are

the banks of rivers and the edges and surrounding ac-

clivities of swamps. It sometimes attains the height of

80 feet with a diameter of 3 feet , and is. one of the larg-

est trees of the United States. In the District of Maine

and in the upper part of New Hampshire it is always ac-

companied by the White Elm, Yellow Birch, White

Maple, Hemlock Spmce and Black Spruce ; and in New

'/

"i
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Jersey it is mingled with the Red Maple , Shell-bark

Hickory and Buttonwood , in places that are constantly

yrel and occasionally inundated.

The White Ash is a fine tree with a trunk perfectly

straight and often undivided to the height of more than

4o feet.. The leaves are la or 14 inches long, opposite,

tod composed of three or four pair of leaflets sur-

mounted by an odd one. The leaflets , which are borne

by short petioles, are 3 or 4 inches long, about a inches

broad , oval-acuminate , rarely denticulated , of a deli-

cate texture and an undulated surface. Early in the

spring they are covered with a light down , which gra-

dually disappears, and at the approach of summer they

are perfectly smooth , of a light green colour abo^e and

whitish beneath. As the contrast of colour between the

surfaces is remarkable, and is peculiar to this species,

Dr. Muhlemberg has denominated it Fraxinus discolor.

The seeds are i8 inches long, cylindrical near the base,

and gradually flattened into a wing, the extremity of

which is slightly notched. They are united in bunches

4 or 5 inches long, and are ripe in the beginning of

autumn. The shoots of the two preceding years are of a

bluish grey colour and perfectly smooth : the distance

between their buds sufficiently proves the vigour of

their growth.

In large trees the perfect wood is reddish and the sap

is white. This wood is highly esteemed for its strength,

suppleness and elasticity, and is employed with advan*

.^;.



> WHITE ASH. 195

tage for a great yariety of uses of which I shall mention

only the most common. It is always selected by coach-

makers for shafts , for the felloes of wheels , and at New

York and Philadelphia for the frame of carriage-bodies

;

by wheel-wrights it is used for sledgesand for the handles

of wheel-barrows ; in the District of Maine it replaces

the White Oak for the circular back of windsor-chairs

;

scythe and rake handles, the hoops of water-pails, the

circular piece of butter-boxes , sieves and large spinning-

wheels , which are manufactured principally at Hingham

near Boston , are of White Ash ; and in Connecticut it

is usually preferred for wooden bowls. In the District

of Maine it is extensively used for staves, which are of a

quality between those of White and those of Red Oak

,

andareesteemedthe best for containing salted provisions.

It is admitted also into the lower frame of vessels, but is

considered inferior to the Yellow Birch and to the heart

of the Red Beech. In all the Atlantic States the blocks

used in ships and the pins for attaching the cordage are

of Ash , for which purpose the White Ash is employed

in the northern and the Red Ash in the southern ports.

On account of its strength and elasticity, the White Ash

is esteemed superior to every other wood for oars and

second only to the Hickory for hand-spikes. In these

forms it is exported to England and to the West Indies. It

is also sent to England in planks , and is acknowledged

by Oddy , in his treatise on European Commerce , to be

superior in many respects to the Common Ash.

.f-
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The White Ash hsB long been known In France , En-

gland and Germany, where it is propagated with success

from the seed and by grafting ; I have even remarked

. that in moist grounds its tegetation is more rapid than

that of anyindigenous species : its leaves are, at the same

time, less liable to iniury from the spanish-fly. Besides

the beauty of its foliage, in which it surpasses the Com-

mon European Ash, it may be recommended for the

excel]<»ice of its wood as a valuable acquisition to the

north ofEurope.

'>

; PLATE CXVIIL

A branch mth lewes of half the ntUurat size. Fig. i,

Seeds of the natural site.
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RED ASH.

Frulmu pubMcnu. Lm.

Fbazinvs tomektosa. F, foHoUs subnopenis, dentaiis, pe^

thhtisf ramulis petiolisque pubescenii'tomentosis.

Of all the Ashes this species is the most multiplied in

Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia. It is commonly

called Red Ash , and frequently Ash. Like the White

Ash it prefers swamps and places frequently inundated

or liable to be covered with water by copious rains, and

in these situations it is accompanied by the Shell-bark

Hickory, Bittemut Hickory , Swamp White Oak, Red

Maple , Sweet Gum and Tupelo.

The Red Ash is a beautiful tree , rising perpendicu-

larly to the height of 60 ieet with a diameter of i5 or

18 inches. It is inferior to the White Ash not only in size

but in the rapidity of its growth ; the length of the an-

nual shoots and the distance of the buds are but half

as great as in the preceding species.

The leaves are from la to i5 inches long and are com-

posed of three or four pair of very acuminate , denticu-

lated leaflets, with an odd one. Their lower surface , as

well as the shoots of the same season to which they are

attached, is covered with thick down : on insulated trees

this down is red at the approach of autumn , whence

,

probably, is derived the name of Red Ash. The seeds
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are shorter than those of the White Ash, but similar in

form and arrangement.

The bark upon the trunk is of a deep brown , and the

perfect wood is of a brighter red than that of the White

Ash. The wood of this species possesses all the proper-

ties for which the other is esteemed, and in the ports of

the Middle and Northern Slates they are indifferently ap-

plied to the same diversified uses ; that of the Red Ash,

however, is somewhat harder and consequently less

elastic. Notwithstanding its inferiority of size, the Red

Ash is perhaps more valuable for the regions to which it

has been assigned by Nature : of this the Americans will

be able to judge by experience ; both species are of such

general utility that the utmost pains should be bestowed

upon their preservation and increase.

PLATE CXIX.

A branch with leaves of halfthe natural size. Fig. i , Seeds

of the natural size.
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GPEEN ASH. •

Fruinotiuilandifolia. Liri.

FaAZiMVS iriBlDls. F. foUis septems, dentatis
, petiolaU's

,

viridibus i ramulis petioUsque glabris.

The Green Ash is more common in the western dis-

tricts of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia than in any

other part of the United States ; but even here it is less

multiplied than the White Ash and the Black Ash. Dr.

Muhlemberg has particularly observed it on the islands

of the Susquehannah near Columbia, and I have found

it most abundant on the banks of the Mononghahela

and the Ohio between Brownsville and Wheeling. Pro-

bably this species is of moderate dimensions , for I have

seen it laden with seeds while only aS or So ieet high

,

and 4 or 5 inches in diameter.

The Green Ash is easily recognized by the brilliant co-

lour of its young shoots and of its leaves , of which the

two surfaces are nearly alike. From this uniformity,

vvhich is rarely observed in the foliage of trees. Dr.

Muhlemberg has given the species the name olFraxinus

concolor, and, for the same reason, as it has received

no popular specific name , I have called it Green Ash.

The leaves vaiy in length from 6 to i5 inches , accord-

ing to the vigour of the tree and to the coolness of the

soil , and are composed of 3 , 4 or 5 pair of petiolated

,

n, a6
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198 GREIM ASH.

oval-acuminate and distinctly denticulated leaflets , sur-

mounted by an odd one. The seeds are only half as large

as those of the "White Ash , but are similar in form. The

wood of the Green Ash is distinguished by the same

properties with that of the preceding species ; but as the

others are common in the same regions, and are so

much superior in size it is only accidentally employed.

This species has been multiplied in France from seeds

sent home by my father in 1785. It supports the incle-

mency of our winter, and is esteemed by amateurs for

the singular tint of its foliage, which is strikingly con-

trasted mXh that of the surrounding trees.

PLATE CXX;
i

A branch mth leaves ofhaljthe natural size. Fig. i, Seeds

0/ the natural size.
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COMMON EUROPEAN ASH.

FrAXINUS excelsior. F. JoUis subsessiKbus , lanceolato^

obiongis, attenuatis, serratis; floribusnudis; semintbus

apice emarginatis.

This Ash is the most common and the most useful

species of its genus upon the Old Continent. Like the

Common Oak and the White Oak it is found through*

out Europe and the North of Asia, and as it is less sen-f

sible to cold it would probahly be more multiplied than

the Oaks if it was not restricted to certain soils. It is

found almost exclusively on the borders of rivers and

swamps , and in places constantly cool and shaded , with-*

out being exposed to inundation ; in a word , in situa-

tions analogous to those which, in the United States,

produce the White Ash and the Red Ash.

The Common Ash is ranked among trees of the first

order. It is sometimes 90 feet high and 9 or 10 feet in

circumference; but when 60 or 70 feet in height it is in

perfection for all the uses to which it is applied. The

trunk is straight and well-proportioned ; the branches

are opposite, covered, while young, with a smooth,

greenish bark , and garnished with short , round buds

,

nearly black like those of the Black Ash. The leaves,

which consist of 4 or 5 pair of leaflets with an odd one,

are opposite like the branches, of a dark green colour,

smooth, acuminate and slightly toothed. The flowers

%



aOO ^"^ COMMON EUROPEAN ASH.

are not conspicuous and are united in bunches : bairren

fertile and hermaphrodite flowers are found upon the

same tree. The seeds are of a lanceolate oval shape , and

terminated by a flat wing which is usually notched at the

end : they are ripe towards the beginning of autumn.

In the properties and uses of its wood the European

Ash resembles the White Ash of America. In France

handsome articles of furniture are made with the pieces

immediately below the first ramification , and with the

knobs from the trunk of old trees, which exhibit more

varied and more agreeable accidents in the direction of

the fibres. The Common Ash is subject to be worm-

eaten , and is rarely employed in building houses. It

burns better than any other wood before it is seasoned,

and affords excellent coal.

In the Department of the Cantal , and in some other

parts of France ^^
the branches of the Ash are given both

dry and green to sheep and cows , without imparting a

disagreeable taste to the milk and butter.

Spanish flies are very fond of the leaves of this tree,

upon which they sometimes swarm in such numbers as

to diffuse an offensive qdour.

The ancients , as we are informed by Pliny, believed

that serpents had an antipathy to the Ash , and that they

never approached it ; this prejudice, which is still en-

tertained, has given rise to the belief that a decoction of

its roots or leaves in milk is an antidote for the poison

of reptiles.

'4-



COMMON EVROPEAK ASH.
~

aoi

The general utility of Its wood causes great atteipiion

to be bestowed, in every part of Europe, upon the prop-

agation of the Ash. For this purpose , nurseries are

formed Irom the seed, and the young plants, at the age

of a or 3 years , are set out wherever the soil is cool and

moist enough for their reception : they are capable of

succeeding on uplands which are not too dry and sandy,

or composed in too great a proportion of clay.

There are several varities of the European Ash , the

most remarkable of which is the drooping Ash : its

branches decline towards the earth , and the effect is pe-

culiarly picturesque in solitary trees which have been

formed by grafting this variety upon the Common Ash.

Many medicinal properties have been ascribed to the

Ash, and more accurate observations lead me to believe

that if these virtues exist they can reside only in the

inner bark , which is bitter and astringent.

TheWhite Ash and the Blue Ash ofthe United States

are superior to the Common European Ash in the very

properties for which this species is most esteemed;

there is no motive, therefore, for introducing it into

the American woods : that it would flourish there is

evinced by a beautiful example in the garden of Mr. W.
Bartram in the vicinity of Philadelphia.

PLATE CXXI.

A leaf of half the natural size. Fig, i , Seeds of the na^

iuralsize. ^
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BLACK ASH.

Fraxinus sambucifolia. F. foUolis sessilibus, acuminatis,

serratis i ramU punctatis.

In the extensive country comprising the Northern

Section of the United States and the provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia theWhite Ash and the Black

Ash, which is sometime! called Water Ash, are the

most abundant in the forests and the most perfectly

known to the inhabitants.

The Black Ash is 60 or 70 feet in height and about a

feet in diameter. It requires a moister soil exposed to

longer inundations than the White Ash , and is usually

accompanied by the Red-flowering Maple, the Yellow

Birch, the Black Spruce and the Arbor Vitae; in the

Middle States it associates of preference with the Red-

flowering Maple and the Red Ash.

The buds oi the Black Ash are of a deep blue , and

the young shoots of a bright green sprinkled with dots

of the same colour which disappear as the season ad-

vances. The leaves at their unfolding are accompanied

by stipulse which fall alter two or three weeks : they are

12 or 1 5 inches long when fully developed, and com-

posed of 3 or 4 pairs of leaflets with an odd one. The

leaflets are sessile , oval-acuminate , denticulated , of a

deep green colour , smooth on the upper surface , and
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BLACI AfH. aoS

coated with red down upon the main ribs beneath

:

when bruised they emit an odour like that of Elder

leaves. The seeds, which are disposed in bunches 4 or 5

inches long, are flat, and, like those of the Blue Ash,

are nearly as broad at the base as at the summit.

The Black Ash is easily distinguished from the White

Jish by its bark, which is of a duller hue , less deeply

iurrowed, and has the layers oi the epidermis applied

in broad sheets. The perfect wood is of a brown com-

plexion and fine texture ; it is tougher and more elastic

than that of the White Ash, but less durable when ex-
^.

posed to the vicissitudes of dryness and moisture , and

for this reason it is less extensively used. Coach-makers

do not employ it, and it is never wrought into oars,

hand-spikes and puUies. In the District of Maine it is

preferred to the White Ash for hoops, which are made
'

oi saplings from 6 to lo feet in length split in the middle.

As this wood may be separated into thin , narrow strips,

it is selected in the country for chair- bottoms and

riddles.

The Black Ash is more liable than any other species to

be disfigured with knobs , which arc sometimes of con-

siderable size and are detached from the body of the

tree to make bowls. The wood of these excrescences

has the advantage of superior solidity, and , when care-

fully polished exhibits singular undulations of the fibre;

divided into thin layers it might be employed to embel-

lish mahogany.

'!«.
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In Vermont and New Hampshire, whirh famish great

quantities of potash , I have been informed that the

ashes of this tree are singularly rich in alkali.

Such are the principal uses of the Black Ash , from

which a general idea may be formed of its properties. It

deserves a place in the forests of the North of Europe,

and by employing its wood we shall learn to estimate its

value with greater precision.

Observation. Another lofty species of Ash exists ia

Kentucky which is also called Black Ash ; but I am too

imperfectly acquainted with it to attempt a description.

PLATE GXXII.
1,.;

A branch with letwes of haifthe i^Oural size. Fig. j, Seeds

of the natural sia.
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BLUE ASH.

Fbaximvs qvadbamgulata. F. ramuUs tfuadrangtiJatia

,

foUolis ad summum ^-jugis , subsessilibus , ovali-lanceo-

laHs, arguti serratis, subtits pubescentibus , capsulis utrifi-

qui obtusis.

The Blue Ash is unknown to the Atlantic parts of the

United States, and is found only in Tennessee, Ken-

tucky and the Southern part of Ohio. The climate of

these countries is mild , and the soil in some places is so

fertile that it is diflicult, without having witnessed them,

to form an idea of the luxuriance of vegetation and the

productiveness of agriculture. The richness of the soil

proves a substitute for that degree of moisture which

,

in the Atlantic States, seems indispensable to the Ash.

In Kentucky and West Tennessee the forests upon dry

and uneven lands , at a distance from the rivers , are

composed of the Walnuts , the Red Maple , the Moose

Wood, the Hackberry, the American Nettle and the

Oaks , several species of which , east of the mountains

,

grow only in the most humid soils.

The Blue Ash frequently exceeds 60 or 70 feet in

height and 18 or ao inches in diameter. Its leaves are

from 12 to 18 inches long, and are composed of a, 3 or

4 pair of leaflets with an odd one. The leaflets are large,

smoulh, oval-acuminate, distinctly toothed and sup-

II. a?
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ao6 BLUE Ash.

ported by short petioles. The young shoots to which the

leaves are attached are distinguished by four opposite

membranes , 3 or 4 lines broad and of a greenish co-

lour, extending through their whole length : this cha-

racter disappears the third or fourth year , leaving only

the traces of its existence. The seeds are flat from one

extremity to the other , and a little narrowed towards

the base.

The wood of the Blue Ash possesses the characteristic

properties of the genus , and of all the species of the

Western States it is the most extensively employed and

the most highly esteemed. Besides the habitual use that

is made of it for the frame of carriages and for the fel-

loes of wheels, it is generally selected for the flooring

of houses , frequently for the exterior covering , and

sometimes for the shingles of the roof ; but for the Inst

purpose the Tulip Tree is preferred. I have been told

that a blue colour is extracted from the inner bark of

this tree ; but I have never seen it employed, and do not

know by what process it is obtained. Milk in which the

leaves have been boiled is said to be an unfailing remedy

for the bite of the rattle-snake ; we may be allowed how-

ever to doubt its eflicacy till it is attested by enlightened

physicians.

My father first described the Blue Ash in his Flora

Boreali-Amerlcana , and from the seeds which he sent

home have sprung the beautiful stocks that arc now

growing in Europe : but they are still too young to yield
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fruit, and are propagated by grafting upon the Common

Ash. - - '^-^ '^ ''-*^
^

'-'-"^ ' - " '-
'

The various uses to which the wood of the Blue Ash

is appropriated in America , should induce the Euro-

peans to multiply it in their forests, till they are enabled

to appreciate its comparative value.

PLATE CXXIII.

A branch with leavesofhalfthe naturetl size. tig. \, Seeds

ofthe natural size.
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CAROLINIAN ASH.

Fbaxinvs PLATICABPA. F. foliolis petiolcUiSy ovalibus,

sernUis; capsuUs lata lanceolatis.

This species of Ash , which is very distinctly charac-

terised by the form of its leaves and seeds , is confined

to the Southern States. It abounds particularly on the

river Cape Fear in North Carolina , and upon the Ashley

and the Cooper in South Carolina. As it has received

no specific name from the inhabitants, I have given it

that of Carolinian Ash.

The marshy borders of creeks and rivers, and all

places exposed to long inundations , are* congenial to

this Ash , which delights in more abundant moisture

than the other species. Its vegetation is beautiful, but its

stature rarely exceeds 3o feet , and it fructifies at half

this height. In the spring the lower side of the leaves

and young shoots is covered with thick down , which

disappears at the approach of summer. The leaves com-

monly consist of two pair of leaflets with a terminal

odd one. The leaflets are large , nearly round , petiolated

and distinctly toothed. The flowers, as in the other

species, are small and not very conspicuous ; the seeds,

unlike those of any Ash with which w6 are acquainted,

are flat, oval , and broader than they are long.

From its inferior dimensions the Carolinian Ash is

I

// ' R»lMlr Jft.
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CAROLINIAN ASH. aoQ

totally neglected ; but accurate experiments on the na-

ture of different species of wood in America will per-

haps evince that this tree, as well as others that are re-

garded as worthless I possesses properties of eminent

utility.

V

PLATE CXXIV.

A branch of half the natural size. Fig, i. Seeds of the

natural size.
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BLACK WILLOW.
AmenUeea. 7au;

Salix nigra, i^. foliis lanceolatU, acuminatis, serratis,

glahria; petiolis puhescentihus.

This species is the most common of the American

Willows, and the most analogous to that of Europe. It

is less multiplied in the Northern and Southern than in

the Middle and especially in the Western States. It is

found on the banks of the great rivers , such as the Sus-

quehannah and the Ohio , and is called Black Willow

,

or simply Willow.

The Black Willow is rarely more than 3o or 35 feet

high and la or i5 inches in diameter. It divides at a

small height into several divergent but not pendant

limbs, and forms a spacious summit. The leaves are

long, narrow, finely denticulated , of a light green , and

destitute of stipulas. In the uniformity of its colouring

the foliage of this species differs from that of the Euro-

pean Willow , the lower surface of which is glaucous.

Upon the trunk the bark is greyish and finely chapt

;

upon the roots it is of a dark brown , whence may have

been derived the specific name of the tree. The roots

afford an intensely bitter decoction, which is considered

in the country as a purifier of the blood , and as a pre-

ventive and a remedy for intermittent fevers.
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BLACK WILLOW. an
The wood is white and soft , and the branches are

easily broken from tht tree. Neither the wood nor the

twigs are applied to any useful purpose.

PLATE CXXV.

Fig. I, Leaves of the natural site.

.<' *
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CHAMPLAIN WILLOW.

Salix ligustrina. S. folUs lanceolato-Unearibus^ acumi-

natis, serratis; stipulis iiuequaUUr cordatis; petioiis vU~

hsis.

1 HAVE found this Willow on the shores of Lake

Champlain
,
particularly near the village of Skeensbor-

ough. It is about aS feet high and 7 or 8 inches in dia-

meter : its first aspect resembles that of the Black Wil-

low , but its leaves are longer, narrower , and accompa-

nied at the base by cordiform , serrate stipulae. Its wood

and branches are appropriated to no use.

PLATE CXXV,

Ftg. 2 , Leaves of the tiatural size.
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SHINING WILLOW.

Salix lucida. S. follis oblongis, cuspiJato - acuminatis

,

„
)' nitidis ; argutd serratis ; serraturis glandulosis.

I HAVE observed the Shining "Willow, which is so cal-

led by some persons on account of the brilliancy of its

foliage, only in the Northern and Middle States. It is

found in moist but open grounds, and is more common

on the edges of the salt meadows than in the interior

of the forests; it is also seen on the islands, not covered

with woods , in the rivers and near the shores of the

lakes. > . u.

This species is easily distinguished by the superior

size of its leaves, which are oval-acuminate , denticu-

lated, and sometimes 4 inches in length.

The Shining Willow attains the height of i8 or ao

feet; but its ordinary elevation is 9 or 10 feet. Baskets

are made of its branches, when those of the European

^^illGW, which are preferable, cannot bo obtained ; but

it possesses no property that recommends it to atten-

tion.

Observation. Many species of Willow are found in the

United States and in Canada , the greater part of which

are susceptible of no useful employment. The three spe-

cies which I have described are distinguished only by

their superior height ; but even these are greatly inferior

ir. :H



ai4 SniNINO WILLOW.

to the European Willow in size and in (he properties ni

their wood. In the Northern and Middle States, particu-

larly in Pennsylvania and in some townships in the

lower part of New Jersey, great nundiers of the Euro-

pean Willow have heen planted , ot which light hasket»

are fahricated for the market ol' Philadelphia. This tree

furnishes the charcoal for the inanufacture of gun-

powder.

PLATE CXXV.

tig. 3 , A leaf of the natural size.
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t WHITE ELM.
V

Pentendria digyn'ia. Linn. Amentaccse. Ivm.

Ulmus AMERICANA. U. ranus Icevibus , pendulis ; folussub*

umformiter serratis j Jlorihus manifest^ pedicellatis
;
/rue-

^us densissimofimbriatis. ^.

This tree, which is knowr throughout the United

States by the name of White Ehn , is found over an

extensive tract of the North-American Continent. To-

wards the Noilh , my father indicates its first appear-

ance in about the latitude of 48' 20' , i8 miles from

the mouth of the river Mistassin , which empties into

lake St. John in Canada. I have myself observed it from

Nova Scotia to the extremity of Georgia , a distance of

1200 miles. It abounds in all the Western States , and I

have learned that it is common in the neighbourhood of

the great rivers that water UpperLouisiana and discharge

themselves into the Mississippi. But it appeared to be

the most multiplied and of the loftiest height between

the 42nd and 46th degrees of latitude , which comprise

the provinces of Lower Canada, New Brunswick and

Nova Scotia , the North-Eastern Section of the United

States , and Gennessee in the State of New York.

The leaves of the White Elm are 4 or 5 inches long,

borne by short petioles , alternate , unequal at the base
,

oval-acuminute and doubly denticulated. They are gcne-

II. 39
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rally smaller than those of the HciI Elm , of a thinner

texture and a smoother surface , with more regular and

prominent ribs. *

This species differs, also, essentially from the Red

Elm and the European Elm in its flowers and seeds

:

the flowers appear before the leaves , and are very

small, of a purple colour, supported by short , slender

footstalks , and united in bunches at the extremity of

the branches. The seeds arc contained in a flat, oval,

fringed capsule, notched at the base : the season of their

maturity is from the i5th of May to the first of June.

The White Elm delights in low , humid , substan-

tial soils, such as in the Northern States are called

interval lands. In the Middle States it grows in simila_'

situations, and on the borders of swamps, where

it is usually accompanied by the White Oak , the Sweet

Gum , the Tupelo , the Red Maple and the Shag-bark

Hickory. West of the mountains it abounds in all the

fertile bottoms watered by the great rivers that swell

the Ohio and the Mississippi ; I have constantly observed

it on their brink with the White Maple and the But-

tonwood , where its base is inundated at the rising oi

the waters in the spring. On the banks of these rivers

it is sometimes 4 ^^^^ »" diameter. In the Middle States

it stretches to a great height , but does not approach the

magniticencc of vegetation which it displays in the coun-

tries peculiarly adapted to its growth • clearing the

primitive forests a few stocks are someumes left stand-

'%



WHITE ELM. 217

ing ; insulated in this manner it appears in all its ma-

jesty, towering to the height of 80 or 100 feet, with a

trunk 4 or 5 feet in diameter, regularly shaped , naked,

and insensibly diminishing to the height of 60 or 70

feet, where it divides itself into two or three primary

limbs. The limbs , not widely divergent near the base

,

approach and cross each other 8 or 10 feet higher , and

diffuse on all sides long, flexible, pendulous branches,

bending into regular arches and floating lightly in the

air. A singularity is observed in this tree which I have

witnessed in no other ; two small limbs 4 or 5 feet long

grow in a reversed position near the first ramification

,

and descend along the trunk.

The Buttonwood astonishes the eye by the size of its

trunk and the amplitude of its head ; but the While

Elm has a more majestic appearance , which is owing to

its great elevation , to the disposition of its principal

limbs, and to the extreme elegance of its summit. In

New Hampshire, between P(H*tsmouth and Portland,

a great number of young White Elms are seen detached

in the middle of the pastures ; they ramify at the height

of 8, 10 or 13 ieet, and their limbs springing at the

same point cross each other and rise with an uniform

inclination , so as to form of the summit a sheaf of re-

gular proportions and admirable beauty.

The trunk ot this Elm is covered with a white,

tender bark very deeply furrowed. The wood , like that

ot the Common European Elm, is of a dark brown, and.

W
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cut transverse]]r or obliquely to the longitudinal fibres,

it exhibits the same numerous and fine undulations*

but it splits more easily, and has less compactness,

hardness and strength. This opinion was given me by

several English wheel-wrights established in the United

States, and I have since proved its correctness by a com-

parison of the two species. The White Elm is used

,

however , at New York and farther north for the naves

of coach-wheels , because it is difficult to procure the

Black Gum , which at Philadelphia is preferred for this

purpose. It is not admitted into the constraction of

houses or of vessels , except occasionally in the District

oi Maine for keels , for which it is adapted only by its

size. Its bark is said to be easily detached during eight

months of the year ; soaked in water and suppled by

pounding, it is used in the Northern States for the

bottoms of common chairs. ^'

Such are the few and unimportant uses of the White

Elm in the United States ; it is far inferior to the Euro-

pean Elm, which is a tree of very extensive utility, and

it deserves attention in the Old World only as the most

magnificent vegetable of the temperate zone,

PLATE CXXVI.

^ j4 branch with leaves of the natural size. Fig. i , Flowers,

Fig. 2, Seeds. , t
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WAHOO.
Ulmui pumila. WiLTii. ' V

Ulmus alata. U. ramis passim ex utroque latere in alam

suberosam corticalem dilatatisi foliis oblongo-ovalibus

,

senslm acutis, basi subanjualibus ; fructu pubescente ei

confertius cilioso.

TheWahoo is a stranger to the Northern and Middle

States, and to the mountainous regions of the AUegha-

nies; it is found only in the lower part of Virginia, in

the maritime districts of the Carolinas and Georgia , in

West Tennessee and in some parts of Kentucky. Proba-

bly it grows also in the two Floridas and in Lower Loui-

siana , of which the soil and climate are analogous to

those of the maritime parts of the Southern States , and

of which the vegetable productions , with some excep-*

tions , are the same.

The name of Wahoo , given to this species of Elm in

South Carolina and Georgia , is derived from the In-

dians ; but I am ignorant of its meaning.

The Wahoo grows of preference on the banks of

rivers and in the great swamps enclosed in the pine-

barrens : it has always appeared to me to be less multi-

plied than the trees by which it is accompanied. It is of

a middling stature, commonly not exceeding 3o feet,

with a diameter of 9 or lolnches ; the two largest stocks

that I have seen were at Wilmington, N. C. : they were

4' y
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perhaps 4o or 4^ feet high, i5 inches in diameter, and

seemingly very old. .
' '

The flowers , like those of other Elms , open before

the leaves. The seeds are fringed and differ from those

of the White Elm only hy a little inferiority of size.

The leaves are borne by short petioles , and are oval

,

denticulated , and smaller than those of the White and

Red Elms.

The branches are furnished throughout their whole

length , on two opposite sides , with a fungous appen-

dage , a or 3 lines wide , from which the name of a/ato,

winged , has been given to the species.

The wood of the Wahoo is fine-grained , more com-

pact , heavier ,'and, I believe, stronger than that of the

White Elm. The heart is of a dull red approaching to

chocolate-colour , and always bears a large proportion

to the sap. At Charleston , S. G. , and in some other

towns of the Southern States , it is employed for the

naves of coach-wheels , and is even preferred , for this

object , to the Tupelo , as being hardor and tougher ; but

it is appropriated to no other use.

For economical purposes this species is uninteresti ng

to the Europeans, as the Common Elm is greatly supe-

rior in size and in the quality of its wood : these advan-

tages should engage the Americans to introduce the

European species into their forests.

PLATE CXXVII.

A branch with leaves of the natural size. Fig. i , Seeds of

the natural size.
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RED ELM.

•4

ULMrs RVBaA. XJ. foliis pkrumquh ovalibus oblongis, rarms

cordatn-ovalibus , utrinque rugosis; gemmis sub eajflica-

tione de/isd fulvdque land tomentosis ; Jloribus sessilibus.

Except the xnaritime districts of the Carolinas and

Georgia , this species of Elm is found in all parts of the

United Statesand of Canada. It bears the names of Red

Elm , Slippery Elm and Moose Elm , of which the first

is the most common : the French of Canada and Upper

Louisiana call it Orme gras.

The lied Elm , though not rare , is less common than

the Oaks , the Maples , the Sweet Gum and the Sassa-

fras ; it is also less roaltiplied than the White Elm , and

the two species are rarely found to^^thcr , as the Red

Elm requires a substantial soil free irom moisture, and

even delights in elevated and open situations , such as

the steep banks of rivers, particularly of the Hudson and

the Susquehannah. In Ohio , Kentucky and Tennessee it

is more multiplied than east of the mountains, and with

the Hickories, the Wild Cherry Tree, the Red Mulberry,

the Sweet Locust , the Coffee Tree and some other spe-

cies, it constitutes the growth upon the richest lands of

an uneven surface.

This tree is 5o or 60 feel high and i5 or ao inches in

diameter. In the winter it is distinguished from the

»^**
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White Elm by its buds, which are larger and rounder

and \vhich, a fortnight before their developemcnt , are

covered with a russet down. '

The flowers are aggregated at the extremity of the

young shoots. The scales which surround the bunches

of flowers are downy like the buds. The flowers and

seeds difler from those of the preceding species ; the

calyx is downy and sessile , and the stamina are short

and of a pale rose colour ; the seeds are larger , desti-

tute of fringe , round , and very similar to those of the

European Elm ; they are ripe towards the end of May.

The leaves are oval-acuminate, doubly denticulated, and

larger, thicker and rougher than those oi the White

Elm. >*
\

The bark upon the trunk is brown ; the heart is coar-

ser-grained and less compact than that of the White

Elm , and of a dull red tinge. I have remarked that the

wood , even in branches of i or 2 inches in diameter,

consist;* principally of perfect wood. This species is

stronger, more durable when exposed to the weather,

and if a better quality than the White Elm ; hence in

the Western States it is employed with greater advantage

in the construction of houses, and sometimes of vessels

on the banks of the Ohio. It is the best wood of the

United States for blocks , and its scarceness in the At-

lantic States is the only cause of its limited consumption

in the ports. It makes excellent rails , which are of long

duration and are formed with little labour , as the trunk

.^
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divides itself easily and regularly : this is probably the

reason that it is never employed fur the naves of wheels.

The Red Elm bears a strong likeness to a species or a

variety in Europe known by the name of Dutch Elm.

The leaves and the bark of the branches , macerated in

water, yield , like those of the Dutch Elm , a thick and

abundant mucelage, which is used for a refreshing drink

in colds, and for emollient plasters in place of the

marsh mallow root , which does not grow in the United

States.

Though the Red Elm is superior to the White Elm
,

it is not equal to our European species , and its culture

cannot be generally recommended. -

Observation. In the District of Maine and on the banks

of Lake Champlain I have found another Elm which I

judged to be a distinct species. Its leaves were oval-acu-

minate, rough and deeply toothed, but I have not seen

its flowers or its seeds. The length of its young shoots

announced a vigorous vegetation. It is confounded in use

with the White Elm , to which it is perhaps superior

;

it is found in the nurseries of France, and, probably, it

came originally from Canada.

, PLATE CXXVIIL

A branch with leaves and seeds of the natural size.
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COMMON EUROPEAN ELM.

Ulmus campestris. U. foliis dupUcaio-serratis , basi inee-

qualibus ; floribus subsessUibus, conglomercUis, peniandris}

fructibus glabris.

Upon the Old Continent one of the most useful trees

in the mechanical arts is the Elm , which is indigenous

to the centre of Europe and to the north of Asia. It

was formerly most abundant in Germany, and the town

^ ofUlm in Suabia is said to derive its name from the vast

forests of Elm that existed in its vicinity.

This tree w^as cultivated by the Ancients, and highly

esteemed for the excellence of its wood : it is frequently

mentioned by Virgil , Pliny and Theophrastus.

No forests consisting wholly of Elm are found in En-

gland , Germany, France or Italy ; but the habitual use

and superior fitness of its wood for certain valuable

purposes, cause it to be propagated on private estates,

by the sides of high-ways , and in the large forests which

in different countries are kept on foot by the govern-

ments. Thus cultivated and artiticially multiplied it has

produced numerous varieties , like the fruit trees,

which are distinguished principally by their foliage : in

some of them the leaves are small , shining and coria-

ceous ; in others > large, downy and supple. To this dif-
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COMMON EUROPEAN ELM. aa5

ference must be added that of the bark : upon a trunk 6

inches in diameter, in some vai ieties, the bark is smooth

;

in others it is rough and scaly upon saplings less than

t\^'o inches thick. Distinctions are also founded upon

the rapidity oi vegetation and the quality of the wood.

Nursery-men assure us that new varieties are constantly

appearing among the young plants reared from the

seed ; hence it becomes impossible to compose invaria-

ble definitions, or to harmonize the confusion of botan-

ical writers.

But all these varieties may be referred to two types

,

in which remarkable differences are found and con-

stantly reproduced. One of these is the Common Elm ,

under which ranged all the ordinary varieties ; the

other is the L r"^ leaved or Dutch Elm.

The Common Elm is one ofthe tallest and finest trees

of the temperate zone of Europe ; several stocks yet

survive in France which were planted in the reign of

Henry IV, about the year i58o, by the orders of Sully,

and which are aS or 3o feet in circumference and 80 or

90 feet high.

The leaves of the Common Elm are oblong
,
pointed

,

doubly serrate and unequal at the base. The flowers ap-

pear in the beginning of March , about three weeks be-

fore the leaves ; they are small , reddish , not conspi-

cuous , and are united in clusters on the shoots of the

preceding year ; they are succeeded by oval , bordered

capsules, containing a single flat , roundish seed , which
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varies in size in difierent varieties , and is ripe towards

the end of April.

The wood of the Elm has less strength than the Oak;

and less elasticity than the Ash ; but it is tougher and less

liable to split. In France it is usuallyemployed for mount-

ing artillery, and for this purpose it is selected with the

greatest care. The trees are cut according to the use to

which they are destined , and the pieces are stored

under shelter to dry during six or seven years ; the pre-

caution is even observed of turning them every six

months, that the seasoning may proceed more uni-

formly.Thus perfected the wood is used for the carriages

of cannon , and for the gunwhale , the blocks , etc. , of

ships. It is evei7 where preferred by wheel-wrights for

the naves and felloes of wheels and for other objects.

The quality of this wood depends in a singular degree

on the situation in which it grows : high ground and a

strong soil are necessary to its perfection ; and when

planted in such a soil on the side of roads or on the

ramparts of iortitied towns, where it is vext by the

winds and exposed to all the influences of the seasons

,

it is still firmer and more solid.

The knobs which grow upon old trunks are divided

into thin plates by cabinet-makers , and when polished

they exhibit very diversified accidents in the arrange-

ment of the fibre , and form beautiful articles ot lurni-

ture.

Well-cords are made of the bark oi the Elm; the
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wood is an excellent combustible , and in some coun-

tries the leaves are given for food to sheep and larger

catlle.

In fertile and humid soils the Elm is subject to a

species of ulceration which appears on the body of

the tree at the heig t of 3 or 4 f*!et , and which dis-

charges a great quantity of sap. The disease penetrates

gradually into the interior of the tree and corrupts its

substance. Many attempts have been made to cure it in

the beginning or to arrest its progress, but hitherto

without success : the best treatment is to pierce the tree

to the depth of a or 3 inches with an auger , in the very

heart of the malady, \<rhich is declared by the flowing of

the sap.

The English writers on forest trees, Evelyn, Miller,

Marshall , etc. , mention twenty varieties of the Elm

,

seven of whitli are particularly remarkable and may

serve as types of the rest ; these are the true English

Elm , the narrow-leaved Cornish Elm , the Dutch Elm ,

the black Worcestershire Elm, the narrow-leavedWitch

Elm, the broad -leaved Witch Elm, and the upright

Witch Elm. On the Continent we possess these principal

varieties and those that are referred to them ; but we

consider the Dutch Elm as a distinct species, not derived,

like the ethers , from the Common Elm.

In England the true English Elm is recognized as the

best wood; and to avoid mistake , in forming planta-

tions
, grafted stocks are procured from the nurseries

;
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for neither the foliage nor the wood offers any peculiar

appearance by which it may be certainly distinguished.

In the description of the Tupelo particular mention

has been made of a precious variety of the Common
Elm , the Tofiated Elm , omitted by the German and

English writers, which is propagated in the Departments

about Paris ^ in that of the North , and in Belgium.

It is an object of importance to multiply this invalu-

able variety, which can be done only by grading or by

transplanting suckers. It is reared with the greatest care

at Meauxand Meudes, a r>;w leagues from Paris, and

thence it is procured with the greatest certainty.

The Curled Maples , tiil they are 7 or 8 inches in dia-

meter , exhibit no undulations of the fibre, and a similar

fact is observed in the Twisted Elm ; the fibres do not

assume the spiral direction till the trunk is 9 or 10 inches

thick. In comparing attentively young Twisted Elms less

than 8 inches in diameter with other varieties planted at

the same time in the same soil , the only difference I

observed was that the vegetation of the Twisted Elm

was more vigorous, its foliage oi a lighter green , and its

bark perfectly smooth , while that of the other stocks,

even when only a inches in diameter , was thick and

chapt.

In France, Belgium, and some parts of Germany,

many of the high-ways , as well as the public walks in

the neighbourhood of large towns, are planted with the

Elm, which , besides the value of its wood, has a tufted
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foliage , and suffers the pruning-hook without injury.

The trees destined for this purpose are reared in nurse-

ries, and when about a inches in diameter are set out

,

in the autumn , at the distance of 2^ feet. During the

first years the ground is kept loose , that the rain may

penetrate more easily to their roots. <-
.

The seeds are sown soon after they are gathered, in a

loose and kindly soil ; a part ofthem come up the same

year , and a part the following spring. The second year

the young stocks are transplanted to another spot , well

tilled like the first, and placed at the distance of 18

inches. To produce a straight and regular trunk they

should be annually pruned. The sixth year they may

be removed and permanently fixed.

PLATE CXXIX.

Plate I, Leaves of the natural size. Fig. i, Flowers of

the natural size. Fig. a, Seeds of the natural size.
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DUTCH ELM.

Ulmus suberosa. U. foliis dupUcatO'serratis, rugosis-

Jloribus subsessilibus , conglomcmtis , tetrandris; frucUbus

glabris; cortice ramulorum suberoso-alato.

This species is easily distinguished from the Common

European Elm by its leaves, which are larger, thicker,

rugged on both surfaces , and borne by short petioles.

The flowers, also, are of a lighter tint and the seeds are

larger. In the winter, when stript of its foliage, the

Dutch Elm is recognized by its round buds, and by the

thickness of its shoots of the preceding year:

The bark of its young branches, as in the Red Elm,

is full of mucilage , which , 3o years ago , was tele-
'

brated in cutaneous affections. It was preserved and

given in decoction , in doses of a ounces , steeped in a

quart of river water reduced by boiling to a pint. This

practice was long prevalent ; but, notwithstanding some

authentic attestations of its success, it has fallen into

disuse.

The Dutch Elm so nearly resembles the Red Elm of

the United Slates in its flowers, foliage and fruit , that it

is not always easy to distinguish them : the most striking

diflerence is in the buds ; those of the Red Elm are

covered in the spring with a thick , reddish down ; those

of the Red Elm , on the contrary, are smooth , or, at
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most, arc lighlly powdrrod on llic edges of llie scales.

This European species attains a very lofty height and a

considerahle diameter. Its wood is softer than Ihat of the

Common Elm ; but the writers on forest trees speak

variously of its qualities, and I have consulted wheel-

ivrighls without obtaining satisfactory information ; on

the most favourable supposition , it is greatly inferior

to the Twisted Elm.

PLATE CXXIX.

Plate a, ^ branch with a knf of the natural size. Fig. i

,

A seed of the natural size.

II. 5i
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PLANER TREE

Planeba VLMiFOLlA. P. foUis petiolatts , obhngo-ovalibus,

sensim arigustatls, acutis , basi obtusis, asqualiter serratis

;

capsuld scabrd.

Kentucky , Tennessee , the banks of the Mississippi

and the Southern States are the only parts of the Amer-

ican Republic where my father and myself have found

the Planer Tree. Its wood is not used , and probably for

this reason the tree has attracted no attention from the

inhabitants , and has received no distinctive denomina-

tion ; to supply the deficiency, I have adopted the bota-

nical name.

I have more particularly observed the Planer Tree in

the large swamps on the borders of the river Savannah

in Georgia. It is a tree of the second order, and is rarely

more than 3i> or 4o feet high and la or i5 inches in dia-

meter. Its bloom is early and not conspicuous. Its mi-

nute seeds are contained in small, oval , inflated, uneven

capsules. The leaves are about an inch and a half long,

oval-acuminate , denticulated , of a lively green and a

little like those of the European Elm, to which this

species bears the greatest analogy.

The wood of the Planer Tree is hard, strong, and

seemingly proper fur various uses ; it is probably similar

ByMmt* J,/
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in its characters to the analogous species in the north ot

Asia, the Siberian Eim; but» as I have already re-

marked , the tree is rare and the wood is neglected.

PLATE CXXX.

J branch with leaves and seeds. Fig. i , A small shoot

with male flowers.
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AMERICAN LIME, or BASS WOOD.

Folyandiia raonogynia. LiNir. Tiliacen. Juss.

TiLlA AMERICANA. T. folUs suborhirulhto-cordatis , abrupti

acnminatis , argute sciratis
,
glahris; petalis apicc trun-

cutis ; mice ovaid.

Among Ihe Lime Trees of North America east of llie

Mississippi , this species is the most multiplied. It exists

in Caiiuda , but is more common in the northern parls

of the United Slates, where it is usually called Bass

Wood ; it heconu's less frequent towards the South

,

and in Virginia , the Carolinas and Georgia, it is found

only on the Alleghany Mountains.

I have found this species of Lime Tree most abun-

dant in Gennessce, which borders on lake Erie and

lake Ontario. In some districts, particularly between

Balavia and New Amsterdam , it frequently constitutes

two thirds, and sometimes the whole, of the forests.

The Sugar Maple, the While Elm and the White Oak

are the trees with which it most frequently associates.

In newly cleared lands the remains of the Lime Trees

are dislliignlshcd by the numerous sprouts which cover

the slumps and the large roots, whose growth can be

prevenled only by slri|)ping oil' the bark or by Ihe opo-

ralion of hre. The stumps of other large trees, the
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Elm, the Sugar Maple and the Ash , left at the same

height of 3 feet , do not produce sh,:ot3.

The presence of the Lime Tree indicates a loose,

deep and fertile soil. It is sometimes more than 80 feet

high and 4 feet in diameter, and its straight, uniform

trunk , crowned with an ample and tufted summit

,

forms a heautiful tree. The leaves are alternate , large

,

nearly round , finely denticulated , heart-shaped at

the base , and abruptly terminated in a point at the

summit. The flowers are borne by long peduncles, pen-

dulous , subdivided at the extremity, and garnished with

along, narrow, floral leaf. The seeds, which are ripe

about the first of October , are round and of a grey co-

lour. The flowers of the American Lime Tree are pro-

bably endowed with the same antispasmodic and ce-

phalic properties which are ascribed to those of the

European species.

The trunk is covered with a very thick bark; the

cellular integument, separated from the epidermis and

macerated in water, is formed into ropes, which arc

used only in the country ; in Europe they are sold for

certain purposes in the cities
,

particularly for well-

cords.

The wood is white and tender: in the Northern States,

where the Tulip Tree does not grow, it is used for the

pannels of carriage-bodies and the seats of windsor-

chairs ; but as it is softer and splits more easily, it is loss

proper for these objects ; it is in Boston and the more

I
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northern towns that I have observed the Lime Tree be-

ginning to be substituted for the Tulip Tree. On the

Ohio the images aflixed to the prow of vessels are made

of this wood instead of the White Pine.

The American Lime Tree has long been cultivated in

Europe, audit is distinguished from our native species

by the superior size of its leaves.

PLATE CXXXL

j4 branch with leaves diminished one half, and with

flowers ofthe natural size.
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WHITE LIME.

TiLiA ALBA. T. Joliis majoribus, ovatis, arguth serratis;

basi obliquk autaqualiter truncatis; siihtiis iticanis,

I HAVE not met with the "White Lime Tree east of the

river Delaware, but it is abundant in Pennsylvania,

Maryland , Delaware and the Western States. It does

not grow , like the preceding species , in elevated places

nor amidst other trees in the forests , and is rarely seen

except on the banks of rivers ; I have particularly ob-

served it on those of the Susquehannah , the Ohio,

and the streams which empty into them.

The height of the White Lime Tree rarely exceeds 4«

feet, and its diameter 12 or 18 inches. Its young branches

are covered with a smooth, silver-grey bark, by which

it is recognized in the winter. The leaves are very large

,

denticulated, obliquely heart-shaped and pointed, of a

dark green on the upper surface and white beneath

,

with small reddish tufls on the angles of the principal

nerves. This whitish tint is most striking on solitary trees

exposed to the sun.

The flowers come out in June , and , as well as the

floral leaf, are larger than those of any other Lime

Tree with which I am acquainted. The petals are larger

and whiter, and are impregnated with an agreeable

odour, The seeds are round, or rather oval, and downy.
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The wood of this tree is white and tender, and I

. believe it is never employed in the arts.

This and the following species have received no po-

pular specific names , but are both called Lime Tree and

Bass Wood : that of "White Lime, which I have given to

the subject of the present article on account of the

colour of its foliage, is peculiarly appropriate.

PLATE CXXXH.

A branch with leaves and /lowers of the natural size.

Fig. I , Seeds,
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DOWNY LIME TREE.

TiLlA PUBESCENS. T, /olus bosi truncalis, obliqiiis, derUi-

culatO'serratis , subtus pubescentibus ; pettdis emarginatis

,

nuceglobosd.

^5|.

The Downy Lime Tree belongs to the southern parts

of the United States and to the Floridas. It grows of

preference on the borders of rivers and large marshes

,

where the soil is cool and fertile , but not exposed to

inundation. It is little multiplied , and consequently is

not taken notice of by the inhabitants ^ for this reason

,

and because it is the only species of its kind in the

maritime parts of the Garolinas and of Georgia , it has

received no specific denomination , and is called simply

Lime Tree y to which I have added the epithet downy,

derived from a character of its foliage not obseiTed in

the preceding species.

This tree is 4o or So feet in height with a propor-

tional diameter. In its general appearance it resembles

the American Lime Tree , which grows farther north

,

more than the White Lime Tree, which belongs to the

Middle and Western States. Its leaves differ widely in

size according to the exposure in which they have

grown ; in dry and open places they are only a inches in

diameter, and are twice as large in cool and shaded si-

tuations. They are rounded
,
pointed at the summit

,

II. 3a
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very obliquely truncated at the base , edged with fewer

and more remote teeth than those of the other Lime

Trees, and very downy beneath. The flowers , also, are

more numerous and form larger bunches, and the

seeds are round and downy.

The wood is very similar to that of the other species

and I do not know that it is ever employed.

This tree was introduced long since into France ; its

vegetation is vigorous and is uninjured by the severest

winters of Paris, which leads me to believe that it exists

in upper Louisiana and in the Western States.

PLATE GXXXIIL

A branch with leaves and fruit of the natural size.
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PINES.
»

The Pines are evergreen trees , and are usually of ele-

vat<>rl stature. Tbey form a most interesting genus , and

arc highly valuable for the resinous matter which they

ulTord , as well as for the excellent properties of their

wood. The most striking diiTerence between the Pine

and the Spruce is in the arrangement of their foliage :

the leaves of the Pines, which resemble pieces of coarse

thread, vary in length in different species, and are

united to the number of two , three or five in the same

sheath ; those of the Spruces , on the contrary , are only

a few lines long , and are attached singly round the cir-

cumference of the branch or upon its opposite sides.

To facilitate the distinction of these trees , of which

the species are more numerous in the United States

than in Europe , I have grouped the Pines according to

the .roughness of their cones and to the number of

leaves united in the same sheath , and the Spruces ac-

cording to the disposition of their foliage.

I
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METHODICAL DISPOSITION

OF THE PINES AND SPRUCES

OF NORTH AMERICA,

INCLUDING THREE EUROPEAN SPECIES.

Monacia monaddphia. LiNN. Coni/enz. Juss.

TWO-LEAVED PINES.'

Cones smooth.

1. Red (Norway ) Pine. • . Pinus rubra.

2. Stone Pine Pinus pinea.

3. Grey Pine Pinus rupestns:

4. Yellow Pine. ....... Pinus mitis.

5. Wild Pine, or Scotch Fir. Pinus sylvestris.

Cones thorny.

6. Jersey Pine. : Pinus inops.

7. Table Mountain Pine. . Pinus pungens.

THREE-LEAVED PINES.

Cones smooth or with small thorns,

8. Long-leaved Pine. : . . Pinus australis.

9. Pond Pine. ........ Pinus serotina.

Cones thorny.

ID. Pilch Pine. :....;., Pinus rigida.

II. Loblolly Pine Pinus taeda.

FIVE-LEAVED PINES.

la. White Pine Pinus strohus.



METHODICAL DISPOSITION, CtC ^4^

SPRUCES.
leaves short and disposed singly round the branches,

i3. Norway Spruce Fir. . . . Abies picea,

14. Black or Double Spruce. Abies nigra.

1 5. White or Single Spruce. Abies alba.

Leaves lateral.

16. Hemlock Spruce Abies canadensis.

17. American Silver Fir. . . Abies balsamijeru.
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RED PINE, OH NORWAY PINE.

PiNUS BUBRA. P. cahor mamma; cortice rubente
; /oliis

binis 4-5 uncialibus; strobilis ovato-coriicis , basi rotun-

datis, folk) demidio4>revioribus, squamis medio dUtUatis,

inermibus. -

Pintu rtiinota , Ait. Hort. Kew.

t

This tree is called by the French inhabitants of Ca-

nada IHn rouge ^ Red Pine, and the name has been pre-

served by the English colonists. In the northern parts of

the United States it is called Norway Pine , though dif-

fering totally from that tree, which is a species oi Spruce.

The first of these denominations should be adopted by

the Americans , especially as it is founded on a distin-

guishing character of the cipecics , which will be taken

notice of in its place.

In a journey made by my father in 1793 to Hudson's

Bay , for the purpose oi remarking as he returned the

points at which the vegetables of this northern region

appear and disappear , he first observed the Red Pine

near Lake St. John in Canada , in the 4^th degree of

latitude. Towards the South I have not seen it beyond

Wilkesborough in Pennsylvania, in latitude 4»' 3o'; and

it is rare in all the country south of the river Hudson.

It is found in Nova Scotia, where it bears the same name
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RED PI MB. 345

as in Canada, and also that of Yellow Pine. Mackenzie,

in the narrative of his journey to the Pacihc Ocean

,

mentions it as existing beyond Lake Superior.

But the Red Pine does not , like the Black Spruce

,

the Hemlock Spruce and the White Pine, constitute

a large proportion of the extensive forests which cover

these regions, but occupies small tracts o! a few hundred

acres , alone or mingled only with the White Pine. Like

most species of this genus , it grows in dry and sandy

soils, by which the luxuriance of its vegetation is not

checked, for it is 70 or 80 ftet in height and a feet in

diameter. It is chiefly remarkable for the uniform size

of its trunk for two thirds of its length.

The bark upon the body of this tree is of a clearer

red than upon that of any other species in the United

States ; hence is derived its popular name , and hence I

have substituted the sp-eitic epithet rubra for that of

minosa , employed by Aiton , and adopted by Sir A. B.

Lambert. Another motive for the change was to prevent

a mistake to which many persons would be liable , of

supposing that this species affords the resinous matter

so extensively used in ship-building.

The leaves are of a dark green , 5 or 6 inches long,

united in pairs and collected in bunches at the extremity

of the branches, like those of the Long-leaved Pine and

Maritime Pine , Pinus maritima, instead of being dis>

persed like those of the Jersey and Wild Pines. The fe-

male tloweri? are bluish during the first months after

(«
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their appearance , and the cones , which are destitute of

thorns and which shed their seeds the tirst year , are

about a inches long , rounded at the base and abruptly

pointed.

The concentrical circles are crowded in the Red Pine,

and the wood , when wrought , exhibits a fine compact

grain. It is rendered heavy by the resinous matter with

'vbich it is impregnated, and in Canada, Nova Scotia and

ihe District of Maine, it is highly esteemed for strength

rrd durability, and is frequently employed in naval ar-

chitecture , especially for the deck of vessels , for which

it furnishes planks 4o ^cet long without knots. Stript

o( ihc sap it makes very lasting pumps. The main-mast

oi the St. Lawrence , a ship of fitly guns built by the

French at Quebec, was of this Pine, which confirms

my observation concerning its stature.

The Red Pine is exported to England in planks from

the Distr' t of Maine and the shores of Lake Champlain.

I have lately learned that this commerce is diminished,

because the timber is said to consist in too great a pro-

portion of sap : but the objection appears to me un-

founded ; several trunks a foot in diameter, that I have

examined , contained only one inch of sap.

"While young, {nv. Vj i\ Pine has a beautiful aspect,

and its vegetation h always vigorous ; it would doubtless

succeed in France ami throughout the north of Europe,

and the useful properties of its wood and the resinous

matter that might be extracted from it are sufiicicnt in-
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duceinents to its cultivation. I by no means agree with

Sir A. B. Lambert, that its wood is always of an infe*

rior quality.

PLATE CXXXIV.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i , A leaf.

Fig. 3, A seed.

»»i.
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STONE PINE.

PiMUS PINEA. P. folUs gemims ; strobilis opcUis, obtusis, subm

inenftibus; /oliis kmporibus; nucibus duns.

The Isles of the Mediterranean Sea , the shores of

European Turkey, and the South of Europe in general

produce this species of Pine. It grows with difiiculty in

more northern climates , and requires to be protected

from the cold while young ; in this manner have been

reared the stocks that exist in the botanical garden oi

Paris , which support a winter as rigorous as that of

Richmond in Virginia.

The Stone Pine attains the height of 55 or 60 feet,

with a diameter of i5 or ao inches, and is easily distin-

guished by its wide and depressed summit.The leaves are

about 5 inches in length, united in pairs, and of a bright

green. The cones are 5 inches long
, 4 inches broad

,

and very obtuse. On the inner side of each scale , at the

base , are two pits containing a hard seed of a deep blue

colour surmounted by a short wing. The seeds enclose

a white kernel , of an agreeable taste when fresh , which

is served upon the table : but there is a Pine known in

Portugal by the name of Ptnhao molar, and in Naples

by that of Piniolo molese , of which the kernel is tender

and in every respect preferable.

The Stone Pine is a conquest of civilised man from
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savage Nature , and a long course of uninterrupted

cultivation has been necessary to perfect its fruit. To

assign the period at "which this process was begun is

perhaps impossible ; it must , however , be remote , for

these cones are found , as an architectural ornament

,

in the Greek and Roman antiquities.

Though this tree can be of little value to the United

States, it deserved to be mentioned , as it grows in the

poorest soils , has a picturesque appearance , and is as-

sociated with recollections that are cherished by every

lover oi the Arts and Sciences.

' PLATE CXXXV. ' ^

A branch mth a cone of the natural size. Fig, i , j4 leaf.

Fig. 2, A seed,
. :*
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Pints RVPESTBis. P, €uhor humiWi
; foUU hlnli, HgldU^

uncialibus; strohUis cinems, reairvU, imigr^er ineufvato*

totlis t stfuamis inermibus, ramuh a^reuUt
'
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This species is found farther northwAfd than any

other American Pine. In Nova Scotia And the Diitrict of

Maine, where it is rare, it is called Sen^ Pitu^ and in

Canada, Grey Pine, I cannot impart a jttfter idea of its

nature than by an extract from my fiither*i notei upon

Canada :
** In the environs of HudfOii*a Bay and oi the

Great Mistassin lakes, the trees which cofflpoie the

forests a few degrees farther south difappear almost en-

tirely, in consequence of the severity of the winter and

the sterility ot the soil. The face of the country ii almost

everywhere broken by innumerable lakef « and covered

with large rocks piled upon each other and uiually over-

grown with large black lichens , which deepen the

gloomy aspect of these desolate and almoit uninhabited

regions. Here and there, in the intervali ot the rocks,

are seen a few individuals of this species of Pine^ which

fructify and even exhibit the appearance! of decrepitude

at the height of 3 feet. One hundred and iiily miles

farther south its vegetation is more vigorouft but il it still
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not more than 8 or lo ieet hjgh, and in Nova Scotia,

vrhere it is confined to the summit ofthe rocks, it rarely

exceeds this stature."

The leaves oi the Grey Pine are united in pairs inT^be

samesbeath, but they are disseminated over the branches

instead oi being collected at the extremity, and are about

an inch long, flat on the interior, and rounded on

the exterior iace. The cones are commonly in pairs,

and are oi a grey or ashy colour , which has probably

lent its name to the tree ; they are about a inches long,

and have the peculiarity oi always pointing in the same

direction with the branches : they are, besides, remark^

able- for naturally assuming an arching shape , which

gives them the appearance of small horns. They are ex'^

tremtel«^ hard, and do not open to release the seeds be-

fore tbe second Or Ihird year. The 'CahacKans iinda

speedy cure ior obstinate colds in a diet-drink made by

boiling these cones in water. If this property, which \s

said to belong also to th^ fruit oi the Black Spruce , is

proved to exist, it form6 the onlymerit of a tree too

diminutive to be of any utility ; in my opinion Sir A. B.

Jjambert mistakes, in supposing it capcd>le of furnishing

turpentine or tar as an article of commerce. '

<\uf

PLAT£ CXXXVI.i"U< 'iO T^

A htanch mth a cone 6f the natural st'ze. Ftg. i, A leaf.

J'^g.y, A seed.
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YELLOW PINE.
'f?.;-

Vikvi Mins. P. orftor maxima; foliis prcBlongis , tenuori-

bus, cemiculaiis; strohUis parm, conotdeo-^n^atisi tessu^

latum mucrone minutissimo. >« > f'o • u •« r < ! > H >; ;;

i
'1

A'hm mili»t Mira. Flor. Bor. Aa>

^ This tree is widely diffused in North America , and is

known in different place's by different names : in th^

Middle States , where it is abundant and in common

use , it is called Yellow Pine , in the Carolinas and Geor-

gia, Spruce Pine, and minre frequently Short -leaved

Pine. . ....,-. i.,1.; ,, .,

- Towards the North this species is not found bieyond

certain districts of Connecticut and Massachussets ; it is

mu^Hplied in the lower part of New Jersey, and still

more on the eastern shore of Maryland and in the lower

parts of Virginia , where it is seen only upon arid soils;

I have, also, met with it on the right bank of the river

Hudson at a little distance from Albany, at Chambers^

burgh in Pennsylvania, near Mudlick in Kentucky, on

the Cumberland Mountains and in the vicinity of Knox-

yille in East Tennessee , at Edgefield Court-house in the

upper part of South Carolina , and on the river Oconee

in the upper part ofGeorgia. In all these places it is united

with other trees , and enters in a greater or less propor-

tion into the composition of the forests, according to the
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nature of the soil. It abounds on the poorest lands ; on

those of a certain degree of fertility, which is indicated

by the flourishing appearance of the Oaks and Walnuts,

it is more rare , though it still surpasses the surrounding

trees in bulk and elevation. The Yellow Pine is also oc-

casionally seen in the lower part of the Carolinas , in

the Floridas, and probably in Louisiana; but in these

regions it grows only in spots consisting of beds of

red clay mingled with gravel , which here and there

pierce the light covering of sand which forms the sur-

face of the country to the distance of lao miles from

the sea.

The Yellow Pine is a beautiful tree, and this advan-

tage it owes to the disposition of its limbs , which are

less divergent the higher they are placed upon the

stock , and which are bent towards the body so as to

form a summit regularly pyramidical , but not spacious

in proportion to the dimensions of the trunk. Its

regularity has perhaps given rise to the name of Spruce

Pine,

In New Jersey and in Maryland this tree is 5o or 60

feet high, and is commonly ofan uniform diameter of i5

or 18 inches for two thirds of this distance ; in Virginia

and the upper part of the Carolinas there are stocks of

nearly the same height* and of twice this diameter ; I

have measured several that were between 5 or 6 feet in

circumference.

The leaves are 4 or 5 inches long, tine, flexible , hoi-
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lowed on the inner iace , of a dark green , and united

in pairs ; sometimes , from luxuriancy of vegetation
,

three are iound together on the shoots of the season

,

but never upon the older branches ; there is , therefore,

an inaccuracy in the description of this species as a

Pine with tofo or three leaves, and in the specific epithet

variabilis.

The cones are oval, armed with fine spines, and

smaller than those of any other American Pine , since

they scarcely exceed an inch and a half in length upon

old trees. The seeds are cast the first year.

The concentrical circles of the wood are six times as

numerous in a given space as those of the Pitch and

Loblolly Pines. In trunks i5 or i8 inches in diameter

there are only two inches , or two and a half, of sap,

and still less in such as exceed this size. The heart is

fine-grained and moderately resinous, which renders

it compact without great weight. Long experience has

proved its excellence and durability. In the Northern

and Middle States, and in Virginia , to the distance of

ISo miles from the sea , nine-tenths of the houses are

built entirely of wood , and the floors , the casings of

the doors and wainscots, the sashes of the windows,

etc. , are made of this species, as more solid and lasting

than any other indigenous wood. In the upper part of

the Garolinas , where the Cypress and White Cedar do

not grow, the houses are constructed wholly of Yellow

Pine, and are even covered with it. But for whatever pur-
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pose it is employed it should be completely freed from

the sap, which speedily decays. This precaution is some-

times neglected in order to procure wider boards , es-

pecially near the ports , where , from the constant con-

sumption , the tree is becoming rare. Immense quan-

tities are used in the dock-yards ofNew York, Philadel-

phia, Bahimore, etc., for the decks, masts, yards,

beams and cabins of vessels , and it is considered as

next in durability to the Long-leaved Pine. The wood

from New Jersey and Maryland is fmer-grained , more

compact , and stronger than that from the river Dela-

ware , which grows upon richer lands.

The Yellow Pine, in boards from an inch to two

inches and a half thick , forms a Considerable article of

exportation to the West Indies and Great Britain : in

the advertisements of Liverpool it is designated by

the name of Ne» York Pine, and in those of Jamaica

by that uf Yellow Pine ; in both places it is sold at a

lower price than the Long-leaved Pine of the Southern

States , but much higher than the White Pine.

Though this species yields turpentine and tar , their

extraction demands too much labour, as it is always

mingled in the forests with other trees. The value

of its wood alone renders it , for the middle and

north of Europe, the most interesting, except the

Red Pine , of the American species. Sir A. B. Lambert

begins his latin description of it thus : Jrbor mediocn's,

II. ^ 34
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etc. , and adds that ** it doca not eiceed aS or 3o feet

in height , ia of a spongy consistence , and unfit for'

building."

PLAT£ CXXXVII.

A branch with a cone of the natural site. Fig. i , A leaf.

Fig. %, A seed.
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Wild Piiu» or S(oUli Fir
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WILD PINE, OR SCOTCH FIR.

PiNtJS STLVISTBIS. P. foKis gemints rigldis, strobilis ovato-

conicisf hngilucUne foliorum ; squamis echinaU's. ' «

The Pines of the Old Continent are less numerous

than those already observed in North America. Among

them the Wild Pine is the most valuable for the pro-

perties of its virood; it is, besides , extensively diffused

,

and grows in the most dissimilar soils.

In that part of Europe which lies above the 55th de-

gree of latitude , are found immense forests of resinous

trees, in general composed entirely of this species

:

below this parallel the leafy trees begin to mingle with

them, and soon exclude them from the forests. In

the centre of Europe the Wild Pine abounds only in

the coldest and most elevated situations , such as the

Pyrenees , the Tyrolian , Swiss and Vosgian Mountains.

In Scotland it is so common as to leave no doubt

of its being indigenous to that kingdom , though some

authors believe it to have come originally from the Con-

tinent.

This tree arrives at perfection only in the north of

Europe , where it is more than 80 feet high and 4 or 5

feet in diameter. The full-grown trunk is covered with

a thick and deeply furrowed bark ; the leaves are in

pairs, of a pale green, stiff, twisted, and about three

inches long ; the flowers are of a yellowish tint , and the
i
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cones are greyish, of a middling tbiekneii and a little

shorter than the leaves. Each scale if iurmoantiid by a

retorted spine ; the seeds are smallf black; and garnished

%vith a reddish wing ; they ripen the iecond year.

The great elevation of the Wild Pine, i(« uniform

diameter, and the excellent quality of iti wood, resalting

Irom a just proportion of resinoui flnid , render it pe-

culiarly proper for the masts of large ibipf , and for an

iniinite variety of secondary uses,A considerable export-

ation takes place from the north of Europe, especially

from Riga, Memel and Dantzick, io the maritime states,

particularly to England , where , according to Sir A. B.

Lambert, it is known by the name o(red deal, and in

Ix>ndon by that ofydhw deal. In Poland and Rossia the

houses in the country are generally consttticted of it.

This species furnishes four-tifths of the tar consumed

in the dock-yards of Europe , which i« imported from

Archangel, Riga, and other ports of Ruisiaand Iforway.

In the north of Europe great ravages are committed

in the forests composed of the Wild Pine and T^onvay

Spruce Fir , by several insects of which the most des-

tructive is the Bostrichus pimperda. This little animal

introduces itself into the cellular integument of the

bark , and succeeds in dividing it from the trunk. The

separation of the bark prevents the circulation of the

sap , and hence results the inevitable death of the tree.

It is impossible to oppose an effectual reiiitance to this

winged enemy; but I have been informed by a Polish

III
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gentleman that its progress is sometimes arrested by

felling all the trees , for a space of 5o yards in breadth

,

between the part of the forest which it already occupies

and that which it threatens to assail. '•! -

The faculty which I have ascribed to the Wild Pine

of growing in climates , soils and exposures extremely

different, is of inestimable value, and its cultivation has

been successfully attempted on lands abandoned during

ages of hopeless sterility. Plantations may be formed

from the seed or with young stocks from the nursery :

of all the Pines this species bears transplanting with the

least injury. It is seen flourishing on sandy wastes ex-

posed to the saline vapours of the sea , and , which is

more remarkable , on calcarious lands , a large tract of

which in the Department of the Marne, called la Cham-

pagnepouilleuse, has begun within 4o years to be covered

wilh it , after lying desert from time immemorial. The

proprietors who first conceived this fortunate plan

have already seen their barren grounds acquire a ten-

fold value. The oldest plantations yield seeds, which

are disseminated by the winds and spring up spon-

taneously. After the first growth of evergreen trees,

the soil becomes capable of sustaining the Birch , the

Hornbeam, the Oaks, etc., which in time render it

proper for the production of cereal plants. In Belgium

large heaths have in this way been transformed into

rich arable land.

The culture of the Wild Pine has been found so pro-
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fitable that seeds or young plants may every where be

obtained at a moderate price. April is the most favourable

ieasoQ lor sowing the seeds or removing the young

stocks : 6 or 8 pounds ofseeds should be scattered upon

an acre of ground previously sown with half the usual

quantity of oats ; the roller suffices to cover them.

The oats preserve a degree of coolness in the soil, and

shelter the young Pines from the ardour ofthe sun ; but

great care must be taken not to injure them in the

harvest.

The Wild Pine is so different from the White Pine

in its foliage , the form of its cones and the quality of

its wood, that no comparison can be instituted between

them : it is more analogous to the YellowPine , to which

however it is superior. It might be most profitably cul-

tivated on waste lands in the Northern Section of the

United States. ^:;>'J ••i'^-^'> -••' -vj*; i-ti'ui ,'

^^'^i "*'''"''

'-^'' PLATE CXXXVIII. '
"'

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i , A leaf.

Fig. a, A seed. Fig. 5, Bostrichus piniperda , or Dermestes

typographus, of the natural size. Fig. 4* The same insect

enlarged. rm
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NEW JERSEY PINE.

PiHTS IMOPS. p. arbor mediocns , ramosa; foKis bmis,

brepibus; strobilis ovato-acuminatis, soUtarits, fuscis; inuf

cronibus tessularum rigidis ; deorsum sub-4nclinatis.

Obs. Truncus et ramuli obscure et squalide futcL

Thb Jersey Pine has probably been so named from its

abounding in the lower part of New Jersey, where the

soil is meager and sandy , and where it is often accom-

panied by the Yellow Pine. It is not, however, confined

to this State , lor I have seen it in Marj'land , Virginia

and Kentucky, in Pennsylvania beyond Gbambersburg,

near the Juniata, and on the scrubby ridges beyond

Bedford, at the distance of about aoo miles from Phila-

delphia. In this part of Pennsylvania it is called Scrub

Pine, and is seen wherever the soil is composed of ar-

gillaceous schistus and is consequently poor. The lean-

ness of the land on which it grows is attested by the

decrepid appearance of the Scarlet , Red , Black , White

and Rock Ghesnut Oaks, with which it is mingled. I have

never met with it northward of the river Hudson » nor

in the Garolinas and Georgia.

This tree is sometimes 3o or 4o feet high and la or i5

inches in diameter , but it rarely attains these dimen-

sions. The trunk , which is clad in a blackish bark , ta-

pers sensiby from the base to the summit , and half its

length is occupied by limbs remote from each other.The

J,
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leaves are united in pairs and are of a dark green , one

or two inches long, flat on the inner face, stiff and

scattered over the young branches, which are very

flexible and smooth , while those of the other species

are scaly. The wood of the annual shoots is observed to

be oi a violet tint , which is a character peculiar to this

species and to the Yellow Pine.

The cones are a little larger than those of the preced-

ing species, or about 2 inches long and an inch in dia-

meter at the base : they are attached by short, thick

peduncles , and are armed with long , firm spines

,

pointed and bent backwards ; they are usually single and

directed towards the earth. The seeds are shed the first

year of their maturity. \

The size of this species of Pine forbids the useful em-

ployment of its wood , not to mention the disadvantage

under which it labours of containing a large proportion

of sap. Near Mudlick in Kentucky a small quantity of tar

is obtained from the heart and consumed in the vicinity.

I must again dissent from the opinion of Sir A. B. Lam-

bert , who thinks that the flexible branches of the Jersey

Pine might serve for hoops : they are too knotty, and

would decay in less than six months. Next to the Grey

Pine this is the most uninteresting species of the United

States. •

'
-

'

-> PLATE CXXXIX.

j4 branch with a cone of tJie natural size. Fig. i , A leaf.

Fig.2,As€ed, ..
i,i
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TABLE MOUNTAIN PINE.

PWUS PUHGBMS. P. arbor ^'^-^opedalisi/oliisbmis, btt-

vibus etcrassis; strobilis turbinatis , prcemagnis, flavis,

squamis echinatis, spims lutets, durissimis et basi latio-

ribus.

Tbx Table Mountain , in North Carolina , one of the

highest points of the Alleghanies , at the distance of

nearly 3oo miles from the sea , has given its name to

this species of Pine , which covers it almost exclusively

,

though it is rare on the neighbouring summits. Nor is

it found in any other part of the United States , as my
father and myself have become assured by extensive

researches. Of all the forest trees of America this

species alone is restricted to such narrow limits , and it

will probably be among the first to become extinct;

as the mountains which produce it are easy of access

,

are favoured with a salubrious air and a fertile soil « and

are rapidly peopling ; besides which , their forests are

frequently ravaged by fire.

The Table Mountain Pine is 40 or 5o feet in height

with a proportional diameter. The buds are resinous,

and the leaves , which grow in pairs, are thick, stiff, and

about 2 inches and a half in length. The cones are about

3 inches long and a inches in diameter at the base , of a

regular form and a light yellow colour : they are sessile,

IX. 55
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and oHen united to the number of four. Each scale is

armed with a strong , ligneous spine , 2 lines in length

,

widened at the base , and bent towards the summit of

the cone.

This tree divides itself in numerous ramifications. It

is appropriated to no particular use , but in the moun-

tains of North Carolina its turpentine is preferred to

every other as a dressing for wounds. I cannot discover

the slightest difference between this resin and that of

the Pitch Pine , and it is a remarkable fact that all the

Pines, though differing widely from each other, yield a

resin so analogous as oflen to be undistinguishable by

the taste and smell.

The Table Mountain Pine has no valuable properties

to recommend it to notice in Europe ; it will serve only

to complete botanical collections and to diversify pleasure

grounds.

' . PLATE CXL.

^4 branch with a cone ofthe natumi site.
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LONG-LEAVED PINE.
y

'

PiNUS AVSTRALis. P. arftor maxima; foliis terms hngissi-

mis i amentis masculis longo-cylindraceis
, fusco-glaucis »

difergentibus ; strobilis longissime conoideis, iessularum

tuberculo tumido, mucrone mimttiss''* j terminato.

PiHut pdtiutrit. Lim.

This invaluable tree is known both in the countries

which produce it , and in those to which it is exported

,

by different names : in the first it is called Long-leaved

Pine , Yellow Pine, Pitch Pine and Broom Pine; in the

Northern States, Southern Pine and Red Pine ; and in

England and the West Indies, Georgia Pitch Pine. I

have preferred the first denomination , because this

species has longer leaves than any other eastward of the

Mississippi , and because the names ofYellow Pine and

Pitch Pine, which are more commonly employed , serve

in the Middle States to designate two species entirely

distinct and extensively diffused. The specific epithet

australis is more appropriate than that oipalustns, which

has hitherto been applied to it by botanists , but which

suggests an erroneous idea of the situations in which it

grows.

Towards the north the Long-leaved Pine first makes

its appearance near Norfolk in Virginia, where the pine-

barrens begin. It seems to be especially assigned to dry,
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sandy soils , and it is found almost without interruption

in the lower part of the Carolina*, Georgia and the

Floridas, over a tract more than 600 milei long from

north-east to south-west, and more than 100 miles

broad from the sea towards the mountains of the Caro-

linas and Georgia. I have ascertained three points, about

100 miles apart, where it does not grow i the fimt, 8

miles from the river Nuse in North Carolina, on the

road from Louisburgh to Raleigh ; the second, between

ChesterandWinesborough in South Carolina; the third,

I a miles north of Augusta in Georgia,Where it begins to

show itself towards the river Nuse , it is united with the

Loblolly Pine, the Yellow Kne, the Pond Pine, the

Black Jack Oak and the Scrub Oak} but immediate'y

beyond Raleigh it holds almost exclusive possession of

the soil , and is seen in company with the Pines just

mentioned only on the edges of the swamps enclosed in

the barrens : even there not more tlian one stock in a

hundred is of another species. With this exception the

Long-leaved Pine forms the unbroken mass of woods

which covers this extensive country, But between Fayet-

teville and Wilmington , in North Carolina , the Scrub

Oak is found in some districts disseminated in the bar-

rens , and , except this species of Pine , it is the only trc*

capable of subsisting in so dry and sterile a soil.

The mean stature of the Long-leaved Pine is 60 or 70

feet , with an uniform diameter of 1 5 or 18 inches for

two-thirds of this height. Some stocks , favoured by
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local circumstances, attain much larger dimo'^sions, par-

ticularly in East Florida. The hark is somewhat fur-

rowed , and the epidermis detaches itself in thin trans-

parent sheets. The leaves are about a foot long , of a

beautiful brilliant green, united to the number of three

in the same sheath , and collected in bunches at the ex-

tremity of the branches : they are longer and more

numerous on the young stocks , which are sometimes

cut by the negroes for brooms. The buds are very large,

white , fringed , and not resinous.

The bloom takes place in April ; the male flowers form

masses of divergent violet - coloured aments about a

inches long ; in drying they shed great quantities of yel-

lowish pollen , which is diffused by the wind and forms

a momentary covering on the surface of the land and

water. The cones are very large , being 7 or 8 inches

long , and 4 inches thick when open , and are armed

with small retorted spines. In the fruitful year they

are ripe about the i5th of October , and shed their

seeds the same month. The kernel is of an agreeable

taste, and is contained in a thin white shell, surmounted

by a membrane ; in every other species of American

Pine the shell is black. Sometimes the seeds are very

abundant , and are Voraciously eaten by wild turkies

,

squirrels , and the swine that live almost wholly in the

woods. But in the unfruitfnl year, a forest of a hundred

miles in extent may be ransacked without fmding a single

cone: this probably occasioned the mistakeofthe French

II
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who in 1567 attempted a settlement in Florida, that

'* the woods were tilled with superb Pines that never

yielded seed."

The Long-leaved Pine contains but little sap ; several

trunks i5 inches in diameter at the height oi 3 feet

,

which I have myself measured , had 10 inches of perfect

wood. Many stocks of this size are felled for commerce,

and none are received for exportation of which the

heart is not 10 inches in diameter when squared. The

concentrical circles in a trunk fully developed are close

and at equal distances , and the resinous matter , which

is abundant, is more uniformly distributed than in the

other species ; hence the wood is stronger , more com-

pact and more durable : it is, besides, fine-grained,

and susceptible of a bright polish. These advantages give

it a preference over every other Pine : but its quality is

modified by the nature of the soil in which it grows ; in

the neighbourhood of the sea , where only a thin layer

of mould reposes on the sand, it is more resinous

than where the mould is 5 or 6 inches thick ; the stocks

that grow upon thetirst mentioned soil are called Pitch

Pine, and the others Yellow Pine , as if they were dis-

tinct species.

This wood subserves a great variety of uses in the

Carolinas , Georgia and the Floridas : four-fifths of the

houses are built of it , except the roof, which is covered

with shingles of Cypress ; but in the country the roof is

also of Pine, and is renewed after i5 or 18 years, a
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considerable interval in a climate so warm and humid.

A vast consumption takes place for the enclosure of cul-

tivated fields. In naval architecture this is the most es-

teemed of the Pines : in the Southern States , the keel

,

the beams , the side-planks , and the pins by which they

are attached to the ribs , are of this tree. For the deck it

is preferred to the trueYellow Pine , and is exported for

Ihat purpose to Philadelphia , New York , etc. , where it

is in request also for the flooring of houses.

In certain soils its wood contracts a reddish hue, and

it is for that reason known in the deck-yards of the

Northern States by the name of Red Pine. Wood of

this tint is considered the best, and in the opinion

of some ship-wrights it is more durable on the sides of

vessels , and less liable to injury from worms , than the

Oak.

The Long-leaved Pine is the only species exported

from the Southern States to the West Indies. A numer-

ous fleet of small vessels is employed in this trafHc , par-

ticularly from Wilmington in North Carolina , and Sa-

vannah in Georgia. The stuff destined for the Colonial

market is cut into every form required in the construc-

tion of houses and of vessels ; what is sent to England

is in planks from i5 to 3o feet long and lo or la inches

broad ; they are called ranging timbers , and are sold at

8 or 10 dollars a hundred cubic feet. The vessels freighted

with this timber repair chiefly to Liverpool , where it is

said to be employed in the building of ships and ofwet-
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docks : it is called Georgia Pitch Pine , and is sold a5 or

3o per cent higher than any other Pine imported from

the United States.

From the diversified uses of this wood an idea may be

formed of the consumption ; to which must be added

a waste of a more disastrous kind , which it seems im-

possible to arrest. Since the year 1804 , extensive tracts

of the finest Pines are seen covered only with dead

trees. In 1803 , I remarked a similar phenomenon

among the 'Yellow Pines, in East Tennessee. This catas-

trophy is felt among the Scotch Firs which people the

forests of the north of £urope , and is wrought by

swarms of small insects , which lodge themselves in dif-

ferent parts of the stock, insinuate themselves under

the bark
,
penetrate into the body of the tree , and cause

it to perish in the course of the year.

The value of the Long-leaved Pine does not reside

exclusively in its wood : it supplies nearly all the resin-

ous matter used in the United States in ship-building

,

and a large residue for exportation to the West Indies

and Great Britain. In this view its place can be supplied

by no other species : those which afford the same pro-

duct being dispersed through the woods or collected in

inaccessible places. In the Northern States , the lands

which , at the commencement of their settlement, were

covered with the Pilch Pine, were exhausted in a5or3o

years, and for more than half a century have ceased to

furnish tar.
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The pine-barrens are of vast extent , and are covered

with trees of the finest growth ; but they cannot all be

rendered profitable from the difiiculty of communica-

tion with the sea. Formerly tar was made in all the lower

parts of the Garolinas and Georgia , and throughout the

Floridas vestiges are every where seen of kilns that

have served in the combustion of resinous wood. At

present, this branch of industry is contincd to the lower

districts of North Carolina, which furnish almost all

the tar and turpentine exported from "Wilmington and

other ports.

The resinous product of the Pine is of six sorts, viz:

turpentine , scrapings , spirit of turpentine , rosin , tar

and pitch^ The two last are delivered in their natural

state ; the others are modified by the agency of fire

in certain modes of preparation. More particularly

:

turpentine is the sap of the tree obtained by making

incisions in its trunk. It begins to distil about the

middle of March, when the circulation commences,

and flows with increasing abundance as the weather

becomes warmer , so that July and August are the most'

productive months. TVhen the circulation is slackened

by the chills of autumn, the operation is discontinued

,

and the remainder of the year is occupied in prepara-

tory labours for the following season , which consist—
first , in making the boxes. This is done in January and

February : in the base of each tree , about 3 or 4 inches

from the ground , and of preterence on the south side

,

11. 36
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a cavity is formed , commonly of the capacity of three

pints , but proportioned to the size of the trunk , of

i^hich it should occupy a quarter of the diameter ; on

stocks more than 6 Icet in circumference, two, and

sometimes four, boxes are made on opposite sides. Next

comes the raking, or the clearing the ground at the foot

of the trees from leaves and herbage , by which means

they are secured against the tires that are often kindled

in the woods by the carelessness of travellers and wag-

goners. If the flames gain the boxes already impregnated

with turpentine , they are rendered useless , and others

must be made. Notching is merely making at the sides of

the box two oblique gutters, about 3 inches long , to

conduct into it the sap that exudes from the edges of the

wound. In the interval of a fortnight, which is employed

in this operation , the first boxes become filled with sap.

A wooden shovel is used to transfer it to pails , which

in turn are emptied into casks placed at convenient

distances. To increase the product , the upper edge of

the box is chipped once a week , the bark and a portion

of the alburnum being removed to the depth of four

concentrical circles. The boxes fill every three weeks.

The turpentine thus procured is the best, and is called

pure dipping.

The chippings extend the first year a foot above the

box, and as the distance increases, the operation is

more frequently repeated , to remove the sap coagul-

ated on the surface of the wound. The closing of the
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pores , occasioned by continued rains , exacts the same

remedy ; and it is remarked that the produce is less

abundant in moist and cool seasons. Aiter 5 or 6 years

the tree is abandoned ; the upper edge of the wound
becomes cicatrized , but the bark is never restored sut-

iiciently for the renewal of the process.

It is reckoned that a5o boxes yield a barrel containing

320 lb. Some persons charge a single negro with the care

of 4>ooo or 4i^ooo trees of one box; others, of only

5,000, which is an easy task. In general, 3,ooo trees

yield, in ordinary years, 76 barrels of turpentine and

a5 of scraping, which supposes the boxes to be emptied

five or six times in the season. The scraping is a coating

ofsap which becomes solid before it reaches the boxes,

and which is taken off in the fall and added to the last

runnings. In November , 1807, the pure dipping was sold

at, Wilmington at 3 dollars a barrel , and the scraping a

quarter less. ,

In i8o4f the exportation to the Northern States and

to the English possessions amounted to 77,827 barrels.

During peace it comes even to Paris , where it is called

Boston Turpentine. Throughout the United States it is

used to make yellow soap of a good quality. The con-

sumption in England is great , and , in the official state-

ments, the value imported in 1807 is 46^9828 dollars;

in i8o5, Liverpool alone received 4^)394 b^i^i'^ls* ^i^^

in 1807 » lS»924 barrels. It was sold there in August

1807, at 3 dollars a hundred pounds, and after the
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American embargo, in 1808, at 8 or g dollars. Oddy

omits, in his list of articles exported from Archangel and

Stockholm to Great Britain, the resinous product of

the Pine, which has amounted to 100,000 barrels of tar

in a year.

A great deal of spirits of turpentine is made in North

Carolina : it is obtained by distilling the turpentine in

large copper retorts , which are of an imperfect shape,

being so narrow at the mouth as to retard the operation.

Six barrels of turpentine are said to afford one cask or

ia2 quarts of the spirit. It is sent to all parts of the

United States , even to the Western Country by the

way of Philadelphia , to England, and to France, where

it is preferred, as less odorous, to that made near

Bordeaux. In 1804, 19,5a6 gallons were exported from

North Carolina. The residuum of the distillation is

rosin , which is sold at one third of the price oi turpen-

tine. The exportation of this substance, in 1804, was

4,675 barrels. *

All the tar of the Southern States is made from dead

wood of the Long-leaved Pine , consisting of trees pros-

trated by time or by the fire kindled annually in the

forests , of the summits of those that are felled for

timber, and of limbs broken off by the ice which some-

times overloads the leaves. *

It is worthy of remark that the branches of resinous

trees consist almost wholly of wood, of which the or-

' SeeTraveU West of the Allcghanics, by F. A. Michaux. Paris. i8o3.

I
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ganizntion is even more perfect 'than in tht .'ody of

the tree ; the reverse is observed in trees v th decid -

uoiis leaves : the explanation of the phenomnton I leave

to persons skilled in vegetable physiology. As soon as

vegetation ceases in any part of the tree , its consistence

speedily changes; the sap decays, and the heart , already

impregnated with resinous juice , becomes surcharged

to such a degree as to double its weight in a year : the

accumulation is said to be much greater after 4 or 5

years : the general fact maybe proved by comparing the

wood of trees recently felled , and of others long since

dead.

To procure the tar , a kiln is formed in a part of the

forest abounding in dead wood : this is first collected

,

siript of the sap , and cut into billets two or three feet

long and about three inches thick ; a task which is ren-

dered long and difHicult by the knots.. The next step

is to prepare a place for piling it : for this purpose , a

circular mound is raised , slightly declining from the

circumference to the centre , and surrounded with a

shallow ditch. The diameter of the pile is proportioned

to the quantity ofwood which it is to receive : to obtain

too barrels of tar, it should be i8 or ao feet wide. In the

middle is a hole with a conduit leading to the ditch, in

which is formed a receptacle for the resin as it flows

out. Upon the surface of the mound, beaten hard

and coated with clay, the wood is laid round in a circle

like rays.

n
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The pile, ^rhen finished , may be compared to a cone

truncated at two-thirds of its height and reversed, being

ao feet in diameter below, a5 or 3o ieet above, and lo

or la feet high. It is then strewed with pine-leaves, co-

v«^red with earth, and contained at the sides with a slighi

cincture of wood. This covering is necessary in order

that the fire kindled at the top may penetrate to the

bottom with a slow and gradual combustion : if the

whole mass was rapidly inflamed , the operation would

fail and the labour in part be lost : in fine , nearly the

same precautions are exacted in this process as are

observed in Europe in making charcoal. A kiln which

is to afford loo or i3o barrels of tar, is 8 or 9 days in

burning.

As the tar flows off into the ditch , it is emptied into

casks of 3o gallons , which are made of the same

species of wood.

Pitch is tar reduced by evaporation : it should not be

diminished beyond halt its bulk to be of a good quality.

In 1807, tar and pitch were exported to England from

the United States to the amount of 265,000 dollars ; the

tar was sold at Liverpool , in August of the same year

,

at 4 dol. 67 c. a barrel , and when the embargo became

known , at 5 dol. 56 c. ; from which inferences may be

drawn to the advantage of the United States. AtWii-

mington, the ordinary price is from i dol. 75c. to 2 dol,

ao c. a barrel.

Oddy informs us thai the tar brought to England
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botwfen 1786 and 1799, came in equal proportions from

UiiMio, Sweden and the United Slates ; only a very small

quantity was drawn from Denmark.The Swedish tar is the

most highly esteemed in commerce , and next, that of

Archangel; that o< the United Slates is considered inferior

to both, which is owing to its being made from dead

wood, while that of Europe is extracted from trees re-

cently felled: I shall speak more particularly ofthe differ-

ence arising from this cause in the description of the Pitch

Pine. The tar of Carolina is said also to contain earth ;

this can be attributable only to the want of care in pre-

paring the receptacles ; if the same pains were taken in

the fabrication , it would probably equal that of Europe,

though it must be considered that the tar of Russia

and Sweden is produced by a different tree, a native of

the north of Europe. It has already been remarked

that in the United States this manufacture is con-

fined to the maritime part of North Carolina, and to a

small tract of Virginia; but, according to the rate of

consumption in America and Great Britain , the pro*

duct would not long suffice it all the extensive regions

rovcred with the Long-leaved Pine were made to con-

tribute to this object ; for the dead wood is said not to

1)C renewed upon a tract that has been cleared , in less

tlinn ten or twelve years. It might be advantageous to

make use of green wood , or purposely to strip the trees

of their bark ; and perhaps in this way supplies might

be obtained equivalent to the demands of commerce.
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Great benefit would result from stripping the Pines

of a certain diameter of their bark ; they would pass

completely into the resinous state in fifteen months, and

would be proper for posts and many other uses which

require strong and lasting wood. This experiment, which

I should have tried when I was last in South Carolina

if the season had not been too far advanced, should be

made in April or the beginning of May, while the sap

is in active circulation , and the liber or inner bark

should be exactly removed.

I cannot conclude this protracted article without ex-

pressing a wish that the Long-leaved Pine should be in-

troduced upon the wastes near Bordeaux : the soil and

climate are perfectly congenial to it , and it would suc-

ceed better than in the more northern departments. It

would be a valuable addition to our domestic resources,

for its wood is superior to that of any Pine of North

America , and , as I have proved by comparison , to

that of the Bordeaux and Riga Pines. The Red and

Yellow Pines , also , are shown to be superior to these

European species , by samples which I brought from

America.

The figure of the Long-leaved Pine , in Sir A. B. Lam-

bert's work, is correct in the leaves and fruit, but de-

fective in the male flowers. His description is wholly in-

consistent with my own observations. The latin phrase

begins thus :
*' Pinus palustris , arbor mediocn's, inpalu-

dosiSf etc. The wood is of a reddish white colour, soft,
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light

,
and very sparingly impregnated with resin. It soon

decays, burns badly, and is so little esteemed that it is

not used while any other species of wood can be pro-
cured."

PLATE CXLI.

Fig. I, A leaf. Fig. 3 , A bita. Fig.Z, A seed.

;--\'
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POND PINE
• (

•

. t

PiNVs SEROTINA. P. arbor /^o-/fi pedtUltf fotiii terms pra-

longis; amerUls masculis erecio incmnbentibuM ', ttrobilis

ovatisj tessularum mucrorie rrunutissUno,

The Pond Pine frequently recuri in the maritime

parts of the Southern States , but is lost as it were

among the Long-leaved Pines which cover these re-

gions , and as it is appropriated to no use, and bears a

strong family likeness to the rest of the genus, it has

received no popular specific name ; that whidi 1 have

given it seems sufficiently appropriate, sinee it grows

principally on the borders of ponds covered with the

Pond Bush, LauriAs asslwalU, and in the small swamps,

whose black and miry soil is sliaded by Ihe Loblolly Bay,

Red Bay, Tupelo , and Small Magnolia or White Bay.

The leaves, united to the number of 3, are 5 or 6 inches

in length, and a little more upon young stocks. The

amenls are straight, and 6 or 8 lines long ', the cones are

commonly opposite and in pairs , a inches and a half

in length , 5 inches and a half in eirenniferencc , and in

form like an egg ; their scales are rounded at the ex-

tremity, and armed with fine short spines which are

isily broken off, so that in some instances no vestige is

lef\ of their existence. The cone* arrive at maturity the
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second year, but do not release their seeds before the

third or fourth.

The ordinary size,of the tree , which it rarely exceeds,

is 35 or 4o feet in height and a 5 or 18 inches in diameter.

It is remarkable for the remoteness of its branches,

which begin to spring upon the lower half of the stock

;

and more than half of the largest trunks consists of sap ;

for these reasons the species is useless at home and de-

servedly neglected abroad.

Observation. The Pond Pine sometimes grows with

the Long -leaved Pine in abandoned lields near the

swamps. The dryness of the soil occasions no difference

in its form. This observation is important , as the species

under consideration is frequently confounded with the

Pilch Pine , which it strikingly resembles

PLATE CXLIL

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i , A leaf.

Fig. 2 , A seed.

II
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PITCH PINE.

PiNUS aiGiDA. P. arbor ramosa; cortice scabro-rimosa

;

gemmis resinosis; JoUis temis; amerttis mascutis erecto-

incumbentibus ; strobilis sparsis vel aggregatis; squamis

: echinatis; spinis rigidis, {. f

This species is known in all the United States by the

Tixme oiPitch Pine , and sometimes in Virginia by that

of Black Pine J but nowhere by that of T'hree-leaved

Virginian Pine which is used by Sir A. B. Lambert.

Except the maritime part of the Atlantic States , and

ihe fertile regions west of the Alleghany Mountains, it

is found throughout the United States, but most abun-

dantly upon the Atlantic coast, where the soil is divers-

ified but generally meager. The vicinity of Brunswick in

the District of Maine, and of Burlington on Lake Cham-

plain in the State of Vermont , are the most northern

points at which I have observed it ; in these places it com-

monly grows in light , even , friable , sandy soils , which

it occupies almost exclusively. It does not exceed 12 or

i5 feet in height , and its slender branches , laden with

puny cones, evince the feebleness of its vegetation.

In Pennsylvania and Virginia the ridges of the Alle-

ghanies are sometimes covered with it , as I have re-

marked in travelling from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh,

and particularly in traversing the South Mountains, on
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the ridge called Saddle Hill, 3o miles from Bedlord.

Here the soil is a little more generous , consisting of

clay thickly sown with stones , and the Pitch Pine is

35 or 4o feet high , and la or i5 inches in diameter.

In the lower part of New Jersey, Pennsylvania and

Maryland , it is frequently seen in the large swamps

filled with the Red Cedar , which are constantly miry or

covered with water ; in such situations it is 70 or 80 feet

high and from ao to a8 inches in diameter, and exceeds

the surrounding trees both in bulk and elevation. It sup-

ports a long time the presence of sea-water , which in

spring-tides overflows the salt-meadows , where it is

sometimes found alone of its genus.

The buds of the Pitch Pine are always resinous , and

its triple leaves vary in length from an inch and a half to

7 inches, according to the degree of moisture in the soil.

The aments are an inch long, straight and winged like

those of the Pond Pine. The size of the cones depends

upon the nature of the soil, and varies from less than

an inch to more than three inches in length ; they are of

a pyramidal shape , and each scale is pointed with an

acute spine about two lines long. Wherever these trees

grow in masses the cones are dispersed singly over the

branches , and , as I have learned by constant observa-

tion , they release the seeds the first autumn after their

maturity ; but on solitary stocks , exposed to the buf-

feting of the winds , the cones are collected in groups

of four, five, or even a larger number, and remain
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dosed for several years. This clustering of the cones

serves , also , to distinguish the Jersey and Table Moun-

tain Pines.

The Pitch Pine has a thick, blackish, deeply fur-

rowed bark. It is remarkable for the number of its

branches , which occupy two thirds of its trunk and

render the wood extremely knotty. The concentrical

circles are widely distant, and three fourths of the larger

stocks consist of sap. On mountains and gravelly lands

the wood is compact , heavy, and surcharged with resin,

whence is derived the name of Pitch Pine : in swamps

,

on the contrary, it is light , soft , and composed almost

wholly of sap ; it is then called Sap Pine. These essential

defects place it below the Yellow Pine , but as that sp >

cies is daily dwindling by the vast consumption in civil

and naval architecture , it is partially replaceci by the

Pitch Pine , the poorer variety of which is used for the

boxes employed in packing certain sorts of merchandize,

such as soap , candles , etc.

On some parts of the AUeghanies , where this tree

abounds , houses are built of it , and the wood , it it is

not covered with paint , is recognized by its numerous

knots. It is thought better than the Yellow Pine for

floors that are frequently washed , as the resin with

which it is impregnated renders it firmer and more dur-

able. It serves perfectly well for ship-pumps , for which

purpose trees with very little iiearl are preferred. The

bakers of New York , Philadelphia and Baltimore ,
and
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the brick-makers in the vicinity of these cities, consume

it in prodigious quantities ; it is sold at Philadelphia at

6 dollars a cord. From the most resinous stocks is pro-

cured the lamp-blark of commerce.

The Pitch Pine seems to have formerly abounded in

Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Hampshire ; for,

since the beginning of the seventeenth century till 1776,

thoy have furnished a certain quantity of tar. About the

year 1705, upon a misunderstanding with Sweden,

whence she had drawn her supplies. Great Britain en-

couraged this branch of industry in the northern part

of America by a premium of one pound sterling for

eight barrels of tar made from dead wood , and of two

pounds for the same quantity extracted from green trees.

The method of depriving the trees of their bark and

telling them the following year, whose excellence has

since been proved by BufTon's experiments on the con-

version of alburnum into perfect wood , and which

might be profitably applied in the United States , was

published and disseminated. In consequence of this

encouragement , or from other causes , the destruction

has been so rapid that the Northern States no longer

furnish turpentine or tar for their own consumption.

The little tar that is made on the shores of Lake Cham-

plain is used on the small vessels that ply upon its sur-

face , or is sent to Quebec. A few of the poorer inhab-

itants in the maritime part of New Jersey live by this

resource, and the product of their industry is sent
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to Philadelphia, where it is less cstecincd than the tar

of the Southern States. What is required for the few

vessels that are annually launched on the Ohio, is ob-

tained at an exorbitant price from the Alleghany Moun-

tains, and from the borders of Tar Greek, which empties

into the Ohio ao miles below Pittsburgh. The essence of

turpentine used in the western country in painting is

drawn from Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Such is the sum of my information concerning the

Pitch Pine ; I have already remarked that on dry gravelly

soils its wood is knotty, and on humid lands, of so poor

a quality as to be unlit for works that require strength

and durability. Several other species arc preferable to

this , such as the Yellow and Red Pines , which grow n

the same soils, and are sometimes associated with it in

the forests.

'\

PLATE CXLIII.

j4 branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i, A leaf,

fig. a, A seed.
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LOBLOLLY PINE.

PiNUS T.CDA. P, arbor maxima , supemk patula ; folh's

temis, pradongis; amentis masculis divergentibus ; strobih's

4 uncialibus; tessulis mucrone sursum rigide uncinato ;

fruciiferis sub-rhomboideis.

Throughout the lower part of the Southern Stales

this species is called Loblolly Pine, and sometimes White

Pine about Petersburgh and Richmond in Virginia. I ob-

served it for the first time near Fredericksburgh , aSo

miles south of Philaclelphia , and I believe it does not

exist much farther north ; it certainly is not found in

Pennsylvania , as Sir A. B. Lambert mistakingly asserts

after Vanghenheim.

In the lower part of Virginia , and in the districts of

North Carolina situated north-east of the river CapeFear,

over an extent of nearly 200 miles, it grows wherever the

soil is dry and sandy ; on spots consisting of red clay min-

gled with gravel it is supplanted by the Yellow Pine and

by different species of Oak : the two Pines are regularly

alternated according to the variations int he soil, and fre-

quently vanish and reappear at intervals of 4 or 5 miles.

In the same parts of Virginia this species exclusively

occupies lands that have been exhausted by cultivation

,

and amid forests of Oak tracts of 100 or 200 acres are

not unfrequently seen covered with thriving yoong

II. 33
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Pines. In the more Southern Statef it is the moftt com-

mon species after the Long-leaved Pine « but it grows

only in the branch -swamps, or long narrow marshes

that intersect the pine-barrens , and near the creeks and

rivers , where the soil is of middling fertility and sus-

ceptible of improvement : such i» the vicinity of Charles-

ton, S. C, which is covered to the diitance of 5 or 6

miles with Loblolly Pines.

The leaves are fine , of a light green t 6 inches long,

and united to the number of three , and sometimes of

four on young and vigorous stocki/ The bloom takes

place in the beginning of April ; the aments are nearly an

inch long , and are bent and intermingled like those of

the Long- leaved Pine. The cones are Mu/tt 4 inches in

length, and armed with strong spines ; ;v '<

. r > jsed they

have the form of an elongated pyramid, and when open,

of a rhombus more or less perfect i Ihe seeds are cast

the first year.

The tree exceeds 8o ieet in height « with a diameter of

a or 3 ieet and a wide-spreading summit. The tallest

stocks in proportion to their diameter 1 observed near

Richmond , on a light , arid soil; from several of them

cylinders might have been formed, 19 or i5 inches in

diameter and 5o feet in length
,
periedly regular and

free from knots.

This wood has a still greater proportion of sap than

that of the Pond and Pitch Pines ; in trunks 3 feet in

diameter I have constantly found 3o inches of alburnum

,
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and in those of a loot in diameter and 5o or 35 feet in

height , not more than an inch of heart. The concentri-

cal circles are widely distant, as might be supposed from

the rapidity of its growth in the more Southern States

;

in Virginia , where it vegetates more slowly, its texture is

closer and the proportion of sap less considerable , as I

have particularly observed at the saw-mills of Peters-

burgh.

Three fourths of the houses in this part of Virginia

are built of the Loblolly Pine , which is even used in the

sbsence of the Yellow Pine for the ground-floors ; but

the boards , though only 4 inches wide and strongly

nailed , shrink and become uneven. This inconvenience

is attributable to its spongy consistence , and is not ex-

perienced in the Long-leaved Pine , whose concentrical

circles are twelve times as numerous in the same space.

In the ports of the Southern States this species is used,

like the Pitch Pine in those of the North , for the pumps

of ships ; at Charleston the wharfs are built with logs

of the Loblolly Pine , consolidated with earth ; bakers

consume it in their ovens , and it is sold a third cheaper

than the more resinous wood of the Long-leaved Pine.

This species is applied only to secondary uses ; it

decays rapidly when exposed to the air , and is regarded

as one of the least valuable of the Pines. It speedily

possesses itself of deserted lands , and renders a long

labour necessary to clear them anew for cultivation.

Though little esteemed in America , it would be an im-
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portant acquisition to the South of Europe, vrhere a tree

of fine appearance and rapid vegetation is an invaluable

treasure. It might be employed in joinery for objects

concealed from sight, for packing-cases, etc. It remains

to be proved whether it would not grow more rapidly

than the Maritime Pine on the plains of Borde; ^x. It

supports a more northern climate , and even fructifies

at Paris, but probably does not attain its perfect de-

velopement.

It affords turpentine in abundance , but in a less fluid

state than that of the Long-leaved Pine : as it contains

more alburnum, from which the turpentine distils,

perhaps by making deeper incisions it would yield a

greater product.

The figure of this species in Sir A. B. Lambert *s work

is correct ; but he mistakes in describing it as of little

stature : arbor hurrUlis, elc. ; it is, on the contrary, next

to the White Pine , the tallest tree of its genus in the

United States.

PLATE CXLIV.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i , A leaf.

Fig. 3 , A seed.
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WHITE PINE.

PiNUS STROBtJS. P. arbor excelsacorticelasvi, cmeTVotefale;

foliis qiiinis, gracilihus, vagt'nis nuUis • amentis masculis

parvis, rufis; strobilis Icevlgatis pendulis longo-cylmdraceis.

This species, one of the most interesting of the Amer-

ican Pines , is known in Canada and the United States

by the name of White Pine, from the perfect whiteness

of its wood when freshly exposed , and in New Hamp-

shire and Maine , by the secondary denominations of

Pumpkin Pine, jipple Pine and Sapling Pine, which are

derived from certain accidental peculiarities.

The leaves of the While Pine are five-fold
, 4 inches

long , numerous, slender, and of a bluish green : to the

lightness and delicacy of the foliage is owing the elegant

appearance of the young trees. The male aments are 4

or 5 lines long, united to the number of 5 or 6 , and ar-

ranged like those of the Loblolly and Long-leaved Pines

;

they turn reddish before they are cast. The cones are

4 or 5 inches long , lo lines in diameter in the middle

,

pedunculated, pendulous, somewhat arched, and com-

posed of thin, smooth scales, rounded at the base. They

open about the first of October to release the seeds , of

which a part are left adhering to the turpentine that

exudes from the scales.

This tree is diffused , though not uniformly, over a

vast extent of country ; it is incapable of supporting
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intense cold, and still less extreme heat. My father,

in returning from Hudson^s Bay, aiter traversing 3oo

miles without perceiving a vestige of it, first observed

it about 4o leagues from the mouth of the Mistassin

,

which discharges itself into Lake St. John in Canada, in

the latitude of 48° ^o'. Two degrees farther south he

found it common , which was doubtless owing rather to

a difference of soil than of climate. From his observa-

tions and my own it appears to be most abundant be-

tween the 43d and 47lh degrees of latitude ; farther

south it is found in the vallies and on the declivities of

the AUeghanies to their termination , but at a distance

from the mountains on either side its growth is forbid-

den by the warmth of the climate. It is said with great

probability to be multiplied near the source of the

Mississippi , which is in the same latitude with the Dis-

trict of Maine , the upper part of New Hampshire , the

State of Vermont and the commencement of the St.

Lawrence , where it attains its greatest dimensions. In

these countries I have seen it in very different situations,

and it seems to accommodate itself to all varieties of soil

except such as consist wholly of sand and such as are

almost constantly submerged. But I have seen the largest

stocks in the bottom of soft , friable and fertile vallies

,

on the banks of rivers composed of deep , cool , black

sand, and in swamps filled with the White Cedar and

covered with a thick and constantly humid carpet of

sphagnum. Near Norridgewock on the river Kennebeck,
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in one of these swamps , which is accessible only in

midsummer, I measured two trunks lelled for canoes,

ofwhich one was 164 ieet long and 54 inches in diameter,

and the other, i4a feet long and 44 inches in diameter,

at three feet from the ground. Mention is made in Belic-

nap's History of New Hampshire of a "White Pine felled

near the river Merrimack, 7 feet 8 inches in diameter,

and nearHoUowell I saw a stump exceeding 6 feet : these

enormous stocks had probably reached the greatest

height attained by the species , which is about 1 80 feet

:

I have been assured by persons worthy of belief that in

a few instances they had felled individual trees of nearly

this stature. Tience we must conclude that the authors

who have stated it<^ height at 260 feet have been misled

by incorrect reports.

But this ancient and majestic inhabitant of the North

American forests is still the loftiest and most valuable of

their productions, and its summit is seen at an immense

distance aspiring towards heaven , far above the heads

of the surrounding trees. The trunk is simple for two

thirds or three fourths of its height , and the limbs are

short and verticillate, or disposed in stages one above

another to the top of the tree, which is formed by three

or four upright branches seemingly detached and un-

supported. In forests composed of the Sugar Maple, the

Beeches or the Oaks, where the soil is strong and proper

for the culture of corn , as for example on the shores

of Lake Champlain , it is arrested at a lower height and
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difTused into a spacious sumtnit ; but it is still taller and

more vigorous than the neighbouring trees.

In the District of Maine and the Province of Nova

Scotia I have constantly remarked that the WhiJe Pine

is the foremost tree in taking possession of barren de-

serted lands , and the most hardy in resisting the impet-

uous gales from the ocean.

On young stocks not exceeding 4© f«et in height the

bark of the trunk and branches is smooth and even po-

lished ; as the tree advances in age it splits and becomes

rugged and grey, but does not fall off in scales like that

of the other Pines. The White Pine is, also, distin-

guished by the sensible diminution of its trunk from the

base to the summit , in consequence of which it is more

difficult to procure sticks of great length and uniform

diameter : this disadvantage , however , is compensated

by its bulk and by the small proportion of its alburnum

;

a trunk of one foot in diameter contains 1 1 inches of

perfect wood.

The wood of this species is employed in greater quan-

tities and far more diversified uses than that ofany other

American Pine
;
yet it is not without essential defects ; it

has little strength, gives a feeble hold to nails, and

sometimes swells by the humidity of the atmosphere.

These properties are compensated however by others

which give it a decided superiority ; it is soft, light,

free from knots and easily wrought , is more durable,

and less liable to split when exposed to She sun, furnishes
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boards of a great width, and timber of large dimensions,

in fine , it is still abundant and cheap.

I have constantly observed the influence of soil to be

greater upon resinous than upon leafy trees. The qua-

lities of the White Pine , in particular, are strikingly

affected by it. In loose , deep , humid soils , it unites in

the highest degree all the valuable properties by which

it is characterized , especially lightness and fineness of

texture, so that it may be smoothly cut in every direction

;

and hence
,
perhaps , is derived the name of Pumpkin

Pine. On dry, elevated lands, its wood is firmer and

more resinous , with a coarser grain and more distant

concentrical circles , and it is then called Sapling Pine.

Throughout the Northern States, except in the larger

capitals, seven-tenths of the houses are of wood, of

which three quarters , estimated at about 5oo,ooo , are

almost wholly of White Pine : even the suburbs of the

cities are built of wood. The principal beams of churches

and other large edifices are of White Pine.

The ornamental work of outer doors , the cornices

and frizes of apartments , and the mouldings of fire-

places, which in America are elegantly wrought , are of

this wood. It receives gilding well , and is therefore se-

lected ior looking-glass and picture frames. Sculptors

employ it exclusively for the images that adorn the bows

of vessels , lor which they prefer the variety called

Pumpkin Pine.

At Boston , and in other towns of the Northern

II. Sy
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States , the inside of mahogany furniture and of trunks,

the bottom of Windsor chairs of an inferior quality

,

water-pails, a great part of the boxes used for packing

goods , the shelves of shops , and an endless variety of

other objects, are made of White Pine.

In the District of Maine it is employed for barrels to

contain salted fish , especially the variety culled Sapling

Pine, which is of a stronger consistence. For the mag-

nificent wooden bridges over the Schuylkill at Phila-

delphia and the Delaware at Trenton ; and for those

which unite Cambridge and Charleston with Boston

of which the first is i,5oo and the second 3,ooo feet in

length , the White Pine has been chosen lor its dura-

bility. It serves exclusively for the masts of the numerou.'

vessels constructed in the Northern and Middle States,

and for this purpose it would be difBcult to replace it

in North America. Before the war of Independence,

England is said to have furnished herself with masts

from the United States , and she still completes from

America the demand which cannot be fully supplied

from the north of Europe : the finest timber of this

species is brought from Maine , and particularly fruiii

the river Kennebeck.

Soon after the establishment of the Colonies, England

became sensible of the value of this resource, and so-

licitous for its preservation. In 1711 and 1731, severe

ordinances were enacted, prohibiting the cutting of

any trees proper for masts on the possessions of llie
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crown. The order comprised the vast countries bounded

on the south by New Jersey and on the north by the

upper limit of Nova Scotia : I am unable to say with what

degree of rigour it was enforced before the American

revolution , but for a space of 600 miles, from Philadel-

phia to a distance beyond Boston , I did not observe a

single stock of the White Pine large enough for the

mast of a vessel of 600 tons.

The principal superiority of the White Pine masts

over those brought from Riga is 'heir lightness; but

they have less street jth, and arc iaid to decay more

rapidly between decks and at the point of intersection

of the yards : this renders the Long-leaved Pine supe-

rior to the White Pine in the opinion oi the greater part

of American ship - builders. But ai.ie of them are of

opinion that the White Pir-t: vould be eq 'ly durable

if the end was careiuUy protected from the weather.

With this view an experiment has been imagined Vk u

bole several feet deep made in the lop of the mast

,

filled with oil, and hermetu-;dly se.iled ; the oil is said to

be absorbed in a few months. The bowsprits and yards

of ships of war are of this species.

The wood is not resinous enough to furnish turpen-

tine forcomm^ re, nor would the labour of extracting

it be easy , since the While Pine occupies exclusively

tracts uf only a few hundred acres, and is usually mingled

in differr id proportions with the lealy trees.

The viisl consumption of this tree for domestic use,
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and for exportation to the West Indies and to Europe;

renders it necessary every year to penetrate farther into

the country, and inroads are already made, in quest of

this species only, upon forests which probahly will not

be cleared for cultivation in a5 or 3o years.

The persons engaged in this branch of industry are

in general emigrants from New Hampshire, lead by in-

constancy of character or by the desire of amassing rap>

idly the means of purchasing a hundred acres of land >

for the establishment of their families. In the summer

they unite in small companies , and traverse these vast

solitudes in every direction to ascertain the places in

which the Pines abound. After cutting the grass and

converting it into hay for the nourishment of the cattle

to be employed in their labour , they return home. In

the beginning of winter they enter the forests again, es-

tablish themselves in huts covered with the bark of the

Canoe Birch or the Arbor Yitx, and though the cold is so

intense that the mercury sometimes remains for several

weeks from 40 to 4^ degrees' below the point of congel-

ation , they persevere with unabated courage in their

work. When the trees are felled they cut them into logs

from 14 to 18 feet long, and by means of their cattle,

which they employ with great dexterity , drag them to

the river, and , after stamping on them a mark of pro-

' The price of land in the County of Kenncbeck , in 1807, was

5 or 6 dollars an acre.

» Of Farenheit's scale.
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perty, roll them upon its frozen bosom. At the breaking

up of the ice in the spring they float down with the

current. All the logs that come down the Kennebeck are

stopped at Winslow, about 120 miles from the sea,

where each person selects his own and forms them into

rafls with the intention of selling them to the proprie-

tors of the numerous saw-mills between that place and

the sea , or of having them sawn for his own benefit at

the price of a half or even of three quarters of the pro-

duct in abundant years.

When I was at Winslow in August 1806 , the river

was still covered with thousands of logs , of which the

diameter of the greater part was 15 or 16 inches , and

that of the remainder (perhaps one fiflieth of the

whole) ao inches. The Blue Ash and the Red Pine were

the only species mingled with them , and these not in

the proportion of one to a hundred. The logs which

are not sawn the first year are attacked by large worms

,

which form in every direction holes about two lines in

diameter ; but if stript of the bark they remain uninjured

for thirty years : the ^ame remark is applicable to the

stumps , which resist the influences of heat and moist-

ure during a great length of time , and it has passed into

proverb that the man who cuts down a Pine never lives

to see it decay. In HoUowell, near the Kennebeck, I saw

several stumps unchanged after an exposure of forty

years. Next to the District of Maine , which furni^hes

three quarters of the White Pine exported from the
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United States , including what come« from New Hamp-

shire by the Merimack and is brought to Boston , the

shores of Lake Ghamplain appeared to be the most

abundantly peopled with this spedeit and to be not

unfavourably situated for its transportation. All that

is cut beyond Ticonderaga , compriiing about three-

fourths of the length of the laket which \§ i5o miles

from north to south , is carried to Quebec , 970 miles

distant, by the Sorel and the St. Lawrence. What is fur-

nished by the southern part of the lake if iawn at Skeens-

borough , transported 70 miles in the winter on sledgea

to Albany, and, with all the lumber of the North river,

brought down in the spring to New York in sloops of

80 or 100 tons, to be atterward» exported in great part

to Europe , the West Indies , and the Southern States.

By an extract from the custom-house register of Fort

St. John , the quantity of this wood that passed down

the Sorel for Quebec, between the first of May 1807 and

the Both of July following , was 133^720 cubic feet of

square timber , 160,000 feet of common boards , 67,000

feet of planks two inches thick » 30 masts , and 4.545

logs of the same dimensions as are brought from the

District of Maine.

The upper part of Pennsylvania « near the source of

the Delaware and Susquehannah » which is mountain-

ous and cold , possesses large forests of tftis Pine , and

in the spring the timber floats down these streams for

the internal consumption of the State. It enters into the
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construction of houses both in the country and in the

towns , and is sawn into planks for exportation from

Ihiladelphia to the West Indies. The masts of vessels

built at Philadelphia are also obtained from the Dela-

ware.

Beyond the mountains , near the springs of the river

Alleghany, from i5o to i8o miles from its junction with

the Ohio, is cut all the White Pine destined for the

market ofNew Orleans , which is 2,900 miles distant. In

the spring , immense quantities descend the river for

the consumption of the country. Three quarters of the

houses of Wheeling, Marietta and Pittsburgh, and of

Washington in Kentucky, are built with White Pine

boards , which are sold at Pittsburgh at 6 or 7 dollars a

thousand feet.

Boston is the principal emporium of this commerce

in the Northern States. The White Pine is found there

in the following forms :— In square pieces from 12 to

35 feet long , and of different diameters ; in scantling,

or square pieces 6 inches in diameter , for the lighter

part of frames ; and in boards , which are divided

into merchantable ov common , and into clear or picked

boards. The merchantable boards are three fourths of

an inch thick, from 10 to i5 inches wide, from 10 to

1 5 feet long, and frequently deformed with knots : at

New York they are called Albany boards , and are sold

at the same price as at Boston , or from 8 to 10 dollars a

thousand feet. The clear boards, formed from the largest
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Stocks of the Pumpkin Pine , are of the same length

and thickness as the first, and 30, 34 and 3o inches wide.

They should be perfectly clear, but they are admitted if

they have only two knots small enough to be covered

with the thumb : they are sold at 30 to 26 dollars a thou-

sand feet, and are employed for all light and delicate

works of joinery , particularly for the panels of doors

and the mouldings of apartments : at Philadelphia they

are called fVhite Pirte panels. , ,. .i>
/

' v

Thiswood is also formed into clap-boards and shingles.

The dap -boards are of an indeterminate length, 6

inches wide, 3 lines thick at one edge, and thinner at

the other : they form the exterior covering of houses,

and are placed horizontally lapping one upon another,

so that the thinner edge is covered. The shingles are

commonly 18 inches long, from 3 to 6 inches wide , 3

lines thick at one end , and one line at the other : they

should be free from knots, and made only of the per-

fect wood. They are packed in square bundles , and sus-

tained by two cross pieces of wood confined by withes.

The bundles sometimes consist of 5oo, but oftener of 2S0

shingles : the price at Hollowell, in 1807 , was 3 dollars a

thousand: two men can make 16 or 18 hundred in a day.

East of the river Hudson the houses are almost in-

variably covered with these shingles, which last only 13

or i5 years. They are exported in great quantities to the

West Indies , and in the French islands they arc called

essentes blanches.
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From these details an estimate may Le formed of the

consumption of the White Pine in the United States :

that of Europe and the West Indies is also considerable.

In a table of importation from the United States pre-

sented to the Parliament of Great Britain , the timber

introduced in 1807 is reckoned at 1,803,980 dollars, of

which I suppose the White Pine to have formed a £lflh.

In 1808 it was sold at layerpool at about 60 cents the

cubic foot. Planks a inches thick and la wide were worth

4 cents a foot, and common planks 6 cents. #

In this statement the wood imported from New
Bronswick is not included , nor the vast quantities sent

from the Uni. :d States to the West India Islands not

dependent upon Great Britain. .n > » •,: 1',^*,

The precious qualities and varied uses of this tree are

sufBcient motives for propagating it in Europe. It flour-

ishes in the centre of France, but it would succeed better

on the borders of the Rhine, in the vallies of the Alps

and Pyrenees , and in the cold and humid climates of

Germany , Poland and Russia : its vegetation appeared

to me more vigorous in Belgium than in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris. When the forests of Wild Pine

and of Norway Spruce Fir are renewed in those coun-

tries , the White Pine should be introduced ; it will be

easy to decide whether it can be successfully naturalized.

PLATE CXLV.

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i . A leaf.

Fig. 2, A seed.

II. 1^0
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NORWAY SPRUCE FIR.

Abies picea. A. arbor excelsa; foliis soliiariisf subtetro"

gonisy subulatis; strobUis cylindraceis , pendulis; squamis

rhombeis , ptartis ; margine repandis , erosifi.

The Norway Spruce Fir , like the Wild Pine , is in-

digenous to the northern climates of Europe and Asia,

and becomes rare in descending towards the South. In

France f Italy and Spain, it abounds only among the

mountains , in deep vallies , and on declivities exposed

to the north.

This is one of the tallest trees of the Old Continent

;

it is straight - bodied , fronk lao to i5o feet in height

,

and from 3 to 5 feet in diameter, and is a hundred

years in acquiring its growth. Its dark foliage gives

it a funereal aspect, which is rendered more glooroj

by the declining of its branches towards the earth.

The limbs, as in the American Spruces, are yerti-

cillate , and spring from a common centre. The leaves

are longer, but less numerous, than those of the Amer-

ican species , and are slightly arched , firm and acute.

The flowers form red aments at the extremity of the

upper branches , and are succeeded by reddish , cylin-

drical cones, 5 or 6 inches long and i5 or i8 lines in

diameter , containing small winged seeds , which are

ripe towards the end ofNovember.
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The wood is essentially different from that of the

Wild Pine, being whiter, far less impregnated with

resin, and consequently lighter, to which is added

greater elasticity; The union of these qualities ren-

ders it peculiarly proper for the yards of large ships.

Besides this important use, it la much employed in

England in joinery, and is called among workmen

white deal. It is brought principally from Norway, and

forms a large proportion of the commerce of that

country in wood, which exceeds a million and a half of

dollars annually. In the north of Europe its bark is

frequently substituted for that of the Oak in tanning.

A resinous substance, less fluid than that of the Pines,

distils between the bark and the trunk , which is mixed

with lamp-black and used by shoe-makers.

The Norway Spruce Fir is attacked , like the Wild

Pine , by the insect Bostrichus piniperda, which makes

such havock of the resinous trees.

The extensive use of this wood in Germany has caused

great attention to be paid to the forming and preserv-

ing of forests. The plantation is begun by thoroughly

loosening the ground in the month of March , and the

seed is mixed, in the proportion of one sixth, with

oats.

The wood of the Norway Spruce is not superior to

that of the Black Spruce , but in my opinion the Euro-

pean species would be preferable for the northern parts

of America.

m.
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Observation. A variety of this species is said to exist

,

called Long Cornish Fir, of which the cones are much

larger.

. ' " '
,

' • ^ . .

PLATE CXLVI.
. * •

•

A branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i , A seed.
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BLACK OK DOUBLE SPRUCE

Abiis MiGRA. j4. arbor maxima; foWs iolilariis undique

circa ramos erectis, brevioribus, subtetragonis ; strobilis

ovatis, pendulis; sifuamis subundulatis , apice crenulatis

out dwisis.

This tree , which appertains to the coldest regions oi

North America , is called Epinette noire and Epinette h la

hiire in Canada , Double Spruce in the District of Maine,

and Black Spruce in Nova Scotia, though the two last

denominations are known throughout all these coun-

tries. 1 have preferred that of Black Spruce , which ex-

presses a striking character of the tree, and is con-

trasted with that of the following species, the White

Spruce, From the influence of the soil upon the wood it

is sometimes called Red Spruce, and this variety has been

considered, mistakenly as I shall prove in the sequel,

as a distinct species. ' m

The niack Spruce is most abundant in the countries

lying between the 44th and 53d degrees of latitude , and

between the 55th and ySth degrees of longitude , viz

:

Lower Canada, Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia , the District of Maine , Vermont and the upper

part ofNew Hampshire ; and it is so multiplied as oflen

to constitute a tfclrd part of the forests by which they

are uninterruptedly covered. Farther south it is rarely
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seen except in cold and humid situations on the top ofthe

Alleghanies. It is particularly remarked in a lai^e swamp

not iar from Wiiksberry in Pennsylvania , and on the

Black Mountain in South Carolina , which is one of the

lofliest summits of the Southern States, and is probably

thus named from the melancholy aspect occasioned by

the dusky foliage of this tree. It is sometimes met with

also in the White Cedar swamps near Philadelphia

and New York ; but in these places , which are always

miry and sometimes submerged , its vegetation is (eeble.

The leaves are of a dark ,
gloomy green , about 4 lines

long , firm , numerous , and attached singly over the sur-

face of the branches. The flowers appear at the extremity

of the highest twigs, and are succeededrby small, red-

dish , oval cones , pointing towards the earth , and vary-

ing in length from 8 lines to 2 inches. They are com-

posed of thin scales, slightly notched at the base , and

sometimes split for half their length on the most vigor-

ous trees , on which the cones are also the largest : they

are not ripe till the end of autumn , when they open

for the escape of the seeds , which are small , light , and

surmounted by a wing, by means of which they are

wafted abroad by the wind.

The regions in which the Black Spruce is the most

abundant are oflen diversified with hills , and the finest

forests are found in vallies where the soil is black,

humid , deep , and covered with a thilk bed of moss

:

thojiigh crowded so-as to leave an interval of only three,
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four or five feet, these stocks attain their iullest

developement , which is 70 or 80 feet in height and

from 15 to ao inches in diameter. The summit is a

regular pyramid, and has a beautiful appearance on

insulated trees. This agreeable form is owing to the

spreading of the branches in a horizontal instead of a

declining direction , like those of the true Norway Pine,

which is a more gloomy tree.

The trunk, unlike that of the Pines, is smooth, and

is remarkable for its perpendicular ascension and for its

regular diminution from the base to the summit, which

is terminated by an annual shoot la or i5 inches long.

It is found in the same countries on the declivities of

mountains, where the soil is stony, diy, and covered only

with a thin bed of moss ; but as this soil is less favour-

able, its growth is less luxuriant and its stature less com-

manding. The same observation is applicable to other

tracts designated by the name of poor black lands
f which

are meager spots covered with the Black Spruce. In

these situations it has shorter, thicker leaves of a still

darker colour, with cones only half as large, but similar

in form and ripe at the same period.

I shall frequently have occasion to observe that the

inhabitants of the country, and mechanics who work

in wood, take notice only of certain striking appearances

in forest trees, such as the quality of the wood , its co-

lour and that of the bark; and that, from ignorance

of botanical characters, they give different names to
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the same tree, according to certain VAriations in these

respects arising from local circumstan<^i. To this cause

must be attributed the popular distinction of Blaclc and

Red Spruce. Sir A. B. Lambert , misled by the remark-

able size of the cones of the last variety which have been

sent to England, and by incorrect information, deter-

mined, with some hesitation, to describe and figure

it under the name of Abies rubra : he represents it as

inferior in every respect to the Black Spruce , though

,

according to my own observations in the country where

it grows , it unites in the highest degree all the good

qualities which characterize the species. Samples of the

heart would probably have confirmed his opinion that

they are distinct species ; for that of the Black Spruce

is white , and that of the other variety reddish. But I

repeat that this difference in the wood of trees oi

the same species is produced only by the influence oi

soil.

The distinguishing properties of the Black Spruce

are strength, lightness and elasticity, Josselyn, in his

History of New England, published in London in 1673,

informs us that it was considered at that period as

furnishing the best yards and topmasts in the world.

Besides possessing these qualities, a* we have already

observed, in a higher degree, the Red Spruce is su-

perior in size to the other variety , which grows in a

poorer soil , and is less supple and more liable to be

crooked.
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In the dock-yards of the United States the spars are

usually of Black Spruce from the District of Maine, and

for the same purpose it is exported in great quantities

from Maine, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia to the

West Indies and to Liverpool.

Oddy says that in England it is preferred to the Nor-

way Pine , Abies picea, but that it does not afford pieces

of sufficient dimensions for the yards of men of war,

which are made of the Norway Pine or of the White

Pine.

The knees of vessels are frequently of Black Spruce

in the District of Maine , and sometimes at Boston

,

where the Oak is becoming rare. When these pieces are

of Oak, they are formed of two limbs united at the

base ; but when of Spruce , they are made from the base

of the trunk and one of the principal roots. From its

strength and durability this species is the most proper

substitute for the Oak and the Larch which ij also rare

in the northern parts of the United States. In Maine and

at Boston it is of^en employed for the rafters of houses

,

and is more esteemed than the Hemlock Spruce , which

was formerly preferred. Some persons select it for

floors ; it is tougher than the White Pine , but more

liable to crack.

In all these regions , and particularly in Maine and

New Brunswick , the Black Spruce is sawn into boards

of considerable width , which are sold a fourth cheaper

than those of White Pine. They are exported to the

II. 4i
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West Indies and to England , and I have been informed

that ' ge part of them are consumed at Manchester

and Birmingham in packing goods. The supply I doubt

not will long be abundant , for the species is a hundred

times more multiplied than the White Pine. In Nova

Scotia the Red Spruce, which is straight -grained and

more easily wrought, is employed for barrels to contain

salted fish. This species is not resinous enough to afibrd

turpentine as an article of commerce. The wood is filled

with air , and snaps in burning like Ghesnut.

With the young branches , especially those of the

Black Spruce , is made the salutary drink known by the

name of spruce beer, which in long voyages is found

an edicacious preventive of the scurvy. The twigs are

boiled in water , a certain quantity of melasses or maple

sugar is added , and the mixture is left to ferment The

essence of spruce is obtained by evaporating, to the

consistence of an extract , water in which the sumiiiits

ofthe young branches have been boiled. As I have never

seen the operation performed , 1 cannot describe its de-

tails ; but I have often witnessed the process of making

the beer in the country about Halifax and in Mame, and

can aflirm with confidence that it is not , as Sir A. B.

Lambert asserts , the White Spruce which is used ior

this purpose.

If the wood of this species has in fact been proved

in England to be superior to that of the Norway Pine,

it would be useful to propagate it on the Old Continent;
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but in my opinion it would flourish only in the coldest

and mo.«t humid countries of the north of Europe

,

and on some parts of the Alps, the Pyrenees, and the

Highlands of Scotland.

PLATE CXLVII.

A bratich with a cone of the natural size. Itg. i , A leaf.

Fig, z, A seed.

<

i
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WHITE OR SINGLE SPRUCE.

Abies alba. A. arbor ^5-So pedaiis
;
/olils subglaucis un-

dlffue circa ramos erectis y tetragonis; strobiUs oblongo.

cylindraceis, penduUs, laxis ; squamis margine integer*

rimis.

This species is indigenous to the same countries as

the preceding. In Canada it is called Epinette blanche, in

Nova Scotia TVhite Spruce, and in New Brunswick and

the District of Maine Single Spruce. As the two last deno-

minations are generally known , I have adopted that

which appeared to me the best.

The White Spruce commences a few degrees farther

south than the species just described. In my father's

notes it is first mentioned near lake St. John , between

the 48th and 49*1^ degrees of latitude. In the District of

Maine , at least in the parts which I have visited , it is

much less common than the Black Spruce, and the com-

parison is easily made, as they are readily distinguished,

especially young and insulated stocks. Though the leaves

of both encompass the branches , they are marked by

several characteristic differences : those of the White

Spruce are less numerous , longer , more pointed , at a

more open angle with the branches, and of a pale, bluish

green ; whence is derived the specific name of alba.

The cones are also peculiar , being of a lengthened oval

lorm , about 2 inches in one direction , and 6 or 8 lines
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in the other : the dimensions vai7 according to the

vigour of the tree , but the iorm is unchangeable. The

scales are loose and thin, with entire edges, unlike those

of the Black Spruce. The seeds, also, are rather smaller,

and are ripe a month earlier. i ?

This species grows in nearly the same situations as the

preceding, but it has a more tapering trunk, and is infe-

rior in stature, rarely exceeding 5o feet in height and 12

or 16 inches in diameter at three feet from the ground.

Its summit , like that of the Black Spruce , is a regular

pyramid , but less branching and tufted. The bark is

lighter- coloured , and the difference is more striking

upon the young shoots.

The wood is employed for the same uses as the other

;

it is, however, inferior in quality, and snaps more fre-

quently in burning. The fibres of the roots, macerated

in water , are very flexible and tough ; being deprived in

the operation of their pellicle , they are used in Canada

to stitch together the canoes of Birch bark , the seams

of which are afterwards smeared with a resin, impro-

perly called gum, that distils from the tree.

Sir A. B. Lambert asserts that the bark is employed in

tanning; this may possibly be true in Lower Canada and

Newfoundland , which I have not visited , but it is

never done in Maine , New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

The branches are not used lor beer , because the leaves

when bruised diffuse an unpleasant odour, which they

are said to communicate to the liquid.
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This species is much more common in France than

the Black Spruce. It is an elegant tree while young, and

as it forms an agreeable contrast with the darker ioliage

of the other Spruces, it is esteemed a valuable ornament

ior parks and gardens.

Nurserymen in France and Germany distinguish two

varieties , the White or Silver Spruce and the Blue

Spruce.

PLATE CXLVIII.

A branch with a cone of the natural siu. Fig. i , A ka/,

Fi^, 3 , A seed.
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HEMLOCK SPRUCE

Abiss camadinns. a. arbor maetima'i mnus gracQibust

ramndis novelUs villosissimis ; foliis soUlanis, plants, sub'

disticfus; strobilis termmalibuSf mimnuSf ovatis^ despi-

cietUibus. " •:' ;i * '
> ,

T&E Hemlock Spruce is known only by this name

throughout the United States , and by that of PMssse

among the French inhabitants of Canada. It is natural to

the coldest regions of the New World , and begins to

appear about Hudson^s Bay, in latitude Si"; near lake

St John and in the neighbourhood of Quebec it fills

the forests, and in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick^ the

District of Maine , the State of Vermont and the upper

part of New Hampshire , where I have observed it , it

forms three quarters of the evergreen woods , oi which

the remainder consists oi the Black Spruce. Farther

south it is less common , and in the Middle and South-

em States is seen only on the AUeghanies ; even there it

is often confined to the sides of torrents and to the

most humid and gloomy exposures.

In the country east and north ofMassachusetts, which,

\nthout embracing Canada, Is more than ySo miles

long and about a5o miles broad , the resinous trees are

constantly found at the foot of the hills, and constitute

nearly half of the unbroken forests which cover these
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' regions. Hence we may conceive how extensively this

species is multiplied.

Moist grounds appear not to he in general the most

lavourahle to its growth ; when mingled with the Black

Spruce it predominates less as the soil is more humid

,

and I have often seen large stocks among the Beeches

and Sugar Maples on soils proper for corn.

The Hemlock Spruce is always larger and taller than

the Black Spruce ; it attains the height of 70 or 80 feet,

with a circumference from 6 to 9 feet , and uniform

: for two thirds of its length. But if the numbec and dis-

< tance of the concentrical circles afford a certain criterion

of the longevity of trees and the rapidity of their vege-

. tation , it must be nearly two centuries in acquiring such

dim^sions.
^" -'v^ ;

-

The leaves are 6 or 8 lines long, flat, numerous , ir-

regularly disposed in two ranks , and downy at their

unfolding. The cones are a little longer than the leaves,

oval, pendulous, and situated at the extremity of the

branches. In a favourable soil this tree has an elegant ap-

pearance while less than 3o feet high, owing to the sym-

metrical arrangement of it$ branches and to its tufted

foliage , and at this age it is employed in landscape

gardening. When arrived at its full growth, the large

limbs are usually broken off 4 or 5 feet from the trunk,

and the dried extremities are seen staring out through

the little. twigs which spring around them. In this mu-

tilated state, by which it is easily recognized, it has a dis-
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agreeable aspect , and presents , while in full vigour , an

image of decrepitude. This accident, which is attributed

to the snow lodging upon the close , horizontal, tufted

branches, never happens to the young trees, whose fibres

are more flexible. The woods are also filled with dead

stocks , but I am unable to say whether their destruction

is occasioned by an insect which attaches itself of pre-

ference to the Pines, or to some other cause. The dead

moss-grown trees , which stand mouldering for twenty

or thirty years , deform the forests of this part of the

United States , and give them a gloomy and desolate ap-

pearance. .^

The Hemlock Spruce is distinguished by the peculiar-

ity of sometimes ceasing to grow at the height of a4 or

3o inches. In this state it has a pyramidical shape , and

its compact , tufled branches adhere to the ground. It

might be employed to form hedges and to decorate

gardens in place of the Yew , to which it is preferable

for the superior rapidity of its growth and the spright-

lier tint of its foliage , while it suffers the pruning-hook

with equal security : this remark I made while observing

the Spruces upon an open, dry, stony spot between

Portland and York.

Unhappily the properties of its wood are such as to

give this species only a secondary importance , notwith-

standing its abundant diffusion : it is the least valuable

in this respect of all the large resinous trees of North

America. But the regret which we should experience to

II. 43
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see it occupying so extensively the place oi more useful

species , is forbidden by a property of its bark inestim-

able to the country where it grows , that of being ap-

plicable in tanning.

It is esteemed an excellence in wood to split in a

straight line , which it does when the fibre is vertical

:

that of the Hemlock Spruce is so oblique that it makes

the circuit of stocks i5 or ao inches in diameter in as-

cending 5 or 6 feet. Besides this defect , which is essen-

tial and which renders it unfit for rural fence, the old

trees frequently have the concentrical circles separated

at intervals, or, in the language of the country, are

shaky, which greatly impairs their strength. This ef-

fect is produced by the winds, which have a powerfol

hold upon a large , compact summit , exposed above

the heads of the surrounding trees. It is found to

decay rapidly when open to the atmosphere, and is

therefore improper for the external covering of houses,

which is another important defect in a country where

nearly all the houses are of wood. But as the White

Pine becomes rarer this species is substituted for it as

extensively as possible : it is firmer, though coarser

grained , affords a tighter hold to nails , and offers more

resistance to the impression of other bodies ; for this

reason it is employed in the District of Maine, in the

form of two-inch planks, for threshing floors. But the

most common use , in whi^:h great quantities of it are

consumed in the Northern States , is for the first sheath-

:^
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ing of wooden houses, which are afterwards covered

with clap-boards of White Pine. For economy the in-

terior frame is sometimes made of Hemlock Spruce,

and it is found, when guarded from humidity, to be

as durable as any other species. It is always chosen for

the lathes of the interior walls, and is exported in this

form to England. In the District of Maine it is usually

taken for the posts of rural fence, which last about i5

years , and are preferable to those of Grey and Red Oak.

It contains little resin , and I have found the trunk but

slightly coated with turpentine where large pieces of

bark had been removed long before.

I have already observed that this bark is a substitute

for that of the Oaks in the preparation of leather. It is

taken from the tree in the month of June , and half the

epidermis is shaved off with a plane before it is thrown

into the mill. From the District of Maine it is exported

to Boston , Providence , etc. , and is almost exclusively

employed in the tan-yards. It is brought to New York

from the upper parts of the Hudson , and is sometimes

carried to Baltimore. Its deep red colour is imparted to

the leather , and I have been informed by tanners that

it is Inferior to Oak bark, but that the two species

united are better than either of them alone. Hemlock

Spruce bark was once exported to England , but the

commerce has ceased with the demand. The Indians are

said to use it in dying their light baskets made of Red

Maple.

/j^Vjfc '-^
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This species yields seed in many gardens oi France,

England and Germany; but in France its vegetation ii

not luxuriant , because it is usually planted in situations

too open and dry. It offers no inducement to propagate

it in Europe;

The figure in Sir A. B. Lambert's work is correct , but

he r(Bpeatedly errs in the brief description annexed, and

takes no notice oi the peculiar property of the bark.

.
PLATE CXLIX;

A branch with cones of the natural size. Fig. i, A seed.

-3:^
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AMERICAN SILVER FIR.

Abies balsamifera. A. arbor 40-4& pedalis; foHis soU^

tariis, mbtus argenteis, apice emarginatis integrisve, sub-

recurvo-paientissimis ; strobiiis cylindraceis, violaceis, sur-

sum spectaniibus. ^ •

,

..'* .',
,

.': '
,; ,: ,,• ^}»--

The coldest regions of North America are the native

country of this species of Spruce. In the United States,

Canada and Nova Scotia, it is called Silver Fir, Fir Bal-

sam , and Balsam of Gilead.

From the observations of Messrs. Titus Smith , estim-

able botanists 'who have explored Nova Scotia and vi^ith

whom I became acquainted at Halifax , by those of my
father who visited Canada , and by my own , the Silver

Fir appears not to constitute masses of woods , but to

be disseminated , in greater or less abundance , among

the Hemlock and Black Spruces. Farther south it is

found only on the summit of the Alleghanies , and par-

ticularly on the loDiest mountains ofNorth Carolina. Its

height rarely exceeds 40 feet, with a diameter of i a or

1 5 inches. This statement is confirmed by the persons

whom I have just cited ; and Yanghenheim , who never

travelled in these countries , and aiter him Sir. A. B.

Lambert , mistakenly assert that it is a tree of elevated

stature. The body tapers from a foot in diameter at the

surface of the ground to 7 or 8 inches at the height of
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6 feet. When standing alone and developing itself natur-

ally, its branches, which are numerous and thickly gar-

nished with leaves , diminish in length in proportion

to their height, and form a pyramid of perfect regularity.

The leaves are 6 or 8 lines long , and are inserted singly

on the sides and on the top of the branches ; they are

narrow , rigid and flat , of a bright green above and a

silvery white beneath ; whence probably is derived the

name of the tree.
'^

The cones are nearly cylindrical, 4 or 5 inches long,

an inch in diameter, and always directed upwards ; this

last characteristic , which belongs also to the Silver Fir

of Europe, distinguishes these species from the Epicias,

whose cones are turned towards the earth.

The wood of the Silver Fir is light and slightly resin-

ous , and the heart is yellowish. In Maine , where it

chiefly abounds , it is not employed on account of its

deficiency of size or of strength. I was informed by

Messrs. Smith , that in Nova Scotia it sometimes serves

for the staves of casks used in packing fish ; but for

this purpose the White Pine and YeUow Spruce are

commonly preferred.

The resin of the Pines is extracted by means of in-

cisions in the body of the tree , at which it exudes from

the pores of the bark and from the sap-vessels of the

alburnum : in the American and European Silver Firs

this substance is naturally deposited in vesicles on the

trunk and limbs , and is collected by bursting these tu-

m
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mours and receiving their contents in a bottle : only

a few bottles are annually obtained in Canada, the

District of Maine and the adjacent countries. It is sold

in England and the United States under the name

of bairn of Gilead, though every body knows that

the true balm of Gilead is produced by the Amyri$

giUadensis, a very clifierent vegetable and a native of

Asia : perhaps the name has been borrowed in conse-

quence of some resemblance between the substances

in taste and smell. The fresh turpentine is a greenish

transparent fluid of an acrid penetrating taste ; given

inconsiderately it produces heat in the bladder, and

applied to wounds it causes inflammation and acute

pains. It has been highly celebrated in England , and is

recommended in certain stages of the pulmonary con«

sumption ; in these cases it iS preferred to the resin of

the European Silver Fir , which is collected in a similar

manner in Switzerland and in some parts of Germany.

This tree has been long cultivated in Europe , but it

must be reserved for the embellishment of pleasure

grounds , where its regular form and agreeable foliage

give it a distinguished place among evergreen trees.

The Silver Fir of Europe is so analogous to that of

America , that it is unnecessary to describe it ; the only

difference is that it has longer leaves and bigger cones
,

and attains a much greater elevation ; according to

M. Burgsdorf
,
grand-forester of Prussia, it is sometimes

i5o feet high and 6 feet in diameter. The wood of the

/
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two species is similar in its general character, and

though the advantage is on the side of the Silver Fir

of Europe , it is still inferior to the Norway Spruce Fir,

which is the more to be regretted on account of its size.

^O^ ' PLATE CL.

ji branch with a cone of the natural size. Fig. i ,A seed.
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The researches of botanists have made us acquainted

^th only seven species of Cypress , of which two be-

long to the New Continent and are indigenous to the

United States. Among the exotic species, the Pyramidical

Cypress, Cupressusfastigiata, deserves attention in the

Southern States. This tree has been celebrated from an-

tiquity for the excellence of its wood and the singularity

of its form. From the gloomy appearance of its tufted

branches compressed about the trunk and charged with

dark, impenetrable foliage, it was consecrated to fu-

neral solemnities, and planted about temples and tombs.

** The Pyramidkal Cypress , originally from Crete , is

3o or 4o feet in height , smooth , and free from the der

feet observed in the Virginian Cedar , of cracking at the

insertion of the limbs. The wood is hard , odoriferous

,

of an uniform texture and a brilliant red complexion.

Pliny ailirms that it is very durable , and that its colour

is unchangeable : Cariem vetustatemque non sentit Cupres-

sus. . . . Material nitor maodmi valet astemus. Plim : lib. i6,

cap. 4o. Formerly the rarest and most precious objects

were preserved in boxes of Cypress , and we are in-

formed that the doors of St. Peter's at Rome , which

had lasted isoo years, from Constantine to Eugene IV,

were of this wood. It is also employed for tables , mu-

ll. 43
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sical instruments and the tubes of organs. The fruit

,

which is known by the name of Cypress nut, is em-

ployed in medicine as an astringent ; and Pliny assures

us that the leaves pounded and mingled with seeds pre-

serve them from worms. *;?

The Cypress is multiplied from the seed, which is the

best method ; by layers and by slips. In the beginning

of spring the seeds are sown and lightly covered in

vessels filled with mould and sand. The young plants

must be kept in the shade and protected from the frost.

To obtain good seed , Duhamel says that in March or

April we should select the cones which begin to open,

and store them in ai dry place ; the seeds which fall out

are the best ; those which are obtained by opening the

cones very rarely germinate." — Desfontaines , Hist, des

Arb. etArbriss. torn, a , p. 667.

m.
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Uoneeda monadelphia. Lirr. Coaifera. Jass.

CiTPRBSsvs DISTICHA. C. folus plains
f quasi pinnatim

distichis, deciduis; floribus masculis aphylld-racemosis

;

strobdis subgloboso-ovoi'deis, > ., ,

' r f- / / -tj /

Tnis species is the most interesting ol its genus for

the varied applications of its wood and for its extraor-

dinary dimensions in a favourable soil and climate. In

Louisiana it is called Cypre or Cypres, and in the ancient

Southern States Cypress, and sometimes Bald Cypress.

The names of Black and White Cypress, in the Carolinas

and Georgia, are founded only on the quality and colour

of the wood.

The banks of Indian river , a small stream that waters

a part of Delaware in latitude 38** 5o', may be assumed

as its northern boundary. Hence, in proceeding south-

ward , it becomes constantly more abundant in the

swamps; but in Maryland and Virginia it is confined to

the vicinity of the sea , where the winter is milder and

the summer more intense. Beyond Norfolk its limits

coincide exactly with those of the pine-barrens, and in

the Carolinas and Georgia it occupies a great part of the

swamps which border the rivers after they have found

out their way from among the mountains and have en-

tered the low lands.

V
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East Florida , which I have visited , is similar in its

aspect to the maritime parts of the Southern States, ex-

cept that the soil is in general more uniform ; hence the

Long-leaved Pine and the Cypress are accompanied by

a smaller variety of trees , and are consequently more

abundant , the one on the low grounds and the other

on the uplands.

The Mississippi , from its mouth to the river of the

Arkansas, a distance, in following its windings, of more

than 600 miles, is bordered with marshes , which, at the

annual overflowing of this mighty stream, form a vast

expanse of waters. In Louisiana those parts of the

marshes where the Cypress grows almost alone are called

Cyprieres, Cypress swamps , and they sometimes occupy

thousands of acres. As in the Floridas the swamps are

contiguous to immeasurable plains covered with Pines

,

or ofiener with tall grass mingled with other plants. In

the midst of these Pine forests and savannas is seen

here and there a bog or a plash of water filled with

Cypresses, whose squalid appearance, when they exceed

18 or ao feet in height
,
proves how much they are af-

fected by the barrenness of a soil which differs from the

surrounding waste only by a layer of vegetable mould

a little thicker upon the quartzous sand. From these

particulars a sufticiently just idea may be formed of the

geographical situations and of the soil in which the

Cypress is found, over an extent of more than i,5oo

miles , from its first appearance towards the north to
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the Mississippi. Towards the south-west my information

does not reach beyond Louisiana , though I have some

reason to believe that it is seen as far as the mouth of

the river Del Norte, latitude aG**, which , if we measure

the circuit of the Gulf of Mexico , makes a distance of

more than 3ooo miles. ' ' '- -• ''^>
• * •

•

M. de Humboldt f in his interesting account of New
Spain , mentions several trees of this species in the an-

cient gardens of the Emperor of Mexico, which were

planted before the arrival of the Spaniards, and are now

of considerable size.

In the swamps of the Southern States and the Floridas,

on whose deep miry soil a new layer of vegetable mould

is every year deposited by the floods, the Cypress attains

its utmost developement. The largest stocks are i3o feet

in height , and from 2S to 40 f<^ct in circumference

above the conical base , which , at the surface of the

earth , is always three or four times as large as the con-

tinued •diameter of the trunk : in feUing them the ne-

groes are obliged to raise themselves upon scaffolds five

or six feet from the ground. The base is usually hoUow^

for three quarters of its bulk , and is less regularly

shaped than that of the Large Tupelo. Its surface is lon-

gitudinally furrowed with deep channeis , whose ridges

serve as cramps to fix it more firmly in the loose soil.

The roots of the largest stocks ,
particularly of such as

are most exposed to inundation , are charged with con-

ical protuberances, commonly from 18 to 34 inches,

J"*'
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and sometimes 4 or 5 feet in thickness : they are always

hollow t
smooth on the surface , and covered with a

reddish bark like the roots , which they resemble , also,

in the softness of their wood ; they exhibit no sign of

vegetation, and I have never succeeded in obtaining

shoots by wounding t!:eir surface and covering them

with earth. No cause can be assigned for their existence;

they are peculiar to the Cypress , and begin to appear

when it is ao or a5 feet in height ; they are not made

use of except by the negroes for bee-hives. The summit

of the Cypress is not pyramidical like that ofthe Spruces,

but is vndely spread and even depressed upon old trees.

The foliage is open , li^ht , and of a fresh agreeable tint

:

each leaf is 4 or 5 inches long, and consists of two pa-

rallel rows of leaflets upon a common stem. The leaflets

are small, fine , and somewhat arching » with the convex

side outwards. In the autumn they change from a light

green to a dull red , and are shed soon after. Boiled

during three hours in water they afford a fine durable

cinnamon colour : such at least has been the result of

several experiments made in Europe.

The Cypress blooms in Carolina about the first of

February. The male and female flowers are separately

borne by the same tree , the first in flexible pendulous

aments , and the second in bunches scarcely apparent.

The cones are about as large as the thumb, hard, round,

of an uneven surface, and stored with small , irregular,

ligneous seeds, containing a cylindrical kernel : they arc
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ripe in October , and retain their productive virtue for

two years. . .

The wood is fine-grained , and , after being for some

time exposed to the light , of a reddish colour : it pos-

sesses great strength and elasticity, and is lighter and

less resinous than that of the Pines. To these properties

is added the faculty of long resisting the heat and moist-

ure of the southern climate. The colour of the bark

and the properties of the wood vary with the nature

oi the soil ; the stocks which grow near the natural

bed of the rivers, and are half the year surrounded

with water to the height of three or four feet, have

a lighter coloured bark than those which stand re-

tired in places which the waters do not reach, or

where they so)oum but 9 moment. The wood , also , is

whiter , less resinous and less heavy. These are called

PVhiie Cypresses. The others, of which the bark is

browner and the wood heavier, more resinous , and of

a duskier hue, are called Black Cypresses. When destined

to be employed in the arts , both varieties should be fel-

led in the vnnter, and kept till , by a long process, the

wood has become perfectly dry. A resin of an agreeable

odour and a red colour exudes from the Cypress ; it is

not abundant enough to be collected for commerce

,

though more copious than that of the White Cedar,

which is probably the reason of the wood's being denser

and stronger : the negroes prefer it to that of the Pines

as a dressing for suppurating wounds.

V
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This wood is more generally employed in Louisiana

than in any other part of the United States : it is profit-

ably substituted for the White Oak and the Pine , -which

are rare , and it is proved to be twice as durable as the

Pine. Nearly all the houses in New Orleans are still of

wood , and the frame , the interior work and the outer

covering are of Cypress. It was almost as generally em-

ployed in Georgia and the Garolinas soon after their

settlement ; but it is now replaced by other species , as

all the large stocks have been consumed in the populous

districts : near the swamps, where it abounds, the houses

are still built, or at least covered, with it. Of whatever

materials the building is constructed in these States , the

roof is universally covered with Cypress shingles, which,

if made from trees felled in the winter , last forty years.

They are split off in a direction parallel to the concen-

trical circles. At Norfolk in Virginia , near the Dismal

Swan^, where immense quantities are made both of

this species and of White Cedar, those of Cypress are

preferred ; at Philadelphia and Baltimore, where they are

also procured at equal prices , the preference is given to

those of White Cedar. This .fact seems to support the

conclusion that each unites the principles which ensure

durability only in the soil and climate in which they res-

pectively abound. * ' f

In the towns of the Southern States where the White

Pine is cheap it has in a great measure taken place of

the Cypress for the interior work of houses ; but Cypress
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boards are still preferred for the inside of brick houses,

and for window-sashes and the panels of doora exposed

to the weather : cabinet-makers also choose it for the

inside of mahogany furniture.

I have been assured that in Louisiana it is found highly

proper for the masts and sides of vessels , and it has the

same reputation in Charleston and Savannah , though at

present it is little employed. Wherever it grows it is

chosen for canoes , which are fashioned from a single

trunk and are 3o feet long and 5 feet wide , light , solid,

and more durable than those of any other tree. *
"

On the banks of the Mississippi it is used to enclose

plantations, and posts made of the perfect wood last a

long time in the ground. For this last usage it is prefer-

red to every other tree in those districts of Georgia in

which it aboundf or is easily procured. It makes the

best pipes to convey water under ground ; especially the

Black Cypress , which is more resinous and solid.

The inexhaustible Cypress-swamps on the Mississippi

not only supply materials for every species of building

in Lower Louisiana , but furnish for exportation to

the West Indies. This branch of commerce, which

consisted principally of boards and shingles , has de-

clined within a few years , in consequence of the great

exportation from the Northern States of different sper

cies of Pine
,
particularly the White Pine , which are

sold at half the price and devoted to nearly the same

uses.

II.
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At the Havannah the White pine has generally super-

seded the Cypress for sugar-cases, for which it was once

extensively used ; for the covering of houses Cypress

shingles are still preferred , and the consumption in the

French, English and Danish Colonies is estimated at

too millions of shingles annually , of which the greater

part come from Norfolk, Wilmington and Savannah:

more than i5 millions have been brought in a single year

from Norfolk, and more than 3o millions from Wilming-

ton. They are aa or 44 inches long , and from 3 to 6

inches wide : in February i8o8, the price of the longest

was from 4 to 5 dollars a thousand at Philadelphia , and

they usually bear a double price in the West Indies.

Such is , in substance , the information which I have

collected concerning a tree of inestimable value to the

Southern States , and particularly to I^wer Louisiana

,

which is still more scantily furnished with good timber.

If I had visited that State I could have rendered my des-

cription more complete ; it is still the most detailed and

exact that has appeared. To learned amateurs I leave the

task of celebrating a tree so important for its uses , and

so admirable for the luxuriance of its vegetation and the

majesty of its form.

In Europe the patrons of useful culture and orna*

mental gardening have laboured zealously for more than

fifty years to multiply the Cypress. Many of them are

of opinion that , as it supports the winter of Paris and

even of Belgium and England, it might be profitably
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planted in many vacant marshes and watery grounds.

The wannest praise is due to the intentions with which

this plan is recommended , but 1 cannot fully tjopt the

sanguine hopes that are entertained of ita result : pro-

bably it will always be more advantageous to occupy

these spots with the Ashes, the Willows, the Alders ,

the Poplars and the Maples, which are incomparably

more rapid in their growth , which sprout afresh when

felled , and whose wood is as useful in Europe where

the houses are built of stone and covered with tiles or

slate. I am convinced that Ihe Cypress can never be pro-

fitably cultivated above the 44*^ degree of latitude ; it re-

quires heat as well as humidity , and the moderate tem-

perature of our scanty summers is insufiicient to ripen

the seeds of the Bald Cypresses which were planted about

Paris more than 40 years since , and which bloom every

year. To the same cause must be attributed the slowness

of their growth ; the greater part of them are not more

than ao or a5 feet in height. The largest stocks in Franc^

are on the ancient estate of Duhamel , about 60 miles

from Paris. Planted more than forty years ago , in a

congenial situation , they have reached the height of 40

feet with a diameter of 11 or la inches ; but the seeds

are rarely matured. An agriculturist of excellent prac-

tical views, whose property lies partly in the plains of

Bordeaux , where he has formed an establishment for

the naturalization of exotic trees, has attempted the cul-

tivation of the Cypress with the most satisfactory success.
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It would be unavailing to recommend the preserva-

tion and multiplication of the Cypress in the maritime

districts of the Carolinas and Geoi^a , though for an

extent of more than 900 miles they have neither stone

nor slate for building ; it becomes daily more profitable

for the increasing population to convert the marshes

into rice-grounds, which afford a sure subsistence to the

inhabitants and swell the mass of exported produce. In-

stead of wood, the houses will be constructed of bricks,

which is already beginning to be done, and covered with

slate imported from the Northern States or from

Europe. It is highly probable that in less than two cen-

turies the Cypress will disappear from the Southern

States.
*

PLATE CLI.

A branch mth leaves of the natural size. Fig. i , A cone.

Fig. 2 , A seed. Fig. 3 , A kernel. Fig. 4 , The half ofa seed.

Fig. 5, A conical excressencefrom the roots.
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WHITE CEDAR.

GuPRESSUS THYOIDES. C. foliis squamulatim imbricatis

;

ramulis compressis; strobilts mimUis, globulosis.

Among the resinous trees of the United States, the

White Cedar is one of the most interesting for the

varied utility of its wood. North of the river Con-

necticut it is rare and little employed in the arts : in the

Southern States I have not seen it beyond the river

Santee , but I have been assured that it is found, though

not abundantly, near Augusta on the Savannah : it is

multiplied only within these limits , and to the distance

of 5o miles from the shore of the Ocean.

At New York , and in New Jersey and Pennsylvania

,

it is known by the name of JVhite Cedar, and in Mary-

land , Virginia and North Carolina , by that of Juniper.

I have adopted the first denomination , which is not un-

known where the second is habitually used, because

the tree belongs to a different genus from the Junipers.

At Boston and in Vermont , New Hampshire , and the

more northern parts of America , the Arbor Vita? is

called While Cedar, but I have thought proper to retain

the name for the species we are considering.

The White Cedar grows only in wet grounds. In the

maritime districts of New Jersey, Maryland and Vir-

ginia, it nearly tills the extensive marshes which lie ad-
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jacent to the salt-meadows , and are exposed in high tides

to be overflowed by the sea. In New Jersey it covers al-

most alone the whole surface of the swamps , of which

the Tupelo and Red Maple occupy the skirts. Farther

south it is mingled with the Cypress , by which it is at

length entirely supplanted. InLower Jerseyand Maryland

the swamps are accessible only during the dryest part

of the summer and when they are frozen in the winter.

The trees stand so thick in them that the light can

hardly penetrate the foliage , and in their gloomy shade

spring at every step tufts of the Dwarf Rose Bay, Honey-

suckle and Andromeda , whose luxuriant vegetation

proves that they delight in dark and humid exposures.

The White Cedar is 70 or 80 feet high , and rarely

more than 3 feet in diameter, unless perhaps in the

great swamps which have not been thoroughly explored,

such as the Dismal Smamp near Norfolk in Virginia

,

which is covered with this species and the Cypress.

"When the While Cedars are close and compressed , the

trunk is straight ,
perpendicular , and destitute of bran-

ches to the height of 5o or 60 feet : they are observed to

choose the centre of the swamps, and the Cypresses the

circumference.

The epidermis is very thin on the young stocks ; but

as they grow older it becomes thick , of a soft filaceous

textuVe, of a reddish colour, and similar to that of an

old Vine. When cut , a yellow transparent resin of an

agreeable odour exudes, of which a few ounces could
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hardly be collected in a summer from a tree of 3 feet in

circumference.

The foliage is evergreen : each leaf is a little branch

numerously subdivided, and composed of small, acute,

imbricated scales, on the back of which a minute gland

is discerned with the lens. In the angle of these ramifi-

cations grow the flowers , which are scarcely visible and

which produce very small rugged cones of a greenish

tint, which changes to bluish towards the fall, when

they open to release the fine seeds.

The concentrical circles are always perfectly distinct

even in stocks ofconsiderable size, but their number and

compactness prove that the tree arrives at its full growth

only after a long lapse of years. I have counted 277 an-
*

nual layers in a trunk 21 inches in diameter and 5 feet

from the ground, and 4? in a plant only 8 inches thick

at the surface , which proved it to be already 5o years

old. I was told that the swamp in which it grew had been

burnt at least half a century before , and had been re-

peopled from a few stocks that escaped the conflagra-

tion , or perhaps by the seeds of the preceding year.

The wood is light, soft, fine-grained, and easily

wrought. When perfectly seasoned and exposed for

some time to the light it is of a rosy hue. It has a strong

aromatic odour, which it preserves as long as it is guard-

ed from humidity. The perfect wood resists the succes-

sion of dryness and moisture longer than that of any

other species , and for this quality principally , as well
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as its extreme lightness , it is preferFed at Baltimore and

Philadelphia for shingles , which are cut transversely to

the concentrical circles, and not parallel like those of

the Cypress. They are from a4 to 27 inches long, from

4 to 6 inches broad , and 3 lines thick at the larger end :

in the advertisements of Baltimore they are called Ju-

niper shingles , and are sold at 4 or 5 dollars a thousand.

At Philadelphia and Baltimore they are generally pre- •

ferred to those of Cypress , as they are larger and are

free from the defects of splitting when nailed upon the

rafters. The houses in those cities , as well as in New
York and the smaller circumjacent towns , are covered

with them ; they usually last 3o or 35 years. The domes-

tic consumption is great , and the exportation to the

West Indies is estimated at several millions.

TheWhite Cedar has long since ceased to be employed

for the frames of houses : stocks of sufficient dimen-

sions are rare , and are more profitably reserved for

shingles and for other works of joinery, for which

this species is superior to the White Pine , being still

more durable and more secure from worms. It con-

tinues to be used in building only near the great swamps

in which it abounds , as about Great-egg Harbour and

Indian river in New Jersey, and near the Dismal Swamp

in Virginia.

The superior illness of this wood for various house-

hold utensils has given rise , in Philadelphia , to a dis-

tinct class of mechanics called Cedar coopers , and a grrai,
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number of workmen are employed for the domestic

and foreign market.They fabricate principally pails,wash-

tubs and churns of different forms. This ware is cheap

,

light and neatly made ; and instead of becoming dull

,

like that of other wood , it grows whiter and smoother

by use. The hoops are made of young Cedars stripped

of the bark and split into two parts. The saplings are ap-

propriated exclusively to this object , and vary in price

from 5 to i5 dollars a thousand , according to their

length : the largest are 2 inches thick at the base $ind 1

1

or 12 feet long.

At the mouth of the river Gape Fear the pilots and

fishermen cover the sides of their boats with clap-boards

of "White Cedar, which they prefer to those of Cypress,

as being lighter, more durable, and less liable to split.

I have been assured that this wood , selected with

care, makes excellent sound -boards for forte -pianos.

The merchants of Philadelphia find it the best for pre-

serving oils. Charcoal highly esteemed in the manu-

facture of gun-powder is made of young stocks about

an inch and a half in diameter deprived of their bark ;

and the seasoned wood affords beautiful lamp-black,

lighter and more intensely coloured , though less abun-

dant , than that obtained from the Pine.

In the lumber-yards of Philadelphia "White Cedar

boards from New Jersey, 10 or la feet long and of a

mean breadth less than 1 3 inches, are sold at 30 dollars

K thousand feet.

II. 4^
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In New Jersey, not far from Philadelphia , the farmeri

on the borders ofthe Cedar swamps employ this tree for

field-fence : the rails, formed of young stocks entire or

split in the middle , last from 5o to 60 years when de*

prived of the bark : they are sold at 6 or 8 dollars a

hundred, and the stocks proper for posts at ta or i5

cents a piece.

Swamps which produce the White Cedar are a valu-

able species of property , and might be rendered more

protitable by more judicious management.

PLATP CLIL
Jk

A branch with leaves of the natural size. Ftg, 1 , A cone.

Fig. 2, A seed.
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AMERICAN LARCH.

Larix AMKRICAMA. L. foUis brevioribus f deciduts ; strobilis

piXTpis , ovwdeO'Siibglobosis ; squarms paucioribus.

In the north of the United States this tree is com-

monly designated by the name of Hackmatack, but I

have preferred that of American Larch, which is not

unknown where the other is habitualJy used. The French

Canadians call it Epinette rouge.

TheEuropean and American Larches are more strictly

confined than any other resinous trees to the northern

zone of the two Continents, and they arc the first to

disappear in approaching a milder sky. The American

species is most abundant in Vermont , New Hampshire

,

and the district of Maine ; but though the soil is well

adapted to its growth and the winter is long and se-

vere , it does not form .the hundredth part of the

resinous growth, which consists principally of the Black

Spruce , the Hemlock Spruce and the Red Cedar. Ac-

cording to my father^s observations in his journey to

Hudson^s Bay, it is only beyond the St. Lawrence ,
parti-

cularly near lake St. John and the great and the little

lake Mistassin, that it begins to abound and to form

masses ofwoods, some of which are several miles in

extent. I have been informed that it is profusely multl-'

I
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plied in Newfoundland, in nearly the same latitude.

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the coldest and gloom-

iest exposures in the mountainous tracts of Virginia

;

are the limit of its appearance towards the south : but

it is rare in these States, and in Lower Jersey in the

vicinity of New York it is seen only in the swamps of

"White Cedar, with which it is scantily mingled. The

numerous descendants of the Dutch in New Jersey call

it Tamarack. ' ''
'

i

I have remarked that in Vermont and the District of

Maine the Larch grows only in low and moist places,

and never on uplands , as about Hudson *s Bay and in

Newfoundland ; hence we may conclude that the climate

of the northern extremity of the United States is too

mild for its constitution.

The American Larch , like that of Europe , is a mag-

niticent vegetable with a straight slender trunk 80 or 100

feet in height and a or 3 feet in diameter. Its numerous

branches, except near the summit, are horizontal or

declining. The bark is smooth and polished on the trunk

and longer limbs , and rugged on the smaller branches.

The leaves are flexible , shorter than those of the Euro-

pean species, and collected in bunches : they are shed

in the fall and renewed in the spring. The flowers, like

those of the Pines, are separate upon the same tree : the

male aments, which appear before the leaves, are small,

oblong and scaly, with two yellow anthers under each

scale ; the female flowers are also disposed in aments

,
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and are composed of floral leaves covering two ovaries

,

which in process of time become small erect scaly conca

3 or 4 lines long. At the base of each scale lie two minute

winged seeds. On sr me stocks the cones are violet-

coloured in the spring instead of green ; hut this is an

accidental variation, for the trees are in no other respect

peculiar.

The wood of the American Larch is superior to any

species of Pine or Spruce , and unites all the properties

which distinguish the European species , being excciMl-

ingly strong and singularly durable. In Canada it is

considered as among the most valuable timber , and

has no fault except its weight. In the District of Maine

it is more esteemed than any other resinous wood for

the knees of vessels , and is always used for this pur-

pose when proper pieces can be proctired. Turpentine

is never extracted from it in America , as is done from

our native species in Europe.

The Larch is juslly appreciated in the United States,

but it is little employed because it is rare and may be

replaced by several resinous trees which are cheaper

and more abundant.

Sir A. B. Lambert , in his splendid work upon the

Pines, describes two species of American Larch, the

first of which is evidently the tree we have been con-

sidering ; the second he denominates Larix microcarpay

and characterizes it by smaller fruit and drooping

branches. My father doubtless considered it as a variety.

'1
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and has omitted to mention it : as I have never visited

the northern parts of America, I cannot decide the

question.

The cones of the European Larch are twice as large

as those of the American species , but the two trees are

so analogous that a separate description is unnecessary.

PLATE CLin.
if

A branch with leaves and cones of the naiural size:, Fig. t,

A seed.
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CEDAR OF LEBANON.

liARix CUDRUS. L. foUis fascicukais , perennantibus ; stro-

bills ovatis, obtusis, erectis; squamis adpressis, rotundatis.

The Cedar of Lebanon is the largest and most ma-

)efitic among the resinous trees of the Old World , and

one of the finest vegetable productions of the globe.

Till Pallas discovered it in the north of Russia in 1770,

it was believed to be peculiar to the mountains of

I^ebanon in Asia Minor.

Modern travellers , and among others Mr. Labillar-

di^re, who visited that part of the East in 1788, in-

form us that the large forests seen by Belon in i55o

upon Mount Aman have disappeared , and that a few

of these trees only are found upon the highest ridge

,

where they grow immediately below the snow which

caps the summit during a great part of the year. He

computes their number at about 100, of which he ob-

served seven of extraordinary size , and measured one

that was 3o feet in circumference, with the primary

limbs 9 or 10 inches in diameter. Standing alone , and

enjoying the free access of the light and air , they were

less remarkable for stature than for expansion. In mas-

sive forests they probably attain a height proportioned

to their diameter ; but this tree has always been re-

marked for the length of its limbs , as is proved by the

1
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allusion of the Hebrew poet :
*' They shall spread out

their branches like the Cedar."

The ancients ascribed to the wood of the Cedar a du-

ration of many ages. The sacred historians inform us

that it was chosen fo*r the building of Solomon^s temple

;

it was also employed in that of Apollo at Utica.

Other proofs might be adduced in evidence of the

opinion entertained by the Greeks and Hebrews of the

durability of this wood , which they brought at a great

expense from Mount Lebanon ; but Professor Martyn

justly observes that there is great obscurity in the pas-

sages of the ancient authors, as different species, and

even different genera, were confounded under the

name of Cedar. Their accounts of the Cedar of Lebanon

are in some respects inapplicable to the tree we are

considering, which is an inferior kind of deal, soft,

inodorous, and of short duration.

If these remarks detract from the interest which we

attach to the Cedar of Lebanon , the majestic and beau-

tiful form of this species renders it highly deserving of

our notice.

The few remaining stocks upon Mount Lebanon are

preserved with religious veneration by the christians of

that country. According to the missionaries in the East,

the Patriarch of the Maronite Christians inhabiting

Mount Lebanon, attended by a number of bishops,

priests and monks , and followed by five or six thousand

devotees , annually celebrate in their shade the festival
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of the .Transfiguration , which is called the Feast of

Cedars; and ecclesiastical censures are denounced against

those who shall injure these consecrated trees.

Ahout the year 1680 the first stocks were brought to

Europe and planted in the medical garden of Chelsea

near London; 100 years afler , two of them were up-

wards of i a feet and a half in circumference at 2 feet

from the ground, and diffused their limbs more than

ao feet in every direction. They have yielded seed abun-

dantly for more than half a century , and have given

birth to the fine stocks that adorn the parks and gardens

of the Continent of Europe.

The beauty of the Cedar of Lebanon is due to the ar-

rangement of its branches, which are verticillate with a

slight inclination towards the earth , and to its thick dark

green foliage, which casts a dense and impervious shade.

It flowers in the month of October : the cones are

about 3 inches long and a broad, and do not arrive at

complete maturity before the second year. They are

greyish , and very hard in consequence of the compact-

ness of the scales. To obtain the seeds , of which three

fourths are usually barren , the cone is pierced with a

gimlet at the base , left to soak two days in water , and

,

afler it is dry, opened by means of a small wooden

wedge driven into the hole.

This tree is in great request for the fineness of its

form : it is not diflicult in the choice of soils, and de-

velopes itself luxuriantly on gravelly lands.

II. 46
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The young stock should be transplanted when the

circulation begins to be renewed , which is indicated by

the swelling of the buds ; as much earth as possible

should be left adhering to the roots , and they should

be replaced in the ground without delay. When perma-

nently fixed its branches should never be lopped , and

the main stem , which constantly inclines towards the

north , should be carefully preserved.

•r.

PLATE CLIV. M>

A branch with a cone ofthe natural size.
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RED CEDAR.

JUMIPIRUS VIRGINIAMA. J. folUs temis , bad adnaiis

,

junionbus imbricaiis, seruoribus patuUs.

The Red Cedar, which belongs to the Junipers, is

the most common species of its genus in the United

States, and the only one which attains such dimensions

as to be useful in the arts. Next to tb^t which grows

in Bermuda it is the largest hitherto discovered. Ac-

cording to my father^s observations on the topography

of American plants. Cedar Island in Lake Champlain,

nearly opposite to Burlington, in latitude 44° ^^\ ™ay

be assumed as one of the remotest points at which it is

found towards the north. Eastward, on the border of

the sea, I have not seen it beyond Wiscasset, a small

town of the District of Maine , at the moutb of the

Kennebeck, and in nearly the same latitude with Bur-

lington. From Wiscasset it spreads without interruption

to the Cape of Florida, and thence round the Gulf of

Mexico to a distance beyond St. Bernard's Bay ; an ex-

tent ofmore than 3ooo miles. In retiring from the shore

it becomes gradually less common and less vigorous, and

in Virginia and the more Southern States it is rare at

the point where the tide ceases to flow in the rivers

;

farther inland it is seen only in the form of a shrub

in open, dry, sandy places. In the Western States it is
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confined to spots where the calcarious rock shews itself

naked , or is so thinly covered with mould as to forbid

the vegetation of other trees.

Though the Red Cedar grows naturally in the District

of Maine and on some of the islands ofLakeChamplain,

it is repressed by a winter as intense as that of the north

of Germany, and developes itself less vigorously than

in Virginia and farther south, where the soil and climate

are favourable to its expansion and to the perfection of

its wood. ITpon the downs it is usually buried in the

sand cast up by the waves , except the summit of the

branches, which appears like young trees above the sur-

face. When unincumbered with sand, as in the middle

of the islands and on the borders of the narrow sounds

that flow between them and the main , it is 40 or 4^ feet

in height and la or i3 inches in diameter; but it would

be difficult at present to find stocks of this size north-

eastward of the river St. Mary within the ancient limits

of the United States.

The foliage is evergreen, numerously subdivided, and

composed of small sharp scales enchased in one another.

It diffuses a resinous , aromatic odour when bruised

;

^ried and reduced to powder it has the same effect as

the common Juniper, ofincreasing the eilicacyof blister-

plasters. The male and female flowers are small, not

conspicuous, and borne separately on the same or on

diflerent stocks. The seeds are small , ovate berries

,

bluish when ripe, and covered with a white exudation.
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They arrive at maturity about the beginning of the fall,

and if sown immediately the greater part of them shoot

the following spring, but not before the second year

if they are kept several months. The quantity of gin

made from them in the United States is small compared

with what is imported from Holland.

The name ofBed Cedar is descriptive only of the per-

fect wood, which is of a bright tint ; the sap is perfectly

white.

The most striking peculiarity in the vegetation of the

Red Cedar is that its branches , which are numerous

and close, spring near the earth and spread horizontally,

and that the lower limbs are during many years as long

as the body of the tree. The trunk decreases so rapidly

that the largest stocks rarely afford timber for ship-

building of mo: 3 than 1 1 feet in length. Its diameter is

very much diminished by deep, oblong crevices in every

part of the trunk, which are occasioned by the large

branches persisting after they are dead. My own obser-

vations and experiments lead me to believe that the

growth of the tree might be quickened , and this de-

formity prevented , by cutting the limbs even with the

trunk for two thirds of its height.

The wood is odorous , compact , fine-grained and very

light, though heavier and stronger than that of the

White Cedar and Cypress. To these qualities it unites

the still more precious character of durability , and is

consequently highly esteemed for such objects as re-
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quire it in an eminent degree. Bat as it is procnred

with difliculty, and is every day becoming scarcer , it is

reserved exclusively for the most important uses. The

reproduction is too trifling to be mentioned in compar-

ison with the consumption in the ports of the United

States at large, and particularly at New York, Philadel-

phia and Baltimore. In the upper part of the frame of

vessels it is joined with the Live Oak to compensate

its excessive weight, and this usage, more than any

other, has wasted the species. Recourse is now had

to the coast of East Florida between the St. Mary

and the St. John, which will soon be exhausted in

its turn. The nearer the Red Cedar grows to the sea,

and the farther southward , the better is its wood.

Next to ship -building it is most commonly used for

posts, which are highly esteemed aud are reserved for

enclosing court - yards and gardens in the cities and

their vicinity. The barriers of the side -walks in the

streets of Philadelphia are made of this wood : they are

to or II feet long and 8 inches in diameter, and are

sold at 80 cents each, while those of "White Cedar cost

only 16 or 17 cents. It is eminently fitted for subterra-

nean water-pipes , but is rarely employed from the dif-

ficulty of obtaining stocks of sufficient diameter. Small

round or oval tubs , very neatly wrought and hooped

with brass , are made with staves consisting partly of the

sap and partly of the heart. I have observed that the

turners at Philadelphia make the large stop-cocks of
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this wood. In the Southern States it is commonly chosen

for coflins.
*

In some parts of Lower Virginia
, particularly in the

County ofYork f the Cedars are trimmed and the bran-

ches are interlaced with stakes driven into the earth at

small distances for the enclosure of cultivated iields

;

but this is a poor resource, the only advantage of which

is the economy of wood.

The Red Cedar is exported to England , but I am un-

able to say for what purpose
; probably it is not solely

for the manufacture of pencils , though it seems as well

adapted to that object as the Juniper of Bermuda.

The Red Cedar has been naturalized more than fifty

years in the pleasure-grounds of France and England

:

its growth would be rapid on the borders of the sea in

our southern departments, where its propagation cannot

be too warmly rec<mimended.

I

PLATE CLV.

j4 branch with leaves and berries of the natural site.
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AMERICAN ARBOR VIT^,
OR

.

WHITE CEDAR.

ThdtA ocgioentalis. T. ramults ancipidbus, folUs qua-

' dri/anam imbricatis, ovato-rhombeis , adpressis, nudts,

tubercidatis ; strobiUs ovatis; squamis oblonge-opalibus

;

seminibus alatis.
(

"*

'

• % I
•

This species of Thuyi, the only one that has been

discovered in the New World , is the most interesting

of the genus for the properties of its wood. My father

mentions the shor.es of Lake St. John in Canada as its

northern limit , beyond which he saw no trace of it in

travelling in that direction more than 3oo miles. It

abounds in favourable situations between the parallels

of 48" 5o'and4S*''; farther south it becomes rare, and

solitary stocks are seen only on the sides of torrents

and on the banks of certain rivers , as on the Hudson

amid the highlands, and near the rapids of the Potow-

mack in Virginia. Goat*s Island, round which the Nia-

gara divides itself to form the stupendous cataract which

is one of the most wonderful spectacles of Nature , is

seen from the banks of the river to be bordered with

the Arbor Vitse.

In Canada and the northern part of the United

States this tree is called White Cedar, but in the District

of Maine it is frequently designated by the name of

' l<>;(,>u/,- ,/,/.
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Arbor Vitas, which i have preferred, though less com-

mon , because the other is appropriated to the Cupressus

thyoides.

The Arbor Vitae is 4^ or 5o feet in height and some-

times more than lo feet in circumference ; usually, how-

ever, it is not more than lo or i5 inches in diameter at

five feet from the ground. From the number and the

distinctness of the concentrical circles in stocks of this

size its growth must be extremely slow : I have counted

117 in a log 1 3 inches and 5 lines in diameter. They are

more compressed near the centre, as in the Cypress and

While Cedar, which is contrary to the arrangement ob-

served in the Oaks, the Beeches and the Maples.

The foliage is evergreen , numerously ramified , and

flattene(i i spread. The leaves are small, opposite,

imbricat ..^es; when bruised they diffuse a strong

aromatic odour. Ttie sexes are separate upon the same

tree.. The male flowers are in the form of small cones :

to the female blossom succeeds a yellowish fruit about

4 lines in length composed of oblong scales, which open

through their whole length for the escape of several mi-

nute seeds surmounted by a short wing.

In Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Vermont and the

District of Maine , the Arbor Vitae is the most multi-

plied of the resinous trees, after the Black and the

Hemlock Spruces. A cool soil seems to be indispen-

sable to its growth. It is never seen on the uplands

among the Beeches , the Birches , etc. , but is found

II. 47
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on the rocky edges of the innumerable rivulets and

small lakes which are scattered over these countries

,

and occupies in great part, or exclusively, swamps

irom 60 to Igo acres in extent ,. some of which are ac-

cessible only in the viinter when they are frozen and

covered with several feet of snow. It abounds exactly

in proportion to the degree of humidity , and in the

driest marshes it is mingled with the Black Spruce,

the Hemlock Spruce , the Yellow Birch , the Black Ash

;

and a few stocks of the White Pine. In all of them the

surface is covered with a bed of Sphagnum so thick and

surcharged with moisture that the foot sinks hali-leg

deep while the water rises under its pressure.

The full-grown Arbor Yitae is easily distinguished by its

shape and foliage. The trunk tapers rapidly from a very

large base to a very slender summit , and is laden with

branches for four fifths of its height. The principal

limbs, widely distant and placed at right angles with the

body, give birth to a great number of drooping second-

ary branches, whose foliage resembles that of the White

Cedar.

On the borders of the lakes , where it has room and

enjoys the benefit of the light and air, it rises perpendic-

ularly, grows more rapidly and attains a greater size than

when crowded in the swamps, where its thick foliage in-

tercepts the light and impedes the circulation of the air.

1 have besides remarked that in the swamps its trunk is

rarely straight, but forms the arch of 4in ellipse more or
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less inclined. Its sides swell into two or three large

ridges , which are a continuation of the principal roots.

The bark upon the body is slightly furrowed, smooth

to the touch and very white when the tree stands ex-

posed. The wood is reddish , somewhat odorous , very

light, soil and fme-grained: in the northern part of

the United States nd in Canada it holds the first place

for durability. From the shape of the trunk it is difli-

cult to procure sticks of considerable length and an uni-

form diameter ; hence in the District of Maine it is

little employed for the frame of houses, though in

other respects proper for this object, and still less

for the covering. It is softer than the White Pine , and

gives a weaker hold to nails, for which reason the Ca-

nadians always join it with some more solid wood. The

following extract from my father's journal confirms

what I have said of its durability :
'* In my journey to

Hudson's Bay in 179a, I arrived in August in the vicinity

of Lake Chicoutome, in latitude 48'- 1 found the mansion-

house of the church established by the Jesuits for the

instruction of the natives yet standing. This building,

constructed in 1728, as was proved by an inscription

over the door, with square beams of the Arbor "Vilae

laid one upon another without covering on either side

,

remained perfectly sound after more than 60 years."

The most common use of this tree is for rural fence

,

for which it is highly esteemed. The posts last 55 or 4©

years , and the rails 60 , or three or four times as long

1 1

1
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as those of any other species. The posts subsist twice as

long in argillaceous as in sandy lands. While the usage

of such fences continues the utmost economy should be

practised in cutting the Arbor Yitae according to the

rules prescribed for resinous trees. In Canada it is se-

lected for the light frame of bark canoes. Its branches

garnished with leaves are formed into brooms , which

exhale an agreeable aromatic odour. Kalm aflirms that

the leaves, pounded and moulded with hog's lard, form

an excellent ointment for the rheumatism.

The Arbor Vitae was introduced into France more

than aoo years since : the superior beauty of its form

and foliage entitle it to preference over the Chinese

Thuya as an ornament of pleasure-grounds, and the

quality of its wood is a sufficient motive for propagating

it in unimproved marshes in the north of Europe ; but

the White Cedar, which is taller and of a more uniform

diameter, more rapid in its growth, and of equal dur-

ability, would be a still more valuable acquisition.

. PLATE CLVI.

A branch with leaves qnd cones ofthe natural aze. Fig. i.

Seeds.

^^ .'
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Of the Uses of the North American Trees.

. In the history which I have thus completed of the

forest-trees of North America , and particularly of the

United States , my principal aim has been to impart an

accurate knowledge of the several species, by describing

the characters of their leaves, fit wers and fruit, and

explaining all their distinguis^'ng peculiarities. My ob-

ject in the following recapitulation is to exhibit in one

view those which are the mc3t useful in the mechanical

arts , so that it may be readily known what wood is

employed in the different parts of the United States in

all the branches of industry of which wood is a material.

It would have been highly useful to have entered into

a critical examination of the reasons for adopting or re-

jecting each species in each of the arts; These reasons

may be purely local, or they may be founded on custom

or experience. But I must acknowledge my incompe-

tency to a task which would require a knowledge of all

the arts in question, with which I am wholly unac-

quainted. It is only from information procured from

others that I havr composed this summary, in which I

venture to affirm that more omissions will be observed

than errors.

1
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SHIP-BUILDING.
DISTRICT OF MAINE, NEW RRUNSWICK, AMD MOVA SCOTIA.

Keel. The Sugar Maple holds the first place , and the

White Elm the second. In these regions both species

attain their fullest developement , and consequently af-

ford timber of ample dimensions.

Lower jrame. From the scarcity and even the total

want of the White Oak throughout the greater part of

the District of Maine, and the inadequate supply of the

Grey and Red Oaks, they are reserved for those parts

of the frame which are exposed to be alternately wet

and dry. In the lower parts they are replaced by inferior

species of wood , such as the Yellow Birch , the Red

Beech , the Sugar Maple and the White Ash , which

would very speedily decay if they were not constantly

in the water. Of these, the Yellow Birch and Red Beech

are the best , and the White Ash the worst. They are

felled at the proper season of the year , stript of the

alburnum , and perfectly seasoned before they are used.

BOSTON.

At Boston , though situated only a few degrees farther

south than the ports of the District of Maine , the in-

fluence of a milder climate is sensibly felt. A greater

variety of Oaks is found in the forests of the surround-

ing country, the White Oak is more abundant , and the

materials for ship-building are better.

.4;-
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JSr***/. Of White Ojk. :^..

Frame. Principally of White Oak. In the lower frame

the Red Oak is sometimes employed , and under that

denomination are also comprised the Grey and Scarlet

Oaks. Some old writers inform us that the Swamp

White Oak was formerly in repute : that it is no longer

used is probably owing to its rarity.

Knees. As much as possible ofWhite Oak ; but as this

is rare , recourse is had to the Black Spruce , especially

for repairing old vessels.

Sides. Of White Oak , with the gunwales of Long-

leaved Pine imported from the Southern State?.

Trunnels, Commonly of White Oak, and sometimes

of Locust from Virginia. »

Deck. Of White Pine ; but the Norway Pine is pre/er-

red. This is brought from New Hampshire by the Mid-

dlesex Canal, which connects the river Merrimack with

the harbour of Boston : it is called Yellow Pine , though

that name belongs to the Pimts mitis, which is not found

in so high a latitude.

Masts and yards. As in the District of Maine , the

masts of White Pine , and the topmasts and yards of

Black Spruce. "i^
Observation. A few vessels are constructed at Boston

of live Oak and Red Cedar.

1^

*
. MEW YOR^

Keel Always of White Oak. Formeriy the Shell-bark
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Hickory was sometimes employed ; but no stocks oi* suf-

ficient size are now found near th.e ports.

s lM»erjrarne. Principally ofWhite Oak, with which is

joined the Rock Chesnut Oak.

Upper frame. Of Live Oak and Red Cedar alternated

:

both are imported from East Florida. ' "> '

Sides. Of White Oak : I believe the Rock Chesnut Oak

is also used ; for I have seen planks 3 or 3 inches thick

in the dock-yards, which were easily recognized by the

bark upon the edges , and which seemed destined for

this use.

Knees. As much as possible of White Oak ; and when

this cannot be procured , of Rock Chesnut Oak from

the upper part of the North River.

Deck. Of Yellow Pine from New Jersey and the east-

ern shore of Maryland.

Masts. Of White Pine, with the topmasts and yards

of Black Spruce.

.IV

•# PHILADELPHIA.

Keel. Almost always of White Oak, and in a few in-

stances of Shell-bark or Pignut Hickory : the Pignut

,

which is tougher than the other species, is preferred.

Lowerfrarm. Of White Oak, with a small proportion

of Black Walnut , Locust and Red Mulberry. ^^
Upper frame. In the best built vessels , of Live Oak

and Red Cedar , as in New York. The Cedar is very dur-

able , and its lightness compensates for the weight of

II.
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the Oak. A small quantity of the Hed Bay , imported

from the Southern States and from Florida , is advan-

tageously substituted for the Cedar. The Locust, the Red

Mulberry and the Black Walnut are also admitted. They

are lighter than the Oaks , stronger than the Cedar , and

almost as durable as either; but they cannot be pro-

cured in suflicient abundance. Their perfect wood ,

when thoroughly seasoned , lasts longer than the White

Oak. The Black Walnut , in particular, must be entirely

freed from the sap, which is soft and rapidly decays.

These species grow on the banks of the Susquehannah,

and large Red Mulberry Trees are found also on the

Delaware. The White Oak is excluded from vessels of

the best workmanship.

Sides. Always of White Oak.

Tnmnels. Of Locust.

Knees. As at New York , of While Oakwhen it can be

procured, and of Rock Chesnut Oak; of these the con-

sumption is nearly equal. The Black Walnut is highly es-

teemed , but rarely employed on account of its scarce-

ness. The Red Mulberry makes excellent floor-timbers.

Deck. Commonly of Yellow Pine from the upper

part of the Delaware or irom the eastern shore of

Maryland , and of Long-leaved Pine from North Caro-

lina and Georgia.

Masts. OfWhite Pine , the topmasts of Yellow Pine

,

and the yards of Black Spruce from the District of

Maine.

I

II. 48
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BALTIMORE AMD ALEXAMOHIA.

The art of ship-building is carried to great perfection

in these ports , and nearly the same materials are em-

ployed as at Philadelphia , viz : the While Oak for the

keel and lower part of the frame , and the Live Oak

and Red Cedar for the upper part. The Locust is ad-

mitted as well as the Red Cedar , and as both species

are much more abundant than in the vicinity of Phila-

delphia, they are more extensively used. The knees

are of White Oak , Rock Chesnut Oak and Post Oak.

The masts are commonly of Yellow Pine , and some-

times of Long-leaved Pine from the river Elisabeth near

Norfolk.

CHARLESTON AND SAVANNAH.

KceK Always of the Long-leaved Pine , which is not

inierior to the White Oak.

Iiower frame. Principally of Live Oak , and partly ot

the perfect wood of the Long-leaved Pine, which is

thought to be as solid as the White Oak. The Post Oak

and the Spanish Oak are also admitted.

Upperframe. Of Live Oak and Red Cedar. The Locust

and Red Mulberry are little used, as they are rare in the

neighbouring country ; a small quantity is brought from

Upper Georgia to Savannah by the river of that name.

Deck. Of the Long -leaved Pine, which is the best

species of its genus in North America. .i
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Kmes. Commonly of Live Oak , which is the Lukl

wood for this purpose.

Sides. Almost always of the heart of the Long-leaved

Pine, which is esteemed as solid and durable at the

White Oak , but is said to form less perfect joints at the

stem and stern.

Tmnnels. Of the heart of the Long-leaved Pine when

the sidc-planks are of the same species, and of Live

Oak, Locust, or Red Mulberry (which is as good as the

Locust ) , when the sides are of Oak.

Masts. Of Long-leaved Pine, which is stronger thm

White Pine ; the topmasts are of Long-leaved Pine, and

the yards of Black Spruce irom the District of Maine,

When these materials are perfectly seasoned before

they are employed , the vessels constructed with them

are more durable than those built at New York and Pliil-

adelphia, which consist in a greater proportion of White

Oak.

LOUISVILLE ON THE OHIO«

..

Keel. Of White Oak.

Upper frame. Of White Oak and Black Walnut,

Lomer frame. Of White Oak , with a large pronoilion

of Locust, Red Mulberry and Black Walnut, ..vd a

mixture of Wild Cherry Tree and Red Elm. These

species are excellent when thoroughly seri.;aned. The

Black Walnut in particular should be wlioWy deprived of

its alburnum.
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Knees. Of Locust, Red Mulberry, Black Walnut , and

White Oak : those of Locust and Red Mulberry are less

easily procured.

Sides. Always of White Oak.

Trunnels. Of Locust.

Deck. Of Yellow Pine.

Masts. Of White Pine ; the yards are of Black Spruce

from the sources of the river Alleghany.

Keeled boats. On the banks of the Ohio I saw building

a great number of large boats, of which the ribs,

without exception, were of Black Walnut, and the sides

of White Oak.

NEW ORLEANS.

I have never visited Lower Louisiana , and cannot

speak with certainty of the manner of constructing

vessels at New Orleans. I have been told that the frame

is of Live Oak and Red Cedar ; the sides, deck and masts,

of the perfect wood of the Bald Cypress , which is said

to be far superior , when thoroughly seasoned , to any

species of Pine.

Pumps. At New York , Philadelphia and Baltimore
,

of Pitch Pine ; and in the Southern ports , of Loblolly

Pine.

Pullies, cleats and oars. Always of White Ash in the

Northern States ; at New York and Philadelphia , in

equal proportions of While Ash and of Red Ash, which

becomes more common in advancing southward.
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Many persons are aware that the Red Elm would be

preferable for pullies ; but eastward of the AUehanies it

is too little multiplied to supply the consumption. The

Pride of India is also well adapted to this purpose.

The White Ash , from its strength and elasticity

,

makes the best oars

I have been informed that the Hickories are used with

advantage for cleats ; they are stronger than those of

Ash , but require to sit loosely in the holes , as they

swell with moisture and would speedily decay.

Handspikes. Of White Ash ; but more generally, in

the Middle and Southern States , of Hickory, which is

preferred on account of its strength.

Images on the bow. Always of While Pine.

CIVIL ARCHITECTURE.

Throughout the United States nineteen twentieths of

the houses in the small towns and in the country are of

wood. In the larger cities , five sixths of them are of

brick, and one fifth, or perhaps one third , in a dozen

secondary towns.

The wooden houses are of two sorts : those of a great

proportion of the husbandmen in the interior parts of

the country are built of logs , and are so simply con-

structed that they are rendered habitable in three or

four days. The logs , which are 20 or 3o feet long and 4

or 5 inches in diameter, are laid one upon another,

crossed at the ends, and confined by notches. The inter-
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slices arc filled with clay. The roof is formed of lighter

sticks of the same length
,
gradually approximating on

each side , and supplying the place of rafters ; to these

the shingles are attached by small wooden pins. Two

doors, which frequently serve instead of windows, arc

cut directly opposite to each other in the middle of the

walls. The chimney is at one end of the house, and a

partition divides the building into two apartments. The

barns and stables are similarly constructed, but less care-

fully closed.

The framed houses are commonly two stories high

,

spacious and commodiously planned. They are covered

with clap-boards, and when painted white have an agree-

able appearance and indicate the easy circumstances of

their tenants. When proper care is bestowed upon the

covering, and the paint is renewed every 10 or 12 years,

it lasts 3o or 4o years.

The frame, the inner and outer sheathing, the floors,

and the shingles of the rooi, are made, in different parts

of the United States, of different species of wood which

have been found best adapted to these objects.

NEW HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS,

RHODE ISLAND AND CONNECTICUT.

At Boston , Portsmouth , Portland , Hollowel , and

other less consider able towns , as well as in the country,

the White Pine has always been preferred for wooden

houses. But as it has become rare it is partly replaced
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by the Black and Hemlock Spraces > which are cheaper

and more abundant.

Frame. Of White Pine; but tbe joists and rafters are

more frequently of Black Spruce. """

Sheathing of the frame. Of Hemlock Spruce.

Qap-boards. Of White Pine.

Floors. Generally of White Pine. In the counti^ the

Black Spruce is sometimes preferred , as being tougher

and less liable to be bruised by the furniture : on the

other hand , it do^s not bear so good a polish, and is

apt to crack.

Roof. Always of White Pine shingles, which last i5

or 20 years. The Arbor Vitae would be preferable for

this object ; but in the Northern States it is too small

to be cut with advantage for shingles , and is reserved

for posts.

Lathes. Of Hemlock Spruce.

Doors, mndow-sashes and mouldings. Of White Pine.

(

NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY.

Frame. Of White Pine in houses built entirely of

wood.

Covering and inside worA. OfWhite Pine.

Floors. Of White Pine, when they are to be carpeted

;

otherwise , of Yellow Pine , which is stronger and

tougher.

Roof. Of WTiite Cedar shingles.

Observation. In the city of New York the frame of

\
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brick houses is often of Oak, the joinery within and the

doors and windows are of White Pine , and the roof is

slated or covered with White Cedar shingles.

PENNSYLVANIA AND DELAWARE.

At Philadelphia the houses in the city are of brick;

those of the suburbs are generally of wood , and are

built of the same materials as in New York , except that

the Yellow Pine is employed as well as the White Pine.

In brick houses the sills and the joists of the upper

stories are of White Oak ; at present the Black Oak is

also extensively used , and the Sweet Gum is admitted

for the upper stories.

Rafters. Preferably of the White and Black Oaks :

the Tulip Tree or Poplar, which unites lightness with

solidity, la equally esteemed.

Floors. Commonly of Yellow Pine.

Roof. Of White Cedar or Cypress shingles imported

from the Southern States.

Doors , windows and mouldings. The panels of White

Pine; the casings and the window- sashes of Yellow

Pine; the mouldings of the outer doors , the cornices

of the apartments , and the mouldings about the fire-

places , of White Pine.

At Conelsville on the Yohiogany, and at Brownsville

on the Mononghahela, in the western part of Penn-

sylvania , I observed that the frame was of White Oak

;

the floors, of narrow boards of the same species ; the
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shingles , of Black Oak , which are less easily detached

than those of "White Oak ; the clap-boards , the interior

joinery , the doors , window-sashes , etc. , of Poplar or

Tulip Tree.

At Pittsburgh and "Wheeling on the Ohio the frame is

of"White Oak ; the outside^ the joinery within , and the

roof, of "White Pine. Many houses in this part of Penn-

sylvania are built wholly of "White Oak, except the roof,

which is made of Black Oak in the absence of the Pine

and Poplar. The Poplar or Tulip Tree is inferior to the

Pines , but it is more durable than the Oaks , and is

wrought with greater ease and neatness. Chesnut shingks

are more lasting, but they are not easily fount

f '

MARYLAND AND THE EASTERN PART OF VIRGINIA.

At Baltimore and Alexandria one third of the houses

are of brick ; the rest are principally of Yellow Pine

,

with the inside work of "White Pine, and the roof of

"White Cedar, which is here called JMmyo^r. At Peters-

burgh and in its vicinity the wooden houses are of Lob-

lolly Pine , with the roof of Cypress.

NORTH CAROLINA , SOUTH CAROLINA , AND THE L0V^'ER

PART OF GEORGIA.

Three quarters of the houses in Charleston , and four

fifths of those in Wilmington and Savannah, are of

wood. ';

II. 49
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Frame. "Wholly of Long-leaved Pine; the outer cover-

ing is of White Pine , and the interior work of Cypress

and of White Pine.

Doors, windows and cornices. Sometimes of White

Pine, but more generally of Cypress, which is far

better. ^
Roof. Of Cypress for houses of every description.

Observation. The Cypress was formerly used almost

exclusively in building , but it is now replaced by the

Long-leaved and White Pines. Farther inland the houses

are still constructed 'wholly of Cypress , and are more

lasting than such as are made of the Long-leaved Pine

:

both are painted white.

VPPEa PART OF THE CAROUNAS.

• The houses are built of Yellow Pine, and covered

with shingles of the same wood or of the Tulip Tree.

KENTUCKY.

At Lexington, the largest town of the Western States,

more than three quarters of the houses are of wood.

They are composed in the following manner , both

there and in the surrounding the country :

Frame. Of Blue Ash and White Oak. The Oak is pre-

ferable , though less easily wrought than the Ash.

Floors. The lower floors are of Blue Ash or of White

Oak, and sometimes of Tulip Tree or Poplar. Pine would
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be preferred if it could be easily procured. Tbe upper

floors are of Poplar.

Outside. Of Blue Ash or Tulip Tree : the last species is

liable to ivarp.

Inside work. Comnionly of Poplar or "Wild Cherry

Tree , and sometimes of Black Walnut;

Roof. The rafters are covered with boards of the

Hackberry, and these with Poplar shingles, which are

made very short to prevent their warping : they are said

to last forty years, and not to split from the effects of

frost or sunshine.

LOWER LOUISIANA.

I have been informed that all the buildings in this

part of the United States are of Cypress.

CABINET-MAKING.

MASSACHUSETTS , NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT.

Wood proper for Cabinet-making becomes more rare

in America in advancing into the higher latitudes ; but

several species are found in the north of the United

States , which , though inferior to Mahogany, form ele-

gant furniture. The superiority of Mahogany consists not

so much in the richness of its colouring as in the fineness

of its grain and in its hardness, which render it suscep-

tible of a brilliant polish , and preserve it from injury by

the impression of other bodies. As it is cheaply obtained
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from the West Indies , it is used by all persons in easy

circumstances residing at a moderate distance from the

ports. Among the native trees, in the Northern States,

the Black Birch , the Yellow Birch , the Canoe Birch

,

the Red-flowering Curled Maple , the Bird*s-eye Maple

,

the Wild Cherry^Tree and the Sumac , are chiefly em-

ployed in cabinet-making.

The Black and Yellow Birches are of a roseate hue

,

which deepens with age ; as they are very line-grained

they receive a brilliant polish and have a silky surface.

They are usually employed for tables, writing-desks,

the balustrade of staircases , the frame of sofas and hair-

bottomed chairs , etc. The Curled Maple and Bird's-eye

Maple form elegant bedsteads. Divided into thin sheets,

they serve to inlay Mahogany, and the same use is made

of a section of the Canoe Birch immediately below the

first division of the trunk. The cabinet-makers of Boston

select the Birch logs proper for these purposes among

the wood exposed for sale as fuel.

MIDDLE AND WESTERN STATES.

In the large towns the furniture is usually made of

Mahogany ; in the country it is of Wild Cherry, Black

Walnut, Curled Maple, Buttonwood and Sweet Gum.

The Wild Cherry and the Black Walnut are preferred

,

as being the most like Mahogany, particularly the Cherry

Tree; the Walnut, naturally of a dusky hue, becomes
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nearly black with age. The Curled Maple , the Button-

wood and the Sweet Gum , are more especially reserved

for bedsteads. To render the undulations of the Curled

Maple more apparent , afler being polished it is lightly

rubbed with nitric acid and again with linseed oil.

SOUTnEHN STATES.

«

The greater parf of the furniture was formerly made

of Red Bay , which is of a beautiful red colour , tine-

grained, silky, and perfectly adapted to .this use ; but it

is now almost wholly superseded by Mahogany.

COOPER'S TRADE.

This art employs a great number of hands in North

America , where , besides the ordinary use of containing

liquids , casks are employed, instead of sacks , for corn

and flour, for produce of other kinds, and for certain

species of merchandize that are exported or consumed

at home. A great quantity of staves is also sent to

England , to the Madeira Isles and to the West Indies.

In 1807 , the value of the staves imported into Liver-

pool from the United States exceeded 720,000 dollars.

Tables of the exportation from the United States in 1791

and 1 79a exhibit the following statement of the number

of staves sent abroad during these years

:

m.
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NewHampshire i,a5o,ooo

Massachusetts. ....... 5,a5o,ooo

Rhode Island 270,000

Connecticut 1,100,000

New York 5,56o,ooo

Pennsylvania a,8oo,ooo

New Jersey • 5o,ooo

Delaware. . * . . . . • . .
*. 4ot00o

Maryland • . 1,700,000

Virginia. 7,400,000

North Carolina • . . 3,3oo,ooo

South Carolina 5oo,ooo

Georgia 860,000

Total. . . . 39,080,000

The country west of the Alleghanies has for several

years furnished large supplies of this article, which

pass down the Ohio and the Mississippi to New Orleans.

Great quantities are also carried from Lake Ghamplain to

Quebec. The staves of Virginia , Maryland and Pennsyl-

vania, fi'om the influence of a milder climate and a less

humid soil, aiv much superior to those of the Northern

States.

Besides the White Oak, several other species , such as

the Rock Chcsnut Oak, the Post Oak, the Chesnut

White Oak, the Overcup White Oak, etc., have their

pores so imperfectly closed as to absorb liquids , es-

pecially such as are of a spiritous nature. But for train
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oil, for melasses and other fermenting fluids, these

species ^e too compact , and arc less eligible than the

Red Oak, which is of so loose a texture that water may

be made to bubble by putting one end of a staff into it

and blowing at the other; the air disengaged by fer-

mentation is thus allowed to escape , and the fluid is re-

tained , unless , like the flner oils, it is extremely subtile.

When melasses is put into White Oak casks, as the

wood refuses a passage to the 9ir which is produced in

fermentation at a temperature like that of the West

Indies , the cask is apt to become distended and leaky.

Bed Oak staves are made of several species , all similar

in their organization , viz : in the Northern States , of

the Red Oak and the Grey Oak ; in the Middle and

Western States , chiefly of the Black Oak , and also of

the Scarlet , Red and Pin Oaks ; in Maryland , Lower

Virginia, and all the southern parts of the United States,

6i the Spanish Oak , which is the best of the class. This

sort is one third or even one half cheaper than the

PVhite Oak staves; but the price of both is four times as

great as it was fifly years ago , owing to the great devel-

opement of American commerce , to the prodigious

consumption of a population which doubles in a little

more than 20 years , and to the neglect of all measures

for renewing the forests.

Throughout the United States, with the exception of

the District of Maine and the northern parts of Ver-

mont, casks of all capacities are hooped with young

V.
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Hickories, and perhaps one twentieth of them with

youngWhile Oaiis, The saplings of both specie* are split

in the middle , and the hoops are crossed and conhned

by notches instead of ligatures as in Europe. ^'**^

The young stocks are exported for hoops to the "West

Indies; but I do not know that they are sent to Europe,

where the Ghesnut is preferred and is cultivated for this

purpose — an example deserving of imitation in the

United States, especially.near the commercial capitals.

At Nova Scotia , barrels for containing salted lish are

made of the heart of the Red Spruce bound with sap-

lings of Yellow Birch , which are easily distinguished by

their brilliant bark. In the District of Maine these barrels

arc of White Pine ; a great number of staves are also

made of White Ash , and are esteemed the best for

salted provisions. The hoops are of Beech, Yellow Birch

and Black Ash , which are inferior to the Hickory and

"Vyhite Oak; but the Hickory does not grow so far north,

and the Oak is rare. Plantations of White Oak for hoops

would be highly profitable in the District of Maine. (See

the description df the Chesnut, and the recapitulation of the

properties of the Hickories.
)

iH

CHAIR-MAKING.

TVindsor chairs. In all the cities of the United Slates

this branch of industry forms a distinct trade. Windsor

chairs are in general use , and they are exported from
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Ihe Northern States to the Southern and to the MVvM

Indies.

At Hollowel , Portland , Portsmouth , etc. , the ceat is

of Basswood, the lower frame of Sugar Maple, and the

bow and rods which compose the back , of Wliite Ash.

At New York , Philadelphia , Baltimore and Rich-

mond , the seat is of Tulip Tree , the legs of Red-flower-

ins Maple , the rods of the back, of Shell-bark Hickory,

and the bow of White Oak. These species are not pre-

ferable to those in use in the more northern Slates , ex-

cept the Tulip Tree , which is firmer and more durable

than the Basswood.

In the Northern States, particularly at Boston , chairA

of this sort are made wholly of White Pine , except the

bow, which is of White Oak : they are light and cheap

,

but easily broken and of little value. In well-(urni(died

apartments Japanned chairs are fashionable ; they are

made of Red Maple
,
painted , varnished and gilt ; the

seat is of cane or of rushes ( Tipha angustiJoUa ) cut io

the salt-meadows.

In the country , common chairs are made of Mnplc

,

and sometimes of Hickory, with the bottom of straw.

COACH-MAKING.

At Boston the panels of coaches and chaises are made

of the Tulip Tree or Poplar, which is brought from the

Middle Slates; the top and bottom are of White Pine
;

II. 5o
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the frame ofthe body, of Black or Yellow Bir(*h, and the

carriage of White Ash.

In New Hampshire and the District of Maine the

panels are of Basswood , and the other parts , of the

same materials as at Boston.

In Vermont I have seen Butternut boards employed

for panels , for which they are said to be well fitted.

At New York , Philadelphia and Baltimore , the panels

are of Tulip Tree , which iurnishes boards of an extra-

ordinary width. Thiswood is fme-grained, polishes well,

and receives paint in a superior manner. The top and

bottom of the body are of White Pine, or still better of

White Cedar ; the frame and carriage are of White or

Tied Birch. I have been told in the Southern States that

the Persimon is superior to the Ash for shafts , which

require great strength united to great elasticity.

Coach- making is carried to a high degree of perfec-

tion, especially at Philadelphia, and furnishes articles of

exportation to the Southern Slates and to the Spanish

Colonies. To the excellence of the materials are added

lightness , strength and elegance in the workmanship.

CARTWRIGHT'S WORK.

This trade is more perfected in Philadelphia than in

any other part of the United States, both for materials

and execution. The frame, boarding and pole of waggons

are of Oak, though many farmers prefer the Black or

Sour Gum , especially for the bottom , and assert that
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it is twice as durable as the White Oak. The axle-tree

,

instead of iron , is always of Hickory wood , and prefer-

ably of Pignut Hickory : in the District of Maine it is of

"Sugar Maple.

Coach' wheels. At New York, and in all the more

northern towns, the nave is ofWhite Elm ; in the Mid-

dle States, of Sour Gum; at Charleston S.C., ofWahoo.

The felloes are generally of Red or White Ash , and the

spokes of White Oak. Near Richmond in Virginia, I

have seen felloes made of Swamp or Willow Oak, which,

when seasoned, is stronger than the White Oak, and less

liable to split.

Cart-wheels. In the District of Maine, and in the

northern parts ofNew Hampshire and Vermont, where

the White Oak does not exist , the felloes and spokes of

heavy wheels are made of Sugar Maple and Grey Oak.

In the Middle States they are commonly of While Oak,

and in some parts of Maryland and Virginia the felloes

are of Spanish Oak, and occasionally of Swamp orWillow

Oak. The nave is of White Elm ; but in the Middle and

Western Sections the Sour Gum is preferred. In the

maritime parts of the Southern Stales the nave is of Live

Oak , which is superior to every other species.

Ploughs and harrows are made ofWhite Oak. The sides

of wheel-barrows are ofPine , the wheel of White Oak

,

and the arms of Ash. In the District of Mame, ox-yokes

are made of Yellow Birch , and farther south, of Maple.

In the country, common sledges are of White Oak,
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framed and shod with Hickory heart or Dogwood thor-

oaghly seasoned.

The frame of water-mills is of White Oak when it can

be procured. The cogs of the wheels are of Sugar Maple

in Maine , and of seaoned Hickory in the Middle States.

The frame of rice-mills is of Long-leaved Pine , with

the teeth of White Oak , and the cylinder of Black

Gum , whose organization renders it eminently proper

for this object. In the upper part of the Carolinas the

Dogwood is used for teeth ; but it splits unless perfectly

dry.

^RUNK-MAKING.

At Boston , trunks are made of White Pine ; at New
York , Philadelphia and Baltimore , of Tulip Tree or

Poplar, which is more solid : they are covered with

neat-skins dressed with the hair.

HOUSEHOLD STUFF AND OTHER SMALL OBJECTS

MANUFACTURED AT BINGHAM NEAR BOSTON,

In the Northern States a great number of small ar-

ticles
, principally for domestic use , are made of wood.

This branch of industry is very extensively practised at

Hingham, about i5 miles from Boston. Sloops are con-

stantly plying between that place and the capital , and

with a fair wind the passage is performed in two

hours. A part of these wares is exported to the Middle
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and Southern Slates, to the West Indies, and even to

England. . ,.

Pails. The bottom Is of White Pine , and the staves

are of chosen pieces of the heart of the same tree. The

hoops are of White Ash, h.ilf a hne thick, and wide

enough to cover three fourths of the vessel : they are at-

tached by one tack of iron and two ofwood, or are con-

fined by cutting lateral notches in one end, and insert-

ing it in a triangular hole made in the other:— hence

the name of lock -pails. The handle is of White Oak.

These pails are sold at two dollars a dozen.

Measures for com, fruit, potatoes, etc. These are the

bushel , corresponding to the ancient minot of Paris , the

half-bushel, the peck, etc. The bottom is of White

Pine, and the circle, which is a single piece, is of Black,

Red or Grey Oak. It is reduced to the proper thickness,

boiled to render it flexible, and bent upon an iron

cylinder. The measures made at Hingham are always

of a dull blue colour , which is produced by the gallic

acid of the wood acting upon the iron vessel in which it

is boiled.

Butter-boxes. These are light boxes , of which the

largest are 8 or lo inches in diameter, and less than half

as much in height ; four others , a little smaller , con-

tained one in the other , are put into the first , and this

forms a nest oj boxes, which is sold for 4o cents. The top

and bottom are of White Pine, and the circular piece

,

of While Ash.
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Wafer-hoxes. Great nambers of these little boxes are

sold at I dol. ao cents the gross. The bottoi" '" of White

Pine , and the circle of Sugar Maple.

Sieves. The rim is of White Ash , taken partly from

the heart and partly from the sap.

Stopcocks. The smallest are made of Sugar Maple ; the

largest , of White Oak : the key is of Lignum Vila?.

Rakes. The head and handle are of White Ash; the

teeth , of Mockernut Hickory, which is extremely hard.

Scythe-handles. Of White Ash.

PuUles, etc. These articles are made at Hingham ; as I

have already said , they are of White Asjj.

WOODEN WARE IN THE MIDDLE AND SOUTHERN STATES.

The manufacture of various utensils of wood ior do-

mestic use, such as pails , washing-tubs and churns, con-

stitutes a separate and extensive trade at New York , and

still more at Philadelphia, where these articles arc fur-

nished for exportation as well as for domestic consump-

tion. They are made of White Cedar, with handles of

Hickory and hoops of young stocks of the same species

stript of their bark and split in the middle. The pails are

better made and more durable than those of Pine from

Hingham, and they are sold one third dearer. This ware is

skilfully wrought, and, if carefully preserved, it becomes

whiter and harder by use.

At New York and in the Southern States, pails are

also made of lied Cedar. The staves , formed from the
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heart and sap, are party-coloured red and white; the

hoops are of brass, and the utensil is light and glossy.

Sieves. These are of two sorts : those with the bottom

of hair , and those destined for coarser substances with

the bottom formed ofinterwoven strips ofwood, usually

of Black or Water Ash. The circle of both is of "White

Oak or Hickory. The sieves used in making gun-powder

should be of Hickory, which is not shredded by friction

like the Oak.

Baskets. The large baskets (corii'baskets) used in the

harvest of maize , etc. , are generally of White Oak , and

sometimes of Shell-bark Hickory. Light baskets are made

of the European Willow, which is preferable to any

American species.

fJ^hip-stocks. Carrier's whips are made by dividing

a stem of White Oak , as far as the handle , into several

parts, which are braided together and covered with

leather; coach-whips are of a single piece of Hickory.

Bamrods for muskets are made of the same wood.

Brooms. At New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore ,

common brooms are of Hickory, and in the Southern

States, of White Oak. They are formed by dividing the

end of a stick into fine shreds , which are reversed and

bound together : to prevent their twisting and breaking

,

they are dipt in boilingwater. The handle of hair-brooms

is of Pine, and the head, of Tulip Tree. The back of

coarse brushes is of Black Oak.

Spade handles. These are of Ash , as well as the frame

i!

'

;

i
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Sgo recapitulation;

of hand-saws. At Baltimore I have seen saws mounted

with Black Walnut, which is less elastic, and conse-

quently less proper than the Ash.

Picture-frames. Those that are to be gilded are of

While Pine ; and the smaller ones, which are commonly

blacked , are of Sweet Gum. ' '^

Plane-siocks. Always of White or Red Beech thor-

oughly seasoned.

Gun-stocks. For rifles and fowling-pieces , the Red

Maple or Curled Sugar Maple is selected ; for muskets

,

the Black Walnut. The Maple , after being well polished,

' • rubbed with a little sulphuric acid and linseed oil.

Saddle-trees. Of Red Maple or Sugar Maple , as one

or Ihe other species happens to be more abundant. The

Sugar Maple has more solidity.

Screws of book-binder's presses. Of Hickory : light screws

are sometimes made of Dogwood.

Hatter's blocks. Always of Sour Gum , which , from its

peculiar or{];anisation , is not liable to split.

Com-shoi^els. The best are of Butternut.

Wooden bowls. Generally of Tulip Tree ; sometimes

of Black Gum and Butternut, which are less easily split.

The most solid are made of the excrescencies on the

trunk of the Black Ash ; but they are rare , as the large

stocks, from which thcj are taken, have been con-

sumed.

Spinning-wheels and twisting-wheels. The lower part of

the frame is of Red-flowering Maple ; the nave of the
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wheel and the spokes , of the same species ; the felloes

,

of Black Oak ; the block , of Ash ; and the distaff-rods

,

of Hickory. The circle of twisting-wheels is of "White

Oak or White Ash. • . ' ..-^

jixe-handles. Of Hickory , and preferably of Pignut

;

in the District ofMaine, ofWhite Oak. V

Shoe-lasts. The best are of well-seasoned Beech : at

Philadelphia they are sometimes of Persimon , which is

suiticiently hard ; and in the more northern States , of

Black or of Yellow Birch , which are less eligible because

more liable to warp.

Posts and rails. The use of this description of fence

subsists throughout the United ' States. The cultivated

ground still bears a small proportion to the forests ; but

as the population multiplies , this proportion is every

day becoming greater. The borders of the Ocean are the

most extensively cleared , and the country approaches

nearer to the state of Nature as the distance from the

shore increases. The farms insulated in the forests are

less remote in some districts than in others; but as the

population is thin, a proprietor sometimes cultivates not

more than one acre out of a hundred and fifliy of his

land : the rest forms a part of the continued forests , in

which cattle of every sort live in common during three

quarters or even the whole of the year. To guard against

their intrusion , every cultivated spot must be enclosed.

The fences are generally oftwo sorts : in the Northern

and near the large towns of the Middle States, where

If. 5

1
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wood is less plentiful, they are iormed of post! set ten

or twelve feet apart, and connected bj five or six rails

three or four inches in diameter ; farther inland , where

materials are still abundant , they are made in a zig-zag

direction, by laying the rails one upon another, and

crossing them at the angles. As these fences are seven or

eight feet high , it is easily conceived that in so ex-

tensive a country they must consume an immense quan-

tity of wood, and that their maintenance must be very

expensive in the anciently settled districts. Within a few

years they have begun to be replaced by quickset hedges.

The duration oP the fence depends upon the species of

wood of which it is made, and this is regulated by the

nature of the forests in the different parts of the country.

In Vermont, a great part ofNew Hampshire, the District

of Maine, New Brunswick and Lower Canada, the Arbor

Yit<e furnishes the best and most durable wood , and

every proprietor esteems it an advantage to have a suflli-

cient proportion of it upon his estate to keep up his

fences. In clay lands the posts last 3o or ^o years, but

not more than half as long in sandy soils : I have been

told that the rails endure 4^ or 5u years. The posts

,

which are 7 or 8 feet long, are made of trunks G or 8

inches in diameter split in two ; in 1807 they were sold

at 4 dollars a hundred in the neighbourhood of Nor-

ridgewock in the District of Maine.

When the Arbor Vita? cannot be procured, the posts

are made of Hemlock Spruce , and the rails of lilack

.*
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Spruce. These species are not more than half as durable

as the preceding. Alter the Hemlock Spruce , the Grey

and Red Oaks are taken for posts which last only nine

or ten years. « ; v " , - • '^
In Gennessee and the upper part of New York , the

new settlements are enclosed with zig-zag ience made

of the Sugar Maple and Basswood, which are the most

common trees in the country. ' • - -^^ '
....,- ...

In the lower part of New York, New Jersey and Penn-

sylvania , the posts of the best fences are made of Red

Cedar and White Oak, and the rails of White Cedar.

The posts last ao or 3o , and the rails 3o or 40 years. The

j)rice of the posts is i3 cents each, and that of the

rails, 6 dollars a hundred. On the sea-coast of Pennsyl-

vania , the White Cedar is used for posts , and is found

equally durable. In the Western Countries ,
particularly

between Laurel Hill and the Ohio, the enclosures are

all made with zig-zag fence of White Oak, and are mpre

lasting than any other except those of Chesnut.

In Maryland, Yi^jginia and the upper part of the

more southern States , in Ohio , Kentucky and Tennes-

see, the species made use of are too various to be

enumerated. The best posts are of Locust , Red Mul-

berry, Red Cedar, Chincapin, Chesnut, Black Walnut,

White Oak and Black Oak ; the rails are of White, Red

or Black Oak , or of Yellow Pine. If the posts were

charred to the distance of six inches above the surface

of the ground, and the rails deprived of their bark, a

^.
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precaution that is olten neglected, they would last one

third longer.

In the lower part of the Carolines and Georgia, almost

all the enclosures are formed with zig-aag fence of th<*

Long-leaved Pine. Near Augusta
, posts of seasoned Cy-

press are proved to be very durable ; next to the Cypress

are those of Ghesnut While Oak, which is preferred in

the absence of the Locust and White Oak.

In Lower Louisiana , the Cypress is said to be exclus-

ively used for fence.

Bark for tanning. In the United States a greater va-

riety of bark is employed in tanning than in Europe :

in France, Germany and England , scarcely any other is

admitted than that of the common Oak : in America a

different practice is adopted from necessity, and not

from a desire of perfecting the leather.

In Europe the bark for tanning is taken from stocks

less than 6 inches in diameter, and even branches less

than an inch thick are stript for this purpose ; but m
North America, the largest tree^ are felled for their

bark , which is taken o:ily from the trunk and the pri-

mary limbs.

The bark of the following speciesis selected in Canada,

Nova Scotia and the United States , viz : the Hemlock

Spruce, the Yellow Birch, the Groy, Red, Scarlet, Black,

"White and Spanish Oaks, the Rock Chesnut Oak, the

Chcsnut White Oak, the Loblolly Bay, and the While

Beech. The remaining Oaks, such as the Pin Oak in the
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Middle Slates, and the Willow and Water Oaks farther

south, possess the same properties, but are so thinly

scattered that they are only accidentally mingled with

the preceding species.

From the rareness of the Oak, the bark of the Hem-

lock Spruce becomes an invaluable resource to the

Northern States : in the District of- Maine it is sold at 3

or 4 dollars a cord of ia8 cubic ieet, and the tree is so

abundant that it will probablyJor a long time supply the

consumption. This bark is inferior to that of the Oaks,

but it is preferred to that oftheWhite and Red Beeches,

which I have seen employed only in some parts of the

Western States.

A small quantity of Yellow Birch bark is used in the

District of Maine only for what is called fair leather.

In the lower part of Connecticut and New York, in

New Jersey, Pennsylvania , Maryland, the upper part of

the Carolinas, and throughout the Western States, seven

tenths of the bark is furnished by the Red, Scarlet and

Black Oaka. The two first are confounded in use ; the

last possesses a more active principle , but it imparts a

yellow tinge to the leather, which is made to disappear

by a subsidiary process. The remaining three tenths are

taken from the Rock Chesnut and Spanish Oaks. The

bark of the Rock Chesnut Oak is brought to New York

from the banks of the Hudson ; it is more esteemed

than that of the Red and Black Oaks, and sold one fourth

higher : it is taken only from stocks and limbs less than

y:
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8 inches in diameter, and is not easily procured. The

Spanish Oak bark, which begins to be used immediately

south of Philadelphia, is also preferred to that of the

Red Oak , and is dearer ip the same proportion. This

superiority consists in giving to the leather a better qual-

^. ity , and a degree of whiteness which renders it proper

for more delicate and more varied uses. Thissp ecies is

selected in the lower part of the Southern States ; but

as it cannot be procured in sufficient quantities, though

^ the tanners are few, it is replaced by that of the Lob-

lolly Bay. The bark of this last species makes good

leather, which is, however, improved by a mixture of

* that of the Spanish Oak, called in those States Red

Oak.

On the banks of the Ohio and in some parts of

Kentucky , where the Oaks are rare , the White Beech

is resorted to , though allowed to be inferior to every

species of Oak. In the Middle States , the White Oak

bark is sometimes seen in the tan-yards; it makes excel-

lent leather, but the tree has become too precious to be

felled for its bark, and the cellular integument , which

alone contains the tannin is extremely thin compared to

the epidermis : the contrary fact , observed in the Red

,

II Scarlet and Pin Oaks , is probably the reason of their

being so generally employed.

^ The bark of the American Oak is exported to England,

where it is esteemed inferior to that of the Common

European Oak, and sold one fourth cheaper.

IT
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Fuel. Except a few persons in the cities iivho use

coal imported from England, ivood is the common

luel throughout the United States. Coal is also burnt

by a part of the inhabitant of Pittsburgh and its vi-

cinity. It abounds in that part of Pennsylvania and in

$11 the Western States , and sometimes appears at the

sur'ace of the ground : it is so easily extracted that it is

delivered at the house of the purchaser for 4 cents a

bushel weighing 60 or 80 pounds. Boats laden with it

descend the Ohio and Mississippi to New Orleans,

whence it is embarked for Philadelphia and New York ,

,

and sold, as I am informed , at a lower price than what

is imported from England. This is an invaluable resource

in a country which keeps on foot no public forests, and

where the natural growth is rapidly disappearing.

The large towns are furnished with fuel by individuals

who are subject to none of the reguiatians adopted in

Europe. In our cities every wood-merchant is obliged

to have a certain quantity of fuel in his yard at the en-

trance of winter, and effectual measures are taken t6

render the price independant of the variations in the

seasons. In the United States the markets are supplied

from day to day with wood exposed to sale as soon as it

is felled; hence, when the navigation of the rivers is

suddenly arrested by frost, the supply is cut off : the

price once rose , on such an occasion , at New York , to

40 dollars a cord. ,?' ' .* ;{ ,
;7:>^

In Gennessee, Vermont, New Hampshire, the District

\*

^
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of Maine, and the Provinces of New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia and Lower Canada , the best iuel is the Sugar

Maple, after which rank the Yellow Birch, the Canoe

Birch, and the Red and White Beeches. In 1806, the

price of a cord of wood at Wiscasset and HoUowel was

a dol 5o cents, and half as much in the small towns of

the interior districts. ,
';,::.,;,

Boston, The fuel is distinguished into that which is

brought i 5o or aoo miles by sea from the Province of

Maine, which is made up of Sugar Maple, Yellow

Birch, White Birch and Beech, and which varies in price

irom 6 to 8 dollars the cord ; and that which comes

from the surrounding country to the distance of 15 or

ao miles, which consists of Hickory and White Oak, and

is sold one fourth dearer. These two descriptions of

wood furnish seven eighths of the consumption. < >

New YoHi. The wood is divided into Hickory and Oak :

the tirst comprises the four species which grow in the

Atlantic States , among which the Shell-bark Hickory

predominates ; the second consists of the Rock Chesnut

Oak, the White Oak, and a smaller proportion of the

Red, Scarlet and Black Oaks.The Rock Chesnut Oak is the

best after the Hickory , but it is rarely sold apart. The

price of Hickory wood varies in general from 12 to i5

dollars a cord , and that of Oak , from 8 to 10 dollars.

Almost all the fuel consumed at New York descends the

North River.

Philadelphia. The best wood consists exclusively of
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Hickory, in which the Mockernut Hickory appeared

to predominate. The second quality is the Black Jack

Oak from the southern extremity of New Jersey, which

rarely exceeds live inches in diameter , and is covered

with a thick, black, rugged bark. The third class is mixed,

consisting of Oak, Ash , Beech and Sweet Gum. The

fourth is bakers* wood , which is formed of the Pitch

Pine , the Jersey Pine and the Yellow Pine : this is the

only fuel consumed in the brick-kilns in the neighbour-

hood of Philadelphia. Large logs of Black Gum and Tu-

pelo are sold separately , and are usually bought for the

taverns : they retain the fire a long time in the back of ^

the chimney. Towards the end of October 1807, the $i'-

price of the best wood was 9 dollars and a half a cord

;

of the second quality
, 7 dollars and a half; of the third

,

6 dollars and a half ; and of the fourth, 4 ^^oUars. The

Black Gum logs were 6 or 8 cents apiece.

Baltimore. Here, alsc , the Hickory is sold apart , at

the price of 10 dollars a cord : the Shell-bark Hickory,

which does not grow in the vicinity, is never seen in

the market. The second class is the Black Jack Oak

,

which is brought from the distance of 18 or 20 miles,

and is sold at d»dollars a cord. The third class is com-

posed of different species of Oak , viz : the White Oak

,

the Post Oak, the Spanish Oak, the Willow Oak and the

Black Oak : the price is from 5 to 6 dollars. Bakers and -^

brick-makers use Pine , which is a third cheaper.

PVilmington, N. C. The fuel of this place is inferior

II. 5a
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to that of any other town in the United States ; it is

distinguished, however, into two classes, the iirbt con-

sisting of twisted stocks of the Scrub Oak about as large

as the arm, cut in the neighbouring barrens, and sold at

4 dollars a cord ; the second , ofAsh , of different species

of Oak, of the Red and White Bays, the Red-flowering

Maple, etc.

Charieston. The Black Jack Oak holds the first place

,

and is sold at 6 dollars a cord. The second class , com-

posed of the Whit« Oak , the Post Oak and the Chesnut

White Oak , is sold at 5 dollars ; the third , made up of

different species , such as the Live Oak , the Hickory, the

Spanish Oak , the Water Oak , the Sassafras , the Red

Bay , the Big Laurel and the Sweet Gum , at 4 dollars.

The Live Oak and Hickory are thrown in with the rest

,

as the quantity is too small to repay the trouble of se-

lection.

Augusta, Georgia. The Chesnut White Oak is the best

fuel, and sells at 4 dollars a. cord. In the second class

are the Spanish Oak, the Water Oak, etc., the price of

which is 3 dollars.

Such are the species of wood principally consumed

for fuel in the cities of the United States, and such, in

i8o6and 1807, were their prices, which had doubled

. within a5 years.

The dearness of wood in New York and Philadelphia,

situated as they are on navigable rivers flowing through

extensive countries covered with woods , must appear

"«;
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surprising ; the price nearly equals and sometimes ex-

ceeds that of the best wood in Paris , though this im-

mense capital annually requires more than 3oo,ooo cords,

and is surrounded to the distance of 3oo miles by culti-

vated plains. The advantages enjoyed in this respect by

Paris and other cities of France and Germany , is owing

to the careful preservation and skilful management of

the forests. ., ,

*»»*
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w GENERAL TABLE
OF THE ENGLISH AND LATIN NAMES.

N. B. The Enfilith synonymat arc in italic characten.

'^Vol. Pig.

IlfTAODUCTION I, I

American arbor vitee. . . Thi^a occidentalis. . . II, 566

American aspen Populus tnmuldides. . .II,ia5

American black poplar. , Populus hudsonica. . .II, ii4

American chesnut. • . , Casttmea vesca. . . • .II, 141

American holly Ilex opaca . II > 4^
American hornbeam. . . Carpinus americana. • . II, 161

American larch Larix americana. ... II , 545

American large aspen. . , Populus grandidentata. .II, 138

American nettle tree. . . Celtis occiderUcdis. . . . II, 177

American silver fir. . . . Abies halsami/era. . . . II , 5a3

^s«Es .^ 11, 189

Ash'leaved maple .... Acerinegundo. . . . . . I , a49

Bald cypress Cupressus disticha. . • . II , Sag

Balsam of Gilead. . . . Abies balsamifera. . . . II , 3a3

Balsam poplar Populus balsamifera, . . II, rai

Barrens scrub oak. . . , Quercus catesbcei. . , . . I, 85

Barrens oak. • . . . . Qucrcus cinerea I, 79
Barrens willow oak. , . * Quercus cinerea. . . . . I, 71

Bartramoak Quercus heterophiUa. . .1, 7''

Bass wood. ..... . lYlia americana 11,234
Bear oak Quercus banisteri. . . . I, 82

Beaver wood Magnolia glauca. . . . 1 , 374
Biglaufel. Magnolia grandijlora. • I, 269

Birches. • I, 547
Bitter-nut hickory. . . , Juglans amara, . . • . I, 170

Black alder {onthe Ohio). Celtis crassifolia H, 179

M'
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^ Blackash

Black alder

« • Black birch

tf Black cypress

= * Black gum
Black Imtst

Black jack oak

Black oak

Black scrub oak

Black or double spruce. .

Black sugar tree

Black walnut
*

Black willow

Blue ash

Bois de fliche hdtard. . .

Boisjaune

Bouleau h canot. . . .

_

J^x elder. .......
Boa! oak • . .

Box white oak

Broompine
Broom hickory

Buck eye

Bur oak
•' ^'

Butternut.

;

Button wood
» • *' Cabbage tree

Callicoe tree

#
*

Camphire tree

Canoe birch

Carolinian ash

Carolinian poplar. • • .

Catalpa

RAL TABLl.
Vol. Pfeg.

Fraxmus seunbucifoUa. , II , aoa

Alruts glatica 1 , 378

Betula lenta I, 37

a

Cupressus disticha, . . • II , 3a()

Nyssa sylvatica II, 1G6

Robinia pseudo-acacia. . II , i

Quercus ferrugitiea. . . . 1 , 79
Quercus tinctoria. ... I, 91

Quercus banisten. • • • 1 , 8a

Abies nigra II , 307

Acer nigrum I, a37

Juglans nigra 1 , 1 55

Salix nigra II, aio

FVcucinus quadrangulata. II , ao5

Comus fionda I, a55

Lyriodendrum tulipifera. \, 3o5

Betula paf^rifera. . . . I, 35i

Aearnegurtdo I, a49

Qdercusobtusiloba. ... I, 36

Quercus obtusiloba. ... I, 36

Pinus australis II, a65

Juglansporcina I, 194

Pavia lutea II
, 98

Quercus macrocarpa. . • 1 , 34

Juglans cathartica. . . .1, 160

Platcmus occidentalis. . 1 , 3a i

Chamcerops palmeto. . . II, i53

Kalmia latifolia. ... I, 343

Laurus camphora. . . .II, 37

Betula papyrifera. . . .1, 35

1

Fraxinus plaiicarpa. . .11, 208

Populus angulata. . . . II, 108

Bignonia caiaipa. . . . I, Sag

»

'Vf'^---
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Vol. Pag.

Catawbaw tree Signom'a catalpa. ... I, Sag

Cedar of Lebanon. . . . Larix cedrus II, 549
ddrt blanc. ...... Thuya occidenUMs. . . . II , 366

Ghamplain willow. . . , Salix ligustrina II, 21a

Chim blanc Quercus alba 1 , 17

Chine d, latte Quercus laurifolia. ... I, 69

ChSnenoir. Quercus tinctoria. ... I, 91
Clicsnut white oak. . . . Qttercus prinus palustris. I, 4^
Chicot Gymnocladuscanadensis. I , a63

Ghincapin Castanea pumila II, 147

Coffee tree Gymnocladus canadensis, l^ a63

Common American alder. /4//iii5 .$«rm/a/a I, 376

Common European alder. .^//iZAS ^/u/mo5a I, 38o

Common European ash. . Fraxinus excelsior. , . . U, 199
Common European birch. Betula alba I, 356

Common European elm. . Ulmus campestris. . . .II, 334
Common European poplar. Po^m/»s canescens. . . . II, lag

Common European oak. . Querqusrobur I, 38

Common European white

oak Quercus pedunculata. . . I, 3o
Common european walnut. Jii^/am rp^i'a I, 143

Common hickory. . . , Juglans tomentosa. . . . I,, 176
Cork oak. . Quercus suber. 1 , 6a

Cotonier. Platcmus occidentalis. . .1, 33

1

Cotton tree » , Populus argentea. , . . II, i3o

Cotton wood Populus canadensis. . . .11, iii

Crab apple Mahis coronaria I, 333

Cucumber tree Magnolia acuminata. . . 1 , 278
Cypresses , II , 537

II , 539Cypress Odpressus disticha.

Devil wood Olea americana II> 47
Dog wood. ...... Comusflorida I, 355

Double spruce Abies nigra. . . . . • .II, 807

*

'•n't*-
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4o6 GENERAL TABLE.
Vol. P,g.

Downy lime tree 7>V/a pubescem II , aSg

Dutch elm Uinuts suberosa II , aSo

Dwarf rose bay Rhododendrurnrnaa:imum.l, SSo

Epinelte blanche. . . , j4bies alba II, 3 14
Epimtte noire y4bies nigra II , 507

Epinette rouge Larix americana. . . . II , 545
Erable it giguiire. • . . yicer negundo I , a4g

Erable plame. , • . . Acer rubmm Ij 317

Erable sucre. . . . • , Acer sacchariimm. , . .1, aaS

Franklinia. Gordoru'a puhescens. . . I , agS

Georgia bark Pinckneya pubens. . . • I , a6o

Georgia pitch pine. . . . Pinus australis II, a65

Gloucester-nut hickory. . Juglam laciniosa. . , .1, 188

Green asli • . . Fraarinus viridis II, 197

Green locust Bobinia pseudo-acacia, .II, i

Grey oak Quercus ambigua. ... I, 98
Grey pine IHnus rupestris II, aSo

'^ Hackberry Celtis crassifolia 11,179
Hacmatack Larix arnencafia. • . . II , 345

Hagberry Celtis crassifolia II, 179

Hard maple Acersacharinum. , . .1, aa3

Heart-leaved balsam poplar.Aym/K5<ran</ica7i5. . . . II, ia3

Heart-leaved cucumber tree.i(/a^7io//a corr/a/a. . . . I, a8a

Hemlock spruce Abies canadensis II, 317

Hognut hickory. .... Juglans porcina 1 , 194

Horuy locust GJeditsia tnacanthos. , .II, ai

Iron -wood. Carpinus ostrya II, 162

Indian physic Magnolia auriculata. . ,\, 287

Jack oak Quercus Icmrifolia. . . . 1 , 69

Jersey pine Pinus inops II, a6i

June berry Mespilus arborea I, 336

Juniper. Cupressus thidides. . . . II , 359

Kishythomas nut. . . . Juglans squamosa. . * .1, 181

^
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Vol. V»g.

Large magnolia Magnolia grandiflora. . 1 , 369

Large-leavod umbrella tree. Afo^/io/fa rnacrophylla, . I , agi

Large tupelo Nyssa grandidentata. . .II, 17a

Laurel oak Quercus imbricaria. . . . 1 , 69

Laurier tulipier Magnolia grandijlora. . 1 , 269

Lever wood Otrpinus ostrya II, 160

Live oak Quercus virens 1 , 57

Lime tree Tiliaamericana II,a34

Loblolly bay Gordonia lasyanthus. . . I , agS

Loblolly pine Pinus tceda II , 387

Locust Robinia pseudo-acacia. .II, i

Long-leaved cucumber tree.ilf<i^no/ia aM//Wa/a. . .1, 387

Long-leaved pine. . . . Pinus australis II , a65

£00* maple Acer montanum I , a53

Magnolias. ...• I, 2G8

Maples • . . I , aoS

Maple tree. Acerrubrum I) 217

Muckcrnut hickory. . . . Juglans tomentosa. . .1, 176

Moose elm Ulmus rubra II, aai

Moose wood Acer striatum I, a45

Mossy-cup oak Quercus olivceformis. • . 1 , 3a

Mountain laurel Kalmia latifolia, ... I, 343

Mountain mahogany. . . Betula lenta I > ^73

Mountain maple Acer montanum. . t . 1 , 253

New Jersey pine Pinusinops II, a6i

Norway maple. . . . . , Acer platandides. . . .1, a40

Norway pine. • . . . . Piruts rubra II , a44

Norway spruce fir. • . . Abies picea II, 3o4

Noyer amer Juglans amara I, 194

Nqyer dur. , Juglarts tomentosa. . . .1, 176

Noyernoir. Juglans nigra I, i53

Noyertendre Juglans squamosa. , • .1, 181

Nutmeg hickory. . « . . Juglans myiisticceformis. 1 , 198

II. 55

•^
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-i»

vfAKSa •••••••••••••««
Ohio buck eye JEsadus ohioensis.

Oil nut. • . . Juglans cathartica

Oldfield birch Betida populifolia.

Olive tree Olea europea. . .

Over-cup oak Quercus lyrata. •

Over-cup white oak. . . Quercus macrocarpa

Pacane nut hickory. . . Juglans olivceformis

Pacankr. Jughms olivceformis,

Papaw Annona triloba. .

Paper birch Betula papyri/era

Pependge. Nyssa aquatica. .

Persimon Diospiros virginiana

Perusse. , , ', Abies canadensis.

Pignut hickory. • . . . Juglans porcina. .

Pin blanc Pinus strobus. -, •

Pin rouge Pinus rubra. . . •

Pin oak Quercus palustris.

Pin(ES.

Pistacia tree Pistacia I'era. . .

Pitch pine Pinus rigida. . . .

Pitchpine{southemstcUes).Pimis australis. .

Planer tree Planera ulmifolia.

Pond pine Piims serotina. . .

Poplar , or Tulip tree. . . Lyriodendrum tubpifera.

Post oak Quercus obtusiloba

Pride of India Me^a azedarach. .

Pumpkin pine Pitms strobus. . .

Quercitron Quercus tinctoria.

Recapitulation ofthe Walnuts and Hickories. .

Red ash Fraxinus tomentosa

Red bay Laurus carolitiiensis

Red beech Fagus fcrruginea.

Red birch Betula rubra. . .

Vol. Pag.

I, 9
II; 101

I) i6o

n, 363

II, 5o

I, 4o

I, 54

I, 167

Ibid.

I, 3oo

I , 35i

II, 168

II,ioS

II, 517

l> »94

II , agt

II, a44

I, 100

II
, Mi

11,159

II , a82

II,a65

II , a3a

n , aSo f
I, 3o5

I, 3G

n,i36
II , agi

I7 9>

I , aoo

II , 195

II, 34

U, i55

I, 365

v>
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Red cedar

Red cherry tree. . . .

Red elm

Red-flowering maple. .

Red mulberry

Red oak

Redoak (southern states).

Red or Norway pine. .

Rock chcsnut oak. . .

Hock maple. ....
Rockyoak

Rose-flowering locust. .

Running oak. ....
Sap pine

Sapinette blanche. . .

Sapinette noire. . . .

Sapling pine

Sassafras

Scarlet oak

Scaly-bark hickory. . .

Shag-bark hickory. . .

Scotch fir.'

Scrub oak

Sheep laurel. . . . .

Shell-bark hickory. . .

Shining willow. . . .

Short-leaved pine. . .

Silver fir

Single spruce

Slippery elm

Small chesnut oak. . .

Small magnolia , or while

l>ay

Soft maple

409
Vol. Pdg.

Juniperus virginiana. . . II , 353

Cerasus borealis. . . . II, 96
Ulmus rubra II, aai

Acerrubrum I, 217

Morus rubra II, i8a .

Quercus rubra. . » . I , io3

Quercus falcata. . . . 1, 87

Pinus rubra II , a44

Quercusprimismonticola. I, 49
y4cer sacharinum . . I, 22.5

Quercusprinusmonticola. I, 49
Robinia viscosa. . . .II, i5

Quercus pumila. ... I, 73
Pinus rigida II , a8a

Abies alba II,3i4

Abies nigra II , 607

Pimts rigida II , a8a

Laurus sassafras. . .II, 28-

Quercus coccinea. . .1, qS

Juglans squamosa. . .1, 181

Juglans squamosa. . . Ibid.

Pinus syhestris. . . . 11 , 267

Quercus hanisteri. . . 1 , 8a

Kalmia latifoUa. ... I, 34a

Juglans squamosa. . .1, 181

Salixlucida II,ai3

Pinus mitis II , aSa

Abies balsamifera. . . II , 3a3

Abies alba II, 3 14

Ulmus rubra II, aai

Quercuspriinischincapin. I, 55

Magnolia glauca. . . 1 , 274

Acerrubrum I, 217
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4ld GENERAL TABLE.
Vol. Pig.

Sorel tree Andromeda ariorea. . II, 34
Sour gum Nyssa sylvatica. . . . II, i65

Sour tupelo. .... Nyssa capitata. . . . II , lyS

Southern pine. . . . . Pinus austraJis. . . .II, 265

Spanish oak Quercus falcata. . . .1, 87

Spring-field hickory. . . Juglans laciniosa. . . I, 188

Spruce pine Pinus mitis U,a5a
Slone pine Pinus pinea II, a4^

Striped maple. . . . Acer striatum I, a45

Sugar maple Acer saccharinum. . .1, aa5

Sugar tree Acer nigrum I , aSy

Swamp chesnut oak. . . Quercus printts palustris. 1 , 4^
Swamp hickory. . . . Juglans amara. . . .1, 170

Swamp laurel Rhododendrummaa!imum.l,55g

Swamp post oak. . . . Quercus lyrata. ... I, l^o

Swamp white oak. . . Quercus prinus discolor. I, 4^

Sweet bay Magnolia glauca. . .1, a74

Sweet birch Betula lenta 1 , 37a

Sweet gum. ... * . . Liquidambarstyraciflua. I, 3iS

Sweet leaf. Hopea tinctoria. . .

Sweet locust Gleditsia iriacarUhos.

Sycamore Acerpseudo-platanus.

Table mountain pine. . IHnus pungens. . .

Tacamahaca Potpulus halsamifera.

Tamarack Larix americana.

Thick shell-bark hickory. Juglans laciniosa.

Tupelo Nyssa aquatica. . .

Umbrella tree " Magnolia tripetala. .

Upland willow oak. . . Quercus cinerea. . .

Wahoo Ulmus alata II, ai/

Walnuts * I, iSy

"^Vaier ash. ..... Frcuxinus sambucifolia. . II,30i

Water bitter>nut hickory. Juglans aquatica. . . 1 , 174

Water locust Gleditsia monosperma. . II , a5

Tulip Tr^P.

», 186

n. ai

I, 342

H, a65

n, 131

n, 34S

I, 188

n, i63

I, a84

I, 7«
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. II, 19a

Water oak. ..... Quercus aquattca. ^

White ash Fraxinus americana. .

White beech Fagus sylvestris II, i5i

White birch. . . • . . BetuJa populifolia. ... I, 365

While cedar. . • . . . Cupressus thioides. . • . II, SSg

Whitecedar (northern St.) Thuya occidentalis. . , . 11,358

fVhite cypress, . . • , Cupressus disticha 11,3^9

White elm. . . . • • • Ulmus americana. , . . II, ai5

}Vhite Mckory. • • • » Juglans tomentosa. , . * I, 176

fVhite-heart hickory, , . Juglanstomentosa. . . . Ibid.

White lime Tilia alba U , a37

White maple Acer eriocarpum I, 3i3

White oak Quercus alba I, 17

White or single spruce. • Abies alba U , 3i4

fVhitepoplar. Lyriodendrum tuKpifera. I, ,3o3

White pine Pinus strobus. . • .. .11,291

White scrub oak Quercuspn'nuschincapin. I, 56

White spruce Abies'alba. . . ^. . . .II, 3 14

White wood lyriodendrum tuKpifera. I , • 3o5

White walnut.' Juglans cathartica. . . .1, 160

Wild cherry Cerasus virgitiiana. ... II, 89

Wild orange Cerasus caroliniana. , . II, gS

Wild pine, or Scotch fir. • P/ViiAs 5j/fes/m 11,257
Willow oak Quercus phellos I, 67
Virginian poplar Populus moniliferch , , .1, 116

Yellow birch Betula lutea. ... . . . 1 , 869
Yellow locust, Robinia pseudo-acacia. .11, i

Yellow oak. .,.,.. Quercusprinusacuminatal, 53

Yellow pine Pinus mitis II, 262

Yellow pine (southern St.) Pinus australis 11,265
Yellow poplar. Lyriodendrum tulipifera. I, 3o3

Yellow wood J^irgilia lutea. ..... 11, 18

Recapitulation n , 363

•H\''
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'GENERAL TABLE "..

OF THE LATIN AI^D |1NGLISH NAMES.

%

Abieialba. . . .

Alnei balsamifcra. .

Abiei canadensis. .

Abies nigra. . .

Abies picea. . .

Acer eriocarputn. .

Acer montanum. .

Acer negundo. . .

Acer nigrum. . .

Acer platano'ides. .

Acer pseudo-platanus

Acer rubrum. . .

Acer saccharinum.
•

Acer striatum. . .

Alnus glauca. . .

Alnus glutinosa. .

Alnus serrulata. .

Andromeda arborea,

Annona triloba. .

Bctula alba. . .

Betula lenta. . .

Betula lutea. . .

Betula papyrifera. .

fietula populifolia.

Betula rubra. . .

Bignonia catalpa. .

Carpinus ostrya. .

Vol. Pag.

fVlute or single spruce. . II , 3 14
Silverfir. 11,325

Hemlock spruce II, 3 17
Black or double spruce. ,11 , Soy

Nonvay spruce. . . , .II, 3o4

ffHute maple I, 3i3

Mountain maple I , a53

Box elder. . . • . . . . 1 , 349

Black sugar tree I, sSy

Norway maple I, 340

Sycamore. ....... I, 34a

Red-flowering maple. . . 1 , 317

Sugar maple. . . . . . I, 3a5

Moose wood I, 34^

Black alder. Ij ^78

Common european alder. 1 , 38o

Commonamerican alder. If 376

Soreltree II, 44
Papaw . 1 , 3oo

Common european birch. 1 , 356

Blackbirch I, 272

Yellow birch • 1 , 369

Canoe birch. . . . . « . 1 , 35

1

White birch I, 363

Red birch I, 565

Catalpa I , Ssg

Iron wood II , 163
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^\ GENERAL TABLE. 4>3
Vol. Pag.

Carpinus americana. . . American hornbeam. , .11, i6o

Gastanea puinila. . . . Chincapin II, 147

Castanra vcsca Chesnut II, 141

Celtis crassifolia. . . . Hack berry • .II, 179
Celtis occideDtalis. . . American nettle tree. , .II, 177

Gerasus borealls. . . . Red cherry. ...... II, 96
Gerasus caroliniensis. . . f^ild orange. . • . . . II , 9S

Gerasus virginiana. . . fP^ild chetry. . . • . . II , 89

Ghamoerops palmeto. . . Cabbage tree. . . * . . 11^ iS3

Gornus florida Dog wood. ....... I, ^55

Gupressus disticha. . . Cypress II , Sag

Gupressus thuyo'ides. . . FPHiite cedar. 11 , 339

Diospiros virginiana. . . Persimon II, io3

Fagus ferruginea. . . . Red beech II, i53

Fagus sylvestris. . . . White beech II, i5o

Fraxinus americana. . . White ash. . . . . . . II, 193

Fraxinus excelsior. . . Common european ash. . II , 199

Fraxinus quadrangulata. . Bhte ash 11, 3o5

Fraxinus platicarpa. . . Carolinian ash. ... . .II, 208

Fraxinus sambucifolia. . Black ash II , 20

1

Fraxinus tomentosa. . . Red ash II, iqS

Fraxinus viridis. . . . Green ash II, 197

Gleditsia monosperma. . Water locust II, 25

Gleditsia triacanthos. . . Sweet locust II , 21

Gordonia lasyanthus. . . Loblolly bay • I, 295

Gordonia pubescens. . . Franklinia 1 , 298

Gymnocladus canadensis. Coffee tree I, 263

Hopea tinctoria. . , . Sweet leaf. II, 186

Hex opaca American holly. .... II, 4®
Juglans amara. . • . . Bittenmt hickory. . . .1, 170

Juglans aquatica. . . . Water bittemut hickory. I, 174

Juglans catliartica. . .Butternut.. I, 160

Juglans laciniosa. . . . Thick shell-bark hickory. 1 , 188

*

k.

»*
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4'4 GENERAL TABLE.
^

Vol.

3\ig\aLnBmyru\ica(orm\s. . Nutmeg hickoty. » • . • I,

Juglans nigra Black walnut I

,

Juglans oliveeformis. . . Pacane nut hickory, . .1,

Juglans porcina. . . . Pignut hickory. ...•!,
Juglans regia Common europeemwalnut.1,

Juglans squamosa. . . . Shell-hark hickory. . . . I

,

Juglans tonientosa. . . Mockernut hickory. . . . I

,

Juniperus virginiana. . . Red cedar. II

,

. Mountain laurel. . . . • I

,

. American larch II

,

. Cedar of Lebanon. . . . II

,

. Red bay. II

,

. Camphor tree II

,

Sassafras U
,

.1,

.1,

Kalmia ktifolia.

Larix americana. .

Larix cedrus. . ..

LstUrus caroliniensis.

Laurus campliora. .

Lauras sassafras. .

Li(^uidambar styraciflua. Sweet gum.

Lyriodendrum tulipifera. Poplar or tulip tree.

^i

Magnolia acuminata. »

Magnolia auriculata. .

Magnolia cordata. . .

Magnolia glauca. . .

Magnolia grandiflora. .

Magnolia macrophylla.

Magnolia tripctala. .

Mains coronaria.

Melia azedarach.

Mespilus arborca.

Morus rubra .^ .

Nyssa aquatica.

Nyssa capitata. .

Nyssa grandidcntata.

Nyssa sylvatica. .

Cucumber tree I,

Long-leaved cucumber tree1
,

Heart-leavedcucumbertrectt^f

Small magnolia, or white

bay. , . ... . . . . I,

Large magnolia, or big

laurel. I

,

Large-leavedumbrella tree.l

,

Umbrella tree I

,

Crab apple I ^

Pride of India. . . . . II,

June berry I

,

Red mulberry II,

Tupelo • . • II

,

Sour tupelo II,

Large tupelo II,

Black gum II

,

198

i5S

167

»94

143

181

176

553

34a

345

349

35

37

a8^

3i5

3o3

379.

a8a

274

269

391

a84

353

136

556

18a

i63

175

17a

i65
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OENERAL TABLE.

•€

'Olea amcrlcana. .

Olea europea: . .

Pavi'alutea. . . ,

Pavia oliioensis. .

Pinckncya pubescens

Piiiusaustralis. . ,

Pinus itiops. . ,

Piiius initis. . .

Piiius pitiea. . .

Piuus punf^ens. . .

Pinus ri^ida. . .

Pinus rubra. . .

Pinus rupestris. .

Pinus serotina. . .

Pinus s^lvestris. .

Pinus strobus. . .

Pinus toeda. . . .

Pistacia vera. . .

Platanus occidentalis.

Planera ulmifolia. .

Populus angulata. .

Populus argentea. .

Populus balsamifera.

Populus c&ndicans.

Populus canadensis.

Populus canescens.

Populus grandidentata

Populus hudsonica.

Populus monilifcra.

Populus tremuloiides.

Quercusalba. . .

Querciisambigua. .

Quercus aqualica. .

II.

4i5
Vol. pAg.

. Devil WQod. . . • ^ . .II, 4^

. Olive tree . II, 5o

. Buckeye H* 98

. Ohio buckeye II, loi

. Georgia bark I , a6o

. Long-leaved pine. . . . II , a65

. Jersey pine II , a6i

. Yellow pine II , a5a

. Stone pine , .JI , a4^

. Table-mountain pine. .II,a63

. Pitch pine. .*.... II , 283

. Red or Norway pine. . . II , a44

. Grey pine • . II , a5o

. Pond pine II , 380

. Wild pine , or Scotch fir. II, 3.57

. Whitepine II, 291

. Loblolly pine II, 387

. Pistacia tree II, iSg

. Button wood. ... . . .1, Sat

. Planer tree II , a3a

. Carolinian poplar. . . . II, 108

. Cotton tree 11,119

. Balsam poplar. . • • . II, lai

. Heart-leavedpoplar. . . II, laS

. Cotton wood. II , 1 II

» PVhite or grey poplar. . II, 139

. Large American aspen. . II, 137

. American black poplar. .11, 11

4

. Virginian poplar. . . . II, 116

. American aspen II, i35

. White oak I, 17

. Grey oak 1 , 98

. JVateroak I, 77

54

V*;.
-^A

m^
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4i6 GENERAL TABLE.

Quercus bani^eri. .

Quercus catesbeei. .

Quercus cinerea. .

Quercus coccinea. .

Quercus falcata. .

Quercus ferruginea.

i^uercus heteropbjrlla

Quercus imbricaiia.

Quercus lyrata.

Quercus niacrocarpa.

Quercus obtusiloba*

Quercus olivseformis.

Quercus palustris. .

Quercus pedunculata.

Quercusprinus acuminata. Yellow oak

Quercus prinus cbincapin. Small chesnut oak, .

Quercus prinus discolor. . Swamp white oak, .

Quercus prinus nionticola. Jtock chesnut oak. .

Quercus prinus palustris. Chesnut white oak. .

Bear oak

Barrens scrub oak. .

Upland willow oak.

Scarlet oak. . . • «

Spanish oak. , • .

Blackjack oak. . .

Bartram oak. . . .

Laurel oak

Over- cup oak. . . .

Over-cup while oak.

Post oak

Mossy-cup oak. . .

Pin oak

European white oak.

Willow oak

Runrtingoak

Common european oak.

Red oak • .

Cork oak

Black oak

Live oak. ......

Quercus phellos.

Quercus pumila.

Quercus robur.

.

Quercus rubra. .

Quercus subcr. .

Quercus tincto^ia.

Quercus virens.

Rbododendrum maximum. Z^tfa;/* rose 3ay. . . .

Robinia pscido-acacia. . Locust *

Robinia viscosa. . . . Rose-'Jlowering locust. ,

Salix ligustrina. . . . Champlain willow. • .

Salix lucida Shining willow. . . •

Salix nigra Black willow

Thuya oceidentalis. . . .American aihor vitce, •

Vol. P«f.

I, 8a

I, 85

I, 7'

I, 95
I, 87

I> 79

h 75

I, 69
I, 40

I, 34

I, 36

I, 3a

I, 100

I, 3o

I, 53

I, 55

.1, 43

I, 49
I, 46
I, 66

,1, 75

I, a8

I, io5

I, 6a

h 9«

I, 57

.1, 559

n, I

. II, i5

, n, an
. II, aia

> U, 210

, U, 358

/



GENERAL TABLE. 4<7
Vol. Pag.

Tilia americana. • . . Bass wood. II , a34

Tiliaalba Pf^hile lime tree. » • • .II,a37

Tilia pubescens. . . . Downy Ume tree. • • . . II , aSg

Ulmus americana. . . . FFliiteelm. . . . • . . II, ai5

Ulmns alata ff^dhoo.^ , . . . . . . D, 217

Ulmus campestris. . . . Common European elm. 11 , 234

Ulmus rubra Bed elm II,aai

Ulmus suberosa. . . . Dutch elm. ....*.. II, a3o

Virgilia lutea Yellow wood. . . • .j^IIj 18

#.

;}'

•m
-H^ END OF THE TABLES.
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; ERRATA.

#

VOL.
}f

Paga5, 1in« at , after howtPtr^ iiuart a
•ommii. <. .

i\l. It, \n,Ttair>n,

Sfk I. lu, point*, rtad ^nnt.
65^r. 5. iitiinmient*, fixuf iin(>leinenti.

80; 1.7, tree foims, rtadxivti form.
i45, 1 18, be pratented, ivatlsh ill be pre*

tented ( -%b44) center, i*ai centre.

175, 1. 5, riaolM r<u<l rigour.

iti,l. 6, delet/^/Ae;— I. 17, Mohawk
rive^ rea4.*'i*er Jluhvwk.

181, 1. S, naa^naduat,
jHS, 1. «t;d^^ nad seuile.

184, 1. 3, .pj^Re, rtad peduncle.

196, 1. a,M:oappagny, r*«A accompany;
— I. a4, "rae, nwi They.

198, I. .19, fmr, nod four or tlf.

ai4,l. 19. incloeed, nod enclosed.

aai, I. 8, woodman, nad forester.

330, 1 I, in , rwdiiby.
a^7, 1. 3. maUng, reatrobtaining.
aS3, 1, 35, in greatest, read in the great-

est ;— 1. 36, it, react In.

a34 , 1. 3 , Alleghany , Mononghahela and
Ohio rirers, nad rivers Alleghany,
Mononghahela and Ohio.

a35, 1. 30. break through their enclosures,

r»td break into enclosures.

aSe, 1. 7, exibit , rtad e&hibit t ddt ih*
note. >

a5i,l. a8, dAoiV.
365, 1. 38, dele there are.

7^, 1. 6, pictoresque, read picturesque.

377, 1. 10, whi^key, read wnisky.
370, 1. 17, atmosphere, rea<{air.

384, 1. Q. Nolacnachuky, read Nolachuky.
S09, L 5 and 16, pannels , read panels.
5io, 1. 16, fellies, read felloes.

545, 1. 9, most congenial, reotf the most
congenial.

S5i, 1. 16, 17 and 18, read The surface of
these regions, in general rery irregu-
lar and oiversified in every direction
withhilh niidvallies, is occupied, etc.

954, L 3, soals, read «oles.

S58, 1. 15, soals of shoes, rtad soles of tl^
shoes.

36o, 1. 4, wood, r^off woods;— 1. 16, ia-
chantmeuf, read enchantment.

S61, 1. 10, dele an.

374, 1. 17, after lofai, dele the.

VOL. II.

Page II, 1.9, dele a.
i3, 1. 14, this variety, rtad it.

Page i5,l. 8, hence, p«a4 thufc
16,1. 36, these, read those.

18, 1. i5, thrifty, rtad thriving.
,

36, I. 30, dele />o</«.

38, 1. 1 7, the Suttafraa, read It.

So, 1. 13, Mufold, read unfold thenuelvfs.
9'^ 1, a3, iirt, read proeeaa.

59, 1. 33-33, bat they do not afford it in,
rwod but nut in.

45, 1, a, dele and fJ*hrout\ — l.ai , the
aciuityot' lit leaves hat procured this

tree, rtad from the acidity uf the
loaves is derived.

5o, 1. 31, aside Irom, rtad besides.
S3, I. 35,*are, reud is.

68, 1. 33, its, read his.

74, 1 C, connidered degrading, rettd con*
sidered us degrading.

84, 1.9, Havanna , read Havannah.
86, 1. 18, atchieremenis , read achieve.^
ments ; — I. a3, achieved , read done

\

—I. 34, which forms the admiration
of, read which is admired by.

93, 1. 1 , bear tlie greatest analogy, read
are the most analogous.

no, I. a, considered unfit, read coiuider-
ed as nnfit.

119, 1. 4, their, read the.

i37, line 5, its , read their.

i4o, 1. 15, in West Tennessee aild in'the

Southern States, rendtrinto West Ten-
nessee and ihe Southern States.

i5i, I. 4 and 6 , delo have ;—I. 18, dele a.
i54, 1. 19, the handles, r. and the handles.

159, 1. 17, being, read is.

169, 1. 33, these, read trees;— !. a4,
trees , read stocks.

175, 1. 8, name, read names.
185,1.4, dele and,
168, 1. 1, collecting, read gathering.

180,1. 16, dele Aave
iffi, I. S, in abont the latitude, read ia

thu latitude of about.
33G, 1, 1 3, gunwhale, read gunwale.
334, 1. 8, dele have.
337, 1. 1, White Lime, read White Lima

tree.

34 1, 1, 1, usually, read generally.
a64, 1. 5, in, read by.

383, 1.8, Hoilowel I, read HalloweL
331, 1. 6, lathes, read laths.

377, 1. 31 , after furnish, read articles.

383,1. 10, At, read In

390, 1. 33, excrescencies, r. eicresceneee.

397, L i5, where, ttad in which.
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